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1. Dwelling, place and environment: 
An introduction 

DAVID SEAMON and ROBERT MUGERAUER 

Today, our modern Western world faces a paradoxical situation. At the 
height of our technological mastery, we often find ourselves separated from 
both the earth and our own human being. After many centuries of building 
our world, we meet an unsettling nexus of domination and homelessness. 
Confronting the powerful assumption that what matters is construction in 
space with our planet as raw material, we find an emerging need to take 
seriously what is ignored or discarded: not merely technological construc
tion, but dwelling; not merely homogeneous and mathematized space, but 
place; not merely planetary raw material, but environment. A new attitude 
and approach are called for and underway as thinkers, builders, scientists 
and poets struggle to find a new way to face our situation. The essays of this 
volume are a contribution toward this effort. 

In seeking a new way to see, think, understand and build, we must first 
question fundamentally what has happened and been assumed. Our cur
rent human dilemma is not simply a problem calling for new improved solu
tions. Indeed, the dilemma is not a problem at all, if by "problem" we mean 
an issue separate from us which must be confronted, disassembled, and 
solved. As the French philosopher Gabriel Marcel argues, we deal here with 
a "mystery" - a situation in which we are inextricably involved, and where 
we must call ourselves into question if we are to see again clearly.1 The 
task is a questioning of who we are and what we truly want and need. We 
must ask what human dwelling on earth is and how it is possible to have a 
home. 

To answer these questions, the essays of this vqlume, either directly or 
implicitly, turn to phenomenology, which offers a way of thinking rigorously 
and of describing accurately the complex relation between person and 
world. At the same time, phenomenology allows phenomena to be under-
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stood as they are without the reduction or distortion so often the result of 
positivist science or the many styles of structuralism. The phenomenol
ogical approach has made its way from philosophy to such diverse fields as 
psychology, philosophical anthropology, the history of religion and literary 
and art criticism.2 At the same time, hermeneutics developed as a com
plementary approach emphasizing history, interpretation and language.3 

Now, a new phase has begun as a phenomenology and hermeneutics of em
bodied person and world considers the complexly integrated core of how we 
live. Just as medicine is in the midst of rethinking the nature of health, pa
tient, and medical practice, so the environmental disciplines are reconsider
ing the nature of the person-environment relationship, particularly in 
regard to building and designing.4 

The specific catalyst for this volume has been a series of special sessions 
on "Phenomenologies of Place and Environment," held at the annual meet
ings of the Society for Phenomenology and the Human Sciences (SPHS) 
since 1980. The purpose of these sessions has been to bring together 
scholars and practitioners whose work involves a phenomenological or 
hermeneutical approach to the person-environment relationship.5 The 
focus has been on such themes as environmental ethics, sacred space, en
vironmental behavior, sense of place, and a phenomenology of architectural 
design. Now, the time seems ripe to gather together what has developed 
from these sessions, since this work offers perspectives and discoveries 
that could have significant impact on the environmental disciplines, both at 
a conceptual and applied level. 

As we speak of them here, the environmental disciplines include all fields 
which in one way or another deal with the relationship between human 
behavior and environment, particularly its geographical, ecological and ar
chitectural aspects. The disciplines most clearly central to such research 
are geography, environmental psychology and architecture. At the same 
time, philosophers, SOCiologists, urban deSigners, students of religion, and 
so forth are experimenting with a qualitative, descriptive approach to en
vironment and environmental experience. In this volume, we have sought 
to highlight this broad range of researchers, and authors include three ar
chitects and an urban designer (Dovey, Saile, Bognar, and Violich); four 
geographers (Relph, Hill, Seamon and Buttimer); three philosophers 
(Mugerauer, Grange and Zimmerman); and two psychologists (Lang and 
Jager). Music, physiCS, and the phenomenology of religion are each repre
sented by one contributor (Schafer, Bortoft and Brenneman, respectively). 

In choosing the essays presented here, all of them specially requested for 
this volume, we have been encouraged and heartened by the way in which 
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themes among the essays resurface and resonate. Though our request for 
essays was broad and open-ended, we found that topics such as seeing, 
authenticity, interpretation, wholeness, care, and dwelling ran as undercur
rents throughout. Our major hope is that each essay plays a part in revealing 
a larger whole of meaning which says much about a more humane relation
ship with places, environments and the earth as our home. 

Part I. Beginnings and directions 

At the start, we recognize the tremendous debt this volume owes to 
philosopher Martin Heidegger (1890-1976), whose ontological excavations 
into the nature of human existence and meaning provide the philosophical 
foundations for many of the essays, particularly those in Part I of the volume. 
Above all else, Heidegger was regarded by his students and colleagues 
as a master teacher. He not only thought deeply but was also able to show 
others how to think and to question. Since he, perhaps more than anyone 
else in this century, provides the instruction for dOing a phenomenology 
and hermeneutic of humanity's existential situation, he is seminal for 
phenomenological and hermeneutical research in the environmental disci
plines. He presents in his writings what conventional scholarly work, 
especially the scientific approach, lacks; he helps us to evoke and under
stand things through a method that allows them to come forth as they are; 
he provides a new way to speak about and care for our human nature and 
environment. 

The essays of Part I immediately demonstrate the important influence of 
Heidegger's thought in establishing the philosophical underpinnings of the 
volume. Edward Relph's opening essay, though directed nominally to the on
tological foundations of geography as a diSCipline, has significance for all 
researchers concerned with people's existential relationships with world, in
cluding the earth's geographical aspects. Borrowing from Heidegger, Relph 
points out that people are always immersed in an environment and world. 
One phenomenological aim is to understand the nature of this immersion, 
which provides the touchstone and background for any formal, scientific con
sideration of environmental elements and interconnections. This style of 
understanding, says Relph, is grounded in wonder: "a compassionate in
telligence that seeks to see things in themselves." Wonder is often the heart 
of genuine phenomenological seeing. A primary concern in our selecting the 
essays for this volume was the degree to which they evoked this "sense of 
wonder about the world as we experience it." 
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Drawing on several of the same Heideggerian themes as Relph, Kimberly 
Dovey in his essay considers the phenomenon of authenticity, a topic crucial 
to much phenomenological endeavor. Dovey concludes that authentic en
vironmental meaning is not a condition of the physical world but, rather, is 
a situation "of connectedness in the relationship between people and their 
world." Environmental authenticity is a modern dilemma because only to
day do technological, economic and social structures exist which sever 
finished products from the processes which produced them. In earlier times, 
the designer of place was usually the builder; and make, user. Bonds be
tween form and process, surface and depth, perception and action were 
more readily maintained. Artifact, building and landscape more often arose 
from direct wish and need; the result was a meaningful connection between 
thing and human world. The question Dovey leaves us with is how today's 
buildings and environments can again evoke a sense of place and authen
ticity. Several later essays offer concrete suggestions for fostering a renew
ed environmental integrity. 

Robert Mugerauer's essay brings attention to another crucial Heideg
gerian theme - the significance of language in our encounter with the 
world. Mugerauer argues that the world is not a brute given nor a construc
tion of consciousness. Rather, world and language are given together; 
depending on how we make contact with and describe the world, so it 
reveals itself to us. The need is to find "fitting words" through which "the 
environment is able to appear." Mugerauer speaks of an environmental 
hermeneutics - i.e., a way of interpretation which evokes "what things are 
and how they are related to other things in the webs of particular lives and 
places." In discussing the reciprocity between local language and essential 
qualities of place, Mugerauer speaks of authentic meaning in the same way 
that Dovey speaks of authentic architecture and landscape. 

The last essay in Part I by Joseph Grange integrates and extends themes 
of the earlier essays, using the notion of place as one means for examining 
the person-environment relationship. Grange explores "person" here by 
considering the role of the body in making and giving meaning to the world. 
Presenting the four themes of posture, orientation, feel and comprehension, 
Grange concludes that we are first of all bound bodily to our world. Next, by 
considering the way that the environment engages people, Grange explores 
its material, social and built dimensions and attends to the crucial, multi
faceted exchange and engagement between body and environment, nature 
as one and nature as many, self and others, natural and human worlds. An 
openness of both body and environment, says Grange, is an existential 
foundation of human immersion in the world. 
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Each of the four essays in Part I considers the reciprocal ways in which per
son houses world and world houses person. The essays suggest that this 
reciprocity is multidimensional, extending from the most elementary level of 
physical embodiment to the cultural realm of intellectual, affective and sym
bolic meanings. At the same time, the world begins with its base of nature 
and extends to include personal, interpersonal and built dimensions. The 
essays suggest that any authentic link between these various strata of people 
and world involves a fit which allows person and world to be what they are 
as, at the same time, they reflect and are reflected in each other. 

Part II. Environment and place 

A phenomenology of environment and place examines three major themes: 
first, the essential qualities and interconnections of human environmental 
experience; second, essential qualities of environment, such as sound, 
topography, light, and spatial qualities, which promote a particular character 
of place and landscape; third, the larger context of societal and symbolic en
vironments fundamental to place. R. Murray Schafer's essay overviews the 
sonic environment, or soundscape, as he calls it. Unlike the objects of visual 
perception which generally have physical form and, therefore, permanence, 
the world of sound is fleeting and supports a way of knowing much different 
from that of vision: "seeing is analytic and reflective. Sounding is active and 
generative." Schafer suggests that the dominance of sight in the modern 
world has led us to lose contact with the soundscape. For example, modern 
architecture, particularly in its use of glass, "divided the usually perceived 
world from its aural, tactile and olofactory accompaniments." Schafer asks 
how we can regain contact with the soundscape and use it as a vehicle for 
the enhancement of human experience. 

Miriam Helen Hill's essay introduces a phenomenology of the blind per
son's environmental experience. Her conclusions, especially those arising 
from the comments of blind freedom-fighter Jacques Lusseyran, suggest 
that human perceptual capabilities are much richer and more powerful than 
most sighted people realize. The foundation of any thorough encounter with 
the world, argues Hill, is grounded in the body, whose sensibilities she 
depicts in terms of object perception and body as preconscious but intelligent 
subject. This multifaceted bodily awareness concretely demonstrates the 
more abstract notions of orientation, feel and comprehension of which 
Grange spoke earlier. 

These essays by Schafer and Hill consider how embodied person and 
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environment interrelate and merge experientially. Schafer argues that 
technological developments have dramatically changed the soundscape, 
while Hill points out how the blind person's perceptual world, though lacking 
in vision, is still complete and whole. These essays also suggest that with 
self-conscious understanding and intention, our experiential bonds with the 
world can widen and deepen. In turn, the environment and world as ex
perienced can expand in dimensions and meanings. 

The next three essays in Part II focus on the cultural and symbolic dimen
sions of environment and place. As Relph explained in his opening essay, 
places are qualitatively different from landscape or space in that they "are 
constituted in our memories and affections through repeated encounters 
and complex associations." In the last three essays of Part II, various 
dimensions of place are explored, from the sense of place evoked by 
Yugoslavian coastal towns to the quality of sacredness associated with the 
holy wells of Ireland and the natural landscape of the American Southwest. 
A key question is how the researcher as outsider can find a way to em
pathize with place and make contact with its special character, which for the 
insider of that place is generally taken-for-granted and not explicitly 
articulated. 

Francis Violich's essay examines the sense of place for four towns on the 
Dalmatian coast of Yugoslavia. These towns have dramatically contrasting 
characters, in spite of certain shared features such as similar size, architec
ture and natural vegetation. Violich suggests that a key to the differences 
can be found in varying land-sea interphases, which he describes in terms 
of four metaphors: "urban arena," "ladder," "open arms," and "urban 
ship." In reaching this conclusion, Violich conducts a firsthand reading of 
the four sites, walking through each village, carefully looking and reflecting, 
and recording his insights in written and graphic form. His approach serves 
as one innovative model for studying places in sympathetic, qualitative 
fashion. 

The essays by Walter Brenneman and David G. Saile give attention to the 
spiritual qualities of environment and place. Brenneman examines Ireland's 
holy springs, more commonly called "wells." He argues that these wells 
consolidate two different forces: the sacred and /oric. The former, Bren
neman points out, is a centrifugal force and underlies all universal religions, 
patterns and structures - for example, myths and rituals repeated in the 
same way and times throughout a sacred world, as, for instance, the 
Catholic Mass. In contrast, loric power is centripetal, drawing itself in toward 
a center. In terms of a sense of sacred place, Brenneman argues, the loric 
power is crucial because it endows a particular site with uniqueness, as with 
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the Irish holy wells. Only much later, once Catholicism had gained power in 
Ireland, did the wells become a symbol of the sacred. For a phenomenology 
of place, Brenneman's most intriguing point is that loric power generates a 
sense of intimacy, yet that intimacy is "completely hidden to those who 
possess it." Like Violich, Brenneman provides a valuable guide for exploring 
this intimacy and describing it explicitly. 

David G. Saile's essay on Pueblo dwelling in the southwestern United 
States echoes several of Brenneman's themes, effectively demonstrating 
the juncture of sacred and loric powers at a community and regional scale. 
Focusing on insiders and outsiders' sense of Pueblo dwelling and place, 
Saile describes the elaborate way in which environmental elements such as 
mountains, lakes, caves, springs, shrines, village layout and buildings fit 
together to provide a landscape fostering and reflecting a profound sacred 
meaning. Saile suggests that each particular place and site possesses its 
own specialloric quality, yet underlying the uniqueness are sacred themes 
and patterns more or less common to all Pueblo groups. Through his discus
sion of outsiders' views of the Pueblo world, Saile also demonstrates how 
readily descriptions of that world can be distorted and thus elaborates 
Mugerauer's theme of the relation between environment and language. 

In the last essay of Part II, Botond Bognar examines a way in which 
phenomenology might be used in the architectural design studio. He 
argues that conventional studio teaching too often presents architectural 
design as a problem to be solved scientifically or aesthetically. Instead, 
Bognar argues that a more sensitive design might arise if students were 
first introduced to an experiential approach to environment and design -
i.e., coming to realize how spaces, landscapes and places work or do not 
work in terms of human experience and behavior. In the last part of his 
essay, Bognar describes a series of exercises he conducts with beginning 
design students to sensitize them to the human meaning of environment 
and place. His essay suggests one way in which an empathetic awareness 
of environmental and architectural experience might be used practically to 
promote more sensitive environmental design. As Violich, Saile and 
Bognar indicate in their essays, a heightened awareness of places and the 
people who live in and use them may help in the creation, protection, and 
regeneration of successful environments. Saile, Brenneman, and Bognar's 
essays give attention to means for establishing an understanding of places, 
while Violich suggests practical thematic implications such as readability, 
freedom of choice, formal contrast, cultural heritage, and so forth. The sug
gestion is that phenomenological examination of place provides innovative 
conceptual angles to the person-environment relationship and also pro-
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vides insights into a style of design and planning more in touch with the spirit 
of place. 

Part III. Place and dwelling 

Especially as thought by Heidegger, dwelling involves the process by which 
a place in which we exist becomes a personal world and home. Dwelling in
corporates environments and places but extends beyond them, signifying 
our inescapable immersion in the present world as well as the possibility of 
reaching beyond to new places, experiences and ideas. 

The essays in Part III examine place and dwelling al> both a state of being 
and process. The first essay by Richard Lang considers dwelling as em
bodied inhabiting. Echoing themes from Grange, Lang considers the home 
as an extension of bodily existence; he looks at one aspect of the home -
the door - as a phrasing for access and disclosure. The door, Lang argues, 
concretizes and reflects the experience of transition, "animating in a visible 
manner the dialectic of inside and outside." In a similar way, Bernd Jager 
examines the relationship among body, house and city. Like Grange and 
Lang, Jager emphasizes the significance of physical embodiment, par
ticularly through architectural expression, in establishing a sense of 
familiarity and dwelling. Both body and built environment, says Jager, are 
visible as at the same time they foster vision. In this portrayal, Jager points 
to a useful new way of phrasing the intimate relationship and immersion be
tween person and world: the physical world is what one sees, but it is also 
the foundation and context for that seeing. The embodied world, therefore, 
has a primary role in sustaining particular modes of human being and 
becoming. The designer has the responsibility to create a built environment 
which projects and supports a civilized seeing and a humane inhabitation. 

The next essay by David Seamon examines the phenomenon of changing 
places and therefore considers dwelling and place from the viewpoint of 
temporal process. Using the "Emigrant" novels of Swedish novelist Vilhelm 
Moberg, Seamon probes the experience of leaving one world and settling 
another. A major conclusion is that appropriate dwelling involves a suitable 
balance between home and journey, memory and expectation, past and pre
sent. The essay also illustrates the use which imaginative literature can 
have in phenomenological inquiry. In the last essay of Part III, Michael E. 
Zimmerman points to the future and asks practically what dwelling is and 
what it might become. He argues that we must not take Heidegger's 
philosophy too easily and superficially, particularly in regard to what dwell-
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ing requires. What is needed, says Zimmerman, "is more profound 
understanding of who we are, so that we can behave more appropriately on 
earth." Heidegger's "letting beings be" must not become a slogan for plan
ning and policy but, rather, a beacon which leads us to a deeper awareness 
of self and world. 

Part IV. Discovering wholes 

A central aspect of phenomenology is the identification and description of 
wholes - Le., complexes of pattern and meaning which outline the underly
ing, continuing order of things, processes and experiences. Several of the 
earlier essays have explored various environmental wholes - for example, 
Relph's outline of the components of geographical being-in-the-world or 
Hill's picture of the underlying dynamics of blind persons' environmental ex
perience. These wholes may relate more to the environment - as in 
Schafer's soundscape or Violich's land-water relationship. On the other 
hand, the wholes may be closer to the" person" pole of the person - environ
ment relationship, as with Grange and Lang's emphasis on bodily inhabi
tation. 

In the phenomenologist's quest for wholes, specific environmental 
elements or experiences are the base for wider generalizations about 
behavior, landscape, meaning, and so forth. The search is for underlying 
structures - networks of relationships marking out essential dimensions of 
the thing, event or experience. These structures incorporate a series of in
trastructural connections and tensions which in their various combinations 
generate particular modes and contexts of meanings, behaviors and expe
riences.6 

In the first essay of Part IV, Anne Buttimer examines the use of symbols 
as one means for searching out wholes. Her focus is the symbolism of water, 
which, she says, is an integral component of any complete understanding of 
human dwelling. Analyzing written materials from different times and places, 
Buttimer directs attention to the themes of identity, order, and niche as one 
way of portrayi ng water symbolism as a whole. To suggest the practical value 
of these three themes, Buttimer indicates their use in facilitating dialogue 
between the lay public and experts in water management. 

The last essay in the volume, Henri Bortott's discussion of counterfeit and 
authentic wholes, summarizes much of the discussion on method and mean
ing highlighted in earlier essays. Particularly, Bortott says much about a 
phenomenology of dwelling; he extends to all human looking and seeing the 
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theme of authenticity discussed by Dovey in relation to environment. What 
are wholes, asks Bortoft, and in what way must we work to see and under
stand them? Beginning with the example of the hologram, Bortoft moves to 
a phenomenology of authentic interpretation. A whole is neither the sum of 
its parts nor some entity beyond its parts. Rather, the whole comes to 
presence through a careful reading of the parts. Bortoft discusses Goethe's 
way of science as one means for discovering and interpreting wholes. Then, 
returning to Heidegger, Bortoft argues that a science of authentic whole
ness would not only promote a clearer seeing of phenomena but also gen
erate a deeper compassion and reverence for nature and the environment. 

Commonalities 

Many common themes crisscross the essays of this volume and point 
toward a whole whose core is authentic knowing, doing and being, especial
ly in regard to nature, place and dwelling. In identifying this core of the 
essays more precisely, one can say that a fi rst major focus is seeing and say
ing: How can we deepen and extend accurate, concerned contact with the 
phenomenon we study? How can we find words that thoughtfully describe 
the phenomenon. Such seeing, as Bortoft particularly emphasizes, is more 
than intellectual: it involves a holistic, intuitive dimension related to dedica
tion, reciprocity, and a wish to see. How to foster such heartfelt seeing, par
ticularly in education, is a question crucial in today's times of homeless ness 
and environmental degradation. Several of the essays point to practical 
ways through which researchers can incorporate a deeper, more encom
passing mode of understanding. 

Clearly, this mode of seeing and understanding requires a substantive 
focus, which in most general terms here is the person-environment relation
ship. All the essays in the volume deal with some aspect of environment, 
place or environmental experience. The aim is an accurate sighting of the 
underlying structures of the particular environmental aspect, be it sound
scape, spatial behavior, settling, or whatever. A major conclusion indicated 
by the essays is that the nature of place and environmental experience is 
considerably more subtle, complex and multidimensional than conventional 
positivist or structural portraits suggest. The human component of the 
person-environment relationship ranges in modes of experience from the 
basic perceptual and bodily sensibilities described by Grange and Schafer 
to the styles of heightened, refined awareness suggested by Hill and Bortoft. 
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In the same way, environments, landscapes and places are multifaceted in 
character, projecting a range of world which extends from tangible sense 
data to less visible qualities such as atmosphere, spirit, and sacredness. A 
phenomenology of the person-environment relationship must work to 
delineate this extraordinary range of environment and environmental ex
perience. The aim is an ordered presentation which remains faithful to the 
nature of particular places, events, and experiences yet relates their mean
ing to a wider pattern of underlying structures and interconnections. 

A third underlying theme of the essays is harmony, which appears here in 
a variety of ways - for example, between seer and thing seen, person and 
world, theory and practice, dwelling and building, and natural and human en
vironments. One particularly important reciprocity here is between theory 
and practice, thinking and dOing - i.e., how can scholarly sightings relate 
to the world of policy and design; and, in turn, how can that world of practice 
support and extend authentic seeing? Heidegger's thinking, as evidenced 
especially in the essays of Dovey, Bognar, Zimmerman and Bortott, has 
direct bearing here. The indication is that a major point of union between 
theory and practice is in design, through which sensitive seeing and building 
grounded in dwelling would strengthen the world ecologically, humanly, and 
spiritually. Each of the essays in larger or smaller measure contributes to 
some aspect of this integration, either through implications directly relevant 
to design or through extending awareness of various aspects of the person
environment relationship. 
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Beginnings and directions 



2. Geographical experiences and being-in-the-world: 
The phenomenological origins of geography 

EDWARD RELPH 

The beginning of academic disciplines lies in curiosity about the nature of 
the world, and especially in attempts to give order to this curiosity by finding 
ways to direct it. Such efforts can often be traced back to the philosophers 
and scientists of ancient Greece, and certainly the first formulation of 
geography as a coherent body of knowledge can be ascribed to Eratos
thenes, the Greek librarian at Alexandria from about 234 to 196 B.C., who 
apparently coined the term to refer to the description of the earth. 1 While 
there are doubts about whether the 'geography' of Eratosthenes meant the 
whole earth or just regions of it, and about whether descriptions were to be 
written or presented cartographically, it is clear that from its inception 
geography has served to satisfy a deep curiosity about what the world is like 
elsewhere. 

The history of geography is well established. Why, then, might it be 
necessary to examine the phenomenological originaof geography and peo
ple's relationships with their geographical environment? Surely in this con
text, "phenomenological" can refer to little more than the unordered every
day experiences of the type which the work of Eratosthenes transcended? 
To return to such experiences seems tantamount to a dismissal of two
thousand years of scientific geographical achievement. 

This is not the case. Phenomenology does indeed have to do with pre
scientific experience, but this is not its only concern. Heidegger, whose 
thinking provides the basis for many of the ideas in this essay, described 
phenomenology as "the process of letting things manifestthemselves."2 
The similarity of the words notwithstanding, phenomenology is quite unlike 
biology, theology or other' -ologies,' because it neither characterizes its sub
ject matter in advance nor indicates the object of its research.3 

Phenomenology is a way of thinking that enables us to see clearly some-
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thing that is, in effect, right before our eyes yet somehow obscured from us 
- something so taken for granted th·at it is ignored or allowed to be disguis
ed by a cloak of abstractions. For Heidegger this "something" was 
preeminently Being - the fact that things exist at all. The elucidation of Be
ing requires not a rejection of scientific knowledge so much as an attempt 
to understand the relationships between scientific and prescientific 
consciousness. 

Consider the phenomenon of curiosity. In Being and Time, Heidegger sug
gests that curiosity "seeks restlessness and the excitement of continual 
novelty and changing encounters."4 It was curiosity which led Era
tosthenes to measure the earth's circumference; it was curiosity which 
drove subsequent generations of men and women to seek the source of the 
Nile and to explore the continental interiors. Curiosity is a kind of dissatisfied 
knowing that always pushes on to further questions, and it is therefore a dis
tinctive feature of scientific forms of inquiry. But by asking questions and of
fering answers, conventional science also dispels wonder. Wonder is the 
mark of a prescientific attitude - that is, of a compassionate intelligence 
that seeks to see things in and for themselves. Heidegger's term for wonder 
is "marvelling," within which there is an admiration for the earth with its 
myriad places and landscapes. What we understand of the world derives 
both from wonder and from curiosity. 

An account of the phenomenological origins of geography is, perhaps, an 
astringent academic exercise. Some geographers and other students of the 
environment may be deeply interested in such a task, but it is unlikely to 
arouse widespread enthusiasm. This lack of interest is unfortunate. The ex
periences of places, spaces and landscapes in which academic geography 
originates are a fundamental part of everyone's experience, and geography 
has no exclusive claim to them. Indeed, one of the first aims of a phenom
enology of geography should be to retrieve these experiences from the 
academic netherworld and to return them to everyone by reawakening a 
sense of wonder about the earth and its places. To do this can nevertheless 
provide a source of vitality and meaning for geography by casting it in its 
original light, where 'original' has the dual meaning of 'first' and 'new.' 

The question of the phenomenological origins of geography can be ad
dressed by an examination of the relationship of human beings to their world 
and the connections between this relationship and various geographical 
concepts such as region and place. Accordingly, this essay has two major 
sections. The first is an account of being-in-the-world, which is the prescien
tific (Le., everyday, immediate or original) relationship that people have with 
their surroundings. This section is based on Heidegger's discussion in 
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Being and Time of environmentality.5 The second, longer section examines 
the connections between scientific geography, being-in-the-world, and a 
geography of wonder that we know through direct experience. This discus
sion draws on the work of the French historian, Eric Dardel, who examines 
geographic experience, or as he calls it geographicite - the ties of region, 
landscape, space and place that link people to the earth.6 

Being-in-the-world 

The geographer's quest, writes Yi-Fu Tuan, is for understanding of "man-in
the-world."7 This focus makes immediate sense, in so far as geographers 
have conventionally dealt with the relationships between, for instance, 
human settlement patterns and topography. Tuan, however, intended more 
than the study of material linkages, for he qualified his conclusion byexplain
ing that "the phenomenologist studies neither 'man' in the abstract, nor the 
'world' in the abstract but 'man-in-the-world'."B There is, in other words, 
something about his phrase "man-in-the-world" which is not immediately ob
vious. Like many such expressions taken from philosophy, it enfolds a wealth 
of meaning and subtlety. In particular, it points to being-in-the-world, a 
phenomenon to which Heidegger devoted much of Being and Time. Being-in
the-world is the basic state of human existence, and it indicates the fact that 
everything which exists has an environment.9 

Heidegger presents being-in-the-world as a unitary phenomenon with 
three constitutive elements. 1o First, there is "being-in," a kind of relation
ship that is full of concern and marked by ties of work, affection, responsibili
ty, interest and memory; or it may be characterized by deficient modes of con
cern, such as leaving things undone and neglecting responsibility. Second, 
there is the entity which has being-in-the-world as a feature of the way it is; 
this entity is the self. Third, there is the "in-the-world." This notion is more 
difficult and needs explanation. The "world" for Heidegger is not nature, nor 
the sum of things which happen to surround us. "The world comes not after
ward, but beforehand;" we do not specifically occupy ourselves with the 
world, for it is so self-evident and so much a matter of course and we are so 
implicated in it that we are usually quite oblivious to it. 11 

As the taken-for-granted sphere of activity and interest that embraces ex
istence, the world has two forms - presence-a~-hand and readiness-to
hand.12 To think about the world or the entities within it as abstract things is 
to render them subject to observation, to make them the object of casual 
curiosity and to distance oneself from them. This attitude, for Heidegger, 
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makes the world present-at-hand. This phrase is his expression for self
conscious, perhaps disinterested reflection, or any attitude in which there 
occurs a feeling of separation from matters. Thus, in asking, "How can this 
city be explained as a geographical phenomenon?", or, more mundanely, 
"How do I find my way to the new city hall?", the relationship is one of 
presence-at-hand. An element of self-awareness inserts itself between me 
and my world. This can happen because I choose to be detached and 
disinterested, because I encounter something unfamiliar which causes me 
to stop and reflect, or because I am overtaken by a mood of alienation. 

A more fundamental mode of being-in-the-world is readiness-to-hand. By 
virtue of making, considering, participating, discussing, moving around, 
producing something, attending to something and looking after it - by vir
tue of all such activities - beings are always and already in a world with 
which they are concerned.13 No matter how much we may reflect and 
abstract, we are already in a direct and immediate relationship with the 
world. In this Goncernful relationship, things are ready-to-hand. Heidegger 
writes: "What we 'first' hear is never noises or complexes of sound, but the 
creaking wagon, the motor-cycle. We hear the column on the march, the 
north wind, the woodpecker tapping, the fire crackling."14In this readiness
to-hand, there is no self-conscious reflection about what or how things are. 
One already knows. 

For Heidegger, the primordial form of readiness-to-hand lies in using. 
Wood to a carpenter, stone to a sculptor, an engine to a mechanic - each 
is a relationship which is not merely spatial but which radiates meanings that 
derives from grouping, adjusting and using things. Things which are en
countered as ready-to-hand in use Heidegger calls "equipment."15 This 
term illustrates the practical value of things and implies that their use always 
occurs in a context. The pen and paper I use are equipment. I pick up my 
pen, uncap it, write with it not thoughtlessly but with at most a gentle, scarce
ly conscious effort of thought that acknowledges the special qualities of this 
pen and paper and allows me to adjust my writing slightly to accommodate 
them. The pen and paper as equipment are simultaneously part of a context 
which includes a desk, a lamp, books, and so on. 

Is the world entirely comprised of ready-to-hand equipment and present
at-hand entities? Heidegger does not address this question directly, though 
many of his examples and comments indicate that there is another aspect 
to the world as we experience it. When he writes, for example, of the noise 
of the motorcycle, or of going for a stroll in the woods, it is clear that this 
motorcycle and these woods are not theoretically observed and present-at
hand. Yet neither are they precisely ready-to-hand equipment. They are 
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perhaps best understood as part of a ready-to-hand context or background 
that is seen and sensed in its everyday immediacies, and which embraces 
equipment, but which cannot itself be actively used. This background is, to 
adapt a phrase of Heidegger's from a slightly different context, "in
conspicuously familiar. "16 In other words, it is so well known to us that we 
accept it as being what is is, and though we may notice the seasonal changes 
in the forest, or the daily round of activities on the street in front of our house, 
we do so without any present-at-hand attitude that distances us from them. 

For the purpose of this essay, the important aspects of being-in-the-world 
are presence-at-hand and the readiness-to-hand of equipment and its back
ground. These aspects can easily be misunderstood, so a caution is war
ranted. Presence-at-hand and readiness-to-hand are not Heidegger's terms 
for objectivity and subjectivity, and they are not alternative attitudes which 
we can choose to adopt or to reject at will. Rather, as the phrases themselves 
suggest, they are descriptions of different modes of closeness and involve
ment with the world which are necessarily part of existence. It makes no 
sense to criticize or to promote either one by itself, for both attitudes are part 
of the unitary whole of being-in-the-world. 

Geography, geographical experience and being-in-the-world 

Being-in-the-world embraces the fact that there is always and already an en
vironment for each of us before we become curious about the earth and the 
location and character of its different places. What then is the connection be
tween being-in-the-world and geography? Is geography an elaboration of 
certain aspects of being-in-the-world that renders them present-at-hand? 
Can the concepts of academic geography be traced back to more fundamen
tal forms of existence? To address these questions, it is necessary to bring 
forward that aspect of being-in-the-world most clearly associated with 
geographical thought, and which I have described above as the world of 
background or context revealed through circumspection. "Bringing for
ward" here means that the connection between being-in-the-world and 
geography will be examined. In order to emphasize this connection, the world 
of background can be considered in terms of geographical experiences of 
regions, landscapes, spaces and places. 

An initial clarification of what is meant by "geographical experiences" can 
be achieved by considering William James's remarks about religious 
experience.17 James argued that abstract definitions of the essence of 
religion are unsatisfactory because there are so many spiritual understand-
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ings (love, fear, the infinite, and so forth) that we can only conclude that 
"religion" is a collective noun. Instead, James sought to clarify religion 
through a study of personal religious experience. Institutional religion has 
to do with churches and ritual; it is "an external art, the art of winning the 
favour of the gods. "18 Personal religion has to do with individuals' ex
perience of whatever they consider divine - be it ecstasy, awe or matters 
of conscience. Churches and rituals have some role in such experiences but 
in the end such influences are secondary, since the founders of churches 
and sects were originally motivated by their own experiences and faith. In 
personal religion "the relation goes direct from heart to heart, from soul to 
soul, between man and his maker," and for this neither ceremony nor in
stitution is needed.19 In order to grasp the varied character of personal 
religion, James reformulated it as "religious experience;" that is to say, he 
brought forward those aspects of personal religion which could be describ
ed clearly and communicated to others. 

Geographical experience is a less familiar term, though possibly a more 
ordinary phenomenon than religious experience. It refers to the entire realm 
of feelings, acts and experiences of individuals in which they apprehend 
themselves in a distinct relationship with their environment. These ex
periences are not as intense as those of the divine, but neither are the two 
always mutually exclusive: the gods are regularly encountered in views from 
mountain topS.20 Like those of institutional religion, definitions of academic 
geography pose problems. The practitioners of geography have rarely 
agreed on the aims and methods of their subject, which is now variously 
defined as a rational science of locations, the study of person-environment 
relations in space, the study of spatial organization, and so on. What geo
graphers do in their research and writing has no identifiable common focus. 
It can only be concluded that geography has no single definition but is a col
lective noun embracing a variety of approaches and aims. 

On first consideration, the relationship between academic geography and 
being-in-the-world is tenuous and limited. It is tenuous because much of 
present-day geography is technical and far remov~d from everyday ex
perience - it is virtually impossible to see any connection between, for ex
ample, investigations of mechanisms for the geographical transmission of 
economic fluctuations and the readiness-to-hand of equipment. Further, the 
relationship is limited because only a small fraction of the population has a 
detailed knowledge of academic geography and, therefore, few people are 
able to make the connection between it and their personal experiences of 
places and landscapes. Geographical experiences, however, do not suffer 
from this obscurity. Though they are not commonly known by name, they are 
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experiences which everyone has and which require no textbooks or special 
methods to be appreciated. They go directly from place to person and from 
person to place. Eric Dardel, in his book, L'Homme et la Terre: Nature de la 
Realite Geographique, discloses the main aspects of geographical ex
perience in terms of what he calls geographicite, which can be translated as 
"geographicality."21 Geographicality is grounded in an original wondering 
about environment and is "the distinctive relationship which binds man to the 
earth ... his way of existence and his fate."22It is universal, necessary and 
taken for granted: "Geographical reality demands an involvement of the in
dividual through his emotions, his habits, his body, that is so complete that 
he comes to forget it much as he comes to forget his own physiognomy."23 
Geographicality is, therefore, unobtrusive, inconspicuously familiar, more 
lived than discussed. It is, in fact, a naming of the geographical forms of 
being-in-the-world. 

Academic geography is an expression of a self-concious, present-at-hand 
curiosity about the world. In order to organize their information and observa
tions, geographers have traditionally employed four concepts - region, 
landscape, space and place.24 These themes, however, are not just 
geographical concepts. In a rather different guise, they are the contexts and 
subjects of geographical experiences, and in a different aspect again they 
are parts of being-in-the-world. Heidegger wrote at length about spatiality 
and region, and somewhat more elliptically about place. Of course, the terms 
space, place, region and landscape do not have the same meaning in each 
of these contexts, but initially there does seem to be an interconnection; the 
words, at least, slip easily from geography to geographical experience to 
being-in-the-world. 

Region 

Long considered by geographers to be the distinguishing concept of 
geography, "region" has recently fallen from fashion perhaps because it is 
not a concept which lends itself to the mathematical and statistical analyses 
now in favor. A geographical region is defined as a part of the earth that is 
distinctive from other areas and which extends as far as that distinction 
extends.25 It is characterized by internal similarities of landforms, cultural 
history, settlement forms, climate, or a combination of all of these. Thus, one 
can refer to the region of New England, the semi-arid region of British Colum
bia, or the prairie region of Canada. A region is, in short, a particular way of 
classifying geographical information. 
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From the perspective of geographical experience, it is possible to identify 
with and to feel oneself in a clear relationship with a region. One can be a 
Southerner or a New Englander, and these identifications mean more than 
being from a particular region - they imply something about speech and 
personality. Identity with a region in this way may be rather superficial and 
involve simplifications of personal and place differences, but it does 
precede any academic, geographical attempt to classify regions. Eric 
Dardel writes that the world is structured into regions of lived-meaning 
around the place where one lives.26 There is our home region, the area up 
north with its lakes and forests, and the region down east with its fishing 
villages. Each of these regions has its own name - the Golden Horseshoe, 
Muskoka, Cape Breton. The distinctive characteristics and boundaries of 
each region, however, are not exactly defined; there is no need for such 
definitions, since the regions are known already in experience. 

Tuan uses "region" in a very different sense, though still in the context 
of geographical experience. In Space and Place, he writes: "Every person 
is at the center of his world, and circumambient space is differentiated in ac
cordance with the schema of his body. As he moves and turns, so do the 
regions front-back and left-right around him."27 Space as experienced is 
broken into regions that are given structure and shape by the form of our 
bodies. These extended bodily regions are in the first instance wholly per
sonal, but it seems that the world, too, can take on these values. Tuan asks, 
therefore, if cities have front and back regions, and answers, yes, at least 
in some cases, such as traditional Chinese cities.28 

In Being and Time, Heidegger is quite explicit that "region," as he uses 
the term, is not formed by things present-at-hand together.29 Rather, a 
region refers to the fact that the things we use as ready-to-hand have 
specific places to which they belong, but there are many such places for any 
one thing; it is these places circumspectively kept in view which constitute 
the thing's region. As a simple example, my pen could be in my pocket, on 
my desk or in a drawer - these places together comprise its region. At the 
same time, a region of being-in-the-world comprises far more than a sort of 
unself-consciously known sum of possible locations for things ready-to
hand. To illustrate this point, Heidegger gives the example of the sun, whose 
light and warmth are in everyday use and ready-to-hand, and which has its 
own places which we call sunrise, noon, afternoon, sunset, and midnight. 
These places are indicators of, and give form to "celestial regions," which, 
Heidegger continues, "need not have any geographical meaning as yet ... 
The house has its sunny side and shady size; the way it is divided up into 
rooms is oriented toward these, and so is the arrangement within them, ac-
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cording to their character as equipment. Churches and graves, for instance, 
are laid out according to the rising and setting of the sun - the regions of life 
and death ... "30 Thus, existence itself has regions and it both gives to and 
receives from these an orientation and a structure. 

Landscape 

'The geograph ic landscape," wrote Carl Sauer, "is a generalization derived 
from the observation of individual scenes."31 It is, in effect, an average land
scape of a region and the most visible part of regional character. In this 
sense, 'landscape' is a technical term used in the analysis of visual environ
ments. It may be comprehensive, embracing both ordinary details and ex
ceptional features, but there is no doubt that landscape in academic 
geography is present-at-hand. One of the commonest metaphors used by 
geographers for landscape is that it is a text or book that can be read and 
interpreted.32 This metaphor indicates that landscape is to be approached 
with a measured and detached gaze of curiosity and with skepticism about 
why things look as they do. Landscapes in academic geography are thus 
seen more as objects for interpretation than as contexts of experience. 

The landscapes we experience are always specific scenes, such as the 
landscape I see through my office window, or the skyline of Manhattan from 
the Staten Island Ferry. Landscapes include trees, lawnmowers, garbage 
bags, trucks, people, and clouds in all their particular manifestations. Strictly 
speaking, there is no such thing as 'landscape' - there is only this land
scape, here and now. Furthermore, for all their visual and sensed immediacy, 
the landscapes of geographical experience are indeterminate phenomena. 
They cannot be embraced, nor touched, nor walked around. As we move, so 
the landscape moves, always there, in sight but out of reach. A landscape 
includes a multitude ofthings, of equipment, yet it cannot be reduced to these 
things. Eric Dardel wrote that "a landscape is something more than a jux
taposition of picturesque details; it is an assemblage, a convergence, a lived
moment. There is an internal bond, an 'impression,' that unites all its 
elements."33 The bond to which Dardel refers is one of human presence 
and concern; landscapes, therefore, take on the very character of human ex
istence. They can be full of life, deathly dull, exhilarating, sad, joyful or pleas
ant. 

The word 'landscape' has little popularity except perhaps in the meaning 
of pleasant scenery. Landscapes are usually regarded without a word in mind 
for them and are presumably seen as aspects of the visual environing world. 
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In such seeing, they are encountered either as equipment or as in
conspicuously familiar background, though these two realms are not neatly 
separated categories of experience. "Landscape is not, in its essence, 
made to be looked upon," claims Dardel, "but, rather, is an insertion of man 
into the world, a site for life's struggle, the manifestation of his being and 
that of others."34 In such experience, landscape is part of what Heidegger 
understood to be the fundamental relationships of human beings to their 
world - that of use and of equipment which is ready-ta-hand. We know land
scapes, in other words, because we go hiking in the mountains, because we 
drive through streets on the way to work, because we encounter landscapes 
continually in the course of going about our daily affairs. We know them 
because they reveal the state of the weather and the passage of the 
seasons, because they harbor the places of our memories, because they 
are the visible matrix of where we live. 

As inconspicuous backgrounds, landscapes retreat from attention. 
Heidegger gives an example when he writes of a street as equipment for 
walking: "One feels the touch of it at every step as one walks. It seems that 
nothing could be closer and more ready-to-hand. And yet it is more distant 
than the acquaintance one sees at a distance of twenty paces. The street 
retreats, as it were, into the background."35 For much of the time, land
scapes stay as unobtrusive backgrounds to other more important concerns, 
but occasionally they are brought forward into our awareness. For instance, 
in certain affective states, or in "moods," as Heidegger calls them, we may 
be predisposed to notice the world around US.36 Perhaps this awareness is 
because we feel healthy and cheerful and the world seems to reflect our 
happiness; conversely, we may feel afraid and depressed and the dark 
streets and looming hills echo our fear. Landscapes may also become con
spicuous when they become unusable.37 An accident on the highway 
delays our journey and we notice for the first time the harshness and hard
ness of the crash barriers, the size of the direction signs, the separation of 
the highway from the adjacent landscapes. Or perhaps a familiar landmark 
is destroyed and its sudden absence draws our attention to the whole scene 
of which it was a part. In such moments, we are reflectively aware of land
scapes as integral aspects of our being-in-the-world. 

Space 

In modern academic geography, space is that of the surface of the earth, 
usually assumed to be devoid of topographic anomalies. Space is, in effect, 
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geometric. This interpretation of space enables the relative locations of 
cities, industries and transportation routes to become issues for geometric 
analysis. It is now widely held that geography is the science of space, by 
which it is meant that geography has a special claim to investigate spatial pat
terns and processes by using the established methods of science. In this 
meaning, space is an extended surface for the distribution of things present
at-hand, and no more than that. 

In geographical experience, space is rarely encountered in such a pure 
and abstract way. Perhaps in huge human-made plazas designed to be 
geometric, or in looking down from an aircraft at a grid pattern of roads and 
fields, some element of this present-at-hand space is visible. But even in 
these cases, the spaces are always colorful and conditioned - much more 
than black lines on a white background. Dardel makes a clear distinction be
tween geometric space of the sort taken over by scientific geographers and 
what he calls geographical space: "Geometric space is homogeneous, 
uniform, neutral. Geographical space is differentiated into that ofthe prairies, 
the mountains, the oceans, the equatorial forest ... Geographical space is 
unique; it has its own name: Paris, Champagne, the Sahara . .. it has a 
horizon, a surface form, a color and density."38 

Dardel examines five aspects of geographical space, and while these are 
not mutually exclusive, they are distinctive and recognizable in experience. 
Material spaces are those of cliffs, fields, city skylines, or sand dunes; those 
spaces partake of the character of the surrounding surfaces and manifest 
themselves directly to us as distances to be travelled in terms of the time and 
effort needed to climb hills or to drive across cities. Telluric space is that of 
depth, solidity and durability; it is the space of caves and exposed rock. 
"Here," wrote Goethe of an outcrop of granite, "I rest directly on a foundation 
which reaches into the deepest regions of the earth. In this moment the inner 
forces of the earth act directly upon me. "39 The space of water is formless 
and filled with motion. It invites special responses: the ocean offers distant 
horizons with their sense of adventure, a river escapes to the sea, a waterfall 
provides a subject for almost endless contemplation. Even more brilliant and 
shifting than water is the space of the air, of skies changing with cloud, mist, 
sunshine and rain. It can be rent by thunder, heavy with the promise of snow, 
eerie as the mist rises. 

The geographical spaces of matter, depth, water and air are all 'natural' -
that is, they are not of people's making but are found or given, and they are 
open or exposed. Constructed, human-made spaces - Dardel's fifth aspect 
of geographical space - are, in contrast, usually enclosed, offering a sense 
of security from the outside world. Since built spaces are human-made, they 
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convey human purposes directly through their forms and surfaces. In 
Dardel's terms, they are "human intentions inscribed on the earth."4o They 
include the spaces of building, of city streets and squares, of fields and 
fences, of an isolated farm gathering space around itself. 

Geographical space is a fusion of these specific spaces of earth, air, water 
and human artifacts with the moods and imaginings through which we ex
perience them. We project our attitudes and beliefs so that a cave can be 
a place of security or of threat, depending on our particular intentions and 
needs. A clearing in a forest can seem like a room or a site for magic or simp
ly a relief from the darkness of the spaces beneath the trees. Constantly 
changing with weather and season and time of day, ordered by human in
tentions and experiences, geographical spaces are rich and complex: "the 
real space of geography delivers us from the infinite abstract space of 
geometry or of astronomy. It places us in a space of our own dimensions, 
in a space which gives itself to us and responds to US."41 

It is this form of spatiality as part of being-in-the-world that Heidegger 
described in Being and Time.42 Existence (Oasein) brings things closer, 
renders them ready-to-hand. Here, the remoteness or closeness of what is 
ready-to-hand need not correspond with objective distances of things 
present-at-hand. The house next door is a few meters away, yet it is utterly 
remote because my neighbor is unfriendly. Space as we encounter it im
mediately in experience "lacks the pure multiplicity of the three dimen
sions.' '43 Space is not in the subject nor is the world in space but space is 
in the world as part of everyday experience. Human existence is spatial and 
its spatiality embraces closeness, separation, distance and direction as 
modes of existence. This existential spatiality is so complete that Heidegger 
suggests that a special kind of mental effort is required to see the world as 
present-at-hand in space or to see things as somehow distributed in a space 
that is given in advance. 

Place 

Although place is closely related to space and landscape, its experiential 
dimension is qualitatively different from that of landscape or space. The lat
ter are part of any immediate encounter with the world, and so long as I can 
see I cannot help but see them no matter what my purpose. This is not so 
with places, for they are constructed in our memories and affections through 
repeated encounters and complex associations. Place experiences are 
necessarily time-deepened and memory-qualified. In geographical experi-
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ence, a place is an origin; it is where one knows others and is known to others; 
it is where one comes from and it is one's own: "Before any choice there is 
this 'place,' where the foundations of earthly existence and human condition 
establish themselves. We can change locations, move, but this is still to look 
for a place; we need a base to set down our Being and to realize our 
possibilities, a here from which to discover the world, a there to which we can 
return. "44 

Geographical experience begins in places and reaches out across spaces 
to landscapes and the regions of existence. Specifically, it begins in the place 
in which I live as the center of my world, though there may be other places 
which serve as foci of meaning for me. Relationships to places need not be 
strong and positive; sometimes there is a strong affection (topophilia) for par
ticular places, but this may be paralleled by an aversion (topophobia) for 
other places. Belonging to a place, feeling part of it, gives many people a 
positive sensation of security, yet for others it may be oppressive and restric
tive. Whether we know places with a deep affection or merely as stopping 
points in our passage through the world, they are set apart in time and space 
because they have distinctive meanings for us. 

How different this is from the traditional geographical idea of place, which 
means little more than location, though this may embrace an integrated com
plex of phenomena, such as street patterns, economic activities and local 
customs.45 Places defined in this formal way are to be described and analyz
ed, their internal and external order revealed. Clearly, the academic
geographical attitude to places is one of presence-at-hand, in which the 
geographer is distanced from the meanings of place experience. 

"When space is discovered by just looking at it," wrote Heidegger, "[it is] 
neutralised to pure dimensions. Places - and indeed the whole circumspec
tiv~ly oriented totality of places belonging to equipment ready-to-hand - get 
reduced to a multipliCity of positions for random Things."46 This is an ac
curate description of the achievement of scientific geography, in which 
places have become points and mere locations. For Heidegger, place is the 
context of things ready-to-hand that is itself ready-to-hand. Though Heideg
ger did not develop this meaning of place in detail, it does seem to be fun
damental to his understanding of being-in-the-world. Joseph Fell writes in a 
commentary on Being and Time that "the Being of the human being, his 
essential nature, is Place, the ground or clearing within which there can be 
disclosure of beings as what they are.' '47 And to support this view he quotes 
from one of Heidegger's later essays: "Dasein names that which should first 
be experienced, and thence properly thought of, as Place - that is, the locale 
of the truth of Being."48 
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In all of Heidegger's writing there is an element of metaphor because he 
is trying to disclose experiences which are subtle and usually have no 
names. When he writes of region, space, and place, we must be careful to 
keep this element of metaphor in mind and not to impose our prior under
standing of these words onto this thinking. Then, perhaps, we can grasp the 
possibilities for geographical experiences as they are carried back into the 
realm of being-in-the world. Understood from an experiential perspective, 
landscape, region, space and elace appear as overlapping aspects of the 
fundamental unity of human beings with their total, indivisible and mundane 
environments. They are geographical modes of existence. 

Redressing an imbalance 

Scientific geography, geographical experience, and being-in-the-world are 
unified in a field of concern. Though they present themselves in different 
ways, they are inseparable. Hence it is possible to trace, for example, con
nections between landscape as an object of technical, academic analysis 
and landscape as an aspect of being-in-the-world. The presence-at-hand of 
academic-geographical concepts and approaches may have a different 
character from geographical experience, but it would be a mistake to under
stand the two as alternatives in opposition to one another. Rather, they are 
related in a complementary tension in which both can contribute to our 
understanding and appreciation of the world. 

Nevertheless, an imbalance has apparently developed within this tension 
and unity, and abstract technical thinking has begun to submerge 
geographical experience either by making the latter seem relatively trivial 
or simply by obscuring it with generalizations. Heidegger states that en
vironments can be defined simply in terms of their observable features but 
that "when this happens the nature which ... assails us and enthralls us 
as a landscape remains hidden."49 Immediacy of experience is thus not 
destroyed but concealed from us. With formal scientific approaches, this 
concealment is perhaps unavoidable, and Heidegger comments further: 
"The botanist's plants are not the flowers in the hedgerow; the source which 
a geographer establishes for a river is not the springhead in the dale. "50 

There is not necessarily any difficulty in this; we simply have to accept that 
it is not possible to maintain simultaneously a detached scientific attitude 
and and to be open to geographical experience. When one achieves signifi
cant priority over the other, however, as scientific curiosity now has domi
nance over geographicality and wonder, then important possibilities for 
existence are denied. 
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This imbalance became the start for much of Heidegger's later thinking. 
For instance, he wrote that "All distances in time and space are shrinking. 
Man now reaches overnight, by plane, places which formerly took weeks and 
months of travel ... Yetthe frantic abolition of distances brings no nearness; 
for nearness does not consist in shortness of distance."51 And elsewhere: 
"The power concealed in modern technology determines the relation of man 
to that which exists. It rules the whole earth. "52 Dardel saw evidence of this 
same imbalance within geography, and declared: "Geographical ex
perience often has to turn its back on the indifference and detachment of for
mal geography. "53 

The problem now is to find a way of redressing this situation. Heidegger 
indicates clearly and repeatedly that there is no easy answer. One cannot 
identify the various aspects of being-in-the-world, classify them, and develop 
policies and educational programs to communicate them, for this is to render 
them present-at-hand and thereby to change their essential character. In the 
context of geographical experience, people cannot be trained to marvel at 
landscapes, nor to love their places and their planet. On the other hand, love 
of place and of the earth are scarcely sentimental extras to be indulged only 
when all technical and material problems have been resolved. They are part 
of being-in-the-world and prior, therefore, to all technical matters. What 
Heidegger argues for is a "thoughtful" and "careful" attitude to the world, 
and he uses these words in their exact meanings. This attitude "demands 
of us not to cling one-sidedly to a single idea nor to run down a one-track 
course of ideas," and adopts a composure toward all forms of technical think
ing that understands their necessity but denies their right to dominate US.54 

In geography and other environmental disciplines, this composure will re
quire, at the very least, a heightened awareness of the character and 
qualities of one's own geographical experiences and an attempt to convey 
to others the fundamental importance of marvelling at the places of the earth. 
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3. The quest for authenticity and the replication 
of environmental meaning 

KIMBERLY DOVEY 

Two intriguing phenomena pervade the creation and experience of the 
modern environment. 1 On the one hand, there is a growing preponderance 
of places, buildings and things that are commonly called fake or inauthentic 
- for example, plastic flowers, false shutters, staged touristic en
vironments, pseudo-vernacular buildings, and mock woodwork. On the 
other hand, there is a strong cultural trend involving a search for an authen
ticity which seems to be missing in these examples, a desire to have the 
"real" thing and to deride any synthesized substitute. It is not easy to say 
why such themes are so current, yet I take it as a social fact that a heartfelt 
quest for authenticity proceeds.2 To accuse someone, their possessions or 
home of being inauthentic implies a strong moral judgement and arouses 
righteous indignation. The purpose of this essay is to explore this dual 
phenomenon of the production of fakes and their systematic elimination. 

To accomplish this aim, the essay first examines the phenomenon of 
fakery, which is interpreted as the replication of environmental meaning 
through the manipulation of appearances - a situation which frequently 
breeds doubt and deception in person-environment interaction. vet the 
quest for authenticity and the search for "real" meaning through "honesty" 
of form often leads to the destruction of that which it seeks by inducing 
fakery. The argument is that both fakery and the quest for authenticity are 
symptoms of a deep crisis in modern person-environment relationships 
and of a mistaken belief that authenticity can be achieved through the 
manipulation of form. However nebulous and ambiguous this notion may re
main, authenticity is a property not of environmental form, but of process 
and relationship. As process, it is characterized by appropriation and an in
digenous quality. As relationship, it speaks of a depth of connectedness be
tween people and their world. Authentic meaning cannot be created through 
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the manipulation or purification of form, since authenticity is the very source 
from which form gains meaning. 

Transformations of form and meaning 

To clarify the nature of authentic meaning, I begin by examining the transfor
mations of form and meaning through a seemingly trivial example: the case 
of false window shutters (Figure 1 a-1 d). In the past, window shutters serv
ed as a boundary control device for the regulation of temperature, ventila
tion, light, sound, views, and social interaction. In this original context, shut
ters were integrated with the everyday life of the places they enclosed by 
virtue of the dialectic between opening and shutting. Their form evolved 
from this context of boundary control (Figure 1 a). As other kinds of boundary 
control became popular, however, shutters were cut off from these func
tional roots. In the first stage of this disjuncture, the shutters are built to shut 
but not actually to be used. Their connection with life inside the building is 
severed and their role becomes purely visual and static (Figure 1 b). In the 
third stage, this static visual role is concretized as the shutters become fixed 
to the wall, the possibility of "shutting" now entirely denied (Figure 1c). A 
last stage is achieved when the correlation in size between shutters and win
dows is lost such that they would not cover the windows if they did shut 
(Figure 1 d). At this point, the shutters have become blatantly unshuttable 
and purely decorative. But have these shutters become inauthentic and if 
so at what point? 

If one asks this question of authenticity in terms of a formal analysis, then 
the critical transformation would appear to occur at Figure 1c, when the 
shutters become unshuttable. Yet the fixing of the shutters is only a con
cretization of a deeper transformation already occurring in Figure 1 b. Here, 
although the shutters are formally indistinguishable from the original, they 
are no longer shut and are entirely decorative. The shift between Figures 1 a 
and 1 b is a transformation of the relationship between the dweller and the 
form, involving a loss of integration between the shutters and the everyday 
life of the place. At the same time, there is a transformation of the formative 
process: whereas the original shutter form derives from action in everyday 
life, the latter forms derive from the visual image of "shutters." 

There are, then, two kinds of transformation: one which occurs with the 
loss of use and integration with everyday life; another which occurs with the 
loss of shuttability. Caught between these transformations is the ambiguous 
case of the shutters in Figure 1 b which are either authentic or inauthentic, 
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Figure 1. Transformation of form and meaning: The example of shutters 

depending on whether one views them as formal or usable objects. This am
biguity is not a trivial matter because it leads to a clearer understanding of 
authenticity. As the replicated shutters become less and less like the original, 
they lose meaning. This is why derision tends to fall on the blatant and unam
biguous examples like Figure 1 d . If the shutters do not connote "shutting," 
they lose some of their original meaning. Yet if they do connote " shutting," 
they achieve this meaning through deception. 

This transformation of the shutters is not an isolated example, as one can 
see by considering the household fireplace. Originally an important center 
of domestic heat and social contact, the fireplace was also a symbolic and 
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spiritual center of family life. When the heating function is usurped by 
modern technology, the intangible need for a center to replace the hearth 
persists and often leads to representations - fireplaces that are mere show, 
or, indeed, cannot be used at all. As with the shutters, the crucial transfor
mation occurs when the form loses its integration with the everyday life of 
the place - in this case, its use in heating and gathering. Once again, the 
replication stems from the attempt to preserve or create a shared meaning, 
using a prop that has lost its role in everyday life. My argument, then, is that 
the phenomenon of fakery is essentially a replication of meaning. For the 
shutters, this meaning is inextricably bound up with "shutting;" for the 
fireplace, with "heating and gathering." Meaning is thus the foundation of 
fakery, and replications are forms that attempt to carry authentic meanings. 
Replications succeed by virtue of their very ambiguity and sophistication -
i.e., by their success at masking their own transformation. It is important to 
understand, then, that inauthenticity emerges out of the very attempt to re
tain or regain. authenticity. 

There is, however, a problem with this argument in as much as "shutting" 
and "decorating" can both be valid functions of environmental form. Within 
a context of "style," shutters can in time become part of a culturally shared 
image of "window," as fireplaces become part of the image of "living 
room." The meaning of these environmental elements cannot be recreated 
easily when they have their functional roots severed technologically. The 
paradox is that while our attempts to retain the meaning of "shutting" with 
fixed shutters may be inauthentic, our attempt to retain the meaning of "win
dow" by the very same means may be authentic to the degree that the 
shared meaning is evoked. 

Involvement and appropriation 

A resolution of this paradox requires a deeper understanding of the kinds 
of meaning which emerge in person-environment interaction, and a fun
damental distinction between the use-based meaning of "shutting" and the 
image-based meaning of "decorating." Useful in this regard is Heidegger's 
distinction between Zuhandenheit (readiness-to-hand) and Vorhandenheit 
(presence-at-hand), which he argues are ontological categories or modes of 
Being in terms of which aspects of our world appear to us.3 Zuhandenheit 
is the mode of Being of implements (Zeug) which we use and with which we 
actively engage. The meaning of the implement emerges from what it is 
"for." Vorhandenheit, on the other hand, is the condition of an object that 
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stands in a theoretical visualized relationship to the subject; it is not used but 
rather stands available for our consideration.4 Thus, the meaning of a ham
mer isfound in its use for "hammering," justasa pen is for "writing," abridge 
for "bridging" or a house for "dwelling." The locating of the meaning in the 
"for" makes it highly dependent on the context, thus meaning is inextricably 
bound up in connections with other implements and the world at large.5 In 
the case of the hammer, for example, the meaning is connected to the shape 
of the hand, the strength of the arm, the structure of the nail and the wood, 
and all of the events leading up to and flowing from the act of hammering. 
Returning to the shutters example, we find the meaning emerging from the 
activity of shutting, which in turn has links with that which is shut out and in, 
with the cycles of day and night, with seasons and weather, with the uses and 
views of rooms, and so forth. Only in the context of everyday use does the 
shutter gain its meaning. False shutters are an attempt to retain or regain this 
meaning through the replication of appearance. In this attempt, however, the 
meaning relationship is shifted from Zuhandenheit to Vorhandenheit, and 
the shutters become objects for contemplation. Heidegger clearly gives on
tological priority to the action-based over the contemplative, since we are in
volved in the world first by virtue of our concern for that world. Further, it is 
through this concerned involvement that our world is disclosed and appro
priated: 

The hammering does not simply have knowledge about the hammer's 
character as equipment, but it has appropriated this equipment ... ; the 
less we just stare at the hammer-Thing, and the more we seize hold of 
it and use it, the more primordial does our relationship to it become ... 6 

Appropriation is a difficult yet vital notion here, since it embodies the dual 
qualities of both caring for the world and taking from it,? As caring, ap
propriation speaks of our primary involvement in the world, our concern. This 
caring or concern is not a moral attitude for Heidegger; rather, it is ontological 
- i.e., a fundamental aspect of existence.B Further, appropriation is more 
than just a utilitarian concern; it involves a respect and preserving of the 
world in its own right. It is through this care that the world is disclosed. A sec
ond part of appropriation is the notion of taking, which is close to the 
etymological root as seen in the Latin appropriare - "to make one's 
own."9 Taking, in this sense, is a kind of incorporation of the world into our
selves. As our world discloses itself through our concern, we take this 
disclosure into our Being. Appropriation is closely related to the process of 
identification. As we open ourselves to the world of things and places, we 
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bring them meaning through our care and concern, and at the same time 
these things and places lend meaning to our sense of identity. Appropriation 
is rooted, therefore, in a concerned action through which we appropriate 
aspects of our world as anchors for our self-identity. 

The importance of the concept of appropriation for the understanding of 
authenticity lies in this emergence of meaning through action. Our suc
cessive appropriations and identifications from past experience form a kind 
of ontological ground of meaning. In as much as experience is culturally 
shared, so are these meanings. This ground of shared meanings constitutes 
the very experience that the fake tries to replicate. Insofar as the fakery suc
ceeds, it conceals an attendant doubt and deception. At the same time, this 
doubt and deception breeds unreliability into our acts of appropriation - the 
very acts that generate meaning in the first place. 

Deception 

One way to understand the problem of deception is to explore the effects 
of deceit in human relationships. Honest interaction is the foundation of 
social life because effective communication requires some integrity be
tween the surfaces and depths of people's behavior. Lies spread uncertain
ty and alienation through a social system, since each lie sows seeds of 
doubt into all future statements by the liar. When we feel that we cannot rely 
upon surface appearance, we have two options: either we separate 
ourselves from the source of deceit, or we adopt an attitude of mistrust and 
engage in an investigative operation directed towards the discovery of a 
deeper reality. Both consequences of deceit contaminate the social system, 
since separateness leads to social fragmentation and alienation, while the 
investigative approach engenders a web of new lies in the cover-up opera
tion. 

Although deceit is by no means so clear in relationships between people 
and their environment, the consequences are similar. On the one hand, 
criticisms of fake things and places are a means of separating oneself from 
his or her world. On the other hand, the insistence on having the' 'real" thing 
requires an investigative operation, a search for the clues indicating authen
ticity. This investigative attitude is itself a kind of separation from the 
phenomenon, a stance of Vorhandenheit that reduces the thing or place to 
an object. It involves not our openness to the disclosure of the thing or place, 
but rather a kind of empirical testing. Just as fabrications are invented to 
cover up previous deceit in human relationships, so environmental replica-
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tion becomes more and more sophisticated in order to thwart investigations 
and capture' 'real" meaning. A further consequence is that this objective at
titude colors our experience of the authentic originals since they, too, must 
be tested first and experienced second. The result is that specific doubts 
about fakery lead easily to a more general doubt about the authenticity of our 
world. 

From another perspective, however, one could argue that if the deceit real
ly works then the consequences are not significant. Jencks writes that' 'when 
synthetic wood and stone can be manufactured which outperform and are 
visually indistinguishable from their natural counterparts, then it becomes 
pedantic and effete to insist on having the 'real' material. "10 This possibility 
is indeed a problem and the insistence on a kind of technical authenticity is 
often full of pedantry. There are, however, reasons for rejecting Jenck's argu
ment. First, it assumes a purely visual Vorhandenheit relationship of people 
to their world - a view that is prominent in the enclaves of architectural 
criticism.11 Second, Jenck's argument is elitist in that it ignores the 
preferences of lay people, assuming they do not care to know whether they 
are inhabiting a stage set. Yet people do care. No one wants to be deceived 
- not by people, places, things or materials. Despite their isolation from the 
design process, most individuals desire to know about their world at depth. 
They can accept all kinds of faked things and perhaps even learn to love them 
so long as they are not deceived by those things. For example, the use of syn
thetic stone can be an authentic means of decorating a house, yet one would 
not want to buy or become attached to the house in the mistaken belief that 
the stone was "real." While it may be pedantic to insist on having the "real" 
stone, it is-not pedantic to insist upon knowing the difference. This awareness 
is fundamental to the way in which people experience their world. 

Experiential depth and environmental purity 

Although deception is the source of the moral problem of inauthenticity, the 
issue is more complex. The differences between the original and its replica
tion are more than just categorical. They involve differences of experiential 
depth - differences in the richness of possible environmental appropria
tions. To understand this point, consider the case of an artificial surf beach 
in Phoenix, Arizona (Figure 2). Here, identical waves roll in at identical inter
vals to wash upon imported sand. There are no crabs to nibble one's toes, 
no sharks, undertows, tide lines or driftwood. There are no shells to be found 
in the sand, no rock pools to be explored, no sea breezes and no salt air. 
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Figure 2. Artificial beach, "Big Surf," Phoenix, Arizona 

There is nothing inherently "bad" about the artificial beach, but it is useful 
for a discussion of authenticity because its designers have gone to such 
lengths of replication without the remotest possibility of deception in the 
desert context. The difference between an original beach and the replica is 
largely that of depth - this includes spatial depth, historical depth, depth 
of diversity and of learning opportunity. The original meaning, although an
chored in the forms of sand and waves (which have been replicated), is also 
bound up with salt, breezes, crabs, undertows and intangible forces of the 
ocean (which have not been replicated). Any original beach is a learning en
vironment par excellence, offering a significant opportunity for a sense of 
connectedness with the natural world and an enhanced understanding of 
one's place in nature.12 In short, the original beach embodies a depth of 
process, a depth of learning opportunities, and it engenders a depth of emo
tional commitment and appropriation. 

There is no moral problem with the artificial beach, since there is no 
deception. Rather, it is the comparative poverty of the beach in terms of ex
periential depth and its attempt to claim so much meaning that gives rise to 
our judgements of inauthenticity. Only because it begs to be compared to 
the original do we bother to criticize. Yet I do not mean to argue that the 
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artificial beach cannot be cared for and appropriated. When we grow up in 
such places or spend a lot of time in them, they become part of our everyday 
world, our "home." Their forms become anchors for our self-identity. No 
doubt the artificial beach is popular and well-loved, and may one day be 
preserved as an authentic part of Phoenix history. So long as we are not 
deceived, we can genuinely appropriate the technically inauthentic. 

An important question remains, however: To what extent does the replica 
come to serve as a surrogate for the original? This is an important issue 
because synthesized substitutes are designed from a stereotyped and 
purified image of the original. The original always embodies far more chaos, 
"defects" and diversity than its duplicate. From a myriad of original forms, 
a selection is made which purifies and petrifies the meaning - a selection 
which meets socio-culturally defined expectations and reflects ethnocentric 
views. This is a particular problem for children who may well come to regard 
the original as a defective version of the surrogate. If they are to form their 
conceptual categories (such as "beach' ') from purified replicas of those very 
categories, then an incestuous cycle may begin that inhibits the ability to en
counter the prototypical world in its originality. 

The environmental purity and lact of diversity stemming from the replica
tion of meaning can also be taken a step further, resulting in the purification 
of everyday life itself. This pattern occurs through another, more subtle con
fusion of categories. Consider the case of pseudo-vernacular landscapes -
the design of housing or commercial developments to simulate a bygone era. 
Pointe Benicia is such a housing development in the "historic" town of 
Benicia. California. Although the architectural forms of this development ap
pear to be traditional and diverse, they are actually generated from a few 
basic designs laid out in village-style around an artificial lake with 
me9hanically bubbling brooks and wooden footbridges (Figure 3). Such 
places are increasingly common and popular today, based upon a widely 
shared nostalgia for a more stable, picturesque and authentic past. 13 Such 
environments, however, do not represent a real past that consumers have 
ever experienced but, rather, a mythical image of "harmonious village life." 
This image is a stereotype, stripped of its oppressions and hardship. Yet as 
shallow as it is, this stereotype is generally perceived as involving a public 
environment - i.e., the houses and shops as well as the streets, squares, 
and other public spaces. When the meaning which is anchored in these 
forms is replicated today, however, the place in a legal sense generally 
becomes private. This transformation gives rise to the realm of the' 'pseudo
public" - i.e., places with public meanings yet private control. In the original 
square, street or marketplace, freedom of access and use was at least public-
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Figure 3. The pseudo-vernacular, "Pointe Benecia," Benecia, California 

Figure 4. The pseudo-public, "Pointe Benecia," Benecia, California 
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Iy negotiable. Yet in the pseudo-public realm, all kinds of political and deviant 
behavior can be proscribed and access denied at the whim of the owner. At 
Pointe Benecia, signs have appeared to keep out non-residents who are lured 
by the "village" (Figure 4). Clearly, the pseudo-public realm can appear 
withoutthe pseudo-vernacular, but in association with such styles it becomes 
particularly confusing because it draws its meaning and success from its role 
as a surrogate public place. In this way, the shallowness of experience and 
purity of form occurring with the replication of meaning can also extend to the 
creation of a political and behavioral purity of everyday life. The result is a 
subtle and unself-consciously deceitful erosion of public life. 

Authenticity as indigenous process 

I have described several distinctions between the original and the replica 
which I believe are important to the problem of authenticity - distinctions of 
relationship, category and experiential depth. I now want to consider a 
distinction of process. In all of the examples outlined above, the original and 
the replica embody fundamentally different kinds of formative processes 
which converge upon the same formal result. For instance, the original beach 
emerges organically from its geographical context, while the artificial beach 
is a technological product based on a purified stereotype. Both processes 
have their own kind of order: the former, growing in place, is intrinsic; the lat
ter, derived from an external image and imposed, is extrinsic. The intrinsic 
forming process I will call indigenous. Although we commonly associate "in
digenous" with the traditional and primitive, the etymological root means 
"produced or born within," thus indicating a somewhat wider meaning.14 In
digenous processes, therefore, are those where form is "inborn" and are op
posed to processes which are derived and imposed from lI'{ithout to fit some 
wider order. A formative process is indigenous when the form emerges out 
of the everyday life and context of the place. Thus, the shutters evolved from 
the dynamics of boundary control; the fireplace from the nature of fire, heat 
and gathering; the beach from the interaction of land and sea; the medieval 
village from the dwelling traditions of that society. 

Our association of the indigenous with the traditional and the past, 
although narrow, is not unfounded, since the issue of authenticity is a 
peculiarly modern one. To a traditional society, where the processes of en
vironmental change are integrated with everyday life, there can be no dispute 
about origins - no doubt about depth. Only as modern industrialization 
separates us from the process of production and we encounter the environ-
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ment as a finished commodity, does the problem of authenticity emerge. As 
Relph claims, the problem of authenticity and the replication of meaning is 
strongly linked to the modern spread of technology, rationalism, mass pro
duction and mass values.15 At the same time, the quest for authenticity is 
also a modern phenomenon; as MacCanneil argues: "the final victory of 
modernity ... is not the disappearance of the nonmodern world, but its ar
tificial preservation and reconstruction .... "16 At home, this quest takes 
the form of the eradication of fakery, but increasingly the quest is conducted 
away from home in the form of totJrism. "For moderns," says MacCannell, 
"reality and authenticity are thought to be elsewhere: in other historical 
periods and other cultures, in purer, simpler lifestyles."17 This search for 
authenticity in the past and the exotic is lamentable, both because it purifies 
and com mod itizes that which it seeks, and because the seeds of authentici
ty are always available at home. In as much as authenticity is rooted in in
digenous process, it is only found and generated in the dwelling practices 
of everyday life. 

Ambiguities of authenticity 

It is important to understand that when I speak of indigenous process, I am 
not speaking of a kind of place, but rather a kind of process. This distinction 
raises some important ambiguities, Since the same place can often exhibit 
a range of processes and, therefore, aspects of both authenticity and in
authenticity - for example, an owner-built house of mock stone. My last ex
ample illustrates some of these ambiguities as well as the impact of the 
modern search for authenticity on the traditional world. 

The Dogon are a tribal group in Mali who have long been famous for their 
highly developed cultural systems and the aesthetic appeal of their artifacts 
and habitat. 18 The Togu Na (" House of Men, House of Words"), a place of 
communal decision-making, is a characteristic building type with a thick 
straw roof set on open columns. Images of tribal significance such as 
masks, animals and fertility symbols often appear on the columns and sur
rounding rock faces. The changes wrought by modernism in recent years 
have been many, including an influx of Western tourists eager for snapshots 
of primitive life. Many of the young men have deserted the villages for the 
cities and some have returned disillusioned. A Togu Na in Banani, one of 
the more accessible villages, was rebuilt in 1975 by these young men. It is 
adorned with clay figures in great profusion which, according to Spini and 
Spini, represents "an attempt to give the tourists a superficial account, 
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by means of the most striking images, of the masks and animals, but no 
longer as a coded message, just simple notional lists. "19 The images are not 
only multiplied but "introduced with expressive violence typical of other 
African civilization."2o On a nearby Togu Na, there is a sign requesting 
money for photographs and in yet another the space once reserved for the 
ritual dressing of the masks is now given over to non-traditional dance 
displays. Finally, some of the "men's houses" have been de-gendered as 
Western women are permitted to enter. 

The transformation here has much in common with the examples present
ed earlier: from a process which is integrated, intrinsic and indigenous; to one 
which emphasizes display and other-directed ness. This display comes as a 
direct response to the tourists - indeed, it is an attempt to mirror and 
embellish their very expectations.21 At the same time, the Togu Na is 
transformed from a "men's house" to a "commercial enterprise" while 
pretending to remain a "men's house." In its outside influence, com
moditization, and misrepresentation, this process has become inauthentic. 
Yet there are two important ambiguities to confuse the issue. First, the Dogon 
themselves decided to rebuild in this way, so in a sense it is an inborn pro
cess. Although there was outside influence in the forms that they chose, this 
influence was not imposed from without. In this light, the rebuilding may be 
considered an authentic commercial enterprise grounded in an indigenous 
response to economic need and the opportunity of tourism. Second, the pro
duction of the display may actually be playing a very important role in protec
ting the authenticity of the Dogon culture and habitat. If the tourists' search 
truly destroys the authenticity which they seek, then the belief that they have 
found the real thing ends both the search and the destruction. To deceive out
siders with a fake display may then be an authentic form of defence against 
the ravages of tourism. This protective function of fakery is a crucial ambigui
ty which has also been noted in relation to urban conservation, the pseudo
vernacular and the natural environment.22 

Modernism has also brought its pressures on the Dogon in other ways. In 
the plains villages, the pillars of the Togu Na are generally wooden and carv
ed with the forms of breasts as fertility symbols. These carved pillars are now 
quite valuable commodities on the world art market, and they are frequently 
stolen by tourists and art dealers. One of the responses of the Dogon to this 
threat is to disfigure their own sculptures by cutting off part of the breasts.23 

With their commodity valued destroyed, these sculptures are safe from 
Western museums and living rooms. But what of their authenticity? To us, 
with our fetish for form, this disfiguration appears to empty the pillars of 
meaning and value. We would never disfigure the things we love to prevent 
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theft. Yet clearly for the Dogon, the pillars have intrinsic value that goes 
deeper than appearance and is not entirely annulled by the disfiguration. If 
authenticity is not to be located in form but in process, as I have argued, then 
perhaps even the disfiguration is an authentic preservation of meaning. And 
here, perhaps, is another distinction: while inauthenticity is an attempt to 
regain lost meanings through the replication of form, authenticity involves 
the power to retain the mfninings without the form because it is the very well
spring that brings meaning to form. 

Authenticity as connectedness 

The concept of authenticity is a truly ambiguous one, yielding to varying in
terpretations when viewed in different ways. These ambiguities are only a 
problem, however, when one insists upon locating authenticity as a condi
tion to be found in the physical world. With this point in mind, I want to offer 
some tentative ideas of how one might conceive of authenticity in the 
modern world - not as a condition of things or places, but rather as a condi
tion of connectedness in the relationship between people and their world. 
Consider one dictionary definition of "authentic": "reliable, trustworthy; of 
undisputed origin, genuine. "24 Here, we find three aspects of meaning. 
"Undisputed origin" implies a connection between the form of the 
phenomenon and the processes that produce it. Thus, wood cannot be 
authentic except as the product of the processes of growth in a tree. This 
relationship is a temporal connection between past and present, process 
and product. "Genuine" similarly implies that the phenomenon which looks 
like wood is not a plastic replication - that there is a connection between 
the surface and the depth of the material world. This link implies a kind of 
spatial integrity where if one were to penetrate the surface appearance, then 
a richer version of a reality that is not different in kind would be disclosed. 
The third aspect of authenticity, the "reliable, trustworthy" component, is 
once again a temporal connection, this time between present and future, 
perception and action. In as much as we must act in everyday life on the 
basis of the perceptual surface of the lived-world, authenticity renders this 
world both reliable and trustworthy. It is, therefore, a part of the meaning of 
wood that it can be cut, nailed, carved, painted and burnt - that it will carry 
certain loads and gain a certain patina with time. 

These three aspects of authenticity are never separate and together iden
tify different kinds of connectedness between the everyday world and those 
deeper realities and processes that created it and those consequences 
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Figure 5. Transformation of form and meaning: The example of shutters 
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which flow from one's engagement with it. In this sense, authenticity is a 
property of connectedness between the perceived world and the believed 
world. It connects us spatially with the places in which we dwell and temporal
ly with the past and the future (Figure 5). Authenticity is a condition of integrity 
in person-environment relationships. This connectedness is not a percep
tual phenomenon; its deeper significance lies not in its connection of ap
pearance to reality, but in its connection of people to their world. Authenticity 
is, then, a way of being-in-the-world, a connectedness born of our acts of ap
propriation. It is a spatio-temporal rootedness which enriches our world with 
experiential depth. 

Just as authenticity is not to be found in the world of things, neither is in
authenticity. The tendency to speak of inauthentic things or places, to locate 
the problem of authenticity in the physical environment, is very much 
misplaced. Inauthenticity is rather a disconnectedness of the larger system 
of person-environment interactions, a disease of this system. The fun
damental paradox and the source of the greatest ambiguity is that inauthen
ticity emerges out of our very attempts to find and recreate a lost authenticity, 
a lost world of meaning. Inauthenticity is an attempt to resurrect meanings, 
but it results in their very destruction. The problem lies not in the searching, 
which is genuine; but in the misplaced belief that authenticity can be 
generated through the manipulation of appearance. Authenticity has the in
digenous quality of being inborn. So long as the search is conducted "out 
there," in the exotic and the past, beyond the world of everyday life, it seems 
bound to be frustrating and perhaps destructive. Authentic places and things 
are born from authentic dwelling practices in everyday life. Their order flows 
"bottom up" rather than "top down." 
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The search for authenticity stems from a serious disconnectedness in the 
ecology of person - environment relationships that one might call homeless
ness. This comes not only from the absence of a place to dwell, but also from 
having the dwelling experiences that constitute home cut from beneath 
one's feet by rapid advances in industrialization and technology. Much of 
what passes for inauthenticity is evidence of our attempts to regain a sense 
of home through synthetic surface effect. This manifestation of inauthentici
ty in the form of fakery is a replication of meaning. It is a lure for our false 
hopes and an attempt to capture our hearts by deceit. It is a cosmetic solu
tion for a deeper schism in the system. Our attempts to eradicate fakery from 
the environment are not only superficial but also often misplaced and 
dangerous. Misplaced, because the "fakes" often have quite authentic 
aspects about them, most notably their role in protecting the truly authentic. 
Dangerous, because if we eradicate the most blatant and least deceitful 
places, then we encourage their replacement by more sophisticated and 
more deceitful versions of the same thing. It is well to remember that our 
scorn never falls upon that which truly deceives us. Our decrying of the in
authenticity of places and things is all too often a pedantic effort to lend our 
lives a surface effect of authenticity while a deeper disconnectedness from 
the places which we inhabit remains unchallenged. 
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4. Language and the emergence of environment 

ROBERT MUGERAUER 

Environment, it would seem, is well understood. The environmental 
disciplines, ranging from environmental psychology and behavioral 
geography to architecture and regional planning, have investigated the 
human experience of environment. These disciplines have analyzed how 
the environment impacts people's experience and how perception and tech
nology shape the environment. Clearly, much has been done which is 
correct. 

Because the matter is complex, however, I would like to inquire, more 
basically, how it is possible that we sensuously experience and perceive the 
environment and then scientifically study both that experience and the en
vironment itself. I argue that scientific knowledge of environment is possible 
only because there is a prior experience in which the environment appears 
as,holistically intelligible. We always find ourselves in the midst of an already 
interpreted environment; from this placement we both deepen our under
standing and make mistakes. Further, both the primary interpretive ex
perience and the secondary scientific abstraction are themselves possible 
only because the environment and people always and already are given 
together in language. 

Such a claim in no way denies the importance of environmental knowl
edge gained through a study of sensory experience; it only points out that 
we first encounter environment as what stands around us, already inter
preted and understood by way of language. Our topic, therefore, needs to 
be environment and the experience of language, or, language and the 
emergence of environment.1 

This essay explores how mistaken assumptions underlying the common 
views of environment and language render these views theoretically and 
practically inadequate. By thinking through instances where both realism 
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and idealism fail to provide the necessary understanding and instances 
where we fail or succeed to encounter language and environment existen
tially, one can specify the manner in which language and environment 
belong together and dwelling is possible. As a result, one can find a more 
fundamental position from which to describe and interpret the phenomena 
of language and environment. One can show how language enables en
vironment to emerge, which also enables us better to understand the places 
and manner in which we attempt to dwell. 

Landscape described by language 

How, then, do environment and language belong together? Since we live in 
the midst of the world and are familiar with our surroundings, even if not in 
the way required for scientific analysis, we should be able to make sense 
out of our environment. After all, we control and manipulate our natural set
ting; we make our way, without any per~eptible effort, in our daily course; 
we are curious, often pleased, by new and varied places. In short, we are 
quite at ease with the idea that the environment simply is there as a given 
to be dealt with matter-of-factly. 

Imagine a landscape which we want to understand, describe, and inter
pret. This landscape would be a dimension of the environment in which we 
live and which the environmental disciplines takes as their subject matter. 
Samuel Woodworth Cozzens described such a landscape as he traveled 
through the American Southwest in the 1800s: 

Imagine, if you can, a valley or plain eighty miles in width, and extend
ing for hundreds of miles on either side of you. It is a valley, only 
because you are surrounded by interminable ranges of mountains; it is 
a plain, only because there are mountains before you and mountains 
behind you .... It is a mass of canons, ravines, ridges, gullies, chasms, 
and mountains, piled one above another in inextricable confusion, in all 
conceivable shapes, towering above and around you on all sides ... 

The walls are perpendicular, and of a blood-red color. No vegetation is 
anywhere to be seen; nothing but the stones around us, and the grayish 
white alkali on the surface of the plain on which we stand, with its sur
roundings of crags, pinnacles, towers, and mesas of rock rising far 
above us, until their summits pierce the clouds on the one side, and this 
black, yawning abyss just before us .... 
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The gloom increases with every step. The walls around assume in the 
darkness a thousand grotesque and misshapen forms. The obstacles in 
our pathway become more frequent and dangerous. The darkness be
comes more and more intense. We can no longer see the path for more 
than four or five feet ahead of us. 

Now, as it abruptly turns an angle, we lose sight of it altogether, and we 
feel as though the next step might precipitate us into - what? And so 
we go on, hesitating, doubting, fearing, until, after hours of tedious toil, 
such as I hope never again to experience, we finallyreach the bed of the 
river that has worn this mighty wrinkle in the face of Mother Earth.2 

Given Cozzens' description, we might easily agree that the place should 
be called, as he tells us it is, Journada del Muerte, - the Journey of Death. 
We might suppose that he has given a straightforward, routine description 
of a perceived - albeit, particularly nasty - environment. Such a recon
noitercould be preliminary to any environmental study. Indeed, environmen
tal disciplines have epistemological assumptions in such a case; these 
assumptions are necessary to account for how scientific inquiry is possible. 
We could suppose, for example, that Cozzens' environment is the given 
data. Understood either as a directly given reality or as the raw stuff from 
which sensations and then perceptions are formed, the idea is the same: the 
physical environment is the basic given; human consciousness sensuously 
encounters it and describes it with language. Our language and ideas repre
sent that brute given to us so that we can operate on it in more sophisticated 
ways - for example, as science and technology do. Such is a common work
ing assumption; it lies behind our regular methodology of doing research in 
environmental perception and of gathering data for other empirical studies. 
Again, we assume that language describes a prior given - the environment. 

Things, however, are not so simple. Further reflection shows that language 
does not regularly follow and report what simply is there. This observation in
dicates that the environment is not a brute given, either as a well-defined 
reality or as the raw stuff from which well-defined perceptions regularly 
derive. Recall Cozzens' account. From the description, we would expect that 
the landscape reported is some random stretch of Arizona or New Mexico, 
perhaps unusually noxious. Strikingly, however, his landscape is not such a 
place; rather, it is the Grand Canyon! Surely, Cozzens did not "miss seeing 
it." Yet, somehow, the Grand Canyon, as the Grand Canyon we know, did 
not get into the language and description of a traveler who was taking special 
care to describe what he saw and experienced. 

To be sure, Cozzens did describe the landscape from the pOint of view of 
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a traveler; that is, it appears as what he is traveling through. That is why 
features which impede progress, cause disorientation, and even provoke 
fear are in the fore. It is this traveling through which largely explains why 
language which we would claim appropriate to the landscape was absent. 
In contrast, the Grand Canyon today is most often thought of as a feature 
to travel to. By way of our language of the scenic, the Grand Canyon 
emerges as an awsome view - that is, a object for aesthetic experience. 
Whether the language of scenery and tourism was available to Cozzens is 
another matter; the point here is that it does not occur or bring "the scenic" 
to mind. The shock of the difference between what we and Cozzens see and 
say travels in several directions: the environment we assume as given to us 
was not given to him; at the same time, the environment given to him is not 
there as a "fact" for us. There is nothing obvious, to be merely reported, 
even in so obvious a landscape. Moreover, what Cozzens encountered in 
traveling through and what we encounter in traveling to the Grand Canyon 
are both different from the environment which indigenous peoples en
counter as they dwell there rather than travel - a point about which more 
will be said shortly .. 

Another example of varying interpretations of environment can be drawn 
from the travel diaries of pioneers who followed the Oregon Trail in the early 
1800s.3 After travelers from the East and Midwest had journeyed for six 
weeks from Independence, Missouri, and moved from oak and hickory 
forests to the edge of semi-arid highlands, they encountered a totally new 
landscape: the escarpments and sedimentary bluffs along the Platte River 
in western Nebraska. First, large rock formations were seen about fifteen 
miles away, then more and more appeared until five miles away a mountain 
came into view. This sandstone mass was more than thirty miles long with 
three spurs coming almost to the river. Not at all softened or rounded with 
vegetation, the rocks were severe, an impression enhanced by the clear air. 

For people historically from the forested landscape of Europe, the sight 
of these bluffs was a shock beyond anything the travelers might have ex
pected. Consider the account which the traveler John Bidwell wrote in 1851: 

the scenery of the surrounding country became beautifully grand and 
picturesque - [the bluffs] were worn in such a manner by the storm of 
unnumbered seasons, that they really counterfeited the lofty spires, 
towering edifices, spacious domes, and in fine all the beautiful man
sions of cities.4 

Similarly, in the diary of another traveler, A. Delano, the bluffs appeared as 
a veritable collection of the world's architecture: 
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Here were the minarets of a castle; there the loopholes of bastions of a 
fort; again the frescoes of a huge temple; there the doors, windows, 
chimneys, and the columns of immense buildings appeared in view, with 
all the solemn grandeur of an ancient, yet deserted city, while at other 
pOints Chinese temples, dilapidated by time, broken chimneys, rocks in 
miniature made it appear as if by some supernatural cause we had been 
dropped in the suburbs of a mighty city - for miles around the basin this 
view extended, and we looked across the barren plain at the display of 
Almighty power, with wonder and astonishment.s 

What is happening here? Not mere playfulness or delusion. In fact, the 
travelers report, self-consciously and with embarassment, that such ar
chitectural impressions were forced upon their minds. The Reverend Sam 
Parker and Israel Hale say that they "could not help" perceiving the environ
ment as they do.6 In this situation, language is lacking; the landscape's 
essential characteristics stay concealed. Because the environment can not 
become manifest through an adequate language, it comes forth, instead, in 
the language which is available from traditional pastoral poetry and land
scape painting. This available language shows the landscape in light of doc
trines ofthe sublime and picturesque, or in light of an archeologically derived 
belief in the cyclical passage of human play and vanity, complete with con
gruent ruins and references from the Bible and classics. 

The impressions of these travelers complement Cozzens' experience of 
the Grand Canyon. While in the passages quoted above, Cozzens did not see 
the Canyon as an aesthetic object but, instead, in the language of a smooth 
or terrifying journey, these travelers on the Oregon Trail see and think 
through a language of historical-moral-aesthetic contemplation. In fact, this 
same phenomenon is found in Cozzens' writing. On another occasion he 
writes: 

Cathedrals of hugh size, castles, rotundas, amphitheatres with domes 
and towers, are on every hand, while yonder, rising a thousand feet in 
the air, is a strange resemblance to a mighty organ, with its pipes con
sisting of hugh columns of green, white, blue, brown, and pink sand
stone towering high above you, with the tops worn by the winds and 
waters into pOints seemingly like needles. Count them: there are forty 
.... Yonder stands a castle, with its towers and spires hundreds of feet 
in height, its walls of blue gray limestone mixed with white and red 
granite, beautifully mottled with shales of every color., Seemingly but a 
few miles in front of us we readily imagine we are about approaching 
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some enchanted castle, where we shall not fail to find the rest, as well 
as food, which we so much need .... 7 

In short, what happened to Cozzens and the travelers on the Oregon Trail 
is that though they encounter an environment, they have only the language 
from their own heritage and landscape with which to think about and 
describe it. They see and say only what they are able to: a landscape 
unavoidably informed by Western European interpretation, rooted in 
Biblical, classical, and post-Cartesian perceptions. 

Landscape created by language 

The above discussion leads us to reject our initial assumption that the en
vironment simply is there, complete with its meanings independent of our 
experience, to be passively described by language. We might, therefore, 
replace this assumption with its opposite - that is, that human con
sciousness is the radically creative, autonomous reality. In other words, we 
might replace the assumptions of a naive realism with those of idealism and 
suppose that external reality is merely a confusing physical stimulus which 
needs to be ordered and categorized by human consciousness before we 
have what we call "environment." Here, the mind and language would form 
or impose order, and the perceived environment would be a human or 
cultural product, constructed via language and symbol. This idealist argu
ment would explain how people, especially from different cultures, do not 
experience, perceive, or describe the same environment even when they 
encounter the same physical stimulus. This situation would also seem to ex
plain why, for example, Cozzens did not see the Grand Canyon as we do, 
and why a positivist and a humanistic scholar would have different descrip
tions of the same landscape: they each apply different conceptual schemata 
and linguistic categories to what they encounter. 

Upon more careful examination, however, we find that an idealism is not 
adequate for understanding the environment either. Consciousness does 
not "create" environment by means of language - a point demonstrated 
in acknowledging that there may be objective features of the environment 
which we fail to see and understand. Even while we may differ as to what 
is perceived, and even if we add connotations or nuances to what basically 
is there, we can be wrong. 

One illustration of this disharmony can be had by considering another ex
ample from the American Southwest. North Europeans have brought to 
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America a subtle language with which to describe places where water comes 
and goes. In English, we have words like "stream," "creek," "brook," "gul
ly," "gulch," "ditch," "ravine," and so on. The idealist assumption might be 
sustained insofar that such words are successful in ordering environments 
of the East and Southeast. We can live in and understand water landscapes 
in Tennessee or Vermont with this language. In other environments, 
however, these words can fail, as they sometimes do in the Southwest, often 
with disastrous results. Not that there are no streams, creeks, and gullies in 
the Southwest - obviously, there are. There are also, however, arroyos. Ar
royos are watercourses with intermittent flows, where after a hard rain, large 
volumes of water suddenly come into and pass through what otherwise looks 
like an "always-dry" place. Most often, these arroyos are called "creeks" 
and "gullies" in English. In other cases, the correct name, "arroyo," may be 
used, but with no understanding of what an arroyo is. Thus misunderstanding 
arroyos as creeks and gullies, Anglos continue to build towns on top of ar
royos, as if the landscape were similar to Pennsylvania's. The result is that 
these towns are flooded, their people and buildings washed away. 

Ironically, the clearest cases where the assumption fails but nonetheless 
persists often occur where the word "arroyo" is used to label genuine ar
royos, but where the true character of arroyo itself is masked by language 
and thus not really understood. This happens, in Austin, for example, with 
streets labeled Arroyo Seco because of the adjacent "dry creek or ditch;" or 
with EI Arroyo, a restaurant which is partially built within the depression of an 
arroyo.s Obviously, the crucial issue is not mere labeling, or correctly identi
fying landscape features. Rather, with the words, "creek," "gully," or 
especially with "arroyo" understood merely as a Spanish word for a creek 
or gully, we have an instance of the failure of mind and language to create 
the meaning of a landscape.9 Further, the effort of consciousness to con
stitute and form environment actually results in misperception or mistakes 
about what really is. What seems to emerge in fact conceals or obscures en
vironment. In these situations, language and perception fail reality. 

Landscape and language always already given together 

We can conclude that environment is neither a brute given to be recorded 
passively in seemingly objective, scientific language nor a raw material to be 
organized according to coherent cultural patterns by an actively creative, 
trans-subjective language. Rather, there must be some middle way which 
has as its assumption that words need to be "fitting words." With such ap-
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propriate language, environment is able to appear. We are able to hold on 
to landscape through language and thereby see, understand, share, and 
live. Put another way, we ask a wrong or misleading question if we inquire 
whether it is language or environment which comes first. Specifically, the 
question errs practically and theoretically because it assumes that language 
and environment are given independently of each other and that the issue 
is which is prior and thus able to determine the other. Asking this erroneous 
question leads us to mistake wh~! happens in the emergence and study of 
environment. In fact, language and environment always already are given 
together. We always find ourselves in the midst of environment already 
given and interpreted by way of language. The crucial question becomes 
how language and environment are already given together. 

To move toward an answer to the question, first consider a passage from 
Garcfa-Marquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude. This passage depicts the 
situation of environment and language being given together or not at all. The 
author describes the simultaneous loss of environment and words in the 
village of Macondo in a way which acknowledges both the proper essence 
of things and the power of language: 

One day [Aurelianoj was looking for the small anvil that he used for 
laminating metals and he could not remember its name. His father told 
him: "Stake." Aureliano wrote the name on a piece of paper that he 
pasted to the base of the small anvil: stake. In that way he was sure of 
not forgetting it in the future. It did not occur to him that this was the first 
manifestation of a loss of memory, because the object has a difficult 
name to remember. But a few days later he discovered that he had 
trouble remembering almost every object in the laboratory. Then he 
marked them with their respective names so that all he had to do was 
read the inscription in order to identify them .... With an inked brush 
he marked everything with its name: table, chair, clock, door, wall, bed, 
pan. He went to the corral and marked the animals and plants: cow, pig, 
hen, cassava, caladium, banana. Little by little ... he realized that the 
day might come when things would be recognized by their inscriptions 
but that no one would remember their use. Then he was more explicit. 
The sign that he hung on the neck of the cow was an exemplary proof 
of the way in which the inhabitants of Macondo were prepared to fight 
against loss of memory: This is the cow. She must be milked every morn
ing so that she will produce milk, and the milk must be boiled in order 
to be mixed with coffee and milk. Thus they went on living in a reality 
that was slipping away, momentarily captured by words, but which 
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would escape irremediably when they forgot the values of the written 
letters.1o 

By describing the normal life and the loss of environment, Garcia
Marquez describes how we experience the world: what is given is under
stood and held on to by way of language. That there are walls and lizards 
about us means nothing if we are blank in the face of what we are given; 
our letters and words are meaningless scribbles if isolated from their power 
of disclosing and holding reality for memory. Indeed, this blankness would 
be such an oblivion that it is hard to imagine how, in such a case, wall, lizard, 
or world would be given at all. Words, including names, are not merely 
labels, but the evocation of what things are and how they are related to other 
things in the web of particular lives and places. And more than names and 
words, there is language itself, which is not any fanciful artifact, but that 
which has the power to articulate and join humans to plants, animals, and 
activities in a surrounding world. The entire fabric of a people's meaningful 
world - the total environment - comes along with the whole of that peo
ple's language. 

Garcia-Marquez's fragment of a story shows us the power of language: 
the essential features of an environment become manifest insofar as they 
are brought forth and held in language. Language comes into its own as 
language not insofar as it either passively records or actively creates (which 
are actual though partial and derivative powers of language), but insofar as 
it fittingly brings forth and holds for thought the essential features of the en
vironment. 

In finding confirming evidence for this thesis, we need to remember the 
failures as well as the successes of language and environment being given 
together. Failures are only possible where the relationship is possible. In the 
example of the Grand Canyon, for instance, we saw a failure: neither the 
landscape we now call the Grand Canyon nor language adequate to bring 
the Canyon forth were present to the traveler; both were absent together. 
Further, there is no good reason to assume that what we see and say today 
is at all adequate either, as compared to what emerged for indigenous 
peoples. In the arroyo example, the builders of the Anglo world in the 
Southwest do not live in the language where the emergence of crucial 
features occurs; even though they appropriate the word "arroyo," they have 
not lived the event of the unexpected surge of water and of finding the sense 
of the phenomenon located by means of the proper words. Without such 
disclosure, they think instead only of a dry creek bed. 

Travel literature is full of such cases because when we cross into strange 
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language and landscapes, we frequently fail to "live in" an already properly 
interpreted manifestation of environment. The European encounter with the 
Arabian Desert provides an example parallel to the already cited case of the 
arroyo. While the desert heat and lack of water may have been expected by 
early travelers, over-attention to those very characteristics obscured or 
blocked the appearance of a more complex reality. Particularly striking are 
cases where the supposition of the desert as an "ever dry place" shattered 
in the experience of desert flooqlng. Consider the account Charles Doughty 
gives in his Travels in Arabia Deserta, which records the revelation - to him 
- of the unexected possibility of a flood in the desert. Following desert 
custom, Doughty uses the story form to relate an incident which befell 
Ghroceyb, one of his desert traveling companions, who had been amidst the 
seemingly familiar landscape of rock and sand: 

It was a dangerous passage, and Ghroceyb returning had been in peril 
of his life: for as he rode again over the Harra [vulcanic country] there 
fell a heavy rain. Then he held westward to go about the worst of the 
lava country; and as he was passing by a sandy seyl, a head of water 
came down upon him; his [riding camel] floundered, and his matchlock 
fell from him; Ghroceyb hardly saved himself to land, and drew out the 
[riding camel] and found his gun again.11 

A flood in the desert! How could this be? What is a seyl? The answers to 
both questions are given together. Doughty is able to interpret the unex
pected event only when he learns at one and the same time the meaning 
of the Arabian seyl and the Arabic word "seyl." The passage quoted above 
holds the experience of desert as the scene of flashflood in the word" seyl," 
which means, as Doughty here learns and puts into his own words, "the dry 
bed" wherein "sometimes, being suddenly flushed by rain in its upper 
strands, a head of water flows down with dangerous fulness and force; and 
men and cattle overtaken are in danger to perish therein."12 Not only do 
the meanings of the landscape's features and its language emerge at one 
and the same time; there is no pOint in trying to separate them because what 
is disclosed to Doughty, simultaneously, is what seyl and the word "seyl" 
mean. 

This example shows that while oblivion and occasional insight plague and 
reward the traveler in new lands, the loss and gain of understanding through 
language are pervading features of all our lives. Recall the citizens of 
Macondo in their struggle to live in their village. The same point is made by 
the incident of the traveler Ghroceyb who was swept away, according to 
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Doughty's story. Separate from the issue of the emergence of language and 
landscape for Doughty, what about Ghroceyb? Did his action fail adequately 
to live up to what he understood of the desert? Did he forget what his 
language told him, or was he simply caught unaware? 

Whatever the case, these examples make clear that the phenomenon of 
disclosure of landscape through language is not limited to the experience 
of strange or new environments. For example, when we Americans read a 
passage in our native language or repeat an old cultural articulation, we 
often find it obviously descriptive or true precisely because we do not notice, 
much less question, what happens there. Thoreau writes: 

From a hilltop near by, where the wood had been recently cut off, there 
was a pleaSing vista southward across the pond, through a wide identa
tion in the hills which form the shore there, where their opposite sides 
sloping toward each other suggested a stream flowing out in that direc
tion through a wooded valley, but stream there was none. That way I 
looked between and over the near green hills to some distant and 
higher ones in the horizon, tinged with blue. Indeed, by standing on tip
toe I could catch a glimpse of some of the peaks of the still bluer and 
more distant mountain ranges in the northwest, those true-blue coins 
from heaven's own mint, and also of some portion of the village. 13 

What could be more obvious? Thoreau speaks of the beauty of the wilder
ness and of its harmonious belonging between the sky and the village. His 
description seems what we or anyone would and could say if we took the 
time or had his writing skills. A look at history, however, reveals that what 
happened here was something new - something which Thoreau, artists 
such as Church and Cole, and photographers such as W.H. Jackson and 
E. Watkins, brought to language and visual articulation. This new situation 
is now so thoroughly given to us and taken for granted that only a historical 
retrieval of earlier language-landscape manifestation shows that our 
understanding has not always been so. 

Though a full review of the issue is not possible here, it can be noted that 
as heirs to our Western tradition, most Americans in the 18th and early 19th 
century saw the natural landscape as horrible and cursed, as something to 
be overcome physically and spiritually.14 The American east coast was, in 
the words of William Bradford as he disembarked from the Mayflower, a 
"hideous and desolate wilderness."15 The wilderness was the opposite of 
paradise, understood as the dark and threatening realm of demons and 
savages, a consequence and sign of evil and man's fall from divine grace. 
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Wilderness was good only as the scene or opportunity for enlightened moral 
conquest. Hence, the cultivated environment - natural landscape over
come - was good; wilderness was hostile and repugnant. Only gradually 
did writers, artists, and photographers give voice and delineation to the 
natural environment as symbol and even vivifying source of natural, moral, 
and spiritual values. 

For our purposes, here, the pOint is that the mountains appear to us the 
way they do precisely because language, with the help of Thoreau and other 
noted figures, enables mountains to shine forth as attractive rather than 
repugnant - attractive just because they do meditate between the human 
community and heaven and are part of an environment where the wild and 
the civilized are balanced in fruitful encounter. 

That language historically enables understanding also is seen in our sec
ond example where travelers encountered the amazing bluffs on the way to 
Oregon. At one level, the fanciful reduction of the landscape to more familiar 
terms is interesting insofar as it shows the need for interpretive categories. 
No matter how interesting, however, these categories still do not disclose 
the bluffs. The real lesson is that, as compared to the Native Americans em
powered with adequate language, those pioneers were not granted the land
scape. Indeed, insofar as it has been achieved, an adequate emergence re
quired a struggle over hundreds of years to get the bestowal in Thoreau, 
Leopold, and other such articulators of landscape. The struggle is the 
achievement and heritage of American art and literature. 

Certainly, it could be argued that what has been achieved with such great 
difficulty also is fleeting. Does what Thoreau says seems obvious or just out 
of date? Either way, it may be that such an understanding of environment 
has passed away - either by forgetfulness or as commonplace - and is 
scarecly missed. Today, many people see the earth as nothing more than 
raw material and relegate the words of Thoreau to history or quaintness. 

Dialect as revealing environment 

Lest the use of poetic or literary examples be misleading, it should be said 
that not only rare or "high" language brings environment forth. The reason 
for examining poetry or literature is simply that we often find there 
paradigmatic examples of language as a most powerful and fulfilled event 
of bringing forth environment. A more pervasive source is the living local or 
traditional language of an indigenous people - i.e., their dialect, which also 
gives the essential features of landscape. Dialect holds together local en-
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vironment and mother tongue, place and local language. It is not accidental 
that the rise of scientific-homogenous languages coincides with systematic 
or universal geography as the study of homogeneous space and with a 
decline in the reality and interest in dialect and regions, or that the new view 
of the relation of language and environment is connected with a renewed 
study of dialect, place, and region. 

It is difficult to cite a good example which is intelligible to all readers, since 
we do not share a common home ground or dialect. Any translation of ge
nuine dialect into standard academic English removes the specific 
disclosure which comes in the dialect as such. The point is that where 
dialect continues to function and has not been reduced to a quaint or curious 
specimen, its interpretation of the environment is what makes possible a 
coherent, meaningful, and valued way of life for those who share the dialect. 
This is why there is a different way of being for each local place, people, and 
dialect. For example, a place and manner of being are disclosed to an in
digenous group with the word, "hollow." To those in the lived realm of the 
hollow, it is the scene where mountain, valley, water, sky, wind, plants and 
animals all have specific relations to those who belong there and who with 
their deep family roots, are part of a web of difficult but profound possibilities 
and rhythms. These possibilities and rhythms are quite unlike those 
available to outsiders, whether the latter be coal mine owners, social 
workers, sociologists, or even people of the Hudson River who live their own 
lives by way of valley!"valley." "Hollow" as hollow is not a site for commer
cial profit, government aid to the needy, or doing research; nor is it a valley 
or basin. It is a particular, congruent world where in the earth's indentation, 
all that belongs together in enduring hardship and in celebration 
reverberates in its own style appropriate to the muffled sound associated 
with what is hollow. Perhaps we can catch a hint of this in the words of 
Hannah Morgan as she talks about her Appalachian home in Harlan County: 

I was back home, up the hollow, I was looking at the pines. I was hearing 
the wind coming at them, and hearing them say "yes, we're here," and 
singing and singing. I was hearing my great-grandmother just before 
she died, telling me about these pines - how brave they are, and 
proud, and full of hope: evergreens.16 

The significance of dialect is further confirmed by cases where language 
and environment are lost and are known to be lost. This occurs, for example, 
when we are in a landscape which has no special meaning for us, but which, 
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we know, was a rich and flourishing scene for a complex culture. Clearly, 
those who lived in that scene built, worshipped, had customs, and so on -
all of which occurred in close conjunction with the environment. For that to 
have happened, these people must have understood the environment's 
essential features, interpreting them properly and fully, and evolving an in
digenous way of life as a way of inhabiting just that place. A specific instance 
again can be found in the Grand Canyon. Lying near the upper reaches of 
the Grand Canyon, Havasu Canyon was the tribal home of the Havasupe 
for a thousand years, but appeared to many European-Americans not as 
a place to live but as a possession and site for aesthetic experience, as is 
clear from the comments of a turn-of-the-century official, whose words echo 
some of the other Anglo descriptions of the area: 

The Grand Canyon of the Colorado river is becoming so renowned for 
its wonderful and extensive natural gorge scenery and for its open and 
clean pine woods, that it should be preserved for the everlasting plea
sure and instruction of our intelligent citizens as well as those of foreign 
countries. Henceforth, I deem it just and necessary to keep the wild and 
unappreciable [sic] Indian from off of the Reserve .... 17 

In contrast, those who lived in Havasu Canyon understand it not as an ob
ject for visitors, or as property to be sold, but as the opening in the earth 
where, and by means of which, they lived. Thus, earlier traditional in
digenous views and newer understandings of language and environment 
conflict. Even what the land itself is is disputed: native Americans hold that 
the land is sacred bearer of life, including the human; dominant 
European-Americans, that it is a commodity to be owned. In other places, 
current disputes over whether to mine reservation lands witness the conti
nuing displacement of the one interpretation by the other. The struggle of 
the displaced people is heard in the words of Lee Marshall, a Havasupi 
speaking at a government hearing in an attempt to recover the canyon as 
the tribal home: 

We want our freedom from the park lands and forest lands which sur
round our reservation. Land doesn't talk; wild plants don't talk; wild 
animals don't talk; even the beauty of our canyon doesn't talk, but our 
Great Spirit and mother nature have a way to care for them .... Wild 
plants, wilderness, forests, wild animals and fowls of the air were put 
on this mother earth for a purpose; that purpose was that men could 
gather and eat and save what they can. Even our ancestors' bones are 
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dug, placed in glass containers and displayed on shelves to tell a story 
to canyon visitors of prehistoric creatures roaming our lands.18 

The loss of such at-homeness happens all over the world today. When in
digenous people are displaced or relocated, their language no longer brings 
forth their traditional environment, except in memory, dream, or legend; nor 
do these people have a new language in which a new environment can 
emerge, with the result that they become speechless and homeless. Those 
who come after, either to displace or simply replace them, have not the 
language which enables living properly there, nor yet a new language ade
quate for the occasion. Western technological society does not contest the 
loss in richness and intelligibility of life and environment; indeed, the sense 
of loss is a source of wonder from which we can learn. Levi-Strauss captures 
this loss of an earlier event of environment brought forth in language in 
Tristes Tropiques, the very title of which names a sadness of and for the 
tropics: 

I had wanted to reach the extreme limits of the savage; it might be 
thought that my wish had been granted, now that I found myself among 
these charming Indians [who referred to themselves as Munde] whom 
no white man had ever seen before and who might never be seen again 
.... Alas! they were only too savage .... There they were, all ready 
to teach me their customs and beliefs, and I did not know their lanuage. 
They were as close to me as a reflection in a mirror; I could touch them, 
but I could not understand them. 

But if the inhabitants were mute, perhaps the earth itself would speak 
to me ... perhaps it would answer my prayer and let me into the secret 
of its virginity. Where exactly does that virginity lie ... is it this tree, this 
flower? They might well be elsewhere. Is it also a delusion that the 
whole should fill me with rapture, while each part of it, taken separately, 
escapes me? If I have to accept it as being real, I want at least to grasp 
it in its entirety, down to its last constituent element. 19 

At this point in his expedition, language breaks off for Levi-Strauss -
neither the natives nor the environment are understood. He is forced back 
into his own language and into himself and thereby out of the jungle. While 
he does write a biographical account, by his own admission he is able to little 
more than explore his adventures with the strange peoples and landscape 
as part of his effort as a connoisseur of his own consciousness.2o In Levi
Strauss' account, we hear of two language-given experiences of one phys-
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ical location. Those experiences are so different, despite all points of con
tact, that we can not but recognize two distant language-landscapes. In one, 
place genuinely emerges as home for the Munde; in the other, there is 
nostalgia for such a lost belonging and an inevitable restlessness which 
takes the form of a renewed search for language and environment. 

Today, we experience homeless ness and even intensify it at the same 
time that we seek its cure. Our task for tomorrow is to turn away from any 
homesickness for an environment which can not be ours, and from any self
imposed imprisonment in our own subjectivity in order to begin to become 
at home by letting our own proper language and environment emerge. The 
first step in this task is to better understand language as the emergence of 
environment. 

Environmental hermeneutics 

The environmental disciplines need to investigate further, as a foundational 
issue upon which their possibility rests, how it is that person and environ
ment are both given together in language. Indeed, often it is hardest to see 
what is most obvious because it is such a profoundly assumed basis for our 
experience. We are so sophisticated as scientists in directly interpreting and 
thus experiencing the environment that we proceed without noticing the 
epistemological and metaphysical foundations of our perceptions. We jump 
in describing, sorting, analyzing, and synthesizing mountains, rivers, 
meadows, and so on. We lose sight of the fact that this work proceeds at 
a secondary level - it is a secondary abstraction from the environment in 
the midst of which we live without reflecting or without scientifically de
scribing. We do science by analyzing in greater detail and at a different level 
what we are in the midst of - which is what is given to us as subject matter. 
We forget, even as scientists, that he subject matter we analyze - environ
ment - already is given to us and interpreted in language. Thus, en
vironmental disciplines are possible only insofar as they critically work from 
our historical interpretation of environment, which itself is possible only in
sofar as mountains, rivers, meadows and the rest already show themselves, 
in language, to us as they are. 

Such a fundamental area of study is not what has been done earlier as 
a result of either "realist" or "idealist" methodologies. Where environmen
tal disciplines see language as reporting environmental features or the 
spatial patterns of cultures in an environment, what follows is analysis and 
correlation of those relationships and patterns. Where these disciplines see 
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language and culture as creating the environment as a meaningful system, 
they systematically correlate language-symbolic-cultural forms and spatial 
environmental descriptions and meanings. Not that either of these 
methodologies are to be disparaged or their value denied. Rather, such pro
cedures need to be supplemented and grounded by a third project, barely 
underway, which utilizes the empirical research already done and which 
moves simultaneously behind and beyond it. 

Since language enables us to hold a basic interpretation in mind, we can 
proceed from there to different scientific interpretations, including the 
critical retrieval of other and earlier cultural environments. We call this new 
science which is beginning hermeneutics, or more specifically, environmen
tal hermeneutics. Environmental hermeneutics is the interpretation of the 
essential ways in which (1) human-cultural ways of dwelling and (2) essential 
features of environment occur historically, for specific places and 
languages, for specific regions and dialects. This new study would be not 
only a mapping, no matter how correct or complex, but even more impor
tantly, a new regional-dialect discipline which would interpret the 
emergence, persistence, and changes of the relationships of language
scape and landscapes (and other dimensions of culture and environment). 
Such an approach is difficult to explain briefly and adequately. What really 
is required is undertaking the project in classes, workshops, and research 
papers. At least, though, it is possible to specify some basic characteristics 
of this new way of interpretation. One can indicate at least four dimensions: 

(1) Environmental hermeneutics entails understanding what a specific, 
"local" language is saying. Though we might begin by mapping differences 
in word usage, it is not adequate to end with a mere listing and classifying, 
but with a reflective listening to the saying of environment, where we work 
out the meanings as carefully as we would for a great poem or novel. 

(2) Environmental hermeneutics involves understanding the ontological 
aspects of the language event. In addition to and beyond the interesting, 
idiosyncratic, and expressive aspects of language understood by way of 
sociology and psychology, and apart from the categorical knowledge of 
linguistic science, the primary subject-matter of environmental hermeneu
tics is the being or reality of environment - whether natural or cultural. The 
goal is understanding the essential environmental characteristics which are 
disclosed and concealed in the local language. The focus is not on environ
ment in general, or on homogeneous space, but on particular regions, 
places, and features of environment. 

(3) Environmental hermeneutics goes on to describe the essential fea
tures of the environment which shows itself as it is (or fails to, insofar as 
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it remains concealed). Also, care is taken to describe the way in which this 
happens for a particular language. Such a project must be scientific in the 
sense of a theoretically grounded craft practiced by a community of master 
interpreters who also are learners - a community which can critique, refine, 
and share their understanding with each other and with students. 

(4) Environmental hermeneutics insists that the first three emphases must 
be allowed their historical dimension. Fuller interpretation and understand
ing are possible only where it is recognized that, over time and in different 
epochs of language, essential features of environment are both disclosed 
and concealed in complexly intelligible ways. "Mountain," for example, 
may, in different historical languages, enable mountains to emerge as the 
scene of paradigmatic actions of the gods, as a despicably desolate and 
humanly useless tract, as the creation and sign of the Judeo-Christian 
God, as a material object to be known by scientific method and manipulated 
with technology, as an exquisite source of sublime feelings, as a sign of 
God's favor and blessing on a people and nation, as a reservoir or stockpile 
of raw material, as a place where the earth stands firm and endures for mor
tals, and so on. In these larger historical-linguistic contexts, the features we 
name "gorge," "ravine," "shale," "pine," and so on, take on vastly dif
ferent meanings and possibilities. We briefly saw this happen with the 
Grand Canyon. 

Taken together, these four dimensions of environmental hermeneutics in
dicate how it is that language enables the environment to come forward into 
experience. It is clear that understanding environment by way of language 
is part of a change which puts a renewed focus on such themes as place, 
dwelling, and regional geography. In this regard, an environmental 
hermeneutic would be both an area of specialization in itself (as a regional
dialect discipline proper) and a foundation for other areas of environmental 
study.21 

Hence, its peculiar focal character: environmental hermeneutics concen
trates on and illuminates its own special concerns; at the same time, it does 
so precisely because it gathers together a variety of approaches currently 
practiced in philosophy, literary criticism, geography, architecture, regional 
planning, anthropology, traditional studies, art history, and history of 
religion. In the end, environmental hermeneutics would be the gathering 
place where we could see how environment emerges and can be under
stood. 
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5. Place, body and situation 

JOSEPH GRANGE 

Without place, there would be neither language, nor action nor being as they 
have come to consciousness through time. Suppose there were no place. 
There would be no 'where' within which history could take place. 'Where' 
is never a there, a region over against us, isolated and objective. 'Where' 
is always part of us and we part of it. It mingles with our being, so much so 
that place and human being are enmeshed, forming a fabric that is par
ticular, concrete and dense. This essay attempts to weave, unweave and 
weave again the threads of place. 

How can one in a thematic way explore such a phenomenon? I adopt as 
axiomatic the proposition that the spiritual arises from the physical. This 
essay, therefore, examines two themes: first, the body as flesh; second, the 
environment as engaged human situation. In one sense, this method is cir
cular in that it seeks to repeat itself in ever-widening reflections of under
standing. Circular, however, does not mean logically false; it suggests inten
sity by means of nearness of relations. 

Thematic development does not exhaust the question of method. Organi
zation is not the same as mode of investigation. My method will be that of 
phenomenology. By this much used, even abused term, I mean the effort 
to let those things which show themselves show themselves from the very 
way in which they show themselves. 1 The seeming repetition in this defini
tion is deliberate: it enforces Husserl's dictum, "back to the things 
themselves." Consciousness and its content, however purged of misrepre
sentation, is all that human beings possess. This essay relies solely on the 
Logos - i.e., the structure and meaning of the two themes to be explored. 

The body as flesh 

With its hangover of metaphysical dualism, the word 'body' scarcely suits 
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the purposes of this essay. 'Body' suggests density and mass, with the at
tendant connotations of the body that I seek to overcome. Human beings are 
not weighed down by their bodies, nor are our bodies at the mercy of a push
and-pull environment. Another, more valid term is required. 

I adopt the word 'flesh,' whose sensuousness shocks us into remember
ing the fundamental activity of the human body: to feel the world and to 
house the environment in our being. Flesh speaks of the living, not the dead. 
It inscribes itself in passion, which, both active and passive, writes our con
tribution to the world. If the body is seen as flesh, the ways in which place 
arises as the active, emergent soil of value begin to reveal themselves. First 
and foremost, flesh and place merge to form a matrix of value. This ax
iological function shifts in relation to the domination of environment or 
human body. The exact balance of contributions is not the major concern 
here, and the behavioral sciences are quite correct in stressing their role as 
arbiter and investigators of such calculations. Their findings are important 
but cannot be allowed to reduce the interplay of flesh and place to that of 
mere external mechanics. 

The human body is value and always is 'already there.' Flesh is dia
phonous, the sheer transparency that feels the contours of every context, 
registers it and expresses the consequent values. A clutched hand speaks 
of tension; open arms of warmth and welcome. The rigid walk of the urban 
pedestrian reveals the dense, impacting weight of city walls; the lambent 
grace of the stroller in the meadow shows the lightness of a natural space. 
The huddled man in the storm contrasts with the easy, open graciousness 
of the city man at home in his familiar neighborhood streets. There is, in 
other words, a language to the human body, a style that we learn to read 
even as we forget how we do it. If place is ever to be seen in its concrete
ness, the impliCit, subconscious prose and poetry of human flesh requires 
explicit articulation. 

How does fleshly articulation take place? There would seem to be four 
elemental structures that our bodies deploy in order to found place: posture, 
orientation, feel and comprehension. These structures are like gestures con
noting the active, fleshly role of our bodily being. They are described 
separately but are to be understood together. They comprise the way in 
which human flesh establishes place within an environment. 

Posture founds our relationship with the world. We are equipped with a 
backbone, which means that we face the world straight ahead. In addition, 
our eyes are so fixed that the space in front of us dominates our con
sciousness. The world appears before us, elicits our attention, demands our 
concern, beckons or discourages our participation. Spinal column and 
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ocular setting determine our first reaction to place. The result is a double 
and simultaneous reaction: on the one hand, 'what is' appears initially to be 
on the vertical-horizontal axis; at the same time, 'what is' shows itself 
always in the first place to be straight ahead, over there, over against us. 
Posture initiates us into place as distant. 2 

This initial, primary distancing creates enormous difficulties for any satis
factory philosophy of the environment, and its consequences for ecology 
are only now being recognized. Still, this postural setting of place is in
valuable because it allows us to see the world as a space upon which the 
drama of action is engraved. It encourages observation which, in turn, 
generates forethought and reflection. Place, therefore, arises out of flesh as 
disengagement and neutrality. What a strange birth for that which is most 
intimate with us! It is this phenomenon of distance arising from posture and 
vision that also leads to a sense of separation from nature. Without this 
sense of difference, we would be engulfed by our environment - drowned 
in an ever-shifting and thickening viscosity of sensations. The human ego 
would never emerge as an autonomous force, and planaria and homo sa
piens would be on the same level. More to the point of this essay, no built 
environment could ever be created. Engagement with nature requires a 
primary disengagement. 

Orientation marks an initial movement back into the matrix of environmen
tal relations but does so in the most reserved of ways. When we are in place, 
we know where we are. Where does this 'where' come from? It springs most 
intimately from our own flesh. How so? Reflection on the everyday, ordinary 
words used to describe our gestures of orientation yields an astonishing 
fact: we do not immediately notice color, shape or motion. A phenomenol
ogical analysis demonstrates that orientation flows most directly from our in
itial postural structure. We elaborate upon the meaning of distance and say, 
"far away," "very close," "near to hand" or "over there." We structure our 
place through distance and this culminates in the act of orientation. 
Distance introduces us to nearness which in turn forces upon our flesh all 
the modalities of intimacy as well as estrangement. The human body as 
flesh is the cradle of spiritual being. All the elaborate metaphors of spirituali
ty - nearness to God, banishment from the Garden, the Pilgrim's long 
journey - are already engraved in our flesh which anchors our knowledge 
in the concretely real. 

In orientation, we know where we are. What is this knowledge that forces 
itself upon our somatic being? Surely it is not precise or factual in a 
sophisticated empirical sense. Neither is it logical in any theoretically refin
ed way. I suggest that the knowledge of whereness is the intimate distance 
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of place derived from the somatic stance of our being. In the most literal 
sense, this knowledge is the ground on which we stand. Our incarnate being 
evaluates place; from that act of orientation, all knowledge grounded in truth 
arises. The 'where' of knowledge is rooted in our flesh, a mode of knowing 
that discriminates the near through the distant. This act of orientation allows 
the human body to structure its environmental feel. 

Feel is both a noun (structure) and verb (gesture). I intend the word in both 
senses, for the human body i~ both substantive and active. By 'feel' I do not 
mean intense affect such as that experienced in raw emotional states. 
Rather, I refer to the dim, throbbing backdrop that supports orientation. To 
say something is far away is at the same time to sense the vastness of 
space. Vastness is a word whose precision derives from the interiority of our 
bodies: we feel vastness from out of our flesh. 'Over there far away' makes 
sense only if it originates in the recesses of our body. We sense vastness 
because our body feels its own limits and thereby grasps the 'feel' of 
voluminous space. 

The human body viewed externally is dense and impacted, literally 
'crammed' with organs, bone and tissue. Felt from within, however, the 
body is an open space - so much so that we tend to take it for granted. One 
need only recall the sense of thickness and obstruction felt during sickness 
to know that in its normal, healthy state, the body seems not to be there. This 
transparency is what creates the 'feel' of an environment. Our body as flesh 
resonates with its situation. Surroundings can be felt as gloomy, bright, 
light, threatening, overwhelming or enticing. It is a sign of the remarkable 
delicacy of our somatic being that an almost limitless range of values can 
be detected by the nuanced 'feeler.' 

Reflect on the language of touch. We say, "hard," "smooth," "grainy," 
"bumpy," "thick," "oily," "harsh" and so forth. How does flesh come up 
with such precise values? Physiology traces with astounding deftness the 
ways and byways of neurological operations. Its presentation of casual ex
planation is one of the accomplishments of our age. But what of the meaning 
signified by this incarnate evaluation of a place? Does it not suggest that the 
human body, as flesh, is always and everywhere an echo of what is. This 
echo lets the hollowness of the body show itself from itself. The holl.ow 
allows echoes. We have come a long way from the density of matter to the 
openness of the human body as experienced in a living manner. This 
journey is made possible only by letting the body show itself from itself. What 
is most characteristic of the human body in its gestures of feel is what one 
can term 'inherence in otherness.' This mode of being brings the distant 
near and allows intimacy to take place. Place, in effect, is intimacy through 
the mystery of the body. 
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Comprehension must be understood in its root sense - a seizing which 
is at the same time an act of bringing together into unity of definiteness the 
disparate parts of posture, orientation and feel. The human body under
stood as a mystery of openness always acts as a 'one,' though it can be ex
plained as a series of parts - a 'many.' How one arises out of the many can 
perhaps never be known. The fact remains, however, that the act of com
prehension creates a sense of unity, however dim and implicit, that is 
characteristic of place. 

Another way of understanding this comprehending quality of the body is 
to recall Heidegger's insistence that every mood is a way of understanding, 
and every understanding carries with it a mood.3 The body feels the mood 
of a place as bright or lowering, as spacious or cramped, as filled with 
possibility or deadened with hopelessness. This union of affect and under
standing can be seen more concretely in the concept of meaning as con
trasted with that of truth understood scientifically. The positivist conception 
of truth is yoked to verification - i.e., something is 'true' when it can be 
verified through appropriate sense-observations. This matching of hypo
thesis, theory and observation results in the identity of truth with procedure. 
Phenomenologists point out that meaning does not emerge through the 
identification of method and theory. Rather, meaning shows itself in labyrin
thine ways - sometimes like a sudden light, at other times through slow 
successive levels of uncovering. Poetry is paradigmatic insofar as the 
words, upon rereading, continually yield up new levels of meaning. Meaning 
is the outcome of the fusion of understanding and mood. Comprehension 
as the unifying seizure of a manifold environment is the somatic counter
point of that process. Comprehension is why place always has a mood, and 
the mood of a place is always at some level intelligible. In comprehension, 
the gestalt of posture, orientation and feel shows itself as a pattern of 
meaning. 

What is definitive about comprehension is that it is always singular and 
unique. What is cramped for one person may be cozy for another. Does this 
mean that there is no 'objective' truth in comprehension? If truth is confined 
to science, then the answer is affirmative. But meaning is not opposed to 
truth. It resides at a level other than positivist definitions. How, then, can one 
universalize such meanings? Is it possible to come up with a yardstick or 
standard by which to judge place? 

These questions mark a critical juncture in this essay. The question now 
must be asked, what drives human beings to judge place? By what right or 
power do we assert our domination of place such that we can judge it? Sud
denly, if we pay attention to this question, everything is turned upside down. 
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More specifically, it is we who are turned upside down. We have questioned 
our vaunted right to judge. This questioning is actually a refusal to accept 
the dominant positivist attitude that has continued to shape our thinking 
since the rise and success of science. In questioning our right to judge 
place, we do two things. First, we assert that place is not dependent on our 
judgment. We can not always measure values from our standpoint. We 
refuse the anthropocentric vision. Second, we do not declare nihilism or 
cultural relativism to be our app'~inted lot. How can this be so? The answer 
is to be found in the axiological quality of the human body as flesh. We can
not avoid 'feeling' the value of place, orientating ourselves to it through 
posture, and registering its meaning through comprehension. Our body and 
the environment are one, a position that is not novel. It has a long, distin
guished heritage, involving such thinkers as Plato, Spinoza, Whitehead and 
Merleau-Ponty. It only seems novel because of the rise in dominance of our 
objectivist-positivist consciousness. We have demonstrated the incorrect
ness of the subjectivist orientation by reason of the value-laden openness 
of the body. 

What of the other side of the critical problem - the extreme objectivism 
of rigid empiricism? How are we to eliminate that side of the dilemma? What 
is wrong with positivism is what it makes of the object facing us. It reduces 
this object to shape, extension and, where necessary, motion. This extreme 
quantification of place strips the world of Being and value. In place of a tex
tured environment holding worth in itself, we are given a blank array of ob
jects whose only significance lies in their measurability and observability. 
Anything else is the contribution of the subject deciding the particular value 
of the particular place and its objects. This mode of empirical thinking 
destroys the possibility of the emergence of meaning; any qualitative 
evaluation of place is said to be the product of subjective reaction. Truth is 
confined to correctness - the correct equation of theory and results; the 
identification of 'what is' with bare numerical formulae; and, at its extreme 
limits, the assertion that Being is an empty word and better laid to rest on 
the metaphysical junk heap. 

The objective side of the critical problem suffers the same fate as its sub
jective partner when confronted with the fact that the body as flesh is already 
there in the environment. One can pretend that the human body is not there 
or wish that it were there as a calculator attuned to the assumed quantitative 
reality. A double-edged sword cuts the Gordian Knot that has withheld place 
from human inquiry since the rise of modern science. Both edges of that 
sword are honed by a phenomenology of the body. First, there is the dis
covery that body as flesh is a kind of intentional openness, an a priori con-
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dition of any analysis whatsoever. The echoic and hollow structure of the 
body demands that it be understood as an abode of meaning, an active pro
cess of housing significance. Furthermore, this inherence in the otherness 
of place - an unavoidable fleshly fate - can be understood analytically as 
having certain movements or rhythms. Posture, orientation, feel, and com
prehension establish layers of meaning which, in turn, build up a sediment 
of perception which it is our duty to understand and not explain away. 

The other edge of the sword is, quite simply, the devasting question asked 
earlier. By what right, entitlement, or virtue do we judge place? Suppose 
place judges us? This question throws us out of the circle of the critical prob
lem. It dissolves the subject/object dichotomy and centers our task of under
standing in a different region. This different region is not a 'new' one, nor 
is it the outcome of a novel methodology that generates an arcane ter
minology or an outre vision. There is nothing 'mystical' about what has been 
so far said. Any sense of surprise comes from meeting the obvious because 
our consciousness is occluded by the dominant methodologies of our time 
- subjectivism and objectivism. Asking the question about our entitlement 
to these positions throws us into the rawness of what is. But 'what is' has 
always been. The where of place encountered phenomenologically shocks 
us by its intricacy. The human body, however, is equally intricate and deft 
at disclosing the many meanings of place. All we have done is to let that 
fleshly poetry show itself in its basic gestures. This second edge dislocates 
because it forbids us the comfortable confines of our familiar pattern of cir
cular questioning - is it 'objective' or 'subjective'? Instead of the pleasant 
but fruitless game of arguing the primacy of one side over the other, we 
challenge the entire routine. The question - what is place? - shocks us. 

Environment as engaged human situation 

Every metaphysician worth his salt has tried to name the basic elements of 
"what is." For Plato, it was "The Ideas;" for Spinoza, "Substantia;" for 
Whitehead, "actual occasions;" for Leibniz, "monads." I choose the term 
"situation" because of its resonance, which has both the ring of the existen
tial tradition and the more universal tone of naturalism.4 It combines the 
deep human concern of continental thought with the scientific realism of 
American pragmatism. Even more important is its root significance: situs, 
the womb out of which arises what is; situs, the embracing bay that harbors 
the possibilities of life; situs, the site of what was, what is, what can be, what 
will be. 
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Every situation was first of all a site - a place within which things could 
happen and events could occur. At the outset, the primary feature of any en
vironment whatsoever is openness, almost the same quality as the body as 
flesh. But the openness of environment has a different shape and texture; 
it, first of all, shows itself as roundedness. We have no word to capture suc
cinctly the sense of envelopment without suffocation that I wish to suggest 
here. The German has Umwelt, the French milieu. We have to work through 
many senses of 'round' to understand the richness of environment. 

One can begin with the vague suggestiveness of the word 'environment' 
itself. Environment is verbal and bespeaks activity. The verbal form - 'to 
environ' - means to surround, which indicates that every environment is 
what it is because of an exterior that marks off what is outside and an interior 
that shelters and defines what is inside. To be environed is to be one thing 
and not anything else. It is to be definite, to have a form so as to come into 
being as this particular such and such and so and so. Environment gives 
identity an opportunity to become and is, therefore, maternal. As active pro
cess, environment embraces without choking off possibility. Situation is to 
be understood in this sense of roundedness. Urbi et orbi, now the Papal 
salutation; formerly, the Roman mode of addressing humankind. Both urbs 
and orbis announce a definitive shape. Roundedness is built into both the 
City and the World, and, by extension, the Body Human and the Body Politic. 

How does one reconcile the enclosed with the open? This question 
restates the problem directly. We faced a similar problem at the outset of our 
discussion of the human body. There, the strange dialectic between 
distance and nearness reconciled a seeming opposition. To elaborate fully 
and concretely the relation of the closed and the open, we must envision en
vironment as showing itself in three ways: first, as physical, the world of 
nature; second, as, social, the world of human relations; third, as built, the 
world of human creation. 

We begin with nature. 'Physical' here does not mean the inert materia 
deployed by Newton and Descartes to make sense of the material world. 
We go back further to the Greek experience of Phusis and there encounter 
the primary Western experience of nature.5 For the Greek who spoke 
Phusis, nature appeared as 'Power,' but of a particular kind. The specific 
things of nature arose from a self-emerging power which was always 
awesome - overpowering, in fact. It is undoubtedly the reverence for this 
power which speaks through the early nature poetry of Hesiod. Nature as 
physical was alive, and blossoming forth with instantiations of 'what is.' 
Further, this power was 'all round,' though for the most part intensely located 
at sites that possessed particular strength - for example, the grottoes, 
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streams, caves, mountains and other places that enraptured the Greek 
mind. It is easy to dismiss this experience as primitive, the dregs of a 
superstitious mind. Such dismissal would be perfectly in accord with the 
modern temperament; it would also cause us to lose the sense of environ
ment I am trying to describe. 

The Greek experience of the physical world of nature reflects almost 
precisely the sense of rounded openness I mentioned earlier. Recall our 
problem: how does the presumably closed yield the open? The Greek solu
tion is exceptionally subtle. Nature is seen as power that emerges out of 
itself. That is to say, the being of nature is to give, and every environment 
is an environment by reason of its generosity. We now term an environment 
a situation characterized by generosity, but previously we defined environ
ment as an engaged situation. How does engagement work? To be engaged 
is literally to be involved with; to be entwined around, through and with 
another. In another sense, to be engaged is to be 'busy.' The busyness of 
nature has to do with generosity - indeed, one of the most mysterious 
forms of generosity. 

When Phusis is busy with generosity, it is engaged with its own being. 
This situation, understood as physical environment, involves emerging 
into otherness. Identity generates difference. 

The second way in which environment shows itself is as social. Here, the 
path to understanding the relation between the closed and the open is made 
easier by the work of the so-called 'Third-Force' psychologists like Abraham 
Maslow, Gordon Allport and Carl Rogers. These thinkers argue that the fun
damental aim of therapy is to clear a place for their client's being. The entire 
act of psychotherapy revolves around the continual nurturing and 
maintenance of a sphere of freedom.6 Further, this region of openness is to 
be experienced by a person. This person is characterized by autonomy, hav
ing a sense of the bounded, the self-ruled, the closed. Here, the paradoxical 
relation of the closed and the open appears again, but this time revolves 
about the conscious use, maintenance, and recognition of freedom. The 
limiting bonds such as mores and traditions that arise in the course of social 
evolution serve a double function. First, they routinize life's habits so that 
what is necessary for survival attains an almost automatic status. This 
thickening of life's aims binds up creativity. Laws, customs, symbols and 
traditions regulate the activities of the person so that survival is assured. 
The past assumes a kind of massiveness such that the future tends to repeat 
what was. Here lies the conservative function of social bounding. Yet all 
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around and within this structure of conformity lurks the possibility of freedom 
which, as Whitehead said, "dwells in the interstices of society."? This 
potential freedom is the second function of limiting social bonds and lends 
itself most accurately to our analysis of place. Social place must contain two 
elements: first, a protective routine shielding humans from the devastating 
intrusion of novelty; second, an openness that allows, even encourages, 
freedom and its outcomes. 

This double function of social order means that on an initial level in
dividuals and social orders relate through antagonism. We have, however, 
already employed the term 'engagement' as a more accurate rendering of 
the situation. When antagonism matures into engagement, social relations 
are lifted to the level of discourse and dialogue. The place of the social en
vironment, when appropriately structured, is characterized by the virtue of 
civility - words replace force, conversation and debate push compulsion to 
the edges of the environment. In other words, a 'city' arises in the midst of 
antagonistic turmoil and engagement, which, though at times acrimonious, 
more frequently takes on the characteristics of reason. People are 
autonomous and, in that sense, closed oft, but they are open to reason 
which is always an invitation to participate in the shared life of mind. Reason 
seeks only to persuade, never to dominate. When reason dominates, it has 
degenerated into ideology. The autonomy of the person includes the pos
sibility of sharing. In short, society protects the sphere of individuality and 
urges it into existential activity. The individual, in turn, is encouraged to 
transform that freedom into reasoned participation which helps the shared 
concerns of the whole. The result is a second level of our analysis of environ
ment as place. 

In the entwining that characterizes social relations, the dialectic of the 
closed and the open reveals itself as the mutual emergence of individual 
freedom and shared reason. 

The remaining way in which we must analyze environment is as built. We 
have already seen the human body as fleshly inherence in otherness. 
Through its structure - gestures of posture, orientation, feel and com
prehension - the body articulates the value of its environment. In addition, 
nature has been seen as a 'rounded' oneness that gives forth multiplicity. 
The human body feels this generosity when it senses through comprehen
sion the environing fecundity of nature. In terms of the social environment, 
freedom and reason seek to engage each other on a level higher than that 
of brute force and compulsion. All these modes of interaction share a com-
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mon goal: the effort to experience unity and identity through difference. In 
one respect, as we have already seen, this is a metaphysical quest that has 
ancient origins. Place, however, is concrete and never just a mere 
theoretical entity. All these elements - the human body, nature and the 
social environment - find their highest concrete resolution at the level of 
the built environment and human dwelling. 

There is a phrase that captures all these relations: city and nature. I 
choose it because both terms envelop the grand themes that have been the 
subject of debate since the 1960s:. natural versus artificial; organic versus 
mechanical; free versus constrained; good versus bad. One could draw up 
a list of contrasting qualities associated with both terms - a kind of inven
tory of the American psyche. My concern, however, is not with 'city,' nor 
with 'nature,' but with why they belong together. Place as human flesh 
showed itself to be the emergence of the value of nearness by reason of the 
postural fact of distance. Place as nature showed itself as an environment 
whose roundedness provided space for the birth of difference. Place as 
social environment showed itself as the sphere of civility where the 
otherness of individual freedom is made communal through rational 
engagement. 

With these findings in mind we ask: why do city and nature belong 
together? Consider three great cities: New York, London and Paris. Without 
analyzing their specific sources of greatness, we can identify a shared ele
ment - the place reserved for nature in the midst of the city. Central Park, 
Hyde Park, the Tuileries are neither city in the sense of built environment nor 
nature in the sense of virgin wilderness. These tracts of land are spaces of 
the open. Without the city, these natural spots would be submerged parcels 
of an unending landscape. Without these regions of the open, the city would 
be a dense mass of arranged matter. The city transforms nature, and nature 
transforms the city so that openness can be felt. 

The open is not dead, abstract space. In the built environment, the open 
is that sphere of freedom within which space can be experienced as lived. 
Unlike Newtonian space, the open is an active potential that lets meanings 
emerge. It is the cultivated counterpart of nature's generosity, for it en
courages the urban person to gather together the strands of existence and 
attempt their integration. The human body in such a place is fleshed thought 
seeking the identity of the difference between city and nature. We sense that 
city and nature belong together and are allowed to experience that possibili
ty. What, for example, is the difference between a cobblestoned street and 
the grass that asserts itself in the street's cracks? In the presence of such 
openness, the person begins to wonder about the wild and the tame, the 
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natural and the built. The open lets such contrasts emerge, and our body 
through its generosity is prompted to respond. 

A person sits in a park. He sees and feels the contrast between city and 
nature. In experiencing this contrast, he does not so much understand the 
differences as sense in a relaxed, dim way the fundamental unity of all reali
ty. It is not a question of causal explanation or, for that matter, rational effort. 
His body recognizes the organic rhythms of nature and at the same time the 
powerful thrust towards order and symmetry which characterizes human 
building. These dimensions of human experience are different; the natural 
is not the urban, but the two connect because the body is able to inhere in 
both regions of value. What unifies these experiences is the active presence 
of the body. By being there in a fleshly way, the human body is one in the 
presence of a soaring skyscraper glimpsed through the leafy vista of sum
mer foliage. This unification of experience is achieved through the somatic 
act of being in place. That is why city and nature are not opposed entities 
warring for our a,lIegiance. The human body in its generosity can experience 
both contexts as real and laden with value. 

We can say, then, that the openness inviting the participation of our being 
is matched by the openness of our bodies. The experienced contrast of city 
and nature calls forth the articulated response of our somatic being. This 
response, in the first place, is wonder - wonder about nature, wonder about 
our human powers of construction, wonder about place itself. To wonder 
about place through fleshly thought is to seek our home. In the end, city and 
nature is a question in the most radical sense. When we ask this question, 
we begin the quest towards home. This is as it should be, for to examine 
place is to ask for the roots of our being. 

In the city - the most civilized and developed level of place - we en
counter in a kind of final coda the wondrous thematics of the mystery of 
place. Engagement was the term used to qualify environment in this ex
ploration of place. Also situation and human were employed. What do city 
and nature tell us about environment as engaged human situation? Every 
human being is already situated in a body. This personal environment 
receives what is outside and echoes its qualities. Through posture, orienta
tion, feel and comprehension, human beings record the significance of this 
world. The hollowness of human flesh amplifies the aroundness of its situa
tion and inheres in it. In nature, this amplification is experienced first of all 
as a kind of wonder that, when radical enough, witnesses the sheltering 
openness of the 'ten thousand things.' What seems closed shocks us by its 
fecundity. Attuned to this openness, the hollow human body echoes it and 
calls nature 'natural.' In the entwined lives of the social environment, 
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engagement takes on the form of a dialogue of, for and about freedom and 
its use. When practiced as the habit of civility, reason emerges as the 
counterpart of natural witness. Through the coaxing of reason, we are led 
to see the personal body as part of the social body. Engagement becomes 
more and more education in its original sense - a leading out and away 
from the bondage of solipsistic concern. Finally, on the level of the built en
vironment understood as city and nature, engagement is seen as building 
and dwelling in both the natural and the social situation because through the 
mystery of place they belong together. 

What is to be kept in mind is the ground and foundation of these achieve
ments of place - the human body as flesh. The environment as situation, 
both natural and social, engages this human body and calls forth the 
emergence of reason. Once this mode of place is experienced, human 
dwelling and building can literally 'take place.' The "where" of this fully 
human place must make room for both the natural and the built. This 
building must not arise out of any weak sense of compromise or empty na
tion of 'having the best of both worlds.' Such thought is what Hegel called 
'ratiocination' - the vague generalization that mocks concrete thinking. 
Just as our bodies have come to feel the sterility of Bauhaus architecture 
and reject its lack of tactile depth, so our bodies have come to feel the 
phoniness of green-belt planning schemes. This kind of thinking, albeit 
negative, is incarnate in the truest sense. Its force springs from the shudder 
of emptiness that echoes through our flesh. The human body, in the final 
analysis, cannot lie. Perception is our conscience. Place, while not our 
body, arises as a felt phenomenon through our body's participation in it. 
When we act through our body's posture, orientation, feel and comprehen
sion, we begin the human effort towards founding, celebrating, and building 
place. All civilization is the enactment of this initial bodily gesture. Through 
a caring and circumspect attitude, we can see and feel the presence of the 
open. Beauty, justice and truth can then be made and experienced in a con
crete way, for the human body will respond in a spiritual manner to the open 
that offers itself to our active embrace. 
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Part II 

Environment and place 



6. Acoustic space 

R. MURRAY SCHAFER 

As far as I know, the first scholars to use the term "acoustic space" were 
Marshall McLuhan and Edmund Carpenter in their magazine Explorations, 
which appeared between 1953 and 1959. There, McLuhan wrote: 

Until writing was invented, we lived in acoustic space, where the 
Eskimo now lives: boundless, directionless, horizonless, the dark of the 
mind, the world of emotion, primordial intuition, terror. Speech is a 
social chart of this dark bog. 

Speech structures the abyss of mental and acoustic space, shrouding 
the voice; it is a cosmic, invisible architecture of the human dark. Speak 
that I may see you. 

Writing turned the spotlight on the high, dim Sierras of speech; writing 
was the visualization of acoustic space. It lit up the dark.1 

This statement permeates all McLuhan's writings from the The Gutenberg 
Galaxy onwards. For McLuhan, the electric world was aural; it moved us 
back into the acoustic space of preliterate culture. Carpenter developed the 
theme in Eskimo Realities, where "auditory space" is employed as an inter
changeable term: 

Auditory space has no favoured focus. It's a sphere without fixed boun
daries, space made by the thing itself, not space containing the thing. 
It is not pictorial space, boxed-in, but dynamic, always in flux, creating 
its own dimensions moment by moment. It has no fixed boundaries; it 
is indifferent to background. The eye focuses, pinpoints, abstracts, 
locating each object in physical space, against a background; the ear, 
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however, favours sound from any direction .... I know of no example 
of an Eskimo describing space primarily in visual terms.2 

Despite McLuhan and Carpenter's infatuation with the concept, acoustic 
space did not attract critical attention until the World Soundscape Project 
was established at Simon Fraser University in 1970. The project's intention 
was to study all aspects of the changing soundscape to determine how 
these changes might affect people's thinking and social activities. The pro
ject's ultimate aim was to create a new art and science of soundscape 
design complementary to those in other disciplines dealing with aspects of 
the visual environment.3 

Anyone who has tried to hone a new concept for delivery to the public 
knows how essential it is to find the right tag words to describe it.4 Acoustic 
space is too awkward a term to have conferred fame on its inventor. Perhaps 
one reason is its hybridity, marking it as transitional, caught between two 
cultures. The fixity of the noun space needs something more than the ap
plication of such a restless and vaguely understood modifier as "acoustic" 
to suggest the transition from visual into aural culture as McLuhan per
ceived it. Nor is it easy to subject aural culture to the same systematic 
analysis that has characterized visual thinking. The world of sound is 
primarily one of sensation rather than reflection. It is a world of activities 
rather than artifacts, and whenever one writes about sound or tries to graph 
it, he departs from its essential reality, often in absurd ways. I recall once 
attending a conference of acoustical engineers where for several days I saw 
slides and heard papers on various aspects of aircraft noise without ever 
once hearing the sonic boom which was the object of the conference. This 
lack of contact is characteristic of much of the research on sound still, and 
one aim of this essay is to show the extent to which considerations with 
space, the static element in the title of this essay, have affected the active 
element, sound. 

When one first tries to conceptualize what acoustic space might consist 
of, the geometrical figure that most easily comes to mind is the sphere, as 
Carpenter evoked it above. One would then argue that a sound propagated 
with equal intensity in all directions simultaneously would more or less fill 
a volume of this description, weakening towards the perimeter until it disap
peared altogether at a point that might be called the acoustic horizon. It is 
clear at once how many spatial metaphors we must use to fulfill this notion. 
In every sense it is a hypothetical model. In reality what happens is that 
sound, being more mysterious than scientists would like to believe, inhabits 
space rather erratically and enigmatically. First of all, most sounds are not 
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sent travelling omnidirectionally but unidirectionally, the spill away from the 
projected direction being more accidental than intentional. Then, since 
there is normally less concern with the transmission of sounds in solids than 
with their transmission through air, the model should be corrected to be 
something more like the hemisphere above ground level. Experience shows 
that this hemisphere is distorted in numerous ways as a result of refraction, 
diffraction, drift and other environmental conditions. Obstructions such as 
buildings, mountains, trees, cause reverberations, echoes and "shadows." 
In fact, the profile of any sound under consideration will be quite unique, and 
a knowledge of the laws of acoustics is probably less effective in explaining 
its behaviour than in confounding it. Finally, and most importantly, the 
sphere described is assumed to be filled by one sound only. That is to say, 
a sound-sphere filled is a dominated space. 

The sphere concept may have originated in religion. It is in religions, par
ticularly those stressing a harmonious universe ruled by a benevolent deity, 
that the circle and the sphere were venerated above all figures. This is evi
dent in Boethius' Harmony of the Spheres, in Dante's circles of paradise, 
and in the mandalas which serve as visual yantras in numerous Eastern 
religions. I will not dwell on this symbolism which, as Jung explained, seems 
to suggest completion, unity or perfection. The sounding devices used in 
religious ceremonies such as the Keisu or Keeyzee of Japan and Burma, the 
temple gongs of India and Tibet, and the church bell of the Western World 
all retain something of the circle in their physical forms, and by extension 
their sound may seem to evoke a similar shape.S 

This Circling is quite literally true of the church bell, which defines the 
parish by its acoustic profile. The advantage of the bell over visual signs 
such as clockfaces and towers is that it is not restricted by geographical hin
drances and can announce itself during both day and darkness. In one of 
the studies of the Soundscape Project, it was determined that a village 
church bell in Sweden could be heard across a diameter of fifteen kilometers 
and there can be little doubt that in past times, given a much quieter ambient 
environment in the countryside, this kind of outreach was general 
throughout Christendom.s A similar study of a German country parish 
determined how the profile of the church bells had shrunk since the building 
of an autobahn, which leads to the supposition that Christianity as a social 
force has diminished in recent years in part because of the rise in conflicting 
environmental noise.7 But in the late Middle Ages, the intersecting and cir
cumjacent arcs of parish bells quite literally gripped the entire community 
by the ears, so that when Martin Luther wrote that every European was born 
into Christendom, he was merely endorsing a circumstance that was in his 
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time unavoidable. Those who could hear the bells were in the parish; those 
who could not were in the wilderness. 

The same thing happened in Islam, which centered on the minaret, from 
which the voice of the muezzin, often blind, could be heard giving the call 
to prayer. To increase the sounding area, or to maintain it against increasing 
disturbance, Islam eventually adopted the loudspeaker, which can be seen 
throughout the Middle East today, hanging incongruously from mosaic
studded towers, booming o!,!t over perpetual traffic jams. Like Islam, Chris
tianity was a militant religion and as it grew in strength, its bells became 
larger and more dominating (the largest of those in Salzburg Cathedral 
weighs 14,000 kilograms), responding to its imperialistic aspirations for 
social power. There can be no doubt that bells were the loudest sounds to 
be heard in European and North-American cities until the factory whistles 
of the Industrial Revolution rose to challenge them. Then a new profile was 
incised over the community, ringing the workers' cottages with a grimier 
sound. 

Returning to Carpenter's definition of acoustic space as "a sphere 
without fixed boundaries, space made by the thing itself, not space contain
ing the thing," one notes that the acoustic space here (which mayor may 
not resemble a sphere) does have fixed boundaries and does indeed con
tain something. It contains a proprietor who maintains authority by insistent 
high-profile sound. That space could be controlled by sound and enlarged 
by increasing the intensity of the sound seems to be an exclusively Western 
notion, for I can think of almost no examples of it in other cultures or in anti
quity. Lest it be objected that Buddhist temple bells produce a similar effect, 
I might point out that the Buddhist bell is struck by a muted wooden log 
rather than a metal clapper, which deepens the sound, perhaps giving the 
effect of "coming from a well," which is how Sei Shonagon describes it in 
The Pillow Book.B This muting is also evident in language. In Sinhalese, for 
example, the Buddhist bell is called gahatawa while the sharper Christian 
bell is called sinawa. 

It is true that in practically all cultures, religious exercises tend to be 
soundful, and in many they are the noisiest exhibitions the SOCiety ex
periences. Whatever the means - sacred bones, rattles, bells or voices -
it is almost as if man is trying to catch the ear of God, to make God listen. 
But it is the two most proselytistic religions, Christianity and Islam, that have 
shown the greatest desire to increase the sound output of their acoustic 
signals, enforcing the idea that there is no private space in God's world. This 
point introduces a notion I call the Sacred Noise, which is special in that, 
unlike other noises which may be subject to prosecution, its proprietor is 
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licensed to make the loudest noise without censure. 9 The Sacred Noise 
originated in religion at a time when the profane world was much quieter 
than it is now. In Christian communities, bell ringing was augmented inside 
the church with voices raised in song, often accompanied by instruments 
(the organ being the loudest machine produced anywhere prior to the In
dustrial Revolution). Both inside and out, the church produced the highest 
sound levels the citizenry experienced short of warfare. Yet no one ever laid 
a charge against a church for disturbing the peace. 

With the outbreak of the Industrial Revolution, the Sacred Noise passed 
into the hands of new custodians. Then it was the turn of factory owners to 
establish their social authority by deafening society. It is ony after the 
diminution of its power as a social force that the Sacred Noise becomes an 
ordinary noise and subject to criticism like any other. Today, the church is 
weak; therefore, it is possible to criticize church bells, and many com
munities throughout Europe and North America have recently enacted anti
noise legislation to restrict bell ringing. Similarly, as industrialists come 
under fire, aural hygienists march into the factories, though the deleterious 
effects of boilermaker's disease were known from the outbreak of the In
dustrial Revolution. Today's pluralistic society has thrown up numerous re
cent contenders for the Sacred Noise, among them the aviation industry, the 
pop music industry and the police. Here, at least, are three nuclei of social 
power, all of whom are permitted to celebrate their uncensored presence 
with deafening weaponry. 

Contenders for the Sacred Noise are never interested in dialogue. They 
want only to hector the whole of society into acknowledging their territorial 
authority. Another example from contemporary times will make this point 
clear. The sequel to the parish in modern life is the sound profile of the com
munity radio station. Since not only the frequency but also the wattage and 
transmission direction of a radio station is established by regulation, one 
can witness in charts prepared by broadcasting authorities the most recent 
model of the unification of a community by sound.1o One tends to think of 
radio as an international medium reaching out to gather information from 
around the world. Of course, this is exactly the potential that it has, but in 
practice it is scarcely realized. To prove this, I had students monitor radio 
stations and then draw maps on which they fixed dots for every toponym in 
the programming - the names of all towns, counties, business establish
ments, the location of all events, everything identified that could be tied to 
a place. What emerged were networks of dots clustered around the com
munity itself, with a vague sprinkling over the rest of the world. Looking at 
these maps, one could not avoid the conclusion that radio is intensely 
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regionalist, mildly nationalistic, and totally uninterested in the rest of the 
world except when it meant trouble. The whole globe may be transmitting, 
and satellites may be moving these transmissions around with fantastic 
preCision, but the most healthy form of broadcasting is community-intensive 
and resists invasion. Despite the expectation that electronic technology 
would introduce the unrestricted flow of information, broadcasting remains 
ethnocentric, while proprietors dispute territories, buy up franchises as if 
they were parking lots or grocery ~tores, and reaffirm the territoriality of the 
whole system in the ground grid of cable linkage. 

The territorial conquest of space by sound is the expression of visual 
rather than aural thinking. Sound is then used to demark property like a 
fence or a wall. It stems from the bounded shape of visual perception. For 
the eye, most objects are bounded, either on the outside like a chair or a 
tree; or on the inside, like a room or a tunnel. Not only does the notion of 
bounded shape give us our physical sciences {which are concerned with 
weights and measures}, but it also contributes to the establishment of 
private property and by extension to the private diary and the private bank 
account. Once the bounding line becomes a strong perceptual distinction, 
the whole world begins to take on the appearance of a succession of spaces 
waiting to be filled with subjects or shattered by vectors. Obviously, this pat
tern works best where the subject can be fenced off physically {like the 
king's hunting grounds} or mentally {like university departments}. Where it 
cannot be divided into visual components, sound is driven to assist in 
demarcation, which is why the parish can be regarded as a steeple plus 
bells or a factory as a slum and a whistle. 

The only place where sound can be naturally bounded is the interior 
space, in the cave, which was extended by deliberate design to the crypt, 
the vault, the temple and the cathedral. The magical sensation of unbroken, 
sound-filled space is only possible after man moves indoors and begins 
deliberately to shape his buildings to achieve that sensation. Then, resonant 
frequencies are used as natural amplifiers to strengthen fundamental tones, 
and highly reflective materials are sought to extend reverberation time, 
giving sound a numinosity and amplification quite unlike anything possible 
en plein air. Spoken rhetoric seeks the long vowel, giving rise, for example, 
to Gregorian chant. In the uniform and continuous spaces of the reverberant 
hall or stone church, everyone falls into line as performer or listener. One 
sounding event is made to follow another in resonant sequence and without 
interruption. All contradictory sounds can finally be pushed out the door into 
obscurity. When Giedion says, "this is what one breathes in medieval cham
bers, quietude and contemplation," he neglects the astounding resonance 
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of the thriftily-furnished cloister or state-room, totally unobtainable in the 
cluttered and cushioned modern interior; and how the echo of these ancient 
chambers fortified the voice while reading aloud, singing or issuing 
orders.ll What Giedion overlooked, McLuhan overheard and sensed how 
"a medieval space was furnished even when empty, because of its acous
tical properties."12 When architectural historians begin to realize that most 
ancient buildings were constructed not so much to enclose space as to en
shrine sound, a new era in the subject will open out. This pattern is true of 
Byzantine and Islamic architecture as well as European. 

Nourished indoors, the notion of unbroken sound-filled space was later 
returned to the outdoor soundscape in the form of the church bell, which at
tempted to stencil its profile in regular and originally nearly unbroken peal
ing over the entire community by sound. I do not think I need stress that the 
other examples I have given - the factory whistle and the broadcasting 
signal - are equally swivel-moored to inner space, from which they transmit 
uniform and continuous commands to the outside world. 

If indoor space waits silently to be filled with its destined and uncon
tradicted sound events, outdoor space is a plenum which can never be emp
tied or stilled. In nature, something is always sounding. Moreover, the 
rhythms and counterpoints of these soundings interact in dialogue; they 
never monologue. Who will have the next speech? The frogs may begin, the 
swallows arrive, geese may fly over, distant dogs may bark at the moon or 
at wolves. This is the soundscape of my farm, where the orchestration 
changes every season and every hour. All I can do is listen and try to read 
the patterns, which is exactly what outdoor people have done for centuries. 
The influence of sounds on the agrarian calendar has been recorded as far 
back as Hesiod. 

What is true of people living outdoors today was even more true in the 
primitive societies of the past. In totemic society, the sounds of nature ac
quired an enlarged meaning as the voices of good and evil spirits whose 
continued interaction plotted the course of the world. All nature resounded 
with these spirits and everything in nature had its real or implied voice, put 
there for some purpose by the totemic gods. In fact, the voice of each object 
was its ultimate indestructible force. Just as the soul of a man was often 
reckoned as his voice, which escaped him at death in the form of a death 
rattle, so the sounds of natural objects came and departed mysteriously 
from the soundscape. But when they were silent, they were still reckoned 
to be present. They were merely listening to the sounds of other spirits in 
order to learn their secrets. 

"Terror is the normal state of any oral society, for in it everything affects 
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everything all the time."13 Like an animal, with ears bristling, man found 
himself in a world of strange and sudden voices. Which were his friends? 
Which were his enemies? And how could be exorcise those which possess 
evil power over him? He listened and he imitated. By the homeopathic 
reasoning that anyone who can imitate the specific sound of an object is in 
possession of the magic energy with which that object is charged, primitive 
man cultivated his vocalizing and his music to influence nature for his own 
benefit. Marius Schneider writes: 

By sound-imitation, the magician can therefore make himself master of 
the energies of growth, of purification or of music without himself being 
plant, water, or melody. His art consists first of all in localizing the object 
in sound and then in coordinating himself with it by trying to hit the right 
note, that is, the note peculiar to the object concerned. 14 

Much has been written about how the dancer, donning the mask, be
comes the thing he represents, taking on its spirit or allowing it to possess 
him. This fact is equally true for possession by sound, and in an aural society 
probably even more so. Today, this possession survives faintly in the 
onomatopoeia of our speech, but more strongly in our creation of music, 
which is the ultimate transcendence of space by sound. For music, freeing 
itself from objects entirely, moves us quite beyond ourselves and the or
dinary, Euclidean geometry of streets and highrises, walls and maps. It is 
the last kind of sound we really listen to, the last we have allowed to possess 
us, though most of it today is coalescent with uniformity and imperialism. 
The heavy amplification of rock music has more in common with the noise 
profiles of heavy technology in sustaining the grip of Western imperialism 
than it does with the subtle musical diversions practiced by aural cultures. 
The ethnomusicologist could provide many useful examples to support that 
distinction. Steven Feld, for instance, tells how Kaluli tribesmen imitating 
birds, quite deliberately refrain from synchronizing their drumming because 
birds never sing in unison.15 The aperc;u that the sound world possesses a 
million unsynchronized centers is illustrative of the consciousness I am try
ing to describe. 

The phenomenologist Don Ihde reminds us that auditory space is very dif
ferent from visual space.16 We are always at the edge of visual space look
ing into it with the eye. But we are always at the center of auditory space 
listening out with the ear. Thus, visual awareness is not the same as aural 
awareness. Visual awareness is unidirectionallY forward; aural awareness 
is omnidirectionally centered. This difference is one reason why aural 
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societies are "unprogressive" - they don't look ahead; their world is not 
streamlined, as the "visionary" would make it. Carpenter points out that the 
Eskimos "have no formal units of spatial measurement."17 Aside from the 
area inhabited at the moment, spatial apprehension by non-literate peoples 
everywhere is vague, for everything over the hill or beyond the forest is hid
den. Here, sound becomes light, making the hidden visible. The cataract on 
the river is heard before it is seen.18 The horn is the only straight road in the 
forest. News of the distant world is received by messenger, who often an
nounces his approach by means of special sounds, for instance, the horns 
of the old postal coaches or the bells worn by the runners of Kublai Khan.19 
Where geography was impassable or extra speed was required, messages 
were sent over long distances in code. One thinks of the talking drums of 
Africa; trumpet communications between armies (the Oliphant of Roland); 
the alp horns of the Carpathian Mountains; or the great copper drums of the 
Middle East, sounded by the chaouches. The Aborigines practised the art 
of listening to the ground to pick up the arrival of invaders, just as we used 
to listen to the rails to learn if a train was coming.2o The aural man learns 
that the world beyond his vision is crisscrossed with information tracks. 
Where I live, for instance, a hunter on the runway can tell by tracing the bark 
of his dog whether he is in pursuit of a deer or a rabbit: it is the difference 
between a straight line and a circle. 

In aural cultures, the right position for settlement is often influenced by 
whether warning signals can be properly heard. When the Indians of 
Canada were numerous and threatening, the fields laid out by the first white 
settlers along the 5t. Lawrence were narrow, with habitations at one end. 
Families could shout warnings across to one another and congregate to de
fend themselves. We may compare this pattern to the larger and squarer 
fields of Upper Canada and the North American West, "Surveyed after the In
dians had become peaceable. A book on Charlemagne tells how the ninth
century Huns constructed their habitations in rings so that news could be 
voiced quickly from farm to farm, with the distance between the rings being 
determined by the outreach of a warning trumpet.21 And from Marco Polo, 
one learns that in the city of Kin-sai, great wooden drums on mounds of earth 
were beaten by guards and watchmen to telegraph emergencies.22 

I have given these numerous examples to show how space enters the 
consciousness of aural society. Here, sound may transpierce space, 
animate space, evoke space or transcend space but never to the exclusion 
of contradictory transients. Defining space by sound is very different from 
dominating space with sound. When sound articulates and denotes space 
(as it does for the blind person, or as it does at night, or as it did and does 
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for any group of people in a forest or jungle) the perceptual emphasis is sub
tly shifted into the aural modality, so that we discover we are discussing 
something that might be better be called "spatial acoustics" - as if distant 
sounds, close sounds, sounds up and sounds down were merely a few of 
the demonstratives which could be used to describe how the sound world 
imparts its many meanings to us. 

When the forests of eastern North America were dense - and they are 
in places still dense enough to sense the accuracy of what I am about to say 
- anyone living in them relied essentially on the ear and the nose for infor
mation beyond the six-foot range their eyes would carry them. The ear re
mained continually alert, just as one observes it today among animals. To 
survive in such a world, people have to learn to respect silence, or at least 
have to know how to participate in the pattern of give and take, sounding 
when it is safe or unsafe and listening between times to know when to do so. 

"Speak that I may see you," said blind Isaac to Jacob. But the unblind 
Eskimo says the same today.23It is in the sounds one hears that the world 
becomes palpable and complete. Without the treasury of the soundscape, 
the world is barren and its objects remain "hidden." Then the post horn or 
the train whistle is the sound that comes from far away (that is to say, it car
ries the symbolism of distance and travel wherever or whenever it is heard), 
just as the storyteller's voice is the sound that comes from long ago. And 
the lover's voice kisses the air near one, and the child's laughter echoes into 
the future. Extension and duration acquire an immediacy that visual ex
perience can neither emulate nor even suggest. 

Seeing and sounding are different. Seeing is analytical and reflective. 
Sounding is active and generative. God spoke first and saw that it was good 
second. Among creators sounding always precedes seeing, just as among 
the created hearing precedes vision.24 It was that way with the first 
creatures on earth and still is with each new-born baby. For a projected 
publication (which never materialized), I once asked McLuhan to write an ar
ticle on acoustic space. The manuscript I received was "Changing Con
cepts of Space in an Electronic Age," where acoustic space was character
ized as "a simultaneous field of relations ... its centre is everywhere and 
its horizon nowhere." In a letter he embellished this point, which is 
synonymous with the earlier cultures I have detailed, and which may be a 
fair comment on the culture we are today retrieving: 

We are living in a acoustic age for the first time in centuries, and by that 
I mean that the electric environment is simultaneous. Hearing is struc
tured by the experience of picking up information from all directions at 
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once. For this reason, even the telegraph gave to news the simul
taneous character which created the "mosaic" press of disconnected 
events under a single dateline. At this moment, the entire planet exists 
in that form of instant but discontinuous co-presence of everything.25 

At the outset, I called acoustic space a transitional term, touching on two 
cultures, but in a sense unna,tural to each. In the one, everything sounds and 
has its sound presence, but like a spirit, incorporeal, without precise exten
sion or shape. In the other, this resonating life is beaten down, first in the 
inner spaces of the church, the concert hall and the factory; then, byexten
sion, through the external soundscape. In the past, it was the parish, today 
it is broadcasting that conquers space with sound. The first form will be more 
difficult for indoor man to comprehend, as he hides today behind glass win
dows listening to the radio and peering out at the silent cacophony of the 
streets. Glass shattered the human sensorium. It divided the visually 
perceived world from its aural, tactile and olfactory accompaniments. Or 
rather, it substituted new accompaniments to the accentuated habit of look
ing. Until this situation is corrected, all our thinking about the phenomenal 
world will remain speculative in the literal sense of the word. But fortunately, 
nature has ways of reinstating the neglected. The fact that we have a noise
pollution problem in the world today is largely a result of having ignored the 
soundscape. But the fact that we recognize that we have a noise-pollution 
problem is the best sign we have for the rehabilitation and improvement of 
the soundscape. 
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7. Bound to the environment: 
Towards a phenomenology of sightlessness 

MIRIAM HELEN HILL 

Human experience abounds in unifying conditions and forces which are 
disguised by an aura of obviousness and implicitness. This situation of nor
mal unawareness is called by the phenomenologist the natural attitude -
a pre-philosophic dimension of consciousness which conceals the world 
and prevents close scrutiny.1 The phenomenologist works to circumvent 
the natural attitude and to undertake a fresh, exhaustive examination of con
sciousness and experience. One result of this exercise is a clear sighting 
of the communion between body and world. 

This essay explores the body-world communion as it is revealed through 
the experience of the blind person. Such explication not only provides an 
empathetic understanding of blindness, but also provides a situation of con
trast for assisting sighted people in realizing taken-for-granted aspects of 
their own visual world. Vision is only one of the many automatically assumed 
dimensions of most people's worlds. Although optical illusions indicate that 
what one sees is not always what is, people tend to think that sight shows 
them a world which is real and true. By exploring phenomenologically the 
experience of sightlessness, one establishes a way to separate from vi
sion's crucial role in the natural attitude and to move toward a clearer under
standing of what essential "seeing" really is. 

In conducting a phenomenology of Sightlessness practically, the major 
method used in this study is called, after Spiegelberg, a "phenomenology 
of vicarious experience."2 In this approach, the phenomenologist 
assembles a set of experiential descriptions which establish an empathetic 
understanding of the experience of another person or persons - in this 
case blind individuals. Two techniques are valuable in conducting a 
phenomenology of vicarious experience: first, the imaginative self-trans
posal; second, the cooperative encounter.3 In the former technique, the 
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investigator imagines himself or herself to be in the place of other people 
so as to critically analyze their situations and experiences. Additional insight 
may be gained through observation of these people in new encounters or 
through imagined experiences. The cooperative encounter involves the 
researcher directly with his or her subjects, who communicate their ex
periences in firsthand fashion to the investigator. From the cooperative en
counter, the investigator may gain enough insight to perform the im
aginative self-transposal so that the two techniques may be used together. 

The present study employed a combination of these two techniques. Ten 
totally blind participants ranging in age from sixteen to sixty provided ex
periential descriptions which served as the basis for cooperative encounter 
and imaginative self-transposal. In addition, as a complementary ground for 
the experiential reports, the study uses the descriptive accounts of blind
ness provided by the French writer and World War II freedom-fighter, Jac
ques Lusseyran, who lost his vision in a school accident at the age of 
eight.4 

The study focuses on acutely visually handicapped persons because they 
are not burdened by the many blinders which vision ironically entails. Their 
experiences may offer a lucid starting point from which to bracket the pre
judices produced by visual perspectives of examination. In that they are 
able to solve spatially-based, environmental problems without visual cues, 
blind individuals demonstrate that sight is not absolutely necessary for 
orientation and way-finding. Viewing the human situation in such a way pro
vides a "seeing of the world" based on non-visual bonds.5 Without sight, 
the other senses reach out to a world and draw closer to it, thereby coming 
to know these other dimensions of the world more intimately. The result is 
that those individuals born totally blind may serve as invaluable aids in the 
investigation of the non-visual ties to the environment because their ex
perience affords a vantage point otherwise obscurred by the despotism of 
the eyes.6 

Comparing and analyzing the common features of shared environmental 
interactions reveals what thus far has been hidden as the taken-for-granted. 
Greater understanding can benefit both the general and visually handicap
ped populations. For blind persons, increased knowledge of the exchanges 
between people and their environment enhances the effectiveness of orien
tation and mobility training; increases the proficiency and confidence of the 
blind traveler; and yields improved safety and better adjustment to life, 
which thereby becomes more satisfying.? Facilities prepared for the blind 
population may be better designed and constructed so as to improve utiliza
tion. Expanded appreciation of the non-visual attachment to the environ-
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ment can, likewise, improve adjustment and foster a more satisfying ex
istence for all persons, blind or sighted. Such understanding may aid in the 
development of better techniques of environmental education and guide 
planners and designers in creating places which promote human interaction 
and pleasant, stimulating experiences. By examining the taken-far-granted 
dimensions of these interactions, insight into the essential core of people's 
involvement with the everyday world is gained and the nature of body-world 
interrelatedness is made clearer. Humankind, being intimately bound to the 
environment, has many resources upon which it fails to draw. The main aim 
of this essay is to reveal some of these resources with the hope that in the 
future they may be better developed. 

Vision and blindness 

Vision deals with shapes and distances; it extends the body to lengths the 
limbs can not reach.8 "If someone says 'see,' I reach," said Irene, one 
blind participant in the study.9 This brief description points to a crucial in
sight: seeing is touching with the eyes, and, like touch, the eyes reach only 
to the surface of things. 10 The eyes are capable of perceiving only lighted 
objects, the surfaces of which do not necessarily indicate the true nature of 
the things by their first appearance. 11 An upside-down crepe pan must be 
demonstrated to the novice cook, who will otherwise place the cooking sur
face on the burner. The Saarinen Gateway Arch in St. Louis appears vague 
and ambiguous from a distance but, likewise, if viewed too closely, loses its 
identity and appears as only a piece of steel. 12 

At the same time, vision more than any other sense enlarges the world. 
Starlight is seen in the sky, and heat lightning is observed but not heard. 
One may see light from surfaces far removed from the body - for example, 
a mountain across a plain. Glances around make one part of his or her sur
roundings. It is in part a visual grasping of the world which brings us closer 
to things. Being closer, one is in relationship to them and recognizes familiar 
objects, sees signs, and surveys the resulting scene for a sense of orienta
tion. Optical scanning more than any other sense allows one to move 
through the world and find one's way. Rarely does one experience a fog so 
thick or a night so dark that visual tools can not give some assistance. When 
such obstacles do occur, one suddenly realizes in a direct way that sight is 
the dominating sense. 

While one generally recognizes the inability to explain sight to a person 
born blind, communication totally devoid of visual perspective becomes 
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vague and iIIusive.13 The vocabulary which totally blind persons have may 
inadequately name or define their experience, leading to uncertainty, inex
actness, and frustration. In regard to environmental knowing, the par
ticipants offered replies often emphasizing an inability to describe clearly 
their way of dealing with and understanding the world. Articulate accounts 
generally withdraw to conventional and definable terminology at the ex
pense of precise communication, as for example, in this description offered 
by Susan of her approach to a staircase: 

It's difficult to explain. You can feel that the railing is coming up. You 
know where you are in relationship to the stairs. You can tell where you 
are. You can tell. You can just really tell by hearing. 

As other accounts substantiate, however, hearing does not adequately 
convey the perception which yields the knowing. Nor is it feeling. Our 
language, so bound in words emphaSizing vision, is incapable of succinctly 
defining the blind person's style of environmental knowing. "When I'm walk
ing" remarked Susan, "I can tell when I'm going to run into a waiL" Another 
time, she explained: "I'd listen for the steps and I can just feel that they are 
there." As this description suggests, the distinction among senses is 
sometimes unclear. Hearing is immensely informative and as Susan stated, 
"We do a lot of listening." For example, she mentioned listening to people 
on steps and using sound from the practice rooms to guide herself in the 
music building at the college she attended. 

Besides giving attention to human sounds, participants also frequently 
described the experience of listening to more unusual elements in the en
vironment, such as mailboxes, signs, openings, doors, posts, poles and 
trees. As Neala explained, "We listen for sounds that bounce off buildings." 
Here it appears that one's footsteps and other sounds echo off physical 
elements in the environment and indicate the position of each. Or as Lincoln 
attempted to clarify this style of attention: "Telephone poles are not saying 
anything, but if everything is quiet, I hear that pole sitting there." Sound also 
differentiates between objects and movements.14 Pedestrian or automobile 
movement can be important. Neala described street-crossing at a busy in
tersection with a traffic light by "weighing the traffic," listening for the 
vehicles and going in the same direction. Irene explained that she used 
sound to tell a person's size, reactions, and characteristics. Neala reported 
that an alley sounds different than a street even when there is no traffic. Too 
much movement or activity, however, can drown out sounds necessary to 
"read" a situation, or cause distortion, for example the trucks which Lincoln 
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described as "barking in your ear." A more common concern was the distor
tion by wind. "Windy days are terrible, awful!" Jody declared, "I can't hear 
anything. Nothing sounds the same." Renee added, "You can't tell what 
direction the sound might be coming from as easily." 

Besides sound, touch plays a major role in blind peoples' mastering and 
understanding their environment. Often, reference to touch relates to direct 
contact with physical objects, for example, the shape of a faucet or door
knob, the texture of a sidewalk, the unevenness of a curb, the presence of 
an incline, or changes in floor coverings. At other times, however, the link 
of touch to the environment involves a more ambiguous description of con
tact with the environment: a kind of invisible net of awareness that reaches 
out from the blind person and senses the thing there. Irene and Laura both 
expressed their abilities to "feel" room dimensions, while Susan spoke of 
"sensing" a door. Similarly, Irene mentioned that when walking by a fence, 
it could be "felt." Jody captured the way this sensing facility worked best 
by describing her awareness of a mailbox: 

I feel it's there. If I didn't know it was a mailbox, I wouldn't know it was 
a mailbox. I would know something was there, but I wouldn't necessari
ly know what it was unless I had been told that was there. 

In the participants' abilities to "touch" their environment, openings had 
special significance. The size of openings like doors, windows, stairwells, 
and corridors were distinguishable by feel and used for orientation. Some 
businesses were described as being small openings, others had larger 
openings for display, while grocery stores were repeatedly located and iden
tified by their big openings. Open spaces were occasionally used in this way 
also; often, however, they were an obstacle to movement and sometimes 
generated an emotional reaction. Sally commented, "I'm not too comfor
table in an open place or a big wide area." Neala stated, "I hate walking in 
places where it's big open areas because it's hard to tell where you are go
ing." Susan continued, "The sound is strange." Jody declared, "Open 
spaces are horrible!" She illustrated by referring to the trip from her back
yard to a shopping center diagonally across two vacant lots which lacked a 
"shoreline" - i.e., an edge that could be followed with a cane: "You could 
almost throw a rock over to that place, but there's no exact way to get there. 
That empty lot is huge!"15 Another time, Susan explained, "I got totally lost 
because there were no buildings or anything surrounding an area I had to 
go to." 

In dealing with open spaces, several kinds of environmental contact can 
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be important. Lincoln mentioned the importance of the sun's position as a 
means of orientation, while other participants spoke of the importance of 
smell, at least in some situations. Laura, for example, mentioned the use of 
odors emanating from the grocery store, doughnut shop, shoe store, and 
nut shop as a means for locating them. Both she and Susan mentioned that 
they had been trained to use this skill. On the other hand, Jody failed to com
ment on the odors of the fish and chip restaurant at a corner which she 
described. 

In retrospect, when one reviews the way in which the blind participants 
speak about their environment, one realizes that their style of knowing is 
multimodal, with repeated descriptions of a situation sometimes involving 
different sensual verbs. While one account may refer to feeling a post, a 
later description of the same instance may mention hearing it. Locating a 
stairs may be done by hearing, by feeling, or even by smelling the freshness 
of the air from the door to which the stairs might lead. The tendency to grasp 
one verb over another appears to be more from habit than from the actual 
encounter. Earlier, Susan was twice quoted describing her approach to a 
staircase. Other times she explained: "You can hear the steps;" or, "You 
can just sense them;" or, again, "I could tell that the steps were coming up 
because it kind of echoed when you walked in that direction." No conven
tion verbal description can easily provide a picture of the style of knowing 
emanating from a synthesis of two or more senses. Yet this multimodal way 
of understanding the world is crucial to the blind person, and its dimensions 
can be better identified phenomenologically by examining participant ac
counts in more detail and turning to other accounts by blind persons. 

A holistic environmental knowing 

In the absence of sight, no new sense develops to compensate for the 
IOSS.16 Through necessity, use, and practice, the remaining senses 
become more acute and their potential is more adequately utilized.17 Lin
coln explained: 

You make allowances for the sense that's been dulled. You learn to use 
the ones you've got. We don't have anything that anybody else don't 
have. We've developed it, that's all. You'd do the same thing. 

In addition, the loss of vision automatically leads to a decrease in sensory 
noise. Environmental information, otherwise obscured by ocular data, be-
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comes exploitable. The visually handicapped utilize their combined remain
ing senses to learn and know the environment. Through emphasis and ex
pansion, capabilities grow into a style of holistic knowing which the par
ticipants referred to as object perception - the innate but often unfulfilled 
ability of the body to know of nearby objects, obstacles, and dangers.18 As 
in "feeling" a mailbox, the perception here is neither touch, nor echo, nor 
movement, but a synergistic blending of all of these awareness. 

For the blind person, the achievement of object perception is not always 
easy. Yet in everyday life, instances of it constantly occur, as above partici
pant descriptions indicate. Often object perception combines with what the 
French phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty calls body-subject - the innate 
ability of the body to perform movements with neither conscious awareness 
nor effort, thus leading to the completion of routine activities. 19 The hand 
knows how to grasp a pencil or the feet know how to climb the typical stair
way. As Lincoln commented in relation to eating, which some sighted peo
ple conceive of as difficult for blind persons: 

I've had people ask how do you find your mouth with your fork. I don't 
know. When your elbow bends and your mouth flies open, it finds the 
way. It just goes there. It don't miss. 

The simplest level of body-subject involves only bodily movements such 
as reaching a hand to the mouth or taking a step. The capacity for a greater 
complexity in the levels of body-subject activities permits an extension of the 
body into its environment. For instance, walking across an empty room is 
less complex as a bodily activity than walking through a crowd, even though 
both behaviors are grounded in the body-subject ability. Body-subject is 
basic to everyday activities, allowing tasks to proceed with speed and ease 
while freeing the mind for other more complex operations.2o Laura describ
ed such behavior: 

I don't think about what I'm doing. I just do it. If it's something new, I 
think about it. Most of the time if it's something routine, I don't think 
about it. It just happens. 

Irene demonstrated that blindness does not interfere with the function of 
body-subject in more complex activities by describing her ease of orienta
tion at home: "People ask, 'Can you get around in your own house?' I 
should hope so. 'Can you find everything?' Well, I put it away." Such routine, 
spatial actions depend upon a subliminal communion between body and 
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world. Basic contact, the taken-for-granted awareness of the world which 
grounds body-subject, enables the person to direct taken-for-granted ac
tivities easily. Basic contact is "the preconscious perceptual ability of body
subject which keeps the generalized patterns of habit in harmony with the 
specific world at hand."21 As basic contact becomes more extensive, the 
activities of body-subject may become more complex. The basic contact 
necessary for walking includes most basically the muscles of the body and 
a sense of the surface; for more complex behaviors, like avoiding puddles 
on a rainy day, a higher level of basic contact is necessary. Walking through 
a crowded room requires additional body awareness and cognizance of the 
people and obstacles within it. It may be said here that basic contact in
volves various levels of pre reflective awareness, which in turn ground object 
perception. The combination of body-subject and object perception aids the 
hand in reaching for the pencil on the desk or helps the feet find the first and 
last step. The spaces in which body-subject and object perception are 
enacted may be either familiar or unfamiliar because of their foundation on 
a comprehensive basic contact. Through this precognitive link in the world, 
object perception ties the body's movements to the environment, making 
the body inseparable from it experientially. An exchange between the two 
entities is practically constant. The extent of this exchange, however, is 
variable. 

Object perception can be perfected and amplified into a union and 
enhancement of the senses through comprehensive contact. The blind 
actor-musician Tom Sullivan considered his particular sensitivity to be like 
radar. He described it as "facial vision," a refined object perception 
centered on the facial muscles which register the different degree and inten
sity of the waves of air pushed away from the body during movement that 
are returned from an angle by an obstacle.22 Even this sensitivity appears 
to be only a fraction of its full potential. Continued cultivation of the body's 
ability to utilize the wealth of sensory data available to it and heightened ab
sorption and unity of its entire volume may yield even closer bonds between 
the body and its environs. Yet to achieve this enhanced object perception, 
awareness must be coupled with acute attention. 

The focusing of attention, in fact, appears to be the key to the develop
ment of object perception. "Being attentive," says Lusseyran, "unlocks a 
sphere of reality that no one suspects."23 He goes on to argue that all 
humankind has the ability to experience this ordinarily unsuspected sphere 
of reality, though in practice, most people forget or have no desire to use 
it.24 The ease with which sight supplies environmental information and per
sistently floods the mind with a multitude of inconsequential or irrelevant 
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sensory input is one reason for the disinterest. For blind persons, the atten
tion which would ordinarily be directed toward the visual panorama may be 
directed to alternate senses, even yet supplying a plethora of stimulation. 
Thus, blind persons are distracted by the superficial chaos of the world, 
although not as thoroughly.2s They are more capable of seeing what those 
not handicapped in like manner can not see. In this, they can be more 
attentive: 

A really attentive person could understand everything .... he would 
need nothing that is tied to the senses .... every object would reveal 
itself to him in all its possible facets. In other words, he would enter com
pletely into its inner world.26 

In this potential mode of attention, the senses "would no longer work 
independently"27 but rather all would merge, a situation described in 
Sullivan's statement that "sight paints a picture of life, but sound, touch, 
taste and smell are actually life itself."28 The body is capable of contacting 
and truly understanding this life, this reality, through a synergism of the 
senses, for the body is always actively reacting and collecting non-visually. 
One need only learn to attentively listen, feel, and experience. Lusseyran 
attempted a description of the product of such comprehensive contact with 
the world: 

What the blind person experiences in the presence of an object is pres
sure. When he stands before a wall he has never touched and does not 
now touch, he feels a physical presence. The wall bears down on him 

Perception, then, would mean entering into an equilibrium of pressure 
29 

This pressure touches the body through the sense organs as commonly 
known, but likewise involves the concentrated attention to the "exchange 
that takes place between the inner and outer world," with a result that "en
compasses the whole being. "30 This exchange may be likened to a 
current31 and in one sense corresponds to the empathetic communion with 
phenomena which the phenomenologists seek: "As soon as we pay atten
tion to this phenomenon, the world comes to life in a surprisingly different 
manner."32 Through concerted effort, according to Lusseyran, all senses 
can join into one and build toward the enhanced object perception.33 If this 
combination of awareness could be united in its extreme entirety with the 
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"psychological form of this fundamental contact," Lusseyran argues fur
ther, the resulting attention would remove the shrouds which conceal all 
objects.34 In one sense, it can be said that such directed attention results 
in a bracketing of the natural attitude. Lusseyran believes that the conse
quent unified awareness can supply strength, wisdom, and courage and is 
intimately bound with love, freedom, faith, fate, and Iife.35 Experience, 
practice and unrelenting effort must be exerted for the maintenance of this 
perceptive force, or its presence fades and disappears. Lusseyran refers to 
it as light and reports, " ... I quickly learned that I knocked against things 
only when I forgot the light. When I paid constant attention to the light, I ran 
a much smaller risk. "36 This light or force sometimes draws the world 
closer and reveals a pervasive peace where all parts work together in a 
whole. The force destroys the barriers which have been created from habit 
and may permit the body to be totally in tune with the world beyond.37 The 
body may know of its surroundings and maneuver through familiar or un
familiar obstacles. Beyond the material plane, Lusseyran suggests, this 
awareness may touch a deeper reality, a communion between the essences 
of existence, but only if one strives to utilize and achieve its full potential and 
his or her full power. Habitually, the effort and practice are deficient and the 
necessary heightened levels of concentration may only be sustained for 
brief intervals rarely approaching the supreme omniscience. Resultant in
sight flows like seismic waves, vibrant, sporadic, and, most frequently, 
minimal. Nevertheless, the potential for deeper contact does exist, 
Lusseyran argues, and humankind would benefit by mastering the controls. 

Who possesses the handicap? 

Humankind is intimately bound to the world by a combination of senses. Vi
sion often serves to dull a person's sight to a totally integrated knowing, thus 
the blind person may be more aware of and more atuned to the dimensions 
of the world and better able to recognize the full potential of his or her being. 
Visual interpretations of reality are neither inferior nor superior to that of per
sons who are visually handicapped but, rather, an alternative means.3S 

Both blind and sighted people are in contact with reality, but in different 
ways. The worlds in which both groups live are the same; only the perspec
tives differ.39 The foundations of each, the taken-for-granted dimensions of 
both worlds, deserve to be excavated and explored. The blind are forced to 
see the world from another standpOint, but that perspective is not a world 
of darkness as the seeing prejudicially choose to believe.4o Rather, that 
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world is free of the deception of physical appearances, where what and how 
something is said reveals the true purpose.41 The common space between 
minds is more easily reached if one's focus is not far off and on the surface 
of things.42 People who happen to be blind are not inferior beings or 
"monsters of strangeness."43 Sighted people, however, too often do not 
understand blind persons. Every member of humankind is handicapped in 
many ways. The visually handicapped have advantages that the sighted do 
not have. They are less distracted by the world and through necessity have 
refined memory faculties.44 "No blindness" writes Lusseyran, "exists 
when it is a question of reflecting, intending, planning something, or even 
of helping men to live."45 They may develop and use their skills and 
abilities just as any other person, often to the considerable benefit of larger 
society: 

under modern conditions [the] obstacles [of the blind] are hardly 
noticeable. What lawyer, what engineer, even, could manage today without 
the help of a few competent assistants? Blindness is a state of perception 
which - when taken in all seriousness, accepted, and used - is capable 
of increasing many faculties sorely needed in every intellectual and 
organizational activity. 46 

Humankind, then, should not shun blind persons but listen, learn, 
research, investigate, experience, and imagine. As Lusseyran explains, 

... if all people were attentive, if they would undertake to be attentive 
every moment of their lives, they would discover the world anew. They 
would suddenly see that the world is entirely different from what they 
believed it to be.47 

People must not let their eyes blind them to the world. They need to 
elevate their level of consciousness to bring them closer to the world and 
more clearly reveal its essence while building towards the revelation of fun
damental truths and greater understanding of the human condition. Further
more, they must share and compare their discoveries to reveal the mutual 
wealth of experience and to communicate the knowledge gained through 
the necessity of heightened experience.48 The loss of vision does not make 
the individual any less of a person, but rather opens his or her life to a new 
dimension, one generally ignored and unfortunately undeveloped by the or
dinary population. Humankind should listen to the visually handicapped and 
learn. There is yet far to go, but the results could be invaluable. As Lussey-
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ran explains, when "we regard blindness as another state of perception, 
another realm of experience, everything becomes possible."49 
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8. Towards revealing the sense of place: 
An intuitive "reading" of four Dalmatian towns 

FRANCIS VIOLICH 

Places and people are inseparable.1 Places exist only with reference to 
people, and the meaning of place can be revealed only in terms of human 
responses to the particular environment used as a framework for daily living. 
In their behavior in places, people reveal, but do not necessarily articulate, 
their preferences. Whether creating environments as "insiders" or be
coming familiar with these environments as "outsiders," people identify 
with or feel alienated from places.2 The key question is how in a practical 
way one recognizes "sense of place," which in many ways is intangible. 
How can one clarify and interpret the essential qualities underlying the 
uniqueness of place and consequently understand a basis for identity? 

This essay attempts an answer to this question by summarizing results of 
a field study in selected towns and villages on the Dalmatian Coast of 
Yugoslavia.3 My method draws on the creative power of intuitive re
sponses, sharpened by firsthand experience in places of contrasting phys
ical form. Through direct involvement and reflection, I immersed myself in 
each place for several days and "read" each as a whole.4 "Mental maps" 
evolved that served as frames of reference for the images of places and peo
ple that emerged.s 

By identifying environmental qualities which underlie a sense of place, I 
developed a qualitative style of inquiry that may have important practical 
value for urban design and planning, which too often today emphasizes a 
quantitative, aggregate approach to environments. Qualitative criteria for 
identifying a sense of place are also crucial in the design process and can 
contribute to protecting and enhancing existing environments or designing 
new places with greater human significance. Such qualitative criteria may 
help establish what Norberg-Schulz calls creative participation - a concept 
of design and planning that harmonizes a people's cultural and social needs 
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with natural environment.6 In this way, people record their particular 
cultural history and meaning in the built environment and breathe into their 
urban settlement a "sense of place." 

Regional variations and local identity 

The four Dalmatian towns examined here were selected for their contrasting 
spatial layouts. The aim of this contrasting selection was to pinpoint and in
tensify the towns' varying senses of place. Diverse historical forces have 
shaped Dalmatian coastal settlements and range from earlier Roman, 
Slavic and Venetian influences to the later impacts of Napoleon, the 
Austrian Empire, and the current socialist system? Though threatened by 
modernization, especially tourism, the off-shore islands of the Dalmatian 
coast have many well-preserved settlements patterned incrementally by 
successive historical forces around varying water-land relationships. 
These towns and villages carry meanings which, in Heidegger's terms, have 
been "gathered" throughout history. They convey a clear image of a 
cultural heritage valued by residents. Fortunately, the modern socialist 
system of Yugoslavia with its belief in non-speculative and decentralized 
self-management supports this local sense of identity.B 

At first glance, these shoreline settlements of Dalmatia look very much 
alike: creamy-white stone houses with slate or red tile roofs stand shoulder 
to shoulder; dark green pines rise against brilliant blue sky above matching 
blue sea dotted with ships; marinas, or aba/as, as they are called, give 
shape to the town harbors, the focal points of community life. In all of the 
villages, pedestrian movement still prevails, since planning policies sen
sitive to human qualities keep cars and buses at the periphery. 

When examined more closely, however, the coastal towns of Dalmatia 
reveal important differences, which in turn reflect marked regional varia
tions and strong traits of local identity, which are all diverse sources of a 
sense of place. For example, on the island of Brae, across from Split, 
Dalmatia's largest city, the gentle slopes, upland plateaus, and accessible 
shores facilitate contact among settlements, fostering a sense of belonging 
for the residents of each of Brae's twenty-two villages and towns (Figure 1). 
The result is that participation and economic life are extended more evenly 
over Brae than on other Dalmatian islands.9 Two of these towns explored 
in this essay - Pueise and Bol - demonstrate well this local identity. 

In contrast, a sharp ridge runs the main length of the nearby island of Hvar 
and settlement concentrates heavily on the northwest, where levelland and 
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large natural harbors meet (Figure 1). There, through their patrician classes, 
the towns of Hvar and Starigrad have managed the island's affairs 
throughout history. Hvar is the third Dalmatian town examined in this essay. 
To the south, the island of Korcula presents topography somewhat similar 
to Hvar's, though with numerous, less divisive ridges, thus permitting scat
tered settlements. Furthermore, places suitable as harbors occur generous
ly at both ends of the island; the result is two large towns widely separated, 
each with a strong sense of regional leadership. One of these, Korcula -
the fourth town studied here - is located directly across from the peninsula 
of Peljesac and has thus been able to dominate the sea channel and to wrest 
control of the upper end of the peninsula from the powerful city-state of 
Dubrovnik to the south. 

In the process of "reading" the four towns of Pucisce, Bol, Hvar, and Kor
cula, I came to understand that a major dimension of these settlements' 
sense of place was the particular way in which water and land meet (Figure 
2). Both Pucisce and Hvar "wrap around" their harbors, but in different 
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Figure 2. The four Dalmatian towns: The water-land interphase 

ways. Pucisce tightly encloses its harbor and town activity reflects an "ur
ban area." Hvar, in contrast, splays into the water and projects an image 
of "arms open to the sea. "In Korcula, land boldly indents water as the town 
thrusts itself into the sea - a pattern recalling an "urban ship." Finally, in 
Bol, water and land lie side by side; the town is parallel to the sea, and one 
is reminded of yet another configuration: the "ladder pattern." 
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Figure 3. Pucisce: The urban amphitheater 
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Figure 4. Bol: The Urban ladder pattern 
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Pucisce and Bol: Arena versus ladder 

Both on the island of Brae, Pueisce and Bol have a common history and 
share similar social and economic traditions. The different land-water inter
faces and contrasting local topography, however, have led to differences in 
qualities of living in the two villages and important differences in the sense 
of place. The steepness of Pueisce's site and the firm enclosure of its har
bor, or luka, have affected patterns of class distribution and intensified a 
sense of belonging for residents and a sense of outsideness for visitors. On 
the other hand, Bol's linear townsite has a role in promoting greater social 
equality and sense of openness for the outsider (see Figures 3 and 4). 

First, consider Pucisce (Figure 3). This tightly built village of some fifteen
hundred people rises on steep slopes facing the deep, watery cleavage of 
Brae's north coast (Figures 5 and 6). The path of this inlet zigzags for about 
a mile from its mouth at the sea to Pueisce's harbor, cutting off visual con
tact between the town and open shoreline. From its steep slopes, Pueisce 
looks inward on itself, and for the outsider, the town can seem a private 
world within which he or she is an intruder. Visible to all from the town's 
hillside dwellings, the newcomer on the obala feels conspicuous in a vast 
urban arena. The houses step up the steep terrain one above the other like 
seats in a theater balcony; the windows seem like watching eyes. The broad 
obala following the undulating seawall around the harbor serves as an 
endless stage with no exist. To walk around the bending waterfront and to 
see the shifting patterns of dwellings stacked on the hillside leads one to feel 
that Pueisce's sense of place revolves around this experience. Community 
facilities - shops, cafes, post office, school, and church - form no strong 
nodes and are too far apart to work as effective points of sociability. Across 
the luka, one sees these separated places as potential destinations, but 
distance and lack of common proximity brings on a sense of frustration in 
reaching them. It is not only food, drink or postage stamps that one might 
need; one's desire for casual interpersonal encounter is denied by the un
comfortable spacing and lack of gathering places. Pueisce, though forming 
a dramatic oval of populated land around a centralized body of water, has 
no clear human center of gravity.1o 

This lack of functional cohesion arose in part from the presence of the 
larger homes of upper-class families who centuries ago became economic
ally advantaged due to direct access to the harbor - an arrangement which 
established these families in shipping. Poorer families were relegated to the 
slopes above the sea and did farming nearby. At the same time, however, 
the physical containment of the town and its economic independence 



Figure 5. Pucisce's tightly enclosed luka 

because of a large, nearby marble quarry fostered a strong sense of belollg
ing and togetherness at the wider town level. 

To leave Pucisce and to walk out to the wild headlands of the open sea 
along a shore thick and fragrant with pines offers a clue to the town's quality 
of togetherness. The contrast between this timeless regional setting and 
Pucisce itself brings to mind the centuries of struggle for possession of the 
townsite and reinforces a sense of collective rootedness. Pucisce's inwardly 
oriented sense of place is a powerful identifying force for residents and even 
for emigrants and their progeny from such far-removed places as Chile or 
California. On the other hand, this sheltering quality becomes almost 
menacing for the newcomer with no family ties. This fact may help explain 
why Pucisce attracts few tourists in spite of a unique natural and human 
landscape.11 

To return at dusk along the winding waterfront from the open headlands 
and sea to the closed-in town is to participate in a grand urban choreo
graphy. Fresh perceptions of place follow one on another with shifting views 
of the town and changing light on the tiered dwellings. At twilight, the win
dows soften as the sun leaves and the water darkens. Night comes and the 



Figure 6. Pucisce's hillside dwellings 

lights in the "eyes" of the somber stone houses reflect in the blackened 
waters, dappling like swaying lanterns. In the darkness, one is relieved of 
the sense of being watched from the houses above, and Pueisce gives way 
to a different sense of place than by day. 

With a population of about one thousand, the town of Bolon the southern 
side of Brae sharply contrasts with Pueisce (Figure 4). The town stretches 
side by side with the sea along low hills at the foot of some of the most rug
ged limestone terrain on Brae (Figure 7). Across the open channel lies the 
sharp ridge of the island of Hvar. One senses tranquility and repose in a set
ting of vast marine space. A "reading" of Bol's architecture clearly indicates 
less class distinction than in Pucisce. The absE:l.nce of any natural harbor 
and the readily accessible shoreline gave rise to a lineal pattern with all 
dwellings having direct and equal access to the sea and its economic bene
fits. 

A three-mile stretch of road between a Dominican monastery on the east 
and vineyards on the west established the basic route along which Bol's 
lineal townsite evolved. A second parallel route on filled land in front of the 



Figure 7. Bol's linear form 

seafront dwellings was built in the late nineteenth century when a wine 
boom required port facilities in common. Over time, links between these two 
roadways formed a ladder-like street pattern with scattered shops and ser
vices located at the "rungs" of intersections (Figure 8). 

In contrast to the ready "readability" of Pucisce, 801 was more difficult to 
"read," especially recording the town mentally in coherent map form. In 
time, I realized that Bol's overall structure could be perceived in its entirety 
only through experiencing each of the seemingly unrelated parts and in
crementally fitting them together into a multifaced image. I had a sense of 
continual discovery while exploring the connecting pOints of the town's two 
main routes and identifying differences among social functions at the 
nodes. These nodes take many forms, located as they are above and below 
retaining walls that divide sea level from the higher street above. The evenly 
spaced breaks in the tightly walled " corridor" of stone dwellings on the up
per road open views across planted terraces to the sea and thus provide a 
sense of rhythm. These breaks often take the form of small plazas and each 
becomes a place of particular activity - for example, old people sitting, or 
children playing. At the same time, the linear "ladder" pattern works against 
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regular contact among larger numbers of Bol residents, since there is no 
single "stage" in the town common to everyone. Meetings must be delib
erate and arranged. The "ladder" pattern encourages privacy of the 
residents and challenges visitors to explore, discover and develop their own 
means for integrating themselves with Bolo 

Overall, Bol's sense of place arises very much from the linear character 
of the site and the opportunity it offers to experience a continual back-and
forth movement stopped at one end by the Dominican monastery; at the 
other, by Z/atni Rat, or "Golden Point," a spit of sand unique in all Dalmatia. 
Reaching out along the water, Bol's townsite generates a sense of involve
ment coupled with openness and freedom considerably different from the 
intimacy and closure of Pucisce. 

Hvar and Korcula: Open arms versus urban ship 

Hvar and Korcula stand as opposites in urban form and offer strong con
trasting images rich in meaning for an intuitive "reading" of place (see 
Figures 9 and 10). At Hvar, the water indents the land and the town becomes 
a symbol of receptivity, built tightly around a protective harbor made by 
"arms" of coastline that beckon out toward the open sea as if to welcome 
the world. At Korcula, the land with the historic "Old Town" pushes out into 
the water; entering this area offers the experience of boarding an "urban 
ship," surrounded by water on three sides and thrusting aggressively out to 
sea. 

The symbolic image of Hvar's "arms open to the sea" speaks directly for 
its historic role in international maritime life. Centrally located between 
Venice and its Mediterranean Empire, the harbor first served the Greeks 
and Romans; later, in the early Middle Ages, the inland Slavic newcomers 
learned the ways of the sea there. Venice's use of Hvar as a port of trade 
with the Orient established over many centuries the town's sense of 
hospitality and comfort. Austria's domination up to World War I paved the 
way for the international tourist who today comes to Hvar seeking an earlier 
culture grounded in untouched nature. 

Serving a year-round population of some two-thousand people, Hvar's 
central core forms a giant "U" of building facades facing the broad oba/a 
along the edge of its large luka (Figure 11). The result is one vast "pizza of 
water" furnished with boats. At its innermost end, the "piazza of water" 
turns at right angles to become a "piazza of stone," terminated by the 
cathedral and its dominating campanile. Shops and other activities cluster 
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Figure 9. Hvar: Arms open to the sea 

Figure 10. Korcula: The urban ship 



Figure 11. Hvar's fuka open to the sea 

around the "U" -shaped core, which sparks both visual interest and informal 
social contacts (Figure 12). One senses that the power of Hvar to capture and 
enliven has much to do with these "arms open to the sea" and their rocky 
outer reaches of shoreline contrasting sharply with the compact urban char
acter of the central harbor. 

This contrast between a confined and open experience is true especially 
of the Old Town, the heart of Hvar's history and huddled within ancient walls 
just off the piazza of stone. Through a stone gateway, one enters a g rid of nar
row streets that slice through the three-story stone buildings. Streets and 
walls together, built of the same cleanly cut stone, form a monolithic geo
metrical grid that today imposes the will of its sixteenth-century planners over 
the movement of the visitor and dominates the "reading. " Dwellings face 
each other only a few yards apart and the confined space requires an unac
customed intimacy: facades must be scanned slowly, since they are too high 
to be taken in at a glance; an old woman in black kerchief passing but a few 
feet away revives a sense of earlier town life; a weed in a crack high above 
flowers in the sun demonstrates the insistence of vegetative life in this urban 
world of stone. 



Figure 12. Hvar's central harbor and plaza 

To immerse oneself all morning in the claustrophobic confines of the Old 
Town and then, suddenly, to walk into the open world of the piazza, harbor 
and sea evokes a strong, insightful response. Passing through the stone 
gateway, one's mood takes a sharp turn : as the unrestricted movement of 
people in the larger space appears, one feels a sense of freedom to choose 
directions and intentions; the heart leaps with an exhilarating sense of open
ing out to the world again. A fresh meaning of three-dimensional space 
becomes clear as pigeons define the height and breadth of the piazza with 
their flights back and forth between children below and roof tops above. 

The introspective quality of this shifting sequence of experience parallels 
movement through a succession of interrelated environments in Hvar. First 
come the individual rooms within dwellings identified by their windows that 
often connotate specific uses. Put together, rooms form a house with all its 
social implications; and dwellings, in turn, collectively form the stone blocks 
separated by streets; their geometric network together makes up the Old 
Town encased in its ancient wall. Beyond is the larger environment of the 
piazza, which is but part of another large whole - the town of Hvar itself. 
From the oba/a, the openness of the harbor tells of yet another environment 



Figure 13. Korcula's Old Town and its link with the "crossroads" 

- the island of Hvar as a whole and its many towns and villages. The island 
becomes but a part of the larger maritime region with its ties and linkages 
continuously reaching out to the world at large. Thus, Hvar's sense of place 
is perceived as rooted in the wholeness of each of its separate parts and their 
interrelatedness to larger spatial systems. Just as important to the sense of 
place is the way Hvar embraces the sea and thus serves to commu nicate the 
role of water as a forceful element connecting the town to the world at large. 
The result is a sense of place for Hvar that is broad and out-reaching, with the 
power to generate emotional responses from urban form particularly rich in 
insights. 

In sharp contrast to Hvar's sense of place, Korcula 's is revealed not by 
focus on the sea, but rather on the way the sea sets forth the town and calls 
attention to its human-made character (Figures 13 and 14). One becomes 
aware of man's ability to collaborate with geography and thrust his work and 
ships out upon the sea from a built environment designed for that purpose. 
To understand this concept, it is first necessary to distinguish between the 
Old Town and the larger townsite with its twenty-five hundred residents. Be
cause of the oval, convex shape of the Old Town, its spatial system can be 



Figure 14. Korcula 's Old Town seen from the "mainland" 

"read" as a whole quickly and requires none of the extended exploration 
called for by the "environments within environments" of Hvar. The com
manding presence of the Old Town built on a rocky promontory is like a ship 
docked and ready for departure; a "mental map" can be drawn almost a first 
sight. 

The Old Town is attached to an undulating, receding shoreline along 
which, since the turn ofthe century, Korcula has grown in linear fashion, forc
ed by steep topography and increased vehicular routes over the island as a 
whole. Two principal routes converge at the base of the "docked ship" and 
loop around it, forming a concentrated regional "crossroads" at the very 
gate of the Old Town. Here, facilities needed for modern living such as 
markets, shops, services, banks and civic activities are located, as well as a 
bus terminal and dock for coastal ships, and the ferry to Orebic. A main 
theme contributing to a sense of place here is the "gathering" at a single 
center of so many elements and activities. One is drawn to this center and re
warded by the variety of levels of experiences offered, especially in contrast 
to the all-pervading sense of history expressed by the adjacent Old Town. 

Unlike Hvar's, which is hidden in the larger townscape, Korcula's Old 
Town dominates its surroundings and provides the basis for a lasting im
agery. Enclosed by the remnal)ts of medieval em battlements, the Old Town 
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rises from the blue waters, a striking work of urban art. The configuration of 
the mountains of Peljesac across the channel and those of the island itself 
provide a grand sense of enclosure that draws attention to the strong sense 
of "gathering" the Old Town evokes. 

To experience Old Korcula from within evokes both a sense of travel to the 
past and at the same time offers a forceful experience with a unique urban 
form. One enters from the "crossroads" via a Neo-Baroque staircase - a 
kind of "gangplank" - which arches grandly over a strip of park, once a 
broad moat filled by the sea. At its wide landing, one enters the stone gateway 
of the Old Town with the Lion of Venice emblazoned high above. This en
vironmental element "reads" clearly and establishes a powerful sense of 
entrance. 

Laid out in fishbone pattern, the Old Town's rigid and symmetrical street 
system carries the same kind of order and compact, efficient use of restricted 
space as aboard ships and imposes a similar disciplined movement. Walking 
up the sloping streets to the central spine of this system and down to the op
posite side suggests the rocking of a ship; the views out to the sea at the end 
of each tiny passageway recall "portholes." The "prow" terminates the 
main axis, and the esplanade along the sides above the sea become the 
"decks." 

In another way, "reading" the Old Town reminds one of Hvar's confined 
freedom of movement, though softened with the subtleties of the rising site 
and impressive architectural embellishments. The Old Town's main street 
forms a strong axis, while the narrow cross streets direct one's movements, 
inducing the same sense of submission to silent authority experienced in 
Hvar. The exacting geometry of the street pattern brings the pedestrian 
directly in contact with the Old Town's planners; its visual delights blending 
urban design and seascape suggest an image that rises above the rigid util
itarianism of Hvar's Old Town. One experiences a rich array of medieval 
monuments: a cluster of religious buildings; the homes and villas of an urban 
elite; old stone shops; public loggia and civil governmental center; and, final
ly, the city gates with their Lion through which one returns to the modern en
vironment of the "crossroads." 

All of the structures of the Old Town conjure up images of the past, and 
one's mind drifts into, reveries of the quality of urban life when the Old Town 
served as a living regional center. In just a few hundred steps, one encom
passes all of the town's social, economic and political leadership of the past 
concentrated in a compact urban matrix of stone and masonry. This localized 
energy of centuries ago has maintained its presence forcefully, and contin
ues to express today the rich cultural heritage developed in its own time. A 
sense of place founded in the past endures. 
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Yet, leaving the stone gateway and viewing the "crossroads" shopping 
core from the monumental "gangplank," one returns to the present. The 
scattered and meandering disorder of buildings and streets contrasts drama
tically with the highly organ ized form of the Old Town. Modern banks occupy 
restored stone buildings of the nineteenth century; post office is located in a 
nineteenth century villa, and supermarket under old embattlements; travel 
agencies in glassed buildings advertise other Dalmatian towns. People move 
through shopping and work routines. 

Here one finds an intriguing phenomenon: two differing worlds side by 
side, each with its own sense of place. Essentially, the Old Town with its 
strong urban structure symbolizes the disciplined, organized and demand
ing needs of the past. One becomes aware of a commitment to wresting a 
livelihood in very close participation with the forces of sea at this dramatic 
meeting place with land. The interrelationship of people to place dominates, 
and, in this sense, old Korcula is a living thing. Standing in immediate jux
taposition, the "crossroads" with its incremental disorder calls attention to 
a different basis and a visually nondescript form for a sense of place: the in
teraction among people. In this sense, the "crossroads" represents the non
spatial nature of so much of today's urban development. This contrast in 
sense of place raises important questions concerning environmental identity 
in today's cities. 

Revealing the sense of place: From interpretation to application 

What practical implications arise from an intuitive "reading" of places? 
There are several conclusions for evaluative use, especially for design of 
places. I shall summarize them in terms of two major themes: first, the value 
of an intuitive, comparative approach; second, identification of sense of 
place for urban design. 

The intuitive, comparative approach 

Foremost in these case studies is the value of looking at places as compre
hensive wholes, allowing all responses to come forth as they will. The mind 
is freed to react and to offer insights about the non-phYSical, emotional im
plications of urban form and to transcend the quantitative, factual way in 
which researchers and practitioners traditionally relate to places.12 This ag
gregate approach must recognize the existence of immaterial character-
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istics of objects beyond their purely physical properties; these intangible 
qualities might actually be essential attributes to human well being in one 
form or another. It was my experience that once this concept is accepted, 
creative thinking is released; a fresh, personalized interpretation arises.13 

A major problem here is detaching oneself from the dominating cultural 
environment in which we live and which dulls and conditions our perceptual 
capacities. Using a natural, intuitive method in a cultural setting very dif
ferent from my own and evaluating places by comparing one with another, 
served to break through many of those confinements. As a complement, a 
phenomenological approach, particularly the work of Heidegger, can help 
in breaking from the proclivity to separate the material work from its less ob
vious qualities.14 

This approach to environment lays an important new basis for under
standing places and for building human meaning into the design of places. 
The more this kind of experiment is repeated in varying environments, the 
more one can learn about the potentials of this approach and its reliability 
and limitations in revealing a sense of place. Especially by carrying out 
these kinds of studies in the comparative way used here, one can sharpen 
interpretations and increase awareness. The differences arising from these 
case studies are subject to an infinite number of refinements to reveal the 
subtle qualities of places. It is not enough to reveal sense of place as a 
generalized quality of a chosen environment. One must be able to under
stand the sources of a particular sense of place and to specify the en
vironmental elements that make one place different from another. With this 
as motivation, students of environments can contribute to improving the 
quality of life in urban places by protecting existing elements of value and 
by introducing new ones which would give added support to the environ
ment's sense of place. 

Sources of sense of place in urban design 

These case studies have drawn attention to specific qualities in existing set
tlements built over centuries. By revealing sense of place, it is possible to 
protect and enhance these qualities while adapting them to changing 
societal forces and needs. These qualities can also provide criteria to guide 
the urban designer in conceiving new places yet to be planned and built. In 
developing such criteria, one can identify three basic sources from which 
the essential quality of sense of place appears to be derived in any process 
of development. 15 
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1. Character of the natural environment 
Natural topographic character - in the case of the four towns, the specific 
patterns of land-water interphase coupled with geology, soils, climate and 
ecology - set the base for the nature of social and economic life and repre
sent an important underlying determinant in spatial structural systems and 
land use relationships.16 

2. The build environment as a social instrument 
The spatial structural system serves as the framework for the built environ
ment. Whether "arena" "ladder," "ship," or "open arms," that system pro
vides the basic source for identity of a place and for positive interaction 
among people. The ways in which land uses are related to each other and 
to the system of vehicular and pedestrian circulation routes can work for or 
against attracting people to habitual use of a place and an affection for it. 
In turn, through facilitating communication among people, these patterns 
can become the basis for the most critical quality of urban life - a sense 
of community. 

3. People and cultural identity 
A key test of sense of place rests with the degree to which a place in its 
physical form and the activities it facilitates reflects the culture of those who 
use it. The process of "creative participation" needs to be more deliberately 
dealt with in urban design processes to assure the creation of "meaningful 
places, whereby to help man to dwell."17 Today's economic and technol
ogical forces tend to import values and images remote from the particular 
cultural qualities of places.18 In regard to the four towns studied here, for 
example, the recent development of tourist facilities has raised this issue -
one that is tempered by approaches to planning particularly inherent in the 
Yugoslavian culture and political system. 

For planning purposes, these three sources of sense of place might be 
taken as universally applied goals of urban design that could be achieved 
through the application of selected criteria. My experience with the four 
towns suggest the following examples, selected more to demonstrate the 
value of this method of environmental evaluation than as a definitive list of 
design guidelines. 
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Readability 
The first phase in "reading" a place is orientation to the basic spatial 
system. While the use of a map may be more efficient, a deeper sense of 
relationship will come from discovering the spatial structure through the ac
tual experience of finding and mentally recording one's way. In Bol, there 
were feelings of frustration, inconvenience and even a sense of insecurity 
in developing a "mental map." The ultimate result, however, was a much 
firmer sense of possession of the town and richer insights into its sense of 
place. In Pucisce, on the other hand, the system was so legible that there 
were few opportunities for exploration and discovery, which was also the 
case for Korcula. 

Freedom of choice 
The number of options for routes to follow in "reading" urban places can 
become an emotional issue. In attempting to experience an entire spatial 
system, one comes to rest having to follow the same pattern as in the old 
portions of Hvar and Korcula. On the other hand, the meandering hillside 
districts of Pucisce and Hvar (not described here) reflect the freedom of in
dividuality of the rural peasantry who built them, intuitively following the 
topography. In perspective, this response, strongest in Hvar and Korcula, 
raises the question of the sterile quality of totally planned environments 
devoid of citizen participation so common in today's metropolitan areas. 

Privacy and sociability 
Both visitors and residents in places of small scale like the four towns 
described here can no doubt feel the need at times to retreat into settings 
of privacy for reassurance of a sense of belonging to the place. This is par
ticularly true of areas devoted to pedestrian use, like these towns are, or to 
the increasing number of n'on-vehicular streets in larger cities. The total ex
posure of onself in Pucisce could be as alienating for the visitor as is the 
overly private quality of linear Bolo On the other hand, Hvar and Korcula both 
have high degrees of friendliness and sociability because of a balance be
tween places for casual assembly as a part of daily routine and places in
tended for less public social interchange.19 

The impact of contrasting urban forms 
Contrasting physical forms among the spatial elements of a single town 
evoke contrasting emotional responses and thus provide the basis for a 
deeper experience. The claustrophobic quality of Hvar's Old Town served 
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to give greater significance to the open quality of the piazza and harbor, and 
the passage from one to the other enriched Hvar's overall sense of place. 
In Korcula, the contrast between the disciplined, compact form of the Old 
Town and the open sea around its three sides offered quite a different ex
perience than viewing the "Urban Ship" from higher ground above. On the 
other hand, Pucisce and Bol were devoid of this kind of striking contrast 
among their parts. Rather, it was the contrast between going from one town 
to the other that brought forth the qualities of each. 

Reading the cultural heritage 
An experience high in emotional content uses the wholeness of the en
vironmental pattern of each place as a vehicle to sense the "collective sub
conscious" of the generations of people who built a town and lived there.2o 

I felt a sympathetic feeling grow toward the mass of humanity that stands 
behind the creating of each environment. The revealing of the chronology 
of spatial sequences of development lent perspective to our own "instant" 
city-building and tearing down of the past, often leaving us rootless. In gain
ing this kind of awareness of sense of place, one develops the capacity to 
see previous periods of history in rich unison. 

The awareness of regional ties 
Finally, those places having some visible ties or links to the regions of which 
they were a part offered the most complete experience and therefore a 
higher level of sense of place. To enjoy the quiet of Hvar's waterfront and 
the relatively simple day-ta-day life taking place there, then to see a majestic 
white steamer from some outside port arrive silently at the sea wall, reminds 
one that cities are but elements in larger networks covering the globe. 

Urban planning and design should take sense of place into account in 
creating a built environment that reinforces it against alien forces. An in
tuitive, comparative style of "urban reading" helps reveal how the spatial 
and environmental context plays a major role in generating a sense of place. 
By developing a greater sensitivity to the meaning of our environments 
through intuitive awareness of this kind, we might overcome some of the 
problems of conflict between the mechanized environmental processes of 
today and the human and participatory process of urban growth in the past. 
Working with users of cities, we might discover ways to build into new areas 
more authentic qualities of uniqueness and thus assure greater feelings of 
identity with the places where we spend our daily lives. 
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9. The circle and the cross: 
Loric and sacred space in the holy wells of Ireland 

WALTER L. BRENNEMAN, JR. 

Early texts on Ireland often refer to the sacrality of Ireland as a place. Rufus 
Festus Avienus, a Roman author of the early third century, refers to Ireland 
as "Insula Sacra" and writes: "This Isle is Sacred named by all the an
cients, from times remotest in the womb of Chronos ... "1 Ireland con
tains within herself intrinsically a mystery and power which are manifested 
specifically in her geographical features.2 Rivers such as the Boyne and 
Shannon, hills such as Tara and Uisnech, caves such as the Cave of 
Cruachan and St. Patrick's Purgatory - all are bearers of particular powers 
inherent in their geography. 

I was unaware of Ireland's sacred topography prior to a trip to Ireland with 
my wife some years ago. Driving down a country road, we noticed a sign at 
a picturesque intersection that read, "St. Farnan's Shrine." Out of curiosity, 
we followed and came to an enclosure containing a statue of the Irish saint 
and in the rear a gate leading by a path to a wooded ravine through which 
a small brook flowed. We again followed, crossed the brook and on the far 
bank were startled when we saw a picture of the Virgin Mary beside a small 
spring.3 A cup, some coins, and several rosaries were nearby. Beside the 
cup was a sign reading, "Drink Me For Eyes." We had heard stories of 
fairies, but we knew nothing of holy wells and their lore. Ten yards down
stream we came upon another spring with similar sanctions and beside it 
a sign, "Drink Me For Feet" (Figure 1). 

We were impressed by this experience and later came to realize that the 
peculiar power we felt at that place derived from the subtle melding of the 
natural setting and the sanctions of the Catholic tradition - an experience 
of sacred space one ordinarily associates with the elaborate architecture of 
human-made, albeit divinely inspired, structures.4 lf such formed, synthetic 
building was sacred, then what was the nature of the space in which we 



Figure 1. Well obscured by underbrush with small statue of Virgin Mary, St. John's Well, the 

Burren, County Clare 

found ourselves that afternoon in the Irish countryside? Was it, too, sacred, 
or was there a different form of power that imbued that place and entwined 
itself with the sacrality of sanctions so familiar in a more refined setting? 

Our chance experience in Ireland set off a study that focuses ostensibly 
on the holy wells of Ireland. At the same time, the study seeks to probe 
beneath the form and structure of the wells to the peculiar natural power 
which combines with the power of the sacred manifest in the myths and 



Figure 2. Well complex including stone wall and large tree upon which is a shrine box, Well 
ot the Blessed Tree, Corotin, County Clare 

rituals of the Catholic tradition attached to these wells. It soon became clear 
that the power of the wells was of a different genre than that of the sacred, 
though intimately connected as one side of a coin to the other. 

The sacred is a form of power that is world-creating. It transforms what
ever lies in its path to its mode of being as it extends out from the "center" 
seeking to define the boundaries of its domain. It is an explosive power, 
whether in cosmic or historical form, and goes about establishing structures 



Figure 3. Well opening with white cross, St. Patrick 's Well , Ballyshannon, County Donegal 

which are universal and equally applicable to all within the " world. " One of 
the crucial dimensions of sacred myths and rituals is that they be repeated 
in the same way at the same times throughout the totality of the sacred 
world. The Catholic Mass, for example, follows the same liturgical pattern 
in all Catholic Churches. Eliade has shown that the structures established 
by the sacred are themselves universal and can be studied fruitfully from a 
cross-cultural perspective.s This universalizing aspect in large measure 
gives the sacred its peculiar being. 



Figure 4. Well complex including stone table with round stone upon it, St. Laiser's Well, Coun
ty Rescommon 

As my wife and I reflected upon our experience at St. Farnan's well, we 
felt that its distinctiveness resulted from the conjunction of two forms of 
power. One was clearly that of the sacred as manifest in the sanctions of the 
Catholic church, known throughout Christendom. The other was a power 
that was by function, at least, the opposite of the sacred, and what I call 
here, forie . What we felt when we were surrounded by the wooded grove 
nestled in the watery bowl was a power that was drawing us inward toward 
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a center. It was a power that was implosive rather than explosive and was 
connected exclusively to that place. This centering was the most outstand
ing sensation, an impression of being truly there within that place and 
responding to its power and its uniqueness. It was like no other place on 
earth, and it was precisely because of this uniqueness that it was powerful. 
The spring, the trees, the stone manifested something that was nothing 
more than it was. It was its own self in its own uniqueness that invited us 
within it; that absorbed and, in a sense, intoxicated us with its presence. 

This form of power is present in all lore, by which I mean the unique par
ticulars attached to a person or thing which set it apart. For example, the 
power of storytelling lies in the event of the telling and in the unique way that 
the particular teller tells it. The story is not meant to be repeated in a uniform 
way from teller to teller as is a myth in the sacred tradition. Rather, the 
idiosyncrasies of the event and the teller afford the power to draw listeners 
into the experience. These characteristics are common knowledge to folk
lorists, but what is overlooked is the otherness of the loric power - an ele
ment shared with the sacred. An element of mystery was present in that 
grove as we drank from the cup marked, "Drink Me For Eyes." The loric and 
the sacred share a participation in the archetypal, repeating timeless and 
powerful themes. The difference is that the sacred derives its primary power 
from the eternal, identical repetition of the archetype, whereas the loric 
derives its primary power from the differences manifested from repetition to 
repetition. Each storyteller, each singer, each place gains its power from the 
uniqueness, the differences, the imperfections (Figures 2, 3 and 4). 

The notion of place is one of the most important forms of loric power. In 
Ireland, this power is expressed in her geography - her rivers, caves, and 
hills. An understanding of the sense of intimacy that resides in such places 
provides a key to the understanding of loric power. As a power, intimacy is 
so self-contained that it is completely hidden to those who possess it. In
timacy is revealed only to those who chance to enter a place in which the 
possessors dwell. When the stranger enters, he is immediately aware of the 
otherness and intimate nature of the "place." He senses the odors unique 
to the place - its sounds and artifacts. He may feel extremely uncomfor
table and wish to flee, or he may be fascinated and wish to participate in the 
power. It is this quality of intimacy based upon uniqueness that provides the 
possibility for placehood, which in turn is the ground of the loric. 

Some years ago, my wife and I were members of a tomato-picking crew 
in southern Pennsylvania. We were the only white members on the crew, 
and when we had occasion to enter the home of another member, we were 
struck by a rush of sensations that conveyed the intimacy of the place and its 
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inhabitants. It was strangely other to us as whites, and we were both afraid 
and drawn to what we experienced in that place. Based upon these insights, 
our experience at St. Farnan's presented us with the conjunction at the well 
of two forms of power - the sacred and the loric. The well itself was a power
ful symbol capable of uniting opposites, of joining levels of reality that are 
ordinarily incompatable.6 

Irish cosmology and the establishment of sacred power 

Cosmology provides the clue to the distinctive nature of sacred power as it 
establishes a world in early Ireland. The notion of a sacred world - that is, 
Ireland as a consolidated group of provinces held together by a fundamental 
group of myths and rituals - did not emerge in Ireland until perhaps the 
fourth or fifth century A.D. It was the cosmology brought to Ireland by the 
Celts that formed the mythic and symbolic foundation of the Irish sacred 
world. 

From the perspective of Western and even most Eastern cosmologies and 
the world views deriving from them, the Celts have. an inverted cosmos in 
that the source of all power is not found in the sky but in the otherworld 
beneath the earth. The result is that power and wisdom radiate upward from 
below rather than downward from the sky. Although the sky contains some 
powerful forces such as the sun, it is understood by the Celts as a secondary 
or complementary power to the forces found in the otherworld and the 
earth.7 

The otherworld in Ireland is located in various places, as a means of pro
viding several complementary shades of meaning. The most common loca
tion of the otherworld is beneath the surface of the earth, and access to that 
world for the living is possible only at particular places on the earth's surface 
which are containers of loric power. The most common of these access 
points takes the form of a hill or mound and is called in Irish a sid. The sid 
is hollow and opens of its own accord at certain critical times to allow move
ment both from the surface downward and vice versa. Upon the sid, various 
rituals of kingship in Ireland took place, such as inauguration and periodic 
festivals and banquets of symbolic import. Access to the otherworld can also 
be gained through a lake, cave, or welLS As these examples indicate, the 
emphasis on geographical entrances provides a clue as to the importance 
and power of the holy well. 

Another location for the otherworld is an island to the far west. In general, 
the direction of west at its extremity is understood as the otherworld. Origin-
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ally in Celtic lore, Ireland herself was seen as the otherworld and a holy 
place because of her westerly location vis-a-vis the then-known world.9 

Another place in which the otherworld is found is beneath a lake or sea. This 
theme is present in several Celtic traditions, including the French, where the 
otherworld is depicted as a submerged city presided over by a magico
divine princess.1o In Ireland, the sea theme is present in a tale from the 
Leabhar na hUidre, where another magical princess escapes the flooding of 
a well to live beneath Lough Neagh.11 Three hundred years later, she is 
transformed into a salmon and returns in human form to the surface world. 
Her divine nature is confirmed when she is baptized as the goddess 
Murigen, or "born of the Sea."12 

The otherworld in Irish myth is understood as the first form or archetype 
of all life and wisdom. The surface world is a reflection of that archetype and 
contains the same structural components but is lacking the power present 
in the otherworld except at critical times and in particular places. The two 
worlds are like two electric circuits, one (the otherworld) alive and the other 
(the surface world) dead until a contact wire links the two. This connection 
occurs at particular times and places when access is established between 
the two worlds. 

The otherworld itself is generally described as a pleasant place, though 
there are some descriptions of certain otherworld islands which contain 
tormenting or horrible forms. Many descriptions suggest a feminine identity 
to the otherworld, thus one of its names is Tir na mBan - the Isle of Women. 
In "The Adventures of Con Ie" ,and "The Adventures of Bran," one finds the 
otherworld described as a land of women ruled by a seductive queen. It is 
this queen who is the otherworld, possessing the occult or hidden wisdom 
of which the otherworld is the source.13 The theme of most adventure tales 
in Irish literature and myth is that of the young warrior journeying to the 
otherworld to gain the affection of its irresistible queen and thus attain the 
hidden wisdom necessary to rule on the surface world.14 Still another 
theme is the queen as guardian of a sacred spring which is the true source 
of wisdom. The queen is actually identified with the spring or well, and her 
marriage to the young warrior constitutes the archetype of the marriage of 
the king to Ireland, which is the world.15 

The otherworld was also understood as a site of cosmic ritual whose 
center was a bruiden or a banquet hall in which the perpetual feast of the 
otherworld queen and her consort, the Lord of the Otherworld, was held. 
There were five bruidne in the otherworld, and these bruidne were reflected 
in the inauguration sites of each of the five provinces of Ireland.16 The in
auguration sites were a complex of the following elements: a sid, on which 
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was a bruiden where the king lived; a sacred tree or bile under which he was 
crowned; a holy well; and a sacred stone which functioned as a throne. 

These same elements were present in the otherworld, which contained 
the archetypes of these power-bearing forms as well as several other 
magico-religious objects that were, in turn, reflected in the inauguration 
sites of the surface world. Taken together, these sacred objects were iden
tified with Ireland as they convey sovereignty. They were managed by the 
Lord of the otherworld who is the sun of the otherworld, the divine smithy 
and the husband of the goddess, Ireland. 

The otherworld, then, is the pre-barren-birth state. She is the Great 
Mother, the voluptuous, mysterious, forbidden container of secrets. She is 
the Original Mother, and most essentially, the well of Segais whose water 
creates the world and imbues it with wisdom. It is she who provides the 
power and models for the actualization of the surface world, and it is she 
who through her power sacralizes this world. Within this feminine "place" 
were located the fivebruidne, with their host, the Lord of the Otherworld, and 
the magical weapons forged by him. He was the husband of the hidden 
woman, and through his mating with her the world was born. When the Lady 
at the Well is raped by the Lord of the bruiden, the well overflows and the 
world is rebornY It is this well that forms the model for the present holy 
wells of Ireland. 

The otherworld well of Segais and its symbolism 

The archetypal well of Segais is located in the otherworld and is associated 
with a magical, beautiful woman, often guardian or keeper of the well. 18 It 
is frequently visited by warrior chieftains seeking her "favor," which takes 
the form of sexual intercourse symbolically identical with drinking from the 
well and achieving wisdom. Around the well are nine hazel trees, all in the 
tradition of the aforementioned bile, whose red berries drop into the well. 
These berries are magical and cause a mist to arise from the water, which 
is called in Irish na boleea immaiss, or "bubbles of mystic inspiration."19 
Further, there are five salmon, also divine beings, who live in the well and 
consume the berries and are thus known as e6 fis20 - the salmon of 
wisdom.21 As the well is the source of the holy rivers Shannon and Boyne 
on the surface world, the berries and salmon periodically flow into these 
rivers. Whoever eats the berries or is fortunate enough to catch and eat a 
salmon is endowed with wisdom and becomes an accomplished bard, or 
fi/e. 22 
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The symbolic meaning of the well of Segais is contained primarily in its 
identification with the Great Goddess, the central fecundator and power of 
Irish spirituality. More precisely, the well is the vagina of the goddess which 
consumes the offering of the Lord of the Otherworld, who is finally trans
formed into the sacred salmon who lives within the "belly" or yoni of Ireland. 
Through the offering of the male to the female, the goddess overflows with 
power thereby revivifying the world. Here, we see that power is manifest 
primarily in the feminine mode, and, as such, is ambivalent. The goddess 
is both devouring mother in her consumption of her husband/son, and also 
nurturing mother in her instrumental role as recreator of the world. 

The salmon symbolize the offered son, lover and husband now full of 
divine wisdom through his death to the Goddess, within whom he dwells. 
Here again, however, one encounters ambivalence, for the salmon is a fish 
of two waters, the salt and the fresh, the feminine and the masculine. In his 
boundary crossing, the salmon, like the mercurial Hermes of Alchemy, 
brings the power of the hidden Goddess to the surface and thus encourages 
transformation in ordinary humans. The salmon symbolizes the male Lord 
who has, like Jona, been swallowed by the watery feminine and through this 
intimate relationship has absorbed the healing quality associated with Her. 
This meaning accounts for the male Lord's ambivalence and for the fact that 
the salmon is sometimes understood in this role as "anima," as a woman 
or girl. 

The nine sacred hazel trees, or bile, stand by the well of Segais. The ber
ries of these trees fecundate the well, producing the mist of wisdom or 
feeding the salmon of wisdom. The sacred tree in Irish myth plays a 
masculine role, symbolizing the ancient timeless ancestors, the Lords of the 
Otherworld who are sacrificed to the Goddess/well and cause her to over
flow, bringing about the wisdom of a new creation or transformation. The 
wisdom is always a hidden wisdom and so it manifests itself as a mist or a 
cloud through which the world is seen in a shadowy form. 

One final component of the well of the otherworld is the lia fal, the sacred 
stone and one of the five primary power bearers of the otherworld. This 
stone was most'probably situated near the well of Segais, although it is not 
perfectly clear in the text.23 My interpretation is based upon the fact that 
sacred stones are commonly present in association with holy wells on the 
surface world prior to Christian times, and these surface wells are under
stood as reflections of the Well of Segais. One of the best known of these 
Sacred stones was the one located at Tara, primary inauguration site of the 
high kings of Ireland. Here, the stone played a role in the ritual of inaugura
tion. The stone itself was commonly understood to be in the form of a pillar 
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and interpreted, therefore, to symbolize the power of the king as 
fecundater.24 O'Rahilly amplifies this interpretation by his association of 
the stone with the sun god and, consequently, the Lord of the Otherworld. 
The connection with the sun is made through the Otherworld God's role as 
divine smithy. It is the smithy who manifests the lightning stroke of the sun 
in his forge and the voice of thunder on his anvil.25 As the sun of the other
world, the stone possesses the voice associated with it on the surface world 
but is often in the shape of a circle and understood as a "circle of light," 
identified with the sun.26 These linkages are further indication that the 
stone of Fal did, in fact, lay by the well of Segais in the otherworld. 

Wells as establishing sacred space in pre-Christian Ireland 

Keeping in mind the mythological significance of the well of Segais, one 
finds fresh meaning in the ritual activities that occurred at the holy wells in 
pagan Ireland. The primary and, thus, archetypal ritual of the otherworld 
was the great banquet that occurred in the five bruidne, or banqueting halls. 
There, the Lord of the Otherworld, host of the banquet and husband, lover 
and son of the Great Goddess Ireland, mates with her at the well near the 
bruiden, thereby recreating the world through the consequent flooding of the 
waters of the well. This same ritual was imitated in the kingship rituals and 
inaugurations of the provincial kings of Ireland. 

The earliest rituals relating to what would now be called holy wells are 
centered around votive deposits found by archaeologists in sacred pools, 
lakes and rivers. These deposits were related to Celtic peoples and indicate 
the sacred power of water- within the Celtic world. This power applied par
ticularly to springs and pools because they offer access to the otherworld 
beneath and thus become a channel for power originating there. These 
deposits were referred to by the classical scholar, Posidonius, who quotes 
an earlier work by Strabo dating from the second century B.C.27 It appears 
that water particularly in the form of springs and pools, has reflected sacred 
power within the Celtic world from earliest times. 

Turning to Ireland, one recognizes that the success of kingship depended 
on the fecundity of the land, and the success of the king depended upon his 
virility and his ability to mate with' 'sovereignty" who was identified with the 
great goddess, Ireland. She guarded the well and handed the goblet of ale 
to the king - lover and son as a symbol of their marriage. The king's drink
ing of the ale symbolically united him with the goddess and he became 
sovereign and sage. For example, it was said of King Cormac that until he 
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slept with Queen Medb of Connaught he was not rightly king of Ireland. 
Queen Medb was originally identified with the great goddess and with 
sovereignty; her name means intoxication,28 and thus the link between the 
queen, ale and wisdom (intoxication) is established. "The Phantom's Fren
zy" is another tale establishing the relationship of the earthly king with the 
lady of the well and with ale. In this tale, King Conn one misty night is wisked 
away to a sid where he encounters the 'Lady' who is seated on a crystal 
throne. She prophesies the future kings of Ireland and with each prophecy 
she pours out a goblet of ale. 

As the virility of the king waned with age, so too did the fecundity of the 
land due to the king's reduced ability to unite with her and maintain 
sovereignty. This change was reflected in the imagery of the goddess 
gradually transformed from lovely virigin to ugly hag. To recreate the 
"world," it was necessary for the present king to die and for a new, younger 
man to take his place.29 There are several tales which emphasize this 
theme, a motif common also to many fairytales. Perhaps the most typical 
one is "The Five Sons of Eochaidh," related in the Temair Breg and Echtra 
mac Echdach Mugmedoin. The old king is waning and five brothers go in 
turn to a sacred well (presumably located at the inauguration site) to drink 
of the water and thus to gain wisdom, sovereignty and kingship over Ireland. 
The well is guarded by a hideous hag who demands from each a kiss before 
she will grant the draught of sacred water, here equal to the ale. Each of the 
brothers refuses until the last and youngest, Niall, arrives. When she makes 
the request of him, he throws his arms about her "as if she were forever his 
wife."30 At this moment she is transformed into a beautiful young maiden 
and foretells his rule at Tara. 

The central importance of the holy well at kingship rituals becomes clear 
from these tales: there is a symbolic homology between the maiden at the 
well, the goddess sovereignty, the great goddess of fertility, the ugly hag, 
the goblet, ale and the well itself. The inauguration took place at the well 
around which the prospective king, having been identified as the sunlson 
by the scream of lia fal, circumambulates sun-wise. He is then granted the 
goblet of "ale" - i.e., water from the sacred well. Upon drinking, he is 
simultaneously united with the goddess, becomes sovereign through his 
marriage, and is intoxicated and thus wise through the appearance of the 
salmon in the well at that moment. The goblet remains with the king as a 
symbol of goddess, well, wisdom and sovereignty.31 The new king is now 
granted a white wooden wand under the sacred tree, usually located by the 
well.32 This rite confirms his kingship by linking him to the great ancestral 
god, Lord of the Otherworld, whose roots are under the earth (as otherworld 
sun) and whose branches are in heaven (as celestial sun). 
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This symbolic ritual constitutes the fundamental ground of all rituals con
nected with the holy well. It is connected, as all rituals, to the myths of iIIo 
tempore, here located in the otherworld; and is reflected at various levels in 
the ritual life of the surface world. This ritual was the heart of the inaugura
tion rite held periodically at the ascension of a new king, and kingship was 
reflected on several levels. Each tuath (a small collection of several nobles 
and land-holding farmers) had a king, or ri, who in turn was bound to a ruiri 
- a superior king who ruled over several tuatha. The ruiri owed allegiance 
to a "king of superior kings," or ri ruirech. This was the provincial and 
highest king known to Ireland until the tenth century, when the high king at 
Tara was established. Each of these kings had his inauguration site and holy 
well. 

The holy well also played a significant role in the annual seasonal 
festivals. These festivals, called oenach in Irish, were structurally patterned 
after the inauguration rituals in that they involved the mating of the kings to 
the goddess, thus involving the ritual complex of stone, tree, and well. The 
rituals held at Samain (November 1), Imbo/c (February 1), Beltain (May 1), 
and Lugnasa (August 1) were all primarily focused upon the continued 
fecundity of the goddess and the king. They also provided a time for games, 
poetry, the selling of wares, paying of rents to the king, the settling of 
lawsuits, the discussion of new laws, and fights between rival factions of 
various families. Horse racing also played a major role in the oenach and 
must be understood, especially in the province of Ulster, as a sacred event. 
In general, the oenach was what we would call a fair. These fairs were held 
not only at seasonal transitions but also at all ascensions of new kings. The 
holy well was involved at all rituals on all levels. For example, the Instruc
tions of a Prince states that at the festival of Lugnasa, the high king was to 
be given of "the fish of the Boyne, the venison of Luibnech ... , the heather 
harvest of Bri Leith ... , the crosses of the Brosna ... , the water of the well 
of Tlachta, and the milrad ... , of Uas .... "33 

Finally, the holy well played a part in the kingship ritual known as 
"hosting," or the taking of hostages. In this ritual, the king would rise before 
dawn, bathe and drink from the sacred well attached to the inauguration 
mound, ritually don his sword and lance, then at dawn, depart for the center 
of each of the chiefs of the tuatha under his dominion. There, he would be 
hosted and would take a hostage, usually a powerful personage, and con
tinue on to the next tuath until he had circumambulated his "world." The 
direction of the trek 'was always "with his left hand to the sea," or sunwise. 
The intention of the ritual was to bind the king to each of his holdings through 
the actual presence of a part of the holding - the hostage - in his bruiden. 
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Practically, this rite provided security for the king: if there were a challenge 
from a particular tuath, he would sacrifice the hostage of that tuath to the 
goddess, thus the ritual insured and maintained "sovereignty." Further, the 
ritual occurred on all levels of kingship, so that one might imagine a series 
of concentric circles all enclosed by the great circle made by the high king 
of Ireland. 

Contemporary lore of wells and its symbolism 

Contemporary lore surrounding the wells provides a transition from the 
power of the pagan well to that of the Christian holy well. The lore and ritual 
surrounding the present-day wells are a mixture of survivals from the Irish 
mythological tradition and the present attitudes and traditions of the 
Catholic Church in Ireland. One can examine some of the lore and ritual that 
bear a resemblance to motifs in the material presented earlier concerning 
Irish traditions at the wells. My wife and I have gathered many stories of 
wells both in the present and the past which harbor magical fish. In every 
case, the fish is either a trout or a salmon and very often is speckled with 
red spots. Sometimes the trout is white, sometimes golden, and sometimes 
the fish is described as a white eel. In essence, the fish in the well of today 
patterns itself after the salmon of wisdom of the well of Segais. The present 
belief is that whoever sees the fish will be granted a prayer - i.e., the gran
ting of grace or wisdom - thus the sighting of the fish is identical symbolical
ly with the transformation of the hag at the well into the beautiful maiden. 
In both cases, the fish is a symbol of the transformation of the visitor to the 
well and reflects that transformation. 

Consider, for example, the case of a woman my wife and I interviewed in 
Astee West, County Kerry. On the eve of her wedding, she went to meditate 
at St. Eoin's well. She sat on the grass before the well, and from out of a 
nearby bush there sprang a golden trout moving on its tail as a salmon skims 
across the surface of the water. The trout leapt into the water and disap
peared. From the spot where he disappeared, there arose a continuous 
stream of bubbles. These are considered to be full of power and no doubt 
they refer back to the na boleea immaiss, or mystic bubbles of inspiration 
of the Well of Segais. 

Another common motif in contemporary lore about wells is that the water 
of the sacred well will not boil. This theme suggests a surviving connection 
between the water of the well on the surface to that of the eternal well in the 
otherworld. The water of the otherworld well is changeless, immutable and 
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perfectly stable in the same sense as that of the philosopher's stone or 
alchemical gold. The water of the surface well, through its ipentity with the 
water of the Otherworld well, is seen to be as immutable as alchemical gold 
and thus becomes the water of life, the aqua vita. 

This same symbolic reasoning applies to the wood from the sacred tree 
standing by the well. Eternal and immutable, the wood will not burn. In both 
cases, the transformatory agent of the water and wood is that of fire - i.e., 
boiling and burning. It is fire and drought which are the antithesis to the 
creative principle of pagan Ireland in which creation is brought about by a 
watery flood flowing out of the body of the goddess. That which resists fire 
resists death. 

The holy wells for many local people, therefore, are healing centers par 
excellence. Healing is derived primarily from the water itself, but often from 
items that are associated with the water, such as moss or cress in the well 
or "blessed clay" in or near the well. Healing is also connected to the tree 
and stone present at the well and completes the archetypal complex of 
rock-tree-water. One may implant a coin in the blessed tree, or hang a rag 
or rosary or piece of clothing upon it. The stone can be rubbed, or one may 
circumambulate it, crawl under it or slide through a crevice. The tree as 
ancestor/king takes upon itself the burden of one's illness as deposited 
through the "clootie" - i.e., cloth and coin. The stone as Lord of the Other
world and sun straightens that which is crooked through its law and thus is 
related to healings of the limbs and arthritis. 

Most cures at the wells and many wells themselves are related to the 
eyes. Tobar na suit, or "well of the eyes," appears on well after well in the 
Irish countryside today. A cure for the eyes is a cure for sight, but it is difficult 
to imagine that so many Irishmen have sore eyes, thus the symbolic mean
ing arises: not sight but inSight and wisdom, the primary benefit of the well 
of Segais. Beyond these practices, the central ritual associated with the well 
today involves the circumambulation of the well and very often the sacred 
tree and stone. This ritual is always performed clockwise - a pattern paral
leling the motion and meaning of the sun. There is no basis for this ritual in 
Christian tradition, and one must look again to the pre-Christian custom of 
the king Circumambulating the well "sunwise" prior to his drinking from the 
well. Here, the king takes on the role of the sun and thus the Lord of the 
Otherworld as it circles the goddess, the earth. He is the consort and servant 
of the goddess, and this same symbolism is maintained in today's cir
cumambulation ritual at the well, though the meaning is long forgotten. 

What has taken the place of these forgotten meanings is the connection 
of the holy well with a particular saint of the Christian tradition. When my wife 
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and I asked the woman who had seen the golden trout what she thought it 
was, for example, she replied that it was a form of 8t. Eoin. Holy wells today 
are encouraged by the church because they are catalysts for prayer, not 
because they are thought to have any power of their own. Christian sym
bolism has overshadowed the ancient memories. 

Loric space at pre-Christian wells 

Having considered the primary sacred motifs of holy wells, one next can ask 
what their relation is to the power of the loric in pre-Christian Ireland. There 
are tens of thousands of springs, or wells, in Ireland. Why is it that some are 
holy and others not? The distinction lies partially in the location of the well 
upon the body of the goddess, Ireland. It is the uniqueness of the location 
- the locos - that makes one well powerful and another just a spring. In 
examining hundreds of holy wells, we noted three primary configurations of 
the terrestrial surface which emerged over and over again: first, wells 
emerging from a shaft in a rock; second, wells located in a bowl-like area; 
third, wells near the sea. These topographic configurations contain abun
dant power simply because of their shape and their location. Let me cite an 
analogy to clarify what I mean. In traditional polytheistic cultures, tools are 
bearers of power and therefore sacred. A basis for their sacrality is shape, 
thus a hammer is powerful because its form gives it the particular power to 
do what it does. The power of the hammer is within its shape and is not deriv
ed from some external being or force. This same principle applies to the 
power of the earth. Particular shapes or configurations of the earth are 
powerful because they are what they are, not because they gain their power 
from another source such as a god. Because these shapes or configurations 
are "other," they possess the force of place and thus are examples of loric 
power. In addition, the three topographic configurations point to the three 
types of water set forth in Irish myth, namely, the water of the heavens, of 
the earth, and of the sea.34 

Yet even among these configurations, not all are loric. There may be a 
well in a bowl or near the sea that is not regarded as holy. One way of under
standing why there is a distinction between sacred and non-sacred wells of 
the same terrestrial configuration involves systems of energy beneath the 
earth's surface, usually called ley lines. These veins of power are said to 
penetrate the crust of the earth like a grid, converging at particular spots. 
The suggestion is that when these lines converge at the location of one of 
the three types of surface configurations, a well at that place acts as a link 
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or axis allowing the two forms of energy to meet.35 Indeed, there appears 
to be considerable evidence that Irish wells recognized as sacred are 
located at such pOints.36 On the other hand, we need not take this informa
tion literally, but it does serve us as a metaphor or even a myth, telling us 
the nature of particular power of a particular place. 

Another way in which loric power relates to the holy wells involves the 
regional nature of the wells vis-a.-vis the tuath and the royal family connected 
to the well. Each well is identified with not only a place because of the con
figuration of the earth at that place, but also because of the people who live 
there. The well is thus limited in its influence to a particular group of people 
- members of a certain tuath or even of a certain family. Such a well exists 
today on the tip of Kerry Head, County Kerry, on the Corodin family com
pound, a small group of houses and farms along the seashore. The well, 
located by the sea, is dedicated to St. Erc, and is used only by the Corodin 
family. The healing power of the well is only effective on Corodins, and only 
on blood members of the family, thus no daughter or son-in-law could gain 
a cure from the well. Michael Corodin, eighty-six years old, is presently the 
chief of the family and in his possession is a sacred rock known as the bouly 
stone (Figure 5). This stone is always cool and moist, even on the hottest 
day in July, and is kept in the house of Michael in a bag. When the well is 
used, the stone is removed from the bag, carried to the well and placed in 
the water. Then the rounds are made and the prayers said. Only with the 
stone in the water would the well be effective, and then only on blood 
members of the Corodin family. Here one sees the power of intimacy, 
region, and place converging to present a strong manifestation of the loric. 

But what of the sacred? do the holy wells of pagan Ireland point beyond 
themselves to a "world," to some archetypal referent? Insofar as there is 
,a consciousness of Ireland as a whole, there is a consciousness of the 
sacred. For Ireland is the world, she is the goddess, sovereignty, and 
therefore sacred. After the tenth century and the establishment of the high 
king at- Tara, the possibility of a sacred world creating power presented 
itself. The wells located at Tara gained their power now primarily because 
they were instrumental in recreating the "world" each Samain and at each 
inauguration. Originally, their power was derived from the place. This power 
was still retained, but with the coming of the High King was covered over by 
the lofty and explosive power of the sacred. Great world-creating and world
encompassing rituals were held at Tara and the provincial sites, and focused 
on the well, seeking Her sanction. Further, each well in each bowl, mountain 
cleft or seaside pointed beyond itself to the archetypal well of Segais located 
in the otherworld. Each well is thus a sacred symbol; although each well 
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Figure 5. Family chief Michael Corodin holding a bouly stone, Kerry Head, County Kerry. 

gains its primary power from the 'place', it also participates through 
resemblance in the sacred world-creating well of Segais. Through this con
sciousness of cosmogonic themes on the part of the families using the well, 
it is sacralized. The closer Ireland came to nationhood, the more open the 
well was to the power of the sacred. 

The Christian influence on sacred and loric power 

With the coming of the Christian hermits in the late third century and, later, 
of St. Patrick in 432 A.D., Ireland became more and more influenced by the 
sky god Yaweh and by the world-creating power of the sacred. To be sure, 
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the power of place and of region maintained itself for a long period even 
within the structures of the monastic institutions that established 
themselves, but the transformation, once set into motion, was inevitable. 
The effect on the holy wells was a reversal, or inversion, of their power 
source. 

The career of Patrick in Ireland, summarizes this process.37 Probably the 
best known story about Patrick's Christianization of Ireland is that of his as
cent up the sacred mountain on the Connemara and his casting out of all 
the serpents of Ireland from that peak, now known as Crough Patrick. To 
understand this tale as it relates to the wells and the power of "place," recall 
the fish/eel/serpent who dwells in the well. It is the presence of these serpen
tine, ambivalent creatures that sets into motion and makes manifest the 
creative power of the well. The fish in the well symbolizes the mating of the 
king and the goddess and makes possible the recreation of king and the 
place. To stop this power, the king, now symbolic of the Lord of the Other
world, must be separated from the goddess, and this evil, lustful practice put 
to an end. The destruction of the serpents was the destruction of the serpent 
power, which rendered the well impotent. 

The next task was the reinfusing of the wells with a new power that was 
universal, derived from without, and whose source was the king of the 
universe who dwelled in the heavens and not under the earth. To this end, 
Patrick made the "great circuit of Ireland" in the manner of the ancestral 
kings, establishing God's world in each valley and glen as he could. He 
granted a holding to each local chief, who in turn founded a center or 
monastery safe from the sacrifices of the druids without. In each monastery, 
Patrick blessed the well, infusing it through the authority of his rod with the 
power of the universal king of heaven. Often this ritual involved an exorcism 
of the indigenous spirit of the wel1. 38 

The final inversion of the power source of the wells is symbolized in a tale 
concerning Patrick and the daughters of Loegaire, chief of the province of 
Connaught. This tale is recorded in the Tripartite Life of St. Patrick, a tenth
century text which itself is a compilation of data taken from the Book of 
Armagh.39 This later manuscript dates approximately from the eighth cen
tury and is considered to be the most authentic source of material on St. 
Patrick. 

I n the tale, Patrick went to pray and read scriptures at the well of Clisbach, 
the holy well attached to the inauguration site of Connaught, Cruachan. He 
was accompanied by a few of his clerics dressed in white. Presently, there 
appeared the two daughters of King Loegaire of Connaught, Ethne the Fair 
and Fedelm the Ruddy, who came each morning to bathe in the sacred 
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spring. The daughters inquired of Patrick as to whether he was of the elves 
or of the gods, as the appearances of him and his clerics were strange. 
Patrick replied that he was of the one God and that it would be well if they 
were too. The maidens asked, "Who is your God? and where is he? Is he 
in heaven or in earth, or under the earth, or on earth? ... Hath he sons and 
daughters? Is there gold and silver, is there abundance of every good thing 
in his kingdom?" Patrick, filled with the Holy Spirit, answered, "Our God is 
the God of all things, the God of heaven and earth and sea and river, the 
God of sun and moon and all the stars, the God of high mountains and lowly 
valleys; the God over Heaven and in Heaven and under Heaven."4o 

Following this inspiring description, the maidens wished to be baptized by 
Patrick and then asked to see Christ face to face. "And Patrick said to them: 
'Ye cannot see Christ unless ye first taste of death, and unless ye receive 
Christ's Body and his Blood'. And the girls answered: 'Give us the sacrifice 
that we may be able to see the spouse'. Then they received the sacrifice, 
and fell asleep in death; and Patrick put them under one mantle in one bed; 
and their friends bewailed them greatly."41 

Here is direct evidence of the inversion of power sources manifest in the 
same structure. In other words, the loric context of the holy well attached to 
a provincial inauguration site and containing its rock-tree-fish and the 
ritual of sacrifice to the well are maintained. What has taken place through 
the blessing of the wells is that rather than the sacrificing of the sons to the 
Goddess, who is mother, the daughters are sacrificed to the Sky who is 
father. Power comes from the top downward rather than from the bottom up 
as in Celtic lore. The masculine sky-father now takes precedence over the 
feminine earth-mother, but the center of this ritual still is the well, but a well 
stripped of its indigenous power of place and now dependent upon the ex
trinsic power of the sacred. The Christianity of St. Patrick has succeeded in 
historicizing the holy well in just the same way that it historicized the vegeta
tion rites appearing on the continent.42 

But what of the components of the well complex? The lia fal is transformed 
from a natural to a synthetic symbol and becomes a cross of stone.43 The 
bile, symbolic of the ancestor gods of the tribe, becomes the tree of life 
situated in the garden. The fish dwelling in the well, symbol previously of the 
king who is son and lover of the goddess, becomes a Christian saint whose 
power is now manifest in the well. The well itself is transformed from loric 
spring to sacred fount, a 'place' for the absolution of the sin of humankind's 
original and universal curse. 

The holy wells of Ireland are still in use because the power of the loric is 
manifest through them. It is the quality of place hood and intimacy mani-
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fested through particular geographical configurations that makes this pos
sible. By its very nature, the loric goes unnoticed by its participants, and thus 
it acts as a silent host for the sacred power of the Christian church which 
has been overlayed upon it. Nonetheless, in the holy wells of Ireland, one 
may dwell within their placehood while simultaneously manifesting the 
Christian sense of sacred space. Sacred and loric power remain joined 
through place, yet each retains its essential nature. 
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10. Many dwellings: Views of a Pueblo world 

DAVID G. SAlLE 

The forms of Pueblo Indian villages in the southwestern United States have 
fascina~ed anthropologists, architects, and travellers for more than a cen
tury. These forms are intricately interwoven with the semi-arid climate; the 
dramatic canyon, mesa and mountain landscape; and the social, cere
monial and symbolic fabric of Pueblo life. The main villages and their houses 
constitute both domestic and ritual residences possessing ties with a com
plex everyday and mythical world. Study of these house-world relation
ships offers valuable insights into the nature of Pueblo dwelling and touches 
upon broader attributes of dwelling described in a number of phenomenol
ogical enquiries.1 

This essay discusses the world of one Pueblo group, the Tewa, and the 
dwellings within that world. A sketch of the broader pan-Pueblo universe 
is also presented to provide an environmental and cultural context for view
ing the Tewa world. Both aspects of this study grow from and utilize 
materials gathered for earlier studies of the role of architecture in the Pueblo 
world.2 These materials include photographs from the past one hundred 
years; archeological and ethnographic reports; written observations of 
surveyors, traders, travellers and others; and my personal experiences of 
the villages. Especially useful for the research ware the meticulous records 
of early scholars in the Southwest and the more recent investigations of 
native Pueblo scholars.3 The resultant picture of the Pueblo world is based 
upon accounts of both insiders and outsiders to that world. In Edward 
Relph's terms, my own observations in this essay are a blend of the 
'vicarious' and 'empathetic' insider.4 I have been affected deeply by the 
landscapes and dimensions of life in the Pueblo world, and in this sense I 
share in its richness. Because, however, I am a foreigner to both the United 
States and Pueblo culture, I experience that sharing against my own cultural 
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background and through the literature of various authors. I attempt to 
describe ideas of dwelling inside the Pueblo world, but I also compare this 
inside view with the accounts of travellers and governmental agents. 

These insider and outsider accounts, focusing upon the same place and 
environment physically, raise significant questions about the many dimen
sions of Pueblo dwellings. These accounts also raise questions about com
monalities between Pueblo dwellings and more widespread notions of 
dwelling. As an architect, I believe these questions are extremely important. 
First, ways to understand dwelling are vital because architects design 
houses and other residential environments which comprise the fabric and 
spaces associated with dwelling. Second, deeper understanding of en
vironmental experience is important because designers need to share in 
others' experiences of their designs. To a greater or lesser degree, ar
chitects are always outsiders relative to the places and communities for 
which they design. Ways of understanding the insider's perspective and ex
perience are crucial if architects are to foster appropriate and significant 
places in which other people may dwell. 

The Pueblo setting 

The communities of the Tewa Indians in New Mexico are one of six Pueblo 
linguistic and cultural groups. The other Pueblo groups are the Hopi and 
Hopi-Tewa in Arizona; and the Jemez, the western and eastern Keres, the 
Tiwa, and the Zuni - all in New Mexico. The locations and layouts of the 
thirty existing Pueblo villages vary considerably. The six Tewa villages -
San Juan, Santa Clara, San IIdefonso, Pojuaque, Nambe and Tesuque -
are situated in and to the east of the Rio Grande valley north of Santa Fe 
(Figure 1). Their traditional layouts involve rows of houses organized around 
one or two courtyards. Figure 2 shows the court of San IIdefonso in 1975. 
The Spanish mission church lies just outside to the west, and the Jemez 
Mountains across the Rio Grande are in the background. Traditional Hopi 
village sites are on high mesas with bare-rock surfaces. Villages are arrang
ed in both parallel house-row and small courtyard layouts. Figure 3 shows 
a view of the Hopi village of Walpi in 1897. Narrow parallel streets and small 
exterior spaces are formed by the irregular terraces of house structures. 

Village linguistic roots have been traced to three widely separated 
geographical origins, and dialects often vary from village to village. Social 
organization in the western villages differs markedly from that in the eastern 
ones, as do many aspects of ceremonial. The agriculture of corn, beans and 
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Figure 1. Sketch map of the locations of Pueblo linguistic and cultural groups in the south
western United States. 

squash was more dependent upon the unreliable rainfall in the west, 
whereas more irrigation was utilized along the Rio Grande than those for the 
Hopi and Zuni in the west. As a result of these many variations, each village 
has a unique history within the broadly shared outline since the first Spanish 
explorations in the early sixteenth century. 

Despite the many linguistic, social and environmental differences, 
however, there are many similarities among the settlements. All Pueblo 
groups live in permanent villages, built until recently of stone, adobe and un
squared timber beams. Most have farm houses or settlements in the sur
rounding areas, and some villages are seasonally occupied. Subsistence 
was until the mid-twentieth century based upon a balance between agri
culture undertaken in stable traditional locations and hunting and gathering 
within traditional territories. All the main villages possess ceremonial and 
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Figure 2. The court of San IIdefonso looking west. 

communal chambers, termed kivas, which vary in number, in shape and in 
particular villagers associated with them. A kiva is a special room for certain 
religious and social activities of a village or village group. The word, now 
Anglicized, comes from the Hopi term for house and can also be an entrance 
to the underworld and a place of emergence. The eastern Keres village of 
Cochiti on the Rio Grande, for example, has two circular kivas built of adobe 
at ground level. All villagers belong to one of the two groups, or moieties, 
associated with them. In contrast, the Hopi village of Walpi has five rec
tangular kivas, built of stone below ground and associated with clan groups 
and certain ceremonies. Despite such variations, all villages share the 
outline of a common world view and knowledge of similar mythical origins. 
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Dwelling in the Tewa world 

Because of the work of anthropologist Alfonso Ortiz, himself a Tewa, more 
is known about the relationships among spatial ideas, myth, human and 
supernatural categories in the Tewa world than in the world of other Pueblo 
groups. In The Tewa World, Ortiz attempted "to understand how the Tewa 
perceive human and spiritual experience, and how they organize time and 

Figure 3. Walpi from the northeast. 

space within the geographical area they consider their world, utilizing their 
own categories, concepts and distinctions."5 Although Ortiz would prob
ably not describe himself as a phenomenologist, his desire to understand 
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how the Tewa experience their world in their own terms is a desire shared 
by many in the field of phenomenological enquiry. He also noted the similari
ty between his uncovering of Tewa experiential structures and those in other 
cultures: "When I read the sizable comparative record compiled by the 
phenomenologist and historian of religions, Mircea Eliade .... I get the 
distinct impression that by simply altering the terminology a bit for ancient 
Near Eastern religions the statements could apply just as well to the 
Pueblos."6 

Ortiz based his synthesis in part upon the observations and findings of 
earlier studies, but he also uncovered and developed a more inclusive and 
coherent framework for understanding the experiential complexities of the 
Tewa world.? He includes village location, layout and architectural form as 
part of this world, and also sheds light on the significance of the Tewa dwell
ing places. As a Tewa from the village of San Juan, perhaps Ortiz's insights 
most significantly stem from his own participation in the Pueblo world. 

As with other Pueblo groups, the origin myths of the Tewa provided the 
key to Ortiz's understanding. Ortiz used a summary of his own records of 
the myths and noted that most particulars had appeared in earlier reports. 
The first Tewa were said to have lived beneath a lake far to the north. Super
naturals, animals, and people shared this home. Two of the supernaturals 
were the first mothers of the Tewa: 'Blue Corn Woman' (Summer Mother) 
and 'White Corn Maiden' (Winter Mother). These Mothers sent one of the 
men to each of the cardinal directions and to the world above. He returned 
as the Hunt Chief, Mountain Lion, and was thereafter considered the first 
'Made Person'. He appointed Winter and Summer chiefs, also 'Made Peo
pie', to look after the Tewa in the respective season. Later, these two chiefs 
sent six pairs of brothers, Towa e ('persons'), to the cardinal directions to 
investigate the world above. The first pair, who were blue, saw only a moun
tain to the north, and the second pair, yellow, saw a mountain to the west. 
A red pair went south, a white to the east, and dark ones went to the zenith. 
The first four pairs also made flat-topped hills by throwing mud toward their 
directions. During this period, before finally leaving the lake, other groups 
and societes of Made People were instituted by the first chiefs to take care 
of particular activities in the world above. When the last pair of Towa e, the 
all-colored of the nadir, saw a rainbow and returned, the people prepared 
to emerge from the lake to the world above. The earth was soft and could 
not be walked on until it was hardened, frozen by the Winter chief. 

The common people and the Made People were divided into two groups 
under the leadership of the Winter and Summer chiefs and travelled south. 
The Towa e went to their cardinal mountains to stand watch over the travel-
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Figure 4. Tewa levels or categories of being. 

lers. The Winter people journeyed down the east side of the Rio Grande and 
lived by hunting. The Summer people moved down the west side of the river 
and lived by gathering plants and by agriculture. After resting at various 
separate places, the two groups of people came together and built a village, 
which was eventually abandoned. Later, they again divided and six groups 
founded the six present Tewa villages, each with their complement of Winter 
and Summer people. Their resting places and the six village sites were felt 
to be secure, guarded by the Towa e and connected through subsistence 
skills and spiritual power with the landscape. The people became settled 
again and the sites fostered identity and dwelling.8 Because they were 
founded in mythic times, the sites are still considered to be auspicious. 

To understand better the relationship between the mythic and spatial 
worlds within which the villages are located, it is useful to examine six levels 
or "categories of being" which Ortiz identified and defined (Figure 4). Ortiz 
stressed that these six categories" divide and classify al/ of Tewa social and 
supernatural existence."9 In the first or lowest category are the common 
villagers, 'Dry Food People,' with no official ceremonial or political position. 
The title 'Dry Food' comes from the terms seh t' a, which in the context of 
ritual before emergence was 'moist', 'green', and 'unripe'. The second 
category refers to the village representatives of the six pairs of Towa e who 
were instituted before the emergence. These brothers are not considered 
totally Made People because they emerged but did not travel with the Tewa 
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people on the journey south. They made the flat-topped hills before 
emergence of the common Tewa and stood guard on the cardinal moun
tains. In the third category are the representatives of the Made People. They 
are members of the Winter and Summer societies and various other power
ful groups and societies all formed before emergence, including Hunt, 
Medicine, Scalp, and Women's Societies and the two ritual clown groups, 
the Kwirana and Kassa. 

The remaining three categories constitute the "supernatural counterparts 
of the first three."1o The 'Dry Food Who Are No Longer' make a fourth 
group and are the spirits of the 'Dry Food People', the ordinary villagers who 
have died. In the fifth category are the supernatural Towa e, the six pairs of 
'sibling deities' who explored the directions before emergence. The sixth 
category, termed 'Dry Food Who Never Did Become', includes the spirits of 
the Made People and all the other supernaturals acknowledged to have 
been with the Tewa prior to emergence. 

Ortiz recognized how these categories of being and their substratum of 
myths were associated with the physical order of the landscape and the 
village within it. Ortiz used the village of San Juan as it was in the 1960s for 
his example, but'there is sufficient evidence from other villages in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to conclude that the framework 
was Tewa-wide and had been relatively stable for at least one hundred 
years.11 In the south plaza at San Juan, the town court, was a place called 
'Earth Mother, Earth Navel, Middle Place' - a loose stone circle regarded 
as the true center of the village and held to be an extremely sacred place.12 
Medicine men, who were Made People, had the power to reach deeply into 
the ground here to deposit seeds to reawaken nature each year in late winter 
while the Towa e stood guard. At the village of Nambe a similar place was 
in the middle of the plaza; it was said to contain stone spirits and to have 
an underground connection with a lake.13 At the other extreme, marking 
the boundaries of this Tewa world, were four sacred mountains which had 
at their peaks earth navels where the Towa e stood guard as their super
natural counterparts had first stood after emergence. The mountains were 
associated with a lake where the supernatural 'Dry Food Who Never Did 
Become' of the respective directional colors dwelt. 

These recurrent centers in the six villages indicate a sacred channel of 
connection and communication between the village middle place and the 
mountains and their lakes. This communication was a link between the 
Made People and the 'Dry Food Who Never Did Become'. The Towa e 
guarded the Made People at the middle place and the supernaturals at the 
mountain navels. The earth navels on the mountains were like satellites 
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focused on the village and each had a specific 'ritual path' as part of its 
design which led to the village (Figure 5). These sites comprised a 
horseshoe arrangement of stones on the ground and were visited ritually at 
times appropriate to the powers of that direction. 

This pattern of places formed the center of the Tewa world and the focus 
of their existence. This center was a place of profound connectedness and 
power and echoes the insights of Heidegger when he says that dwelling 
gathers the 'Fourfold' - the earth, the sky, divinities and mortals.14 These 
'earth-mother-earth-navel-middle-places' gathered the Tewa world toward 
its center in a seemingly preCise and geometrical manner. There were fur
ther powerful reinforcements to this centering. Earth navels were open to 
the sky and the underworld, a network of communication clarified by Figure 
6. The lower part of the figure shows an outline plan of San Juan with 
overlaid coordinates of the cardinal mountains. The upper pari is a cross
section through the earth's surface in one cardinal direction. Spirits and 
supernaturals were associated with the levels above and below the earth 
level. Other smaller earth navels were located on other hills or lower eleva
tions; these also opened toward the village, and Ortiz identified them with 
spirits of specific species of game an imals. 15 

Another set of channels of communication associated with the Towa e 
was focused on the flat-topped hills created by the first pairs of brothers. 
These hills were considered to be sacred and dangerous. Their caves and 
tunnels were said to be the dwellings of the Tsave Yoh, supernaturals 
associated with discipline and curing, who were represented by masked 
Towa e in the village. The Towa e of these hills, associated with colors of 
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Figure 6. Communication between made people and the dry food who never did become. 

the cardinal directions, were said to watch over the village. These spirits 
were believed to dwell in the flat-topped hills and to guard the navels at the 
middle place and the mountains. The anthropologist Elsie Clews Parsons 
recorded a description of the village representatives of the Towa e as 'out-
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side chiefs', acting as intermediaries between the Made People and the Dry 
Food People, for whom mutual contact was dangerous.16 The flat-topped 
hills were also at intermediate locations between the village and the moun
tains. In the village, the Towa e were also responsible for the maintenance 
of the 'old' and traditional ways; they stood guard for sacred ceremonies 
and were present for the installation of both sacred and secular officers. In 
addition, they guarded and were responsible for the upkeep of kivas and the 
Made People Society houses. 

This physical fabric may also have been regarded as taking an in
termediate position between the very sacred earth-navel-middle-place and 
the normally more secular and less powerful houses of the common people. 
It mirrors the intermediate role of the Towa e in the social fabric. The network 
of communication between the Towa e of the second and fifth categories 
identified by Ortiz may now be added to the diagram (Figure 7). 'Outside 
chiefs' reappear in other pueblo groups. They are not like ordinary villagers 
nor are they like pre-emergence powers. They dwell in the interstices and 
function as intermediaries at dangerous supernatural-human boundaries. 
Things, events, and people in this intermediate state are considered 'out
side'. 'Inside' or 'houses chiefs' also occur in other Pueblo groups and this 
inside/outside duality is expressed concentrically in each Pueblo world. It is 
possible to think of the inside, village leaders as 'dwelling' chiefs. They 
brought power and fruitfulness from the outside world to the home place of 
the village. They sought harmony between the actions of villagers and the 
cycles of nature. They were guarded by outside chiefs from dangerous con
tacts. The outside chiefs were associated with warfare, bunting and jour
neys out to the hills and mountains.17 This pattern was also manifested in 
the tendency to consider the main village as home, as a residence for the 
winter and for ceremonies; and to live and work in the farms away from the 
village in summer. In recent years, many Pueblos who live and work in the 
outside urban world still return to the home village for ceremonies important 
for 'power' and Pueblo identity. 

Communication with the spirits of common Tewa who had died focused 
on shrines just outside the village in the four directions. These spirits of the 
Dry Food People constituted just a few of the large number of spirits which 
were associated with a wide range of objects. This larger group of spirits was 
called xayeh.18 One informant told Ortiz that "long ago we buried the dead 
there and left a pile of stones. Every pile of stone you see shows where the 
xayeh live, for the dead have become xayeh."19 

These channels of communication can be included on the diagram, which 
now shows an outline of a complex system of relationships among human 
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Figure 7. Communication between the village Towa e and their supernatural counterparts. 

and supernatural levels of being; physical elements of landscape and village; 
animals, plants, objects, and colors; and the myth of orgin which pervades, 
supports, and was supported by them all (Figure 8). Although spatial , loca
tional and physical elements have been emphasized here, the system also 
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Figure 8. Communication between the dry food people and the dry food who are no longer. 

integrated a whole realm of social and ritual responsibilities connected with 
the spiritual and subsistence activities and well-being of the villages. It incor
porated, therefore, all dimensions of human life, but at heart was grounded 
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in place - tied to particular landscapes, springs, fields, villages and 
buildings. 

Not all villagers could have contact with the major spirits or use the power
ful places. Supported by mythological precedent, certain people were in
stalled to communicate with the upper and lower spiritual worlds, and in this 
capacity represented the first people or supernaturals who had been pre
sent in the first or earlier world. Special groups were responsible for in
terceding with spirits or poweFS tied to hunting, medicine, agriculture, 
weather, plants, and animals. The village chief, or the acting Winter or Sum
mer chief, headed these groups and represented the mythological first be
ing or the person appointed as leader by the first being. His titles were 
associated with dwelling and with the village settlement, for example, 
'houses chief', 'house chief old man', 'people chief', 'house rule chief'.2o 

Other persons in village ceremonial organizations were installed to guard 
these appointed figures and to act as intermediaries between them and the 
ordinary villagers. These people were seen as guardians of custom, the 
earlier ways, and as protectors of sacred places and their roles were spatial
ly significant. They were associated with other dwellings, with intermediate 
locations between cardinal mountains and sanctity inside the villages. 
There were also places within the villages which were temporarily or per
manently used for activity dealing with external forces and which were occa
sionally open to a broader village community, for exemple the 'outside' kiva 
at San IIdefonso. 

The Tewa world, therefore, was an integrated series of worlds with some
what different powers, supernaturals, social models, and mythical sanctions 
for each of the Tewa societies or groups. This interconnected pattern ex
tends into each Tewa village itself, establishing an integrated series of 
distinct Tewa dwellings. As Ortiz describes this overall pattern, 

The fact that these beliefs, ideas, and practices are often permuted in 
seemingly endless combinations from village to village should not 
obscure the fact that they form general classes and categories which 
conform, at an abstract but basically meaningful level, to structural prin
ciples common to them all. Among the Tewa, awareness of these more 
general considerations is restricted to only a reflective few, usually 
Made People, in each village, and no one of these is aware of more than 
a portion of the entire system .... 21 
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The wider Pueblo world 

My earlier studies were concerned with this building-dwelling-world 
system and they can serve here to illuminate aspects of the Tewa system 
which were shared by all Pueblo groups.22 I examined records of rituals 
which were associated with stages in the construction and renovation of 
houses and other buildings. This topic interested me as an architect and 
such materials had not been gathered together before. Rituals accompany
ing house and kiva construction reiterated common themes. For example, 
there was a concern for cardinal directions and their "powers" and a 
recognition that built structure was 'living'.23 Those persons directing the 
rituals or preparing ritual materials often held village positions connected 
with communication with spirits and supernaturals. Prayers offered during 
house and kiva construction were for the strength of the building, for long 
life and health, for the fertility of people and their crops, and for rain. The 
records also suggest that any construction was once accompanied by 
prescribed procedures. Certain ideas were common to all villages.24 The 
world was constituted of three levels: there were upper and lower spiritual 
levels with the earth lying between them for the residence of people. The up
per and lower spiritual levels may also be considered as one combined 
spiritual category which corresponds to Ortiz's supernatural categories of 
being in the Tewa scheme (numbered four, five and six in Figure 4). The 
earth level is similar to the village categories in the Tewa system (numbered 
one, two and three, Figure 4). Many irregularities in the earth's level acted 
as places of possible contact with the spiritual levels. Mountains touched the 
sky and earth; springs and caves were potential passageways to the under
world. The origin myths of all Pueblo villages bore striking resemblances to 
each other and were related to this conception of world levels. The myths 
described the emergence from the lower world and the early travels of the 
first people and their guidance by supernaturals. These myths not only gave 
significance to cardinal mountains, springs, colors and animals but also to 
their sequence in ritual and prayer. 

This background seemed to offer clues to the understanding of the places 
and purposes of construction rituals. Each building construction had to be 
'located' with respect to cardinal directions and their powers. Each 'house' 
took its proper place in the world, becoming real, and "endowed with a 
soul," a pattern which Mircea Eliade has demonstrated common to many 
cultures.25 Actions and material things possessed power and strength by 
following prescription which was effective because it reiterated the actions 
of first beings and supernaturals. Conversely, this prescription also gave 
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Figure 9. The network of human communication with the levels of the spirit world. 

power an embodiment, and made it controllable and safer. It gave power a 
'house', which was not only a term for residence, kiva or storehouse. Sun 
had his house in the sky during the day and in the earth at night. Spirits had 
their houses in clouds, rain, springs, mountains and hills.26 Houses in this 
sense were not just places of habitation. They were also places of potential 
communication with the spiritual world, places where a connection could be 
formed between the three cosmic levels. Figure 9 shows an extended cross
section through a generalized Pueblo world. A comparison with the Tewa 
scheme shows that individual models were more detailed and possessed 
many variations (Figure 8 and 9). The significance of the general model 
varied with particular landscape, with the spectrum of deities and super
naturals, and with season in the ceremonial cycle. 

Although they might have been humble residences, village enclosures, 
ponds, or mountain peaks, these places were "profound centres of human 
experience."27 These places concentrated powers and meanings for the 
benefit of those humans who dwelt there. Their attributes resemble those 
of dwellings and are unified by an arrangement similar to the fundamental 
structure of "dwelling" described by Christian Norberg-Schulz: 

From the beginning of time man has recognized that nature consists of 
interrelated elements which express fundamental aspects of being. 
The landscape where he lives is not a mere flux of phenomena, it has 
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structures and embodies meanings. These structures and meanings 
have given rise to mythologies (cosmogonies and cosmologies) which 
have formed the basis of dwelling.28 

Outsiders and Pueblo dwelling 

The title of this essay refers to the many dwellings inside the Pueblo world, 
but it also is a reminder of the ways in which others have experienced the 
same environments. It was partially through records of these other ex
periences, structured and illuminated by other-world frameworks, that Ortiz 
was able to undertake his work of synthesis. Outsiders' observations can 
also often clarify themes which are obscured for insiders. How these worlds 
interact is a crucial and fascinating question for designers who almost 
always work in worlds other than their own. When a collector of museum ar
tifacts showed some Zuni Pueblo Indians how to build a 'proper' door in 
1884, he acted as a designer and his notion of dwelling belonged to another 
context. 29 

When Carl and Lillian Eickemeyer made their wagon exploration of 
Pueblo villages one summer in the early 1890s, their observations of 
customs, primitive houses, and uncomfortable social communication were 
genuine but immersed in the Eickemeyers' own taken-for-granted social 
world.3o They made their trip from New York, spent two weeks in New Mex
ico, and published a small volume of their recollections. In many ways they 
can be accused of what James Duncan called the • 'celebration of inauthen
ticity" in that they dressed in 'Western' garb, carried a six-shooter, and par
took of "entertainment by glimpses of Indian life. "31 They found the scene 
of men plowing the fields near the Tewa Pueblo of San lldefonso to be "most 
picturesque. "32 As they explored the village further, they implicitly confirm
ed their connections with homes in the east. They noted "rudely constructed 
ladders" and observed that Pueblo mothers did not seem to feel the 
"slightest anxiety" about children playing on them.33 One evening the 
Eickemeyers visited the "estufa or council house" where they said the In
dians make decisions and practice dances. Dancing, the Eickemeyers 
claimed, was the Pueblo's major pastime.34 The building holding the danc
ing was the kiva or roundhouse and they found it to be bare and dark. They 
talked with the village governor and were surprised at the complex form of 
government which was outlined to them. They classified the system as both 
"monarchial and republican."35 

Their understanding of the Pueblo world was colored by comparisons with 
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their home in the East and their preconceptions of the West. They valued 
the things they would have valued back home. They found it difficult to come 
to terms with what appeared to be rude, bare mud rooms and the untidy 
spaces of the village layout. They found they could better understand the 
house of a Mexican family in the nearby Keres village of Cochiti: "This Mex
ican room was very different from those in the Indian houses, resembling 
one that might be seen in the poorer quarters of any town. There was a rag 
carpet on the floor (the rooms in the Indian houses were not even boarded), 
and, besides several chairs and a table, there was a bedstead .... "36 

In spite of the inability of the Eickemeyers to share the particular ideas of 
dwelling of the Pueblos, there were some underlying feelings revealed in 
their report which are related to more deeply felt aspects of dwelling. They 
visited the school in Cochiti and at "about nine o'clock the little bare-footed, 
scantily clad children were seated at desks similar to those used in any well
regulated schoolroom .... "37 They perceived a sense of familiar order and 
described further that on a white wall hung the "Stars and Stripes" and that 
in spite of the dusky faces and unintelligible language, the experience gave 
them a "pleasurable home-like feeling."38 The order of the students in 
class; their probable conversation with the teacher, a Mrs. Grozier from 
Boston; and the flag allowed them to make connections with their own world 
and to feel at home. These comments on the Eickemeyers' trip are not 
meant to mock. The couple did experience the landscape, climate, and peo
ple firsthand. They exposed themselves to richer experiences even though 
they imagined themselves to be adventurers. Their purpose was not entirely 
clear, but they took little personal advantage and did not use their ex
perience to markedly alter the world which they had touched. 

Other outsiders have not used their knowledge of Pueblo worlds so 
benignly. The power of the village sites for focusing Pueblo identity was 
understood by the government Indian Agent responsible for the Hopi 
Pueblos in the 1890s. These agents and other "representatives of 
Washington came to realize that preservation of the Hopi way of life lay to 
a great extent in the social structure of their village communities" and their 
relationships with their mesa-top sites.39 The government plan was to allot 
land below the mesas to individual families and to supply lumber and other 
materials for house-building to those who moved down. This scheme was 
deliberately designed to fracture the system which gave traditional respon
sibility for the land to clans whose ancient claims were supported by myth. 
It was part of the government policy instituted in the Dawes Act of 1887, 
which crystallized the interests of Ango-American culture in alloting lands 
to individual families. According to these interests, if Indians were to ever 
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take on the obligations of citizenship, they "needed to be civilized and the 
basis of civilization consisted in knowing how to handle individual 
property."40 Building houses was also a traditional Pueblo communal 
undertaking that used local materials and forms and produced climatically 
appropriate residences. In 1892, materials for twenty-six of the timber and 
corrugated-iron houses were furnished, but by 1894 they were abandoned 
or used as summer farmhouses.41 A report by the Acting Indian Agent that 
year, First Lieutenant S.H. Plummer, includes an observation that the house 
and land allotment plans were not as successful as desired. He surmised: 
"their habits, customs, and general mode of living are so intimately con
nected with the conditions of life on the mesas that it is doubtful whether 
anything else than compulsion will cause them to abandon their pueblo 
dwellings."42 

Another visitor, Theodore Roosevelt, thought it was a mistake to move the 
Hopi into tin-roofed houses below the mesas. He judged the thick-roofed 
Hopi house to be cooler and pleasanter. He compared Hopi houses and 
villages to those of Mediterranean Europe and saw them as notable and at
tractive as the castles on the Rhine. Not only did he care about the village 
environment for its value to Hopi residents. He also felt that there were 
lessons for other cultures there - that arts and environments connected 
with the spirit and joy of living should not be altered lightly. He suggested 
that the Hopi builder should be given "a chance to utilize his own inherent 
sense of beauty in making over his own village for himself ... a chance to 
lead his own life as he ought to, and realize that he has something to teach 
us as well as to learn from US."43 Roosevelt decried planting the Hopi "in 
a brand-new Government-built house, precisely like some ten million other 
cheap houses. The Hopi architecture is a product of its own environment 
.... "44 He sensed that the Hopi dwelling was firmly rooted in the places 
that had nurtured it. 

Conclusion 

This brief reappraisal of Pueblo dwellings and world allows some com
parison of ideas and experiences across cultures and suggests that there 
can be valuable examination of all kinds of descriptions of places -
ethnographic, photographic, popular, literary and personal. The aim of such 
reappraisal is richer understanding, or as Seamon explains, "the coming to 
see more thoroughly and respectfully the essential nature of the thing and 
the context in which it finds itself. "45 
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Dwelling is experienced unself-consciously in the everyday world and is 
renewed more explicitly through ritual. Both processes are crucially signifi
cant in the traditional Pueblo world and follow Heidegger's "characteriza
tion of person-in-world (as) a sense of immersion and inextricable 
togetherness rooted in time and space."46 These generally unself
conscious processes allow dwelling to be natural and meaningful, but make 
the understanding of our own and other's dwelling more difficult. "Caught 
up in the natural attitude, ... we normally do not explore the way we dwell, 
nor the ways in which place and environment sustain our existence as 
people. "47 When we explore how each particular group or person dwells, 
we cannot experience their taken-for-granted world. At best we glimpse 
regularities and some shared feelings. 

By examining the taken-for-granted world of the Pueblo as it is portrayed 
in accounts by insiders and outsiders, one finds certain fundamental 
regularities and commonalities. Pueblo dwelling is a structure of relation
ships involving oriE1ntation, order and harmony with the powers of the world. 
The relationships involve continuity and association and occur through 
ritually prescribed channels leading to and from the cosmic powers of 
nature. The dwelling is a center - a safe and protected inner place. There 
are many centers in a Pueblo world. The village is a center, as are earth 
navels, shrines, sacred plazas and kivas. All of these places, however, are 
part of and versions of the structure of relationships of all Pueblo dwelling. 
These centers are phenomena which gather or conjure powers and 
significance through a web of connections. 

The theme of the dwelling as a place of beginnings and first roots also ap
pears in both insider and outsider descriptions. Theodore Roosevelt talked 
of the importance of a nurturing environment and the Eickemeyers express
ed the connection between their feeling of home and the places of education 
and mother's supervision. The place of beginning and emergence is con
sistently evoked during the making and reaffirming of Pueblo dwelling 
places. 

Finally, in many accounts, dwelling appears as both a place and a process 
through which a person understands and accepts a position in the com
munity and the broader world. Persons are at home when they find an ac
ceptable place in the network of social relations and social order. The 
Eickemeyers felt these ties when they resumed gossip with the social net
work of an Anglo feedstore they returned to after their 'native' interlude of 
two weeks. The social role of house-building was also certainly realized by 
the Indian Agent during the Hopi land allotment scheme. For the Pueblo In
dian, revelation of, and initiation into the network of social and supernatural 
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order brought with it demanding subsistence, domestic and ritual respon
sibilities. It also brought a sense of harmony and oneness with the world and 
its powers and enabled the Pueblos to dwell in a landscape which sustained 
them both materially and spiritually. 
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11. A phenomenological approach to 
architecture and its teaching in the design 
studio 

BorOND BOGNAR 

As an achievement of the twentieth century, phenomenology is a relatively 
new branch of philosophy. It is a method of inquiry into people and the world 
or, more precisely, into their relationship. As opposed to traditional Western 
understanding based on a sharp distinction between person and the world, 
phenomenology - highly critical of Cartesian dualism in any form -
regards subjects and objects in theirunity.l Phenomenology understands 
a world wherein people and their environment mutually include and define 
each other. It focuses upon nature and reality not as an absolutum existing 
only outside us, but as subject to human scrutiny, interaction, and creative 
participation. 

The phenomenological approach has been recently introduced to archi
tecture, a discipline which not only interprets but, as a matter of course, 
guides and creates the person-environment relationship. An early effort 
toward a more humanistic architecture was research in semiology - i.e., in
vestigations of the meaning of built form.2 Semiology alone, however, has 
proved to be insufficient to reach such a goal.3 Building upon the pioneer 
works of such phenomenological philosophers as Martin Heidegger, 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Gaston Bachelard, scholars have extended 
their probe of a visual architectural communication into the more complex 
field of the synesthetic reality of the natural and human-made environment. 
This reality involves not only the functions of the eyes and mind, but also 
the multidimensional capabilities of the human body and intuitions. In this 
respect, Kevin Lynch's studies of urban images are one important early con
tribution, though a phenomenological criticism of this work is its overem
phasis on the cognitive dimensions of urban experience.4 More significant 
is Christian Norberg-Schulz' work, which provides an initial step toward an 
existential phenomenology of landscape and architecture.5 
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In relation to a phenomenology of architecture, one can ask the question 
of how a comprehensive understanding of the person-environment rela
tionship can extend the awareness of architectural students who, in their 
subsequent careers, must make important decisions about the quality of the 
human environment - that is, decisions relating to planning, designing and 
building the concrete world in which we live. The question is particularly 
timely and the answer urgent with regard to the predicament of modern ar
chitecture, where the prevailing trend of rationalist design, even with its oc
casional flirting with formalistic trends and populist post-modernism, is not 
only inadequate to mitigate, but also frequently contributes to, the worsen
ing human condition in modern mass-societies.6 

As the philosopher Hannah Arendt has pointed out, one source of the dif
ficulties which the Western World faces today is the growing schism be
tween people and their objects, and further, between people and their built 
environment.7 There is a loss of intimacy or, in Heidegger's words, the 
"loss of nearness" between people and their world as well as between per
son and person.8 This tendency, coupled with the escalation of the suburb, 
results in the gradual disappearance of both the public and private realms 
of the human-made physical and social environment, while undermining the 
role of the city as the most important cultural and political nucleus.9 At the 
same time, architecture reinforces alienation by a serious disregard of ex
istential qualities such as imageability, memorability, inhabitability, and so 
forth. 

There is, therefore, an urgent need to reinstate the conditions for the 
development and cultivation of sensitively differentiated, yet commonly 
shared value systems which in architecture are rooted in and represented 
by concrete human places. It is this human significance of the environment 
which is what phenomenology investigates, describes, and promotes. A 
phenomenological perspective within the scope of architecture and en
vironmental design should, as a matter of course, start in the classrooms of 
architectural schools at the beginning of the curriculum, if not earlier, within 
primary and secondary education. In the design studio, the introduction of 
a phenomenological perspective would necessarily mean a return to a 
design sequence that begins with and runs parallel to students' exploring 
and understanding their own environmental and architectural experience. 
This essay is an inquiry into the possibilities and potential values of a 
phenomenological approach to architectural design. 
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The studio and architectural design 

The majority of recent architectural education and practice is concerned 
with design as an objective process of producing an objective environment. 
Designing is approached analytically, programmatically and scientifically -
that is, primarily along rational principles and theories. Students are provid
ed with a list of objective, well defined goals and methods to achieve such 
ends as utility, efficiency, economy, structural stability and formal ap
pearance. The problems faced in reaching such ends are regarded as 
definable, analyzable, measurable, predictable, and solvable. The task is to 
reduce the difficulties of the design process into logical and exact problems 
which, if well stated, should lead to clear-cut, rational solutions. As Norberg
Schulz says, today "the rationalistic idea of man of the post-medieval epoch 
is still dominant and the belief that all problems may be solved if we grasp 
reality as it 'really is' is generally accepted."1o Even when the relationship 
of architecture to human responses is considered, if at all, it, too, is usually 
reduced to measurable effects and results and, therefore, either disregard
ed or largely misunderstood - a fact which seriously limits architecture's 
primary grounding in human experience. 

This rational approach to architectural education and design teaches the 
student how to organize and assemble buildings precisely and how to 
manipulate their appearance logically without illuminating first howarchitec
ture, as part of the physical, social and cultural environment, is experienced 
- how it plays a role in the totality of human experience and understanding. 
As a result, students come to anticipate and accept that designing is a value
free operation that can be practiced routinely and mechanically. They 
presume that by acquiring and applying the proper formulae and quan
titatively measurable, optimal parameters, their designs will lead to suc
cessful buildings and environments. Here, designing the environment is an 
activity which needs not be related to one's own experience with the en
vironment itself; such meanings are seen as subjective and generally dis
counted. 

Without such experiental awareness of their own relationship with con
crete natural and built environments, however, students' understanding of 
architecture remains abstract - a situation which too often leads to facile, 
insensitive design. Students frequently do not or cannot go beyond the level 
of 'squaring-out' bubble diagrams or focus only on the efficiency of means. 
Instead of being concerned with the synesthetic qualities of a multi
dimensional architectural reality, students are preoccupied with the ra
tionalization of such design components as function, technology, construc-
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tion, and form; and with designing two-dimensional drawings and sheets as 
"well-packaged," complete projects. In other words, the abstraction of the 
architectural drawing as a tool for problem-solving plays a major role in the 
final design. 

Even if students seek to extend themselves beyond the rational, abstract 
level of designing, they usually lack sufficient concrete experience and turn 
instead to some prescribed formulae or ready-made solutions from books 
and magazines. "Forml!lae" and "imitations" as archetypes can surely 
help the student learn design, but they cannot substitute for the value of rich 
personal encounters, investigations, and intimate discoveries of actual 
places, environments and landscapes. 

In the rational approach to architecture, there is a serious discrepancy 
between the methods of design activity and the perpetuation of human 
values as the ultimate goal of this activity. Until the eighteenth century, this 
gap did not exist, since architects were both designer and builder, and their 
everyday construction experience successfully made up for any imprecision 
in drawings and plans. The division of building process into autonomous in
vention and fabrication - i.e., into design and production - had not yet oc
curred, and the aspects of what and how in architecture were generally 
identical. Architectural drawing was regarded not as a one-to-one represen
tation of the building or architecture itself, but - in Alberto Perez-Gomez's 
words - as "the expression of a symbolic intention in the form of architec
tural ideas."11 These drawings necessarily had to be interpreted by 
builders, and their contribution to the whole creative procesess was thereby 
integral and significant. 

With the Industrial Revolution, however, design and construction became 
two separate, highly specialized professions - a schism which through in
creasing specialization has continued to groW.12 To provide communica
tion and collaboration that would close the gap between designer and 
builder, the procedure of working drawings, based on the elaboration of a 
scientific, descriptive geometry, developed, paving the way toward turning 
architectural drawings into unambiguous "pictures" of the building and its 
smallest details.13 Working drawings as neutral collections of technical in
formation fit the requirements of exact industrial production and products. 
Their disavantage, however, was the inability to invite and communicate the 
designer's experiential understanding of the concrete world of architecture. 
Most modern architects have accepted the "role of drawing as primary and 
unquestionable," while gradually turning the design process itself into a 
method of reduction - that is, progressively eliminating symbolic or poetic 
intentions and content.14 Many designers became preoccupied with the in-
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strumentality of means, whereby either the modes of autonomous produc
tion or the configuration of autonomous form became ends in themselves. 
Despite the many differences in these two approaches, they both are equal
ly rooted in Cartesian subject-object dualism and come surprisingly close to 
each other with regard to misunderstanding human experience in relation 
to architecture.15 

The first of these design approaches can be called productivist ra
tionalism, which follows the performance principle of positivist science and 
limits architecture to the aspects of how buildings are constructed and how 
they work. This approach looks upon human implications and values as 
totally unpredictable and undefinable by any precise method and, as such, 
"irrelevant" to design.16 Toward them, productivist rationalism takes the 
attitude of absolute neutrality. Buildings which are designed and erected as 
a result of this attitude assume the form and essence of efficient techno
logical products or machines. They feature a "total" non-determination 
of human events and occupancy in relation to the architectural structure 
and space, whereby people are converted into objects or, at best, opera
tors of their environment. With regard to this design approach, Kenneth 
Frampton comments that "increasingly, buildings come to be designed 
in response to the mechanics of their erection .... Processal elements 
such as tower cranes, elevators, escalators, stairs, refuse chutes, gang
ways, service cores, and automobiles determine the configuration of built 
form to a far greater extent than the hierarchic and more public criteria of 
place."17 

The second dominant approach in modern architecture can be called for
malistic rationalism, which restricts architecture primarily to the aspects of 
how buildings appear visually. Since this approach relies heavily upon the 
methods of positivist behavioral sciences and the theories of objectivist 
aesthetics, it sometimes gives attention to people's awareness of architec
tural form, but only as far as these human aspects are measurable, predic
table and controllable - that is, fully designable. As opposed to productivist 
rationalism, this second approach presumes that human events and ex
perience in relation to the built environment can eventually be predicted 
completely - as if meaning was the sole property of the building itself. Ac
cordingly, formalistic rationalism works not only to heighten architectural ex
perience but to determine it from every conceivable point of view. This inten
tion comes close to the idea of "total design," which Walter Gropius ad
vocated in his works.18 As a result of this approach, buildings are shaped 
as sleek objects, the forms and appearance of which are supposedly so 
transparent and self-evident that they would leave no doubt for anyone as 
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to what their purpose or meaning is, aiming at, in fact, an "ultimate reality." 
Much of architecture today follows its own rationale outside of human 

needs, or else, serves the interest and growing imperatives of consumerism, 
which frequently propagates superficial and seductive embellishment and 
the meaningless application of meaningful forms wherein banality or 
speculative false reality is a substitute for real experience. Buildings dress
ed in latest formalistic fashion with competitive, skin-deep novelty offer ef
fortless, spurious experience and instant identity which leave people with no 
choice but to become their me..re consumers. 

The greatest weakness of both the productivist- and formalistic-rational 
approaches to design is that they not only look upon architecture and human 
beings as remote and abstract concepts or things, but eventually turn them 
into such abstract things.19 Both styles of design produce environments 
which are deterministic and too infrequently real places for people. These 
architectures do not understand or generate fundamental meanings of 
human existence. Instead, people are deprived of the creative use of en
vironments and ultimately become passive onlookers of places for which 
they feel little belonging. 

Undeniably, architectural design has to deal with many problems. Func
tion, utility, technology, construction, form, programming, economics and 
marketability are all important issues, most of which today can be sup
posedly solved by scientific procedures and computers. To provide mean
ingful environments for people, however, these aspects of design must play 
supportive rather than primary roles in the process of architectural crea
tion. Architectural design has to go beyond the "servile . .. role of only 
solving already stated problems with buildings. "20 Architecture must 
create places as the synthesis of its various elements and aspects, where 
people can find themselves and thereby feel that they are human beings 
somewhere. 

Spirit of place 

"Spirit of place," or genius loci, arises from the special character or 
synesthetic quality of a particular locality. The significant aspects in the 
evocation of this sense are numerous and can include spatial structures, 
topographical patterns, textures, natural and climatic conditions such as 
light, wind and sound, in addition to people and the pattern of human events. 
Spirit of place, however, is not only the numerical summation of its various 
components, but more so, the complex interplay of these aspects - a large-
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Iy intangible atmosphere or, in Christopher Alexander's words, a "quality 
without a name. "21 

People's capacities to relate intimately to their world is a poetic sensitivity 
which forms the foundation of what Heidegger calls dwelling.22 The quality 
of human life depends upon how people are able to dwell, wherein dwelling 
means inevitably more than a rational, utilitarian act such as merely occupy
ing rooms or buildings. A phenomenological perspective interprets dwelling 
largely as an active human urge, involving a desire to participate creatively 
in the events of the concrete world around - an act by which people affirm 
their own existence. 

As "the basic character of being," dwelling also involves a wish to belong 
to the environment, to feel inside a place and to be at home.23 Home is a 
place that people inhabit; it is a place capable of providing dwelling for the 
biological functions of the body, the capacity and comprehension of the in
tellect, and the needs of emotion and spirit. Home is both a repository and 
witness of one's life - it is human life itself. Home is where a person finds 
identity, and one's own home is most often the place where the person and 
environment's identities overlap most. A house is a home, or should be, but 
a home is not necessarily a house. In other words, besides our house, we 
can feel at home and find identity with other places. A place is successfully 
a place to the degree it generates a sense of being at home. In Hannah 
Arendt's words, "In order to be what the world is always meant to be, a home 
for men during their life on earth, the human artifice must be a place fit for 
action and speech ... "24 

Heidegger argues that human existence is unquestionably spatial, en
vironmental and architectural and, thus, inseparable from genius loci. The 
answer to Chris Fawcett's paradoxical question, "Do we live to build or build 
to live?" is inevitably both, since the significance of building goes beyond 
the erection of only practical and effective shelters, and gains a cosmic 
dimension.25 We build to grasp and concretize the universe; we structure 
the world into some understandable whole. What we build, most especially 
our own homes, are miniature universes - indeed, microcosms which, in 
turn, help us understand and remember who we ourselves are. As opposed 
to the predominantly rational, scientifically determined and objectified world 
of today, an architecture of dwelling, in Mircea Eliade's words, requires that 
"the house is not an object, a 'machine to live in;' it is the universe that man 
constructs for himself."26 Thus, the ontology of the "sense of place" im
plies both a macro- and microcosmic dimension, in fact, a transcendental 
or mythical significance (mythos) , assigning people always the role of in
between. In other words, this ontology is rooted in the perceivable and 
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perceived unity of the material and the spiritual, or the tangible and the in
tangible. In this unity - what Bachelard calls the "direct images of matter" 
- the concrete reality of the physical, through its actual and immediate 
presence in our human experience, is capable of transcending its materiali
ty and evoking the "form" of metaphysical.27 

The multiplicity of one's experiences is closely interrelated with the 
multiplicity of the environment itself. Since human experience and percep
tion are not absolute but circumstantial and frequently coincidental, a suc
cessful place promotes a variety of circumstances for human interaction. 
Such a place cannot be created with an absolute or scientific certainty and 
objectivity, which reduces place to the meaning of utility only.28 The need 
is that human values and qualities be intuited within the design activity. 
While the rationalist architect intends to create an absolute clarity of 'self
evident' meaning of a univalent environment or proposes meaningless 
neutrality, the designer sensitive to phenomenological insights aims at a 
multivalent environment which is poetically ambiguous, with "endless" 
layers of meaning. It is this "ambiguous reality" which, as catalyst, can 
generate creative human responses involving imagination, memory, 
association, differentiation, and where people not only receive meaning 
from, but also give meaning to their environment, thus, evoking the "spirit 
of place." 

The multiplicity of a place, however, is not equivalent to the multitude of 
its composing elements. Japanese Zen-Buddhist architecture and gardens, 
for example, illustrate well that the richness of place is attributable, first of 
all, to the concerted ability of the constituents to induce a feeling of totality 
or to signify eternity in the elusive phenomenon of existence, regardless of 
how few the elements and how "simple" the place may be.29 Such an 
environment involves what Aldo van Eyck calls a "Iabyrinthian clarity," 
with always another layer of "hidden" meaning or "infinite" depth to 
discover.3o Real places have a continual possibility for revision, reinter
pretation, reenactment and recreation. The "spirit of place" as a sense of 
totality and wholeness, therefore, can be only imprecisely preCise. It 
touches the intellectual faculties but eventually eludes the assertive ra
tionality of the mind alone and comes alive through sensitivity, intuition, and 
empathy. 

Real places have another feature in common. They do not sell themselves 
out easily with cliches, promising experience without personal involvement. 
The discovery and understanding of place cannot be an instantaneous and 
once-and-for-all event. Places must be inhabited and cared for, taken into 
possession through time and learning - a process often requiring con-
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siderable effort and involvement. Only in this way can a place make sense 
and provide a lasting bond between people and their environment. Places, 
therefore, should have a certain permanent quality - a permanence with 
change - which provides the possibility for both "human limitations ... 
and freedom," for action and intimacy in the person-environment relation
ship.31 

Design as phenomenological inquiry 

Human life is an intricate web of concrete and symbolic relationships. The 
gist of design is to provide chances for this web to begin, develop and 
strengthen. The need is to conceive of the environment as a network of 
potential places capable of inviting and sustaining a complex of physical, 
emotional, intellectual, and spiritual interactions. 

To be able to design such places, the student of architecture should 
understand the nature and patterns of experiental relationships with the en
vironment. This sensitivity can probably be best achieved if students 
observe their own environments with regard to human events and then 
record and reflect on their observations. This style of observation and reflec
tion is necessarily an interpretative activity, since it involves not only the 
discovery of pre-existing patterns but also the creation of relationships 
which do not exist in absolute terms. These relationships are hidden or in
visible, being closely related to the patterns of activities performed by the 
experiencers. A taxi driver, for example, structures and understands the city 
in a way different from the housewife or child. In the same and shared en
vironment, different people have their own percepts and feelings depending 
on their own particular world of meaning. As Italo Calvi no pbints out, beyond 
the visible urban environment are endless layers of "Invisible Cities" which 
make that city real. 32 

Investigations in both observation and design should begin with primary 
elements of existential space, such as path, edge, domain and place - all 
of which structure the human environment.33 The study of these elements 
is inseparable from the investigations of the patterns of relationships among 
them. A place is distinguished within its environment by its higher degree 
of density with regard to gathered events and meanings, and above all, by 
its capability to provide one with the feeling of being existentially inside and 
centered. A place can be perceived and understood as such only in relation 
to its larger surroundings, which are always the "outside." The inside-out
side relationship is one of the most important existential phenomenological 
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aspects of place and brings forth the issue of boundaries - that is, how the 
edges of place are demarcated. Heidegger describes boundary as "not that 
at which something stops but, ... that from which something begins its 
presencing."34 These demarcations are sometimes concrete and clear 
but, often, elements overlap, leading to a complex, ambiguous system of in
terrelationships. In such a "discontinuous continuity," every place is a 
"twin-phenomenon" - that is, it is both a part of its larger environmental 
context and a totality of its composite sub-place.35 The result is an 
"endless" series of transitions, often with "invisible" but, by all means, 
always recognizable or sensible thresholds among lesser and greater 
places. 

In Japan, for example, the sense of being inside is not necessarily related 
to the physical boundaries of the house; rather, it is dependent on the actual 
elevation of the floor area relative to its surroundings. The higher the level, 
the spiritually cleaner and more inside it is perceived to be. On the lower 
level of the ante-room (genkan), a person is not regarded as being inside the 
house even if the area, as in all traditional as well as modern homes, is 
behind the entrance door. To enter in Japan means the "ritual" act of 
removing one's shoes and stepping up! 

The succession of environmental levels from region, city, districts, blocks, 
buildings and so forth can be interpreted as gradually smaller and inclusive 
worlds where the larger contains the multiplicity of the smaller which, in turn, 
in a more condensed and concretized form, refers to and signifies the larger. 
As Heidegger said, "the single houses, the villages, the towns are works of 
building which within and around themselves gather the multifarious in
between."36 Phenomenologically, the issue of scale has to be understood 
as a sequential pattern of identification with multidimensional "worlds." 

In their observations, students should recognize that understanding of 
place is a sensitive capability for both experiencing and interpreting the en
vironment anew. This "revision" involves the changing circumstances be
tween observers and observed - that is, the changing viewpoints of ob
servers themselves. This style of observation requires the student to be 
open to things yet purposeful at the same time. Openess is a state of recep
tivity, while purposefulness involves directed intention. In phenomenol
ogical observation, these two opposities must occur simultaneously, 
resulting in an in-between state where learning and knowing depend on 
suspending one's preconceptions.3? 

In other words, students must find a way to distance themselves from their 
taken-for-granted ideas about things around them. As Merleau-Ponty said, 
"the world is not what I think, but what I live through."38 Understanding the 
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phenomenon of place involves a sensitively structured, flexibly layered 
knowledge, acquired within a large variety of both individual and collective 
experiences - a knowledge which involves the functions of memory, an
ticipation, imagination, and fantasy. Donald Schon calls this indispensable 
capacity of the designer "multiple vision," which can be developed through 
repeated observations and inquiry.39 

The range and nature of experiences and interpretations of an environ
ment also depend on individuals' previous experiences and memories and 
may show considerable differences. The patterns of these interpretations, 
however, are neither arbitrary nor absolute. Beyond the multiformity of their 
distinctive features, the individual interpretations and preferences are, or 
should be, guided and structured by a hierarchy of patterns which have 
been verified intersubjectively. In other words, by regularly sharing and 
checking their own experiences with descriptions of others, students can 
both verify and sharpen the accuracy of their observations. 

A design studio example 

To promote an experiential awareness of environment and design, the 
author has organized a set of experimental exercises used in second- and 
third-year architectural design studios at the University of Illinois. The aim 
is to sensitize students to the experiential qualities of environments and 
places. The semester starts with students' writing an essay accompanied 
by sketches and diagrams which focuses on "places in the memory." 
Students are asked to recall memorable encounters with one place and to 
consider how memory portrays important properties of environmental ex
perience, enabling individuals to evoke and communicate a "sense of 
place." In class, students present their recollections to the group, compar
ing and contrasting the varying experiences associated with different 
places. In the second project, students explore "imagined versus ex
perienced landscapes" in relation to commonalities and disparities. To 
begin, each student is provided with a detailed map of a town in the vicinity 
of Champaign-Urbana where the University of Illinois is located. This map 
indicates the width of roads, types of institutions, building sizes, land use 
and so forth. After choosing one site from a list the author has generated, 
students have to "picture" the character of the place, relying only on the 
limited information provided on the map, plus their own imaginations. Hav
ing established an imagined picture, each student must design something 
on the site, using as a base the anticipated "spirit of the site." In addition, 
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students make a visit to their respective sites, comparing experiences and 
observations to previously imagined ones. 

The third project investigates "experience versus experience" and 
focuses on one district in downtown Chicago. Students explore the area 
through several different activities - e.g., walking, finding places to eat, 
riding through the area on bus, and so forth. Based on their experiences and 
observations, students prepare "maps" of the district, identifying boun
daries, centers, places, enclosures, zones and connecting links. In addition, 
they are asked to describe the overall character of the district from the par" 
ticular point of view gained through their observations. Later, the students 
present their findings through group presentations and discussion. 

The final two projects of the term are related to students' observing and 
designing in their own local environment, Champaign-Urbana, with an em
phasis on areas that they "use" regularly, and thus "know." Students in
vestigate various places and paths in the city from the aspects of what and 
how they feel about t!1em. They carefully collect observations and then com
pare places which they feel to be "real" with places seen to be "out of tune" 
or "out of place." One of the less satisfactory places is then selected as site 
for a design project. Students consider the failures of the site and then seek 
ways to strengthen its sense of place, making it, in Louis Kahn's words, what 
it "wants to be. "40 Students outline intensions and aims for the place and 
produce an actual design. 

In the final project of the semester, students design a "home for the eter
nal traveler," grounding their work in earlier exercises. Observations and in
vestigations of the urban environment continue, running parallel to 
students' interpretations of who the "eternal traveler" is and what his or her 
"home" might be. Students begin this project reflecting on the words of 
medieval Japanese poet Matsuo Basho, "Traveling is my home;" and those 
of philosopher Mircea Eliade, " ... every life, even the least eventful, can 
be taken as a journey through a labyrinth."41 Coming to understand these 
themes is inseparable from the selection of a potential site where this 
special home can be best imagined and located. After finding the site and 
the "client," students design the actual "home" without sacrificing sym
bolic intentions. 

Conclusions 

Students of architecture could usefully develop an intuitive sensibility 
toward the world - a holistic view grounded in personal experience and 
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reflection. A cultivated sensibility channelled into design could provide im
portant insights for an architecture reflecting "spirit of place." In this sense, 
designing is an act through which the architect implants values in the en
vironment, hoping they will be discovered, cultivated and nourished by 
others as their own, regenerating a sense of human rootedness so often 
lacking in today's fragmented world. Within the framework of possibilities 
and limitations provided by modern society, it is the designer who takes an 
important first step in the direction of the recovery of place - a direction 
which, in Alexander's words, is "the timeless way of building."42 

A phenomenological approach to design challenges the recent impasse 
in architecture and is therefore a critical inquiry. Architectural schools must 
not only serve the too often narrow interests of the profession, but also con
sistently challenge and lead it. In this regard, a phenomenological approach 
to design has much to offer. 
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Place and dwelling 



12. The dwelling door: 
Towards a phenomenology of transition 

RICHARD LANG 

A meditation upon human dwelling reveals our primal embodied existence, 
our being-in-the-world. The notion of dwelling is the most taken-for-granted 
aspect of human existence. For this very reason, inhabitation, our familiar 
though enigmatic circumstance, is the most obscure problem upon which 
we may reflect. To understand this radically occluded aspect of our being 
is to ask a dangerous and disruptive question. Contemplating the notion of 
inhabiting discloses our primitive alliance with the world and thereby unset
tles the natural embedded ness and forgetfulness of human existence. Sub
jective life is embodied existence.' Subjectivity is not a dream that passes 
over reality, nor is it a surveying of thought or a mechanical process. Human 
subjectivity involves us in a suffering of the inherent limitations and 
possibilities of the flesh. This subjectivity must be thought as opened up by 
the very limitation of what Unamuno has called a humanity of "flesh and 
bone."2 To think within this context means to arouse the slumber of our 
dwelling, to reflect on the mysterious alliance between person and world; it 
'means to begin to move toward an understanding of human habitation. 

The primary center of human habitation is the home. In the first section 
of this essay, I articulate how the home is incorporated and assimulated into 
the fabric of embodied existence; the home is our second body. In the next 
section, I further elaborate this bodily act of incorporation by focusing on one 
facet of the home - i.e. the door. Here, the intention is to reanimate the 
meaning of the door by demonstrating how ordinary doors embody human 
experience and thus reflect subjective life. To begin, I turn to the French 
existential-phenomenological psychologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty, whose 
work can be approached as a profound meditation on human embodied ex
istence, particularly inhabiting. 
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Inhabiting 

In The Structure of Behavior, Maurice Merleau-Ponty shows how our body 
lives space by means of the intriguing example of a soccer player. This soc
cer player does not encounter the field upon which he plays as an object; 
the soccer field is a domain permeated with "lines of force" - articulated 
areas and pathways between adversaries which guide and solicit the active 
body to move in certain ways in accordance with the unfolding play. The soc
cer player is not a distant consciousness surveying the field as an object of 
thought; the field is given as "the immanent term of his practical intentions," 
and the vectors offorce in it are constantly restructuring with his actions dur
ing the game: "The player becomes one with [play] and feels the direction 
of the 'goal' ... as immediately as the vertical and horizontal planes of his 
body."3 The player understands where the goal is in a way which is lived 
rather than known. The mind does not inhabit the playing field but the field 
is inhabited by a "knowing" body. 

Inhabiting co-constitutes our primitive situation. Being an initiative of the 
active body, inhabiting is an intention and not merely a fact of nature; it is 
not just to be somewhere, to find oneself somewhere, but to inhabit a place. 
With subjectivity, a radical metamorphosis sets in as the world is grasped 
in a new way. Inhabiting, the essential feature of subjective life, is an act of 
transformation where space becomes place. Inhabiting is an act of incor
poration; it is a situation of active, essential acquisition. Incorporation is the 
initiative of the active body, embracing and assimulating a certain sphere 
of foreign reality to its own body. In this sense, incorporation is essentially 
the movement from the strange to the familiar. This commerce of strange 
and familiar, which forms a central dialectic of human existence, is instituted 
and embodied in our dwelling, our home. The home is the intimate hollow 
we have carved out of the anonymous, the alien. Everything has been trans
muted in the home; things have truly become annexed to our body, and 
incorporated. 

This act of transformation is disclosed in one way when I move to a new 
residence. Though I may legally possess this abode, it does not belong to 
me at first. Somewhat like being a foreign face, the presence of the former 
occupant lingers about the house. If I am sensitive to this atmosphere, I am 
acutely aware of the alien texture of this reality. This new enclosure - the 
walls, the ceiling, the floor - is hard, crisp and foreign to the touch. It seems 
to face someone else, resisting me, failing to reveal itself. The labor of my 
caretaking turns this place into a home, into a place that addresses me as 
familiar, as belonging to me. This act of familiarization is performed as if by 
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magic by the active body. It is enacted at the most primitive level without the 
assistance of conscious thought. There eventually comes a time when this 
house feels familiar. At certain moments as I stand and move about in the 
house, I catch a sense of my active body communing in it. The atmosphere 
has become warm and intimate, as though the body has established a sort 
of uncanny alliance with it, a bodily understanding of it. It has become of the 
body, transmuted to the nature of the active body. My existence as em
bodied finds a new access to the world in the home. The home becomes my 
second body. 

Alphonso Lingus provides a simple but profound example of how the ac
tive body annexes a certain region of alien reality to its own body. Lingus 
utilizes the most intimate site of the home - our noctural and erotic place, 
the bed: 

My bed was, the first night, crisp and brittle, foreign; little by little it has 
become intimate. It has acquired a very decided and very obvious 
fleshy texture; as I lie enveloped with it I no longer distinguish where 
my body leaves off and where an alien surface begins. At first I had that 
very vivid awareness of these sheets touching me, an alien surface in 
contact with the frontiers of myself. Little by little, this frontier fades, 
obliterates itself, and becomes indefinite. The intimacy of the flesh dif
fuses throughout the whole bedsheet, finally into the bed itself, and the 
room also by a sort of contagion. They have become incorporated.4 

In contrast to this experience of incorporation, Lingus speaks of a form of 
nausea in regard to the bedsheets of another. Because the bedsheets have 
been assimulated to the body, there is something indecent and repulsive 
about sleeping in someone else's bedding, something similar to lying with 
or even sitting too close to a stranger: 

Obviously, this nausea is not aroused by something merely accidental, 
like their smelling, or being stained perhaps. Because, after all, we are 
not nauseated in sleeping in our own bedsheets even after they have 
become quite dirty, and, after all, there is nothing nauseating about 
sleeping outside, on the bare humus itself. This nausea is the flesh's 
revolt against what is not of itself; the flesh knows its own. One violates 
the home of another like one violates a virgin.5 
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The door and embodiment 

In this same manner, everything in the home becomes incorporated by the 
body; the body extends itself through household things. The bodily 
character of the home is a reality that can be observed through a meditation 
upon any example, for instance, the front door to a dwelling. If I am outside 
a stranger's beautiful Victorian house and notice the door and desire to go 
immediately inside to view the-ornate interior, I have a very strong impres
sion of the difficult passage between this outside to that inside. This door 
is an imposing barrier; it is closed to my coming and going. But I do not ex
perience my own front door as an obstacle; it is the portal, resembling a 
mouth, through which the outside and inside communicate. The house, via 
the door portal, is speaking to the outside; likewise, the house is looking out 
from its windows at the surrounding landscape. Through incorporation, I 
have the very distinct experience of my home enveloping me as a kind of 
extended tissue of my own body. The home has been transformed into a 
region through which courses my life as it courses through my body. Bodily 
existence pulsates through the home, transforming a sphere of the anonym
ous in such a way that it becomes part of the self. 

The example of the door demonstrates well how a common household 
object partakes in the domain of bodily existence, and how subjective life 
is embodied in things. Though a door can be seen purely as a physical ob
ject - the functional solution to transition - it also can be viewed as a new 
access and disclosure of the world. Thinking of the house as embodied, as 
a kind of second body, means to see it in all its aspects not as thing but as 
access to things.6 The door is the incarnation of my experience of transi
tion, animating in a visible manner the dialectic of inside and outside, fun
damentally presenting either a welcoming or rejecting face. The door is one 
of the expressive habitations of human experience. 

Here, there is a shift from the traditional natural-scientific attitude which 
understands objects as muted, inanimate, quantifiable things, to a 
psychological attitude where things speak the language of human ex
perience. This shift in posture is necessary to recover the psychological 
world and thereby to understand our involvement in situations? Here, I 
adopt an attitude which understands the door as a mirror of the way in which 
I comprehend myself: "It is through my relation to 'things' that I know 
myself."8 As a physical object, the door has measurable dimensions and is 
made of certain materials with consistent properties. As a practical object 
that I meet on my way, it is first of all access to an inside and an outside, 
it is disclosure and closure, it yields or resists, it beckons or rejects. A person 
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cannot construct a door without in some way designing himself or herself 
and installing a typical experience of transition. 

A question as simple as, "What is a door?" disturbs the familiarity and 
slumber of things as mere objects of use. When things are seen as merely 
material they do not matter any longer - their existential meanings have 
been forgotten. A phenomenological inquiry bring this forgetfulness to light, 
seeking to reanimate the everyday things of our existence. To disclose the 
meaning of personal doors or the architectural doors of our culture is to com
prehend how we live and embody transition in everyday existence - the 
lifeworld. Again, the intention is to show that from the perspective of 
phenomenological psychology, human experience is visible and expressive 
even in a common door. As van den Berg declares, "Who wants to become 
acquainted with man should listen to the language spoken by the things in 
his existence. "9 

Existential meanings 

Following this provocative suggestion, I attend to the language spoken by 
doors.1o Doors close to tell me of my rejections or another's isolation, doors 
swing wide open like broad smiles to welcome my approach, or doors sternly 
bar my way, imprisoning me by becoming impenetrable walls. Doors punc
tuate my tearful farewells or joyfully celebrate my reunion, doors are 
dramatically slammed during scenes of anger or resemble whispers when 
tentatively unlatched. Doors call me to an intimate enclosure when life's 
struggles become too demanding and embrace me in conviviality and 
familiarity, protecting me from the elements, the dangerous wilds, or the 
anonymous. Through doors, the world comes to meet me: trusted neigh
bors, new friends, invited guests, intrusive salesmen, the afternoon breeze, 
the setting sun and the clockwork regularity of the paper boy. The doorway 
is between outside and inside, between public and private, between 
anonymity and familiarity, between foreign and personal; doors frame our 
precious moments of meeting and parting, and across their thresholds 
passes our fate. Through doors we move from one world to another; here 
the first step of our journey commences and the last stride of our homecom
ing ends. Gaston Bachelard has eloquently summarized the expressive 
presence of the doors in our life and the stories they tell: 

How concrete everything becomes in the world of the spirit when an 
object, a mere door, can give images of hesitation, temptation, desire, 
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security, welcome and respect. If one were to give an account of all the 
doors one has closed and opened, of all the doors one would like to 
reopen, one would have to tell the story of one's entire Iife.11 

The vital significance of the door is expressed by the numerous religious 
activities surrounding passageways. In many cultures there are elaborate 
rituals of transition: doorposts are often inscribed with symbols and other 
sacred objects, and the threshold is held to be sacred. For example, the 
opening and closing of the door and the passage of people from their homes 
into the outside world was a vital transition in Roman society. This critical 
event was under the power of Janus, the two-faced god of passings: Janus 
Patulcius opens the door, and Janus Clusivius closes it. 12 Here, the door is 
simultaneously uniting and separating, it is a bridge of arrival and departure. 
The tension between the beginning and end, the centripetal and centrifugal, 
constitutes an essential aspect of the door. The door is a pivotal reality, for 
life literally swings on its hinges. 

Thresholds 

The central structure of the door is the threshold. The uniting and separating 
quality is most clearly visible in the threshold. With the institution and accep
tance of the threshold, we install a radical discontinuity in human existence. 
In a poetic rendering, Martin Heidegger highlights this cardinal structure: 

The threshold is the ground-beam that bears the doorway as a whole. 
It sustains the middle in which the two, the outside and the inside, 
penetrate each other. The threshold bears the between. What goes out 
and goes in, in the between, is joined in the between's dependability. 
The dependability of the middle must never yield either way.13 

In a related way, the religious scholar Mircea Eliade speaks of the difference 
in existential space regarding the sacred threshold: 

For a believer, the church shares in a different space from the street in 
which it stands. The door that opens on the interior of the church actual
ly signifies a solution of continuity. The threshold that separates the two 
spaces also indicates the distance between two modes of being, the 
profane and the religious. The threshold is the limit, the boundary, the 
frontier that distinguishes and opposes two worlds - and at the same 
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time the paradoxical place where these worlds communicate, where 
passage from the profane to the sacred world becomes possible. 14 

In considering this passage, it is useful to examine the cathedral portal 
because what occurs at this threshold clearly demonstrates a particular ex
perience of transition. At the cathedral threshold, I take pause from my 
everyday concerns and reflect on the deeper dimensions of existence. It is 
only after I have performed the proper ritual of transition that I may pass to 
the other side. The cathedral doorway marks the transformation of my pro
fane path to a sacred journey which eventually leads to the altar itself. The 
threshold proclaims and embodies a reflective pause between two worlds. 
As a spiritual gateway, the church portal beckons me to a movement in 
depth both in the spatial and psychological sense. The passage into this 
enclosure is also a movement through time because the doorway is a con
tainer of memory. At this portal, the historical quality of human existence is 
remembered in living stone. At the cathedral of Reims, for example, the im
mense embrasured portals are inscribed with numerous sculptured per
sonages; the gateway reverberates with religious images. The Biblical text 
appears in stone, and these images preserve the sacred history and tell the 
divine stories. By standing before the cathedral door, I sense the religious 
history of the world from creation onwards. I find proclaimed the principles 
of the church: the examples of the saints; the roles of virtues; the place of 
science, arts and crafts. 

In a similar manner, a temporal dimension is also preserved and manifest
ed at the door of my home. This threshold, where I hospitably receive others 
into my personal domain, is a place of remembrance. Here, at the site of my 
reunions and farewells, the persons and events of my past quietly continue 
to dwell. My history is present at the portal and is preserved in the benign 
lingering or haunting presence of the people who have passed through this 
gateway. Long-lost friends, former guests, inquisitive strangers, departed 
relatives, trusted neighbors - all are marginally present at the door 
gathered by the enduring quality of remembrance. These intimate others 
are silent, invisible sentinels, standing as door posts to preserve and in
directly reflect who I have been and am. In a similar way, the cathedral 
gateway, populated with religious personages, makes explicit what is 
generally implicit in human experience, revealing the sustaining presence 
of others at every door. Human dialogue is a crucial aspect of all threshold 
symbolism.15 

At the same time, however, the door speaks of a basic rift in my dialogue 
with others. By honoring the threshold, I accept an essential limit in ex-
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istence, marking a division in the homogeneous space, establishing an out
side and inside, installing a difference. As a radical discontinuity and a place 
of transition, the door is also a reminder to me of my final threshold -
death's door. By accepting the threshold as an undeniable limit in life, I 
welcome the tragic dimension of existence. At a doorway there is an inten
sification of life; I become truly aware of shifts and turns in life, of openings 
and closings, of beginnings and ends. Here, I live my transitions concretely. 

Modern thresholds 

To offer a contrast to the cathedral door, I turn to the sense of threshold in 
contemporary architecture. What door best typifies the modern experience 
of transition? According to the architect Robert Venturi, "one of the powerful 
twentieth-century orthodoxies has been the necessity for continuity be
tween [building and surroundings]: the inside should be expressed on the 
outside."16 The boldest way to achieve this so-called flowing space - the 
continuity of inside and outside - is by radically exaggerating glass win
dows. In modern architecture, we literally have walls of glass; even our 
doors, once solid wood borders, are glass constructions. Modern doors 
have become windows. How has our experience of doorways altered in ac
cordance to this new architectural statement? 

Standing before a glass door, I am struck by an undeniable, paradoxical 
impression of being at two places at once. While bodily being outside the 
building I am, simultaneously, visibly present inside. In contrast, at the 
cathedral doorway there is a suggestion of what is inside, but I envision this 
in imagination and await in anticipation. While the interior of the cathedral 
gradually discloses itself as I enter, before the modern glass door I have the 
unmitigated presentation of the interior. The transparent door blurs and 
merges the juncture between inside and outside. By subduing the threshold 
as a limit, the glass door reflects a modern desire for flowing space. Most 
modern architecture - whether skyscraper, office building or shopping mall 
- has adopted transparent doors to facilitate free flowing movement. Peo
ple easily enter and exit. While transparent doors solve a functional problem 
of accessibility, they also obscure the significance of transition. 

Rather than the strict ritual demarcation of an inviolable domain, there is 
in much modern architecture a quest for technological regions - worlds 
where any and all desires are effortlessly satisfied, where one may go 
anywhere and do anything. Modern technology has provided a previously 
unimaginable freedom of movement. How is this distinctly contemporary ex-
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perience expressed in modern doors? These doors are mechanically 
operated as my mere presence trips an electric eye, and the door magically 
swings open. I move without any hesitation, and there is not the slightest 
pause or deflection in my stride. As an invisible barrier, the glass door gives 
the impression that it is always open. This glass transition lulls me in the illu
sion that the door is always speaking in the affirmative. It appears to be 
always accessible and open to me. Even with its modern modifications, 
however, the door is a place of judgment, a yes and no, a disclosure and 
closure.17 Though the glass door seems to refuse to say no, it can. I am 
rudely awakened to this fact when I forget the door, absent-mindedly walk 
inside and dangerously collide with a glass boundary. 

The glass door is the incarnation of a particular experience of transition. 
It embodies the modern desire for accessible and transparent passage
ways. The glass door is a radical modification of customary wooden and 
metal portals. The contemporary transparent door is a reflection and 
transformation of cultural intentions. In the past, the door as physical entity 
marked in tangible form the passage from outside to inside and thereby rein
forced the psychological shift accompanying bodily transition. Modern en
tranceways frequently obscure psychological passage and contribute to a 
built environment which less frequently supports and reflects essential 
qualities of human experience and meaning. 

The hospitable door 

How human experience is incarnated in doors is further elaborated in 
another example. The door is an access and its accessibility is in relation 
to my attitude towards what lies beyond the threshold. When visiting the 
house of a friend, I confidently approach this hospitable door, invited by the 
familiar sounds of domestic life - the murmur of conversation, the laughter 
of children's voices, the clink of dinner plates and the tempting aroma of the 
prepared meal. Though outside the house, I am already in contact with the 
receptive world within. The door is but a convenient screen between me and 
the friends I am about to visit. My knocking on the door already transports 
me into their company - the interior changes, the laughter abates, the con
versation subsides and someone comes to greet me. Here the door has only 
partially held me back and I hardly notice its presence. The door effaces 
itself as a resisting object, while serving as a means through which I meet 
others. As the active body is my access to things and other people, likewise, 
the door as my second body resounds to this bodily access; it is the bridge 
to the world of others. 
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In this example, the door is not primarily in need of paint or repairs, nor 
do I notice its ornate designs. The hospitable door stands as benevolent and 
inviting shadow between me and my friends as the moment of meeting ap
proaches. It is only when the interior of the house and its inhabitants ac
quires a hidden or ambivalent meaning that the door gradually transforms 
into a massive object which demands my attention for its own sake. It is at 
this moment that I no longer can reach beyond the door towards a receptive 
known interior, welcomed by others that the door materializes as a resisting 
object. The fully visible door speaks of an interrupted journey - i.e., a 
disruption of my dialogue with others. When I am refused admittance to the 
interior, the door takes on the character of a substantial barrier; the door is 
transformed from an inviting foreshadowing of a pleasant meeting to a 
massive piece of laminated wood, with ornately carved designs, with metal 
decorations and cross braces with exactly forty-nine bolts. The door has 
now become primarily a surface spectacle, and I begin to notice and count 
the details of its construction. My progress towards others is interrupted at 
this barrier. To be refused access to the interior and denied access to others 
is to be obsessed with the door. 

Kafka's door 

The predicament of being before the door is frequently addressed by the 
Czech writer Franz Kafka. Kafka's stories teem with doors - closed doors, 
open doors, anonymous doors, concealed doors, fake doors, secret doors. 
For Kafka, the door is a crucial meeting place of dialogue and encounter. 
Waiting before a door is one of the central themes of his work. 

In the parable, "Before the Law," in the cathedral scene of The Trial, such 
fateful waiting is dramatically presented. Although the protagonist of this 
story is seeking an encounter with the divine, his dilemma can be inter
preted as paradigmatic for all human meeting. After an arduous journey, a 
man from the country appears before the open door at the gate of the Law. 
Before this portal stands an ominous doorkeeper, and the provincial man 
begs him to be admitted to the Law. But the doorkeeper refuses his request, 
and the man sits on a stool beside the door in the vague hope of being admit
ted in the future. As his waiting turns from days to years, the countryman 
makes many requests to be allowed entrance, even attempting to bribe the 
doorkeeper by giving him valuable gifts. Over time, the man learns to know 
the insignificant fleas on the doorkeeper's fur collar and even begs the fleas 
to aid him to persuade the doorkeeper to change his decision. At first bitterly 
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cursing his fate, he later only mumbles to himself and grows more childish. 
What is the meaning of this inaccessible door, and how can we characterize 
the attitude of the countryman who sits waiting? 

The door interrupts our progress, blocks our access to the interior and 
thus poses a question. Our practical projects and desires are curtailed at the 
doorway, and we are no longer allowed to stride in a totally self-determined 
world. When confronted by the door, the provincial man is unable to draw 
back from his steadfast quest for admission. He is unwilling to allow the door 
to become unattainable for a moment and thus interrupt his unrelenting ad
vance. Before this gateway he is unable to disentangle himself from his all
consuming preoccupation with the doorkeeper; consequently, his own ex
istence remains concealed from view. Unaware that the door is a place of 
reflection, the country fellow fails to turn inward and thereby discover a new 
sensibility and understanding of himself and his fate. 

The man's lack of self-reflection continues to the very end. Drawing near 
death and with his last breath, he asks the doorkeeper a practical question: 
"How does it come about, then, that in all these years no one has come 
seeking admittance but me?"18 In reply the doorkeeper bellows, "No one 
but you could gain admittance through this door, since this door was intend
ed only for you. I am going to shut it."19 

As the door shuts, its resonance moves through the body of the reader. 
Kafka arouses the basic longing and anxiety contained in all waiting - i.e., 
when will this closed door be opened? Being obsessed with admittance, the 
man obstinately sits before the inaccessible cioor, which emerges here as 
the gravitating end-point of all his intentions. The door is his predicament. 
To be denied admittance is to be obsessed with the door. The word "obses
sion," is, in fact, derived from the Latin obsidere, meaning "to sit down 
before," "besiege," "occupy," "possess." Obsession is the attempt to 
gain forced entry by sitting before the city gate and waiting the occupants 
out - a tactic employed by an army besieging a fortress. 

Kafka's story says much about the etymology of obsession and, in fact, 
an entire psychology of the obsessive syndrome can be brought to light by 
pondering Kafka's inaccessible door. One important indication here is Gop
pert's discussion of obsession and the door phenomenon.2o He argues that 
the predominant feature of obsession is the desire to control. When leaving 
a room, for example, the obsessive person must check and recheck whether 
the door was closed, the light turned off and the heater extinguished. If the 
person does not follow this impulse to control, he is overwhelmed by anxiety. 
These impulsive acts to control, topographically considered, all take place 
at the point of crossing a border. For the obsessive, the border or threshold 
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is a critical place of transition where he is confronted with his inability to 
either commence or terminate a relationship to someone, something or 
somewhere. He experiences the impossibility of transitions which 
characterize this syndrome. In another context, von Gebsattel describes a 
patient identified as H. H., who suffers from this same threshold disturbance 
in the capacity to act. While standing in his room with his coat on, H. H. is 
unable to go out because he does not "know" whether he has really put on 
his coat. We see that an action can be literally executed and yet not be ex
perienced as being completed in a full sense. At this door of doing/undoing, 
the obsessive is in the grip of incessant doubt.21 

One of the earliest, historically observed features of obsession was that 
of obsessive doubt.22 Before the inaccessible door, we are radically 
severed from others. Denied a secure and trusted common world, we begin 
to doubt ourselves. In doubting, we become a double self, divided into 
both self and other. We move into a closed pseudo-self-sufficient universe, 
condemned to live the impoverishment of a pseudo-dialogue with our
selves. In doubt, our activity and progress are fundamentally interrupted 
and things come to a deadly standstill. Our attention is drawn to irrelevant 
acts and insignificant details to ward off the encroaching anxiety and stag
nation. 

The obsessive world is a universe at a standstill where we are blocked off 
from others and constructive activity. Without the purifying circulation of 
things, the world becomes polluted and we are threatened by the omnipre
sent encroachment of decay, disease, germs, dust, feces, urine, sweat, dirt, 
and death.23 Waiting at the inaccessible door dramatically depicts the 
obsessive predicament: here, the door appears as destructive dam and the 
self, stagnant pond. 

Coda 

The door is the access to the other, the site of human meeting, the place 
of dialogue, of judgment. The door is radically intersubjective, for it shelters 
the revelation of self and other. Psychologically, a door is most meaningfully 
disclosed when we are standing before it. To be before a door is in its 
deepest significance to be a sensitive attendant waiting for the manifesta
tion of the other, for the appearance of the real. Our ritual of knocking on 
the door is the embodiment of respectful waiting or pause; it is not an empty 
gesture. With this respectful hesitation at a door demarcating difference, we 
provoke a life of community, of being together with others-in-difference. We 
celebrate the vital difference between self and other and thereby make 
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possible a meeting. At the doorway, we respectfully wait for the other. In its 
purest mythic form, the person before the door is the stranger who journeys 
from afar, who solicits the real, who asks for admission. The dweller offers 
this stranger hospitality, and the door becomes the meeting place of host 
and guest, of person and world. 
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13. Body, house and city: 
The intertwinings of embodiment, inhabitation 
and civilization 

BERND JAGER 

The house, body and city form a priviledged unity of mutual implication.1 

It is here that human life becomes situated and centered; from here it un
folds and comes to encompass a temporal and spatial world. It is only as 
situated life - as life arched by a sky, supported by a welcoming earth and 
sheltered by an environment - that past, present and future can announce 
themselves. It is only as surrounded by a physiognomic world, by things 
and beings attractive and repellent, by things to do and to avoid, that a 
primitive geography can first emerge, that a forward and a backward, a 
high and a low, an up and a down, a left and a right can first come into be
ing. There can be no true house, body or city for a robot; consequently, 
there can be no true forward and backward within the reach of any 
mechanical device, nor can there be things near or far, up or down, nor a 
yesterday or tomorrow. 

The house, body and city do not so much occupy space and time as 
generate them. It is only as inhabiting, embodied beings that we find ac
cess to a world. The house, body and city are the places where we are born 
or reborn and from which we step out into a larger world. One of the most 
interesting challenges of our time is to intertwine these three primordial 
terms, to rekindle their long forgotten interrelationship, to reexperience 
their underlying unity anew in modern thought and in modern architectural 
practice. 

Within the Christian tradition, the homology between building and body 
can be traced to 8t. Paul's letter to the Colossians. He speaks here of 
Christ as "the head of the body which is the church" and of his own will
ingness to suffer "for the sake of Christ's body which is the church."2 It is 
in the light of this understanding that a cross-shaped basilica came to sym
bolize the body of Christ crucified. In the Middle Ages, the choir came to 
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symbolize the head of Christ; the transept, his outstretched arms; and the 
nave, his body and legs. 

The history of St. Peter's Cathedral reflects clearly an abiding concern 
with this symbolism. The original wood-roofed basilica was redesigned in 
the 15th Century by Rossellino under Pope Nicholas V. A description of the 
plans at that time indicate a clear concern for a detailed correspondence 
between the building and the image of the crucified Christ.3 It is said that 
under Clement VIII, the centrally planned buildings of Bramante and 
Michelangelo were condemned because they failed to reflect clearly this 
correspondence.4 And, when in the seventeenth century Bernini created 
the Piazza St. Pietro, it met with severe criticism because the design would 
not clearly accomodate a human figure with outstretched arms.5 

The correspondence between the church as the house of the congrega
tion and the town as the house of a larger secular community did not 
escape the notice of the medieval builders.6 Moreover, from the beginning 
of Christian civilization the church had been felt to refer not only to the body 
of Christ, but equally to constitute a link between an earthly and a heavenly 
city. Norberg-Schulz brings attention to the paleo-Christian basilica as a 
representation of the Heavenly Jerusalem envisioned as a city of antiquity. 
The facade of the church was experienced as the city gate; the nave and 
transept as the main streets; and the apse with the throne of Christ as the 
imperial aula.? 

The Gothic cathedral continued and even intensified this reference to the 
city. But where the Christian basilica had emphasized the urban character 
of the heavenly city, the cathedral came to stress the heavenly aspects. 
Alberti's great church at Mantua, the St. Andrea, presents a facade in 
which the triumphal arch expresses the role of the church as portal, open
ing upon the heavenly city.s Both Alberti (1404-1472) and Palladia 
(1508-1580) described the city as a kind of house and the house as a kind 
of city. In particular, Palladia strove in all his buildings towards a symmetry 
inspired by the human body; he spoke at times of the spine of a house, of 
its nose and mouth, and of its legs, eyes and ears.9 In the work of Fran
cesco di Giorgio Martini, the theme of the mutual implication of body, 
house and city assumes an almost obsessive quality. In his detailed city 
plans, each part of the city is made to recall an analogous part of the 
human body. The anthropomorphic theme is also applied to individual 
buildings and even to aspects of these buildings such as the cornices and 
columns. 1o 

In all of these architectural developments, the Renaissance builders 
echoed the concerns of the masters of antiquity. Vitruvius clearly took the 
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body as a starting point for the contemplation of order and proportion as it 
was to be applied to building. He wrote: 

For nature has so planned the human body that the face from the chin 
to the top of the forehead is a tenth part, also the palm of the hand from 
the wrist to the top of the middle finger is as much ... the other limbs 
also have their own proportionate measurement. 

In like fashion the members of temples ought to have dimensions of 
their several parts answering suitably to the general sum of the whole 
magnitude. 11 

In a similar vein, Galen wrote about the Greek theory of proportion: 

Chrysippus holds that beauty does not consist in the elements but in the 
harmonious proportion of the parts, the proportion of one finger to the 
other, of all the fingers to the rest of the hand, of the rest of the hand 
to the wrist, of these to the forearm, of the forearm to the whole arm, 
or finally, of all parts to all others, as it is written in the canon of 
Polyclitus.12 

These classical canons of beauty are not of direct concern within the pre
sent context except as they point to the perenially felt connection between 
embodiment and inhabitation. It has always been impossible to speak of 
building without either explicit or silent reference to the human or animal 
body. These early aesthetic theories used in the visual arts all point to the 
fact that neither the Romans, the Greeks nor the Egyptians could think 
about the beauty of a building without at the same time also recalling the 
beauty of the human or animal form. 

After a period of aesthetic barrenness extending into the twentieth cen
tury, this sensibility is now finding renewed expression in the visual arts. In 
his book on post-modern architecture, Charles Jencks concludes that: 

the overriding metaphor which recent architects have just started to ex
press grows out of the organic tradition of modernism and relates very 
closely to body images and man's continuity with the natural and animal 
kingdoms. The human body, the face, the symmetry of animal forms are 
becoming the foundation for a metaphysics that man finds immediate 
and relevant. 13 

An interesting challenge presents itself to the human sciences. It would 
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promise to be instructive to think through the interrelationships maintained 
among the body, house and city or village at various times and in different 
cultural settings. We could pose the question whether attitudes towards the 
body are frequently or perhaps invariably reflected in attitudes towards 
buildings, and vice versa. Would, for example, a purely functional, 
mechanistic approach to the body find an echo in an equally functional ap
proach to the building of houses and cities? Would a conception of the body 
as a material envelope of an im!T1aterial soul reappear in an architectural 
conception of house and city as mere material containers of a human cargo? 
Could a professed disinterest in the beauties of the flesh find its parallel in 
a loss of esteem for wood and stone? Could there be a relationship between 
the modern medical view of the body and the fact that so many modern 
apartment buildings look like hospitals and so many universities, like 
surgical wards? Would it be possible to establish a cultural link between de 
la Metrie's /'homme machine and Le Corbusier's machine a vivre? Might it 
be legitimate, even though it might appear as slightly humorous, to view 
Baron Haussmann in a new light as a medical pioneer preparing the way for 
modern heart bypass surgery? 

And would such a careful study not shed more light also on Freud's 
anguished cry in his Civilization and its Discontents to the effect that modern 
man has become ein Prothesengott - i.e., a god by virtue of painful, ill-fitting 
prosthetic devices designed by an ever more powerful, mechanized, ar
tificial civilization? No doubt this remark has its painful autobiographical im
port, but the image Freud evokes is thereby strengthened and moves us 
with a greater impact. His comment points to the possibility of thinking about 
buildings as ill-fitting artificial devices, but, by contrast, it also makes it 
possible to think of a more natural inhabitation where the cruel line of divi
sion between our flesh and the flesh of the material world is not a source 
of frustration and pain but becomes itself a spur to thought, to thoughtful ac
tion and to celebration in the arts. 

The body as visible and a source of sight 

If we ask what it means to inhabit or embody the world, we come upon what 
we may experience with Merleau-Ponty as the central mystery of the body 
- viz., that it belongs to the visible and can be seen, while at the same time 
it also remains a source of vision.14 The body is a visible source of vision. 
This duality is also visited upon that part of the world we inhabit or use. A 
house or a city, when properly inhabited, not merely remains something 
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seen; it itself becomes a source of vision and light according to which we 
see. Inhabitation and dwelling transform a world of confronted things, of ob
jects inspected and judged into a realm that is supportive of vision. Dwelling 
sheds a light on unknown things and then slowly transforms these things in
to a light that radiates out to other things. 

A stick held by a blind man or a pen grasped by a writer ceases to remain 
a material foreign object that is indifferent to our projects. To write means 
among other things to transform a material writing instrument into a quasi
part of the body, to incorporate it into the general scheme of bodily ex
istence, to make it a channel through which the currents of human life can 
flow out to others. To feel our way without the aid of sight by means of a stick, 
we must transfer the borders or our sensiblity outwards and extend the tac
tile sense of our hands outward towards the tip of the stick. To feel our way 
in this manner means to flood the blindman's stick with the sensibility of our 
body, to use it as we would our hands or fingers to replace the function of 
our eyes. Such a complete appropriation of a material object could serve us 
as a paradigm for inhabitation. 

We should note that in both instances - that of the writer's pen and the 
blindman's stick - the process of inhabitation cannot be instantaneously 
accomplished. We are seldom immediately at home in a new place, and we 
all need a period of apprenticeship with tools before they can become fully 
useful to us - before they can fully function as extensions of our body. In
habitation always includes within itself a form of habitation. "To inhabit" 
refers to a kind of having (habere) that permits us a radical access to 
material objects and allows us to treat these objects as extensions of our 
own body. 

To approach inhabitation in this way means to be able no longer to make 
such a radical distinction between flesh and matter, between bodies and 
mere things. Bodily existence floods over into things, appropriates them, in
fuses them with the breath of life, draws them into the sphere of daily pro
jects and concerns. A fully inhabited world is at the same time also a fully 
embodied world. Alienation - painful discordant embodiment - is itself a 
loss of access to the flesh of nature; it means the suffering of a "no" of 
things. Alienation is the fatal encloSing of the powers of the body within its 
own skin - a forced, brooding selfishness. Alienation is ultimately the 
failure of inhabitation and embodiment. 

To enter and finally to come to inhabit a house or a city means to come 
to assume a certain stance, to surrender to a certain style of acting upon and 
of experiencing the surrounding world. To enter a building means to come 
under the sway of a certain choreography and at the same time to become 
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the subject of a certain disclosure. Like a certain bodily attitude, a building 
opens a particular world of tasks, outlooks, and sensibilities. The windows 
guide and frame our outwardly directed glance; they may offer us the 
possibility of seizing a majestic surrounding landscape or they may gently 
place before us a secret spot of nature, an inner court, a protected pond, 
or a colorful garden. To enter and come to inhabit a place fully means to 
redraw the limits of our bodily existence to include that place - to come to 
incorporate it and to live it hen.ceforth as ground of revelation rather than as 
panorama. An environment seen thus is transformed into a place which 
opens a perspective to the world. 

This miracle of appropriation, this transformation of something visible into 
something that supports vision, this subtle alchemy whereby things are 
etherealized to the point of becoming a light that guides our vision, this 
ceaseless transubstantiation - all remain as the mysterious core of our 
thought concerning the human body and the place of dwelling. How is it that 
the body can recede in such a way that a world can come to appear? How 
is it that my hand when it touches something becomes itself transparent; ef
faces itself to reveal the hardness, softness, warmth, roughness or delicacy 
of an object? How is it possible that the sound of words or the sight of letters 
can effectively withdraw so that a clearing is created in which we can come 
to contemplate the sights and sounds of past and present worlds? How is 
it that a kitchen table we once admired in a shop window can later become 
the stable, silent foundation of family meals and conversation with friends? 
How can a house lose its status as a confronted object to become a virtual 
foundation of our life? All these questions lead us back to the body and to 
its dual nature as visible, tangible object and power of viSion, receding from 
the visible to reveal a world. 

It is for this reason, no doubt, that for contemporary psychologists, the 
child's confrontation with his mirror image has assumed such great impor
tance. It is as if the strange dual nature of our bodily existence as both power 
of vision and as something visible, comes to the fore through this confronta
tion. Through the mirror, the child comes to realize that others see him and 
that this image is something quite different from his own prereflective 
awareness of himself as a source of initiatives, as the holder of a certain .un
differentiated outlook on the world. The experience of the mirror can bring 
to a crisis the simultaneous awareness of being both outlook and object of 
others' vision. 

The way that a person incorporates this dual nature sets the foundation 
for many aspects of human life. Some people resolve to live their life as 
mirror images: they decide to conduct their life from the outside through a 
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constant external awareness of how one sounds, looks and behaves. Here, 
the power of life has been transferred to the mirror; all initiatives and in
volvements are controlled by a vigilant outside perspective. On the other 
hand, it is also possible to deny implicitly the power of others' vision and to 
hang curtains over mirrors. In this style of being, one goes about one's life 
as if one did not offer a visible, perceptible exterior to others. This, in turn, 
can lead to a compulsive immersion in an unending series of tasks, to 
ruminations, preoccupations or addictions, the ultimate aim of which is to 
avoid the pressure of others' looks. 

Wherever the mirror is embraced as the central issue in a life, we may ex
pect an artificial look, a lifelessly correct appearance, and an uninviting 
perfection. In contrast, where the mirror is denied, we may see nothing but 
a disheveled mask, an absent stare, a set jaw, a preoccupied look, or a hag
gard face full of worry. In both instances, whether we are dealing with those 
who make the mirror the sole law of their life or with those who ignore its 
presence, we find our own existence denied in their presence. In both 
cases, we experience a lack of access, a denial of our power of vision, a 
sense that we have been either too rigidly anticipated or summarily dismiss
ed. In both cases, we are prevented from playing a full role in the emergence 
of the visible. 

Building as tension between the festive and the mundane 

Our discussion of the interrelationship among body, house and city now 
moves in a direction where it becomes possible to speak of buildings as 
quasi-bodies and to experience the material presence of a house or a city 
as we would the carnal presence of a person. It then becomes possible to 
formulate demands on buildings which are not unlike the demands we make 
on people. We will then not only speak architecturally of canons of beauty 
or of functionality, but we will find it legitimate to ask ourselves how a 
building makes us feel as we walk past, use it, or come to live in its 
neighbourhood. It will no longer be quite so ridiculous to think of buildings 
as narcissistic - as self-absorbed images forever performing before the 
camera without giving much genuine attention to the living needs of the in
habitants and passers-by. 

A great deal of recent architecture, including interior design, has often 
managed to perform admirably before the camera without giving much aid 
or comfort to inhabitants after the photographers of House Beautiful or Ar
chitectural Digest have left. It is not surprising that many modern architects 
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enjoy living close to the buildings they design rather than living in them. The 
best position in respect to a narcissistic building is from behind a window 
or a camera lens. All this should inform us that a house, neighbourhood or 
city is never merely a visual object. But nor is it a mere tissue of functions. 
A building that is too preoccupied by its functions - that is, forever too busy 
to look up from its tasks - is merely a bore and a nuisance besides. Those 
who pass by buildings have the right to be acknowledged, received and 
greeted. 

The narcissistic building, forever worried about losing its good looks, 
awaiting any day the ruin of a weather mark upon its perfect, endless 
facade; and the so-called functional building, perpetually flexing its tubes 
and wires in exaggerated fake servility - both remain oblivious to their con
text. Both are formally closed in upon themselves, incapable of gracefully 
receiving rain and wind, too frigid to shelter birds and cats and kids, too 
preoccupied to respond to passers-by, too removed from the true world of 
civilization to become for pedestrians or inhabitants the starting point of an 
interesting revery or a novel plan of action, of a poem or an equation. 

Both types of building, while catering to abstract needs, disembody those 
who attempt to inhabit them because these buildings have themselves 
forgotten that they are bodies, that they must become flesh of our flesh if 
there is to be a living city, an inhabitable home and a truly human body. Both 
types of building remain entirely caught within a defensive stance. Nar
cissism, in buildings as well as in persons, constitutes a defense against the 
possibility of being frozen as an object of vision; it constitutes an attempt to 
conquer the mirror, and with it, the glance of the other. It seeks to anticipate 
this intrusive, congealing glance by anticipating its every move, by 
checkmating its dangerous activity. Narcissism attempts to escape the fate 
of being visible. It lives as unseen activity, as the restless, furtive anticipa
tion of the direction and intention of the other's look. As such, narcissism 
opposes itself fundamentally to disclosure and manifestation. At its core it 
is refusal to make visible, palpable, understandable. 

If narcissism protects itself from becoming a disclosed object of vision 
by paradoxically never stopping to create an image, functionalism seeks 
the same goal by deflecting all glances away from the body or the building 
and guiding them towards an unending stream of tasks. Where narcissism 
offers us an empty artificial mask, functionalism involves us in a network of 
activities that all lead us away from the source and the center. Both draw 
us away into the mundane, away from festive and original showing and 
shining. 

At this paint we need to remind ourselves that building is itself first and 
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foremost a form of inhabiting. The word "building" refers us to the Indo
European base bhu for "to dwell" and is related to our English "to be." 
Heidegger has drawn the inference from this relationship, pointing out the 
many strands that link dwelling to being.15 Building is first a being near a 
place, a haunting of a site, an eagerness for a manifestation and an obe
dience to what presents itself there. Building already begins in this approach 
to a site. Its fundamental activity is that of situating. This first building is a 
reflecting on a site - a preoccupation with a piece of nature as it is being 
framed and drawn within a human context. 

This first building maintains within itself the tension of a creative con
tradiction and fundamental opposition between the realm of the festive and 
the world of the mundane. This first building is truthful revelation, obedience 
to the given, but it is also an act of violence that disturbs a virginal expanse, 
that rouses something boundless from its sleep and yokes it to the wheel 
of human tasks. Building is not merely worship of a site - a guiding path 
to mysterious origins. It is also the creation of domes and domiciles, it is the 
work of domestication and domination; it is a lordly craft. In the stories of 
creation it is the task of the gods to do this first building, to transform a chaos 
into cosmos, to frame a boundless nature so that people can begin to feel 
at home. 

Whatever is truly built must always guide us back to these two divergent 
aspects of inhabitation; it must lead us to an original act of obedience and 
contemplation and to one of violence and appropriation. All great buildings 
remain organically connected with the earth, the sky, and the surrounding 
landscape; but they equally stand apart and present us with a definite up
surge of initiative and understanding. All great buildings present us with an 
environing world from which they nevertheless stand out and apart. All 
situating and building, therefore, comes to particip'ate in a dual perspective. 
If we look with the building towards the origins we enter the realm of the 
festive, If we temporarily turn our backs upon these origins and look with the 
building towards the midst of life, to confront there our tasks, we have 
entered the mundane. Within the festive, the building is a pathway to origins; 
within the realm of the mundane, it becomes a silent, solid foundation from 
which we emerge and move forward into the world. And the very body that 
in the festive becomes a source of delight and a place of boundless mystery 
becomes in the realm of the mundane a dependable foundation - a beast 
of burden that quietly supports our tasks. And our language which in the 
festive mode trails off the beaten path and stirs the earth and approaches 
music - this "same" language becomes in the world of daily work a tool 
for transmitting messages. 
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Inhabitation, embodiment and building forever move between these twin 
poles of the festive and the task-oriented habitual. The festive gives us the 
mysterious body, the enchanting landscape, the language of poetry, the 
building and the site that draws into play our entire sensibility and gives 
direction to our search for the miraculous origins. Within the festive, we seek 
and celebrate the sources: the elusive body of the dancer, the outline of a 
great building against the sky, the shimmering light of a busy street after the 
rain. All these experiences are so many invitations to a restorative contem
plation. 

The mundane gives us access to a world of tasks, of infinite mediation and 
instrumentalization. Here the grain is placed in storage, gold is locked away 
in vaults, movements are trimmed to keep only what is essential, language 
is reduced to a code. All buildings and bodies draw us here inexorably in the 
direction of purpose, rationality and productivity. 

Our human lives continually move between the festive and mundane; 
each realm always already anticipates the other. All inhabitation moves 
between the dual possibilities of a continuity and discontinuity with the past, 
of a celebrative obedience to a site and its laborious appropriation. All flesh, 
whether it be brick, stone or muscle, essentially refers to the possibility of 
movement between the poles of celebration and practicality. If we freeze 
this movement at the pole of practicality, we come upon mere matter and 
find the human and animal body of physiology and medicine, together with 
buildings that are mere equipment and cities that are only places of produc
tion and transport. If we freeze the world at the opposite pole, we come upon 
narcissistic bodies, the overly self-preoccupied cultural monuments, the 
"photogenic" but sterile tourist attractions. A fully human building, be it 
body, house or city, refers us fundamentally to a movement between the 
poles of a self-evident foundation and a mysterious source of revelation. All 
the places where we can truly be at home point rhythmically toward these 
two directions. 
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14. Reconciling old and new worlds: 
The dwelling - journey relationship as portrayed 
in Vilhelm Moberg's "Emigrant" novels 

DAVID SEAMON 

In an era when alienation, malaise and homelessness make their presence 
increasingly felt in the Western World, themes such as community, at-home
ness and sense of place take on renewed significance in both academic 
discussions and daily conversations. 1 One way in which these themes can 
be considered is through a phenomenological perspective, which explores 
the underlying, taken-for-granted patterns of human experience and 
behavior.2 The rest-movement relationship and its associated polarities of 
home and reach, center and horizon, dwelling and journey, is one valuable 
phenomenological focus.3 Movement is associated with newness, un
familiarity, exploration and courage. It extends awareness of distance, place 
and experience. Movement is linked with journey, which over geographical 
distance or in the mind, carries the person away from a stable home base 
outward along a path toward confrontation with place, experience or 
ideas.4 Rest, the opposite of movement and journey, relates to a basic 
human need for spatial and environmental order and familiarity. Rest an
chors the present and future in the past and maintains an experiential and 
historical continuity. From the vantage point of human experience, the 
deepest manifestation of rest is dwelling, which involves a lifestyle of 
regularity, repetition and cyclicity all grounded in an atmosphere of care and 
concern for places, things, and people.5 A pure form of dwelling is probably 
never possible in practice, but this fact does not dilute its significance for 
daily life. Dwelling can be seen as an aim to strive for, and one need is for 
people to become more self-consciously aware of their degree and mode of 
dwelling and to seek ways in which they might better dwell: "The real dwell
ing plight lies. in this, that mortals ever search anew for the nature of dwell
ing, that they must ever learn to dwell."6 

The relationship between dwelling and journey is d!alectical and identifies 
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the need for both stability and change in people's dealings with places and 
environments. The whole of a person, group, or society's existence can be 
viewed as a series of pendulum swings between the need for center, at
home ness and continuity on the one hand, and the need for change, variety 
and reach on the other. Considered in a temporal sense, the dwelling-jour
ney relationship signifies a process which occurs over time: the experience 
of leaving one place and going to another. This essay explores the dwel
ling-journey process at perhaps its most visible and comprehensive level: 
the experience of leaving one's native land and moving to a foreign place. 
The empirical context is Vii helm Moberg's four "Emigrant" novels, which 
describe sixteen Swedes from the same home parish who leave their native 
country and proceed to make new homes in the St. Croix Valley of Minne
sota.7 In a broader sense, these novels depict the dwelling-journey pro
cess at the level of leaving a place, journeying, and settling in a new place. 
This essay uses the novels as an empirical context in which to identify 
underlying, more general stages of the process.8 

The pattern revealed by a phenomenological examination of Moberg's 
novels is the seven-stage dwelling-journey spiral of Figure 1: lack of dwell
ing and a decision to go, preparation, journey and arrival, settling, becoming 
at home, coming together, creating community, and finally, reestablishment 
of dwelling. The novels suggest that a successful completion of this spiral 
is affected by two important external impacts: first, the land to be settled, 
appearing, obviously, after the journey; second, additional people, becom
ing more significant after individual families settle and become at home for 
themselves. One important phenomenological question is whether the pat
tern suggested by Moberg's account has meaning beyond the specific 
historical context, thus pointing to a generalizable structure applicable to 
the dwelling-journey process as it relates to similar experiences such as 
migration, tourism or traveling. 

The novels indicate that a successful reestablishment of dwelling is at 
least partially grounded in a satisfactory reconciliation of expectation and 
memory. Expectation, associated with journey, provides an impetus to 
begin relocation and motivates the emigrants to make their new place better 
than the old. Memory, associated with dwelling, guarantees that the old 
world will guide and underlie construction of the new. On one hand, the 
emigrants must become free of their old world yet use it as a groundstone 
for creating a new place of dwelling. On the other hand, they must let the 
new world speak and determine itself. If they impose their expectations on 
that world, forcing it to be something it is not, their reestablishment of dwell
ing will ultimately be inauthentic, and reconciliation of memory and expecta-
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tion, old and new, will not be successful. An understanding of this recon
ciliatory process becomes more clear as one examines the seven stages of 
the dwelling-journey spiral. 

1. Dwelling, difficulties and a decision to go 

The world that the Swedish emigrants leave behind had for centuries hous
ed dwelling. At-homeness is thoroughly taken for granted, and one's way of 
life is neither questioned nor made the object of explicit attention. People 
born in place live there the rest of their lives. Memories in this world arise 
from events of locality and intertwine with communal history and traditior:l . 
This lifestyle involves the deepest form of existential insideness, a situation 
of complete and unself-conscious immersion in place.9 The phenom
enologist Jager explains that the world of dwelling is a "round world," offer
ing "the reoccurring times of seasons, of the cycles of birth and death, of 
planting and harvesting, of meeting and meeting again, of doing and doing 
over again."10 This "roundness" is clearly present in the world of the 
Swedes, who 

came from a land of small cottages and large families. They were peo
ple of the soil, and they came from a stock which for thousands of years 
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had tilled the ground they were now leaving .... The farm was a world 
of its own, beholden to no one. The cottages nestled low and gray, 
timbered to last for centuries, and under the same roof of bark and sod 
the people lived their lives from birth to death. Weddings were held, 
christening and wake ale was drunk, life was lit and blown out within 
these same four walls of rough-hewn pine logs. Outside of life's great 
events, little happened other than the change of seasons .... Life was 
lived quietly while the farmer's allotted years rounded their cycle. 11 

In the middle of the nineteenth century, however, this world of insideness 
and dwelling is severely shaken by developments in transportation and 
communication. Railroads and steamships connect distant parts of the 
globe, while books and newspapers, seen by a new generation who can 
read, describe worlds beyond the home place, particularly the new land of 
America, which has "soil without tillers and called for tillers without soil. "12 
At the same time, the emigrants' world of dwelling is less secure. A cluster 
of conditions, including poverty, bad weather, famine, and societal in
tolerance, impinge on the world of insideness and lead some individuals to 
consider the unheard-of idea of moving elsewhere. 

The difficulties and needs of Moberg's sixteen Swedes reflect the com
plexity of this initiating step in the dwelling-journey process. Some people 
make the decision to emigrate, as Moberg puts it, "from something:"13 
forty-six-year-old householder Danjel Andreasson, to escape religious per
secution; seventeen-year-old farmhand Robert Nilsson, to be free of ser
vitude; thirty-seven-year-old town whore Urika of Vastergohl, to escape 
social ostracism; forty-eight-year-old Jonas Petter, to be free of his wife. 
These people leave more because of flaws in their world of dwelling than 
from attractions beyond that world. They seek freedom from the past and 
its memories. 

In contrast, twenty-seven-year-old householder Karl Oskar Nilsson, one 
of two pivotal characters in the novels, emigrates, in Moberg's words, "to 
something."14 He is, of course, disillusioned with his life in Sweden - with 
debts and the small size of his farmstead. Yet the force behind his decision 
arises more from expectation; the journey, he thinks, will improve the future: 
"I seek a land where through my work I can help myself and mine. "15 
Throughout the novels, Karl Oskar represents qualities associated with ex
pectation and journey - action, strength, certainty and boldness. Inter
preted phenomenologically, his pronouncement indic<.:'as how Karl Oscar 
confronts the events and challenges that the journey and resettlement in
troduces. These confrontations are successful at least partially because he 
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journeys to rather than from and interprets his new place in terms of the 
future rather than the past. He looks forward to the future and is active and 
aggressive with his land, believing that hard work and diligence will lead to 
a successful new home in the wilderness. 

If Karel Oskar represents qualities of expectation and journey, his twenty
five-year-old wife Kristina, the novels' other central character, symbolizes 
aspects of memory and dwelling - continuity, tradition, piety and accep
tance of the world as it was and is. She represents the forces that sense the 
potential dangers of the journey and feel intuitively the difficulties of creating 
a new home. "I go withmy husband," she declares, "but I do so with hesita
tion and half in regret."16 She first opposes emigration vehemently, fearing 
that Karl Oskar's boldness has interfered with his clear thinking: "He was 
never satisfied with anything in this world: he reached for the impossible, the 
little-known. "17 She fears their ignorance of North America and the long, 
dangerous sea voyage. Through a fall and winter, she and Karl Oskar dis
cuss their conflicting views. Ultimately, it is not a compromise on their part 
but a severe external shock in their world of dwelling - the death of their 
four-year-old daughter because of famine - that leads Kristina to agree to 
the emigration plan. "She would never," says Moberg of her home, "feel 
the same in this place again."18 

2. Preparation 

Lack of dwelling and a decision to go is followed by a second step -
preparation, which involves providing for the journey and breaking satisfac
torily with homeplace. Providing for the journey is no easy task for the 
emigrants, since they distrust the few written accounts they have of the New 
World and know no one who has been there before them. Their main 
sources of information are infrequent newspaper reports, which often em
phasize the unpleasant and tragic aspects of emigration; and a book, A 
Description of the United States of North America, which contains con
siderable misinformation but is significant because it gives the emigrants a 
sense of destination - the fertile farming regions surrounding the upper 
end of the Mississippi River and its tributaries. 

Karl Oskar and Kristina select implements for the New World which have 
been crucial in their old world of dwelling - timber and carpentry tools, hun
ting and fishing gear, cloth, sewing needs, woolen garments, bedclothes, 
and many other items. The materials to be taken, comprising "one small 
cartload," are packed in a knapsack, two four-bushel cloth sacks, and a 
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large oaken chest painted black.19 This chest, several hundred years old, 
had been passed down from father to son for many generations and ap
proached "mostly at life's great happenings: baptisms, weddings, and 
funerals."2o Now the chest becomes the Nilsson family's "most treasured 
piece of furniture;" it and other chests like it become the symbol of the 
emigrants' journey:21 

This was the dawn of a great era in the lives of the old clothes chests 
throughout the peasant communities. After centuries of neglect in dark 
loft corners they were now being scrubbed and polished and prepared 
for their voyage across the great sea. These chests were to be in the 
vanguard of history's greatest migration. To them would be entrusted 
the emigrants' most cherished belongings.22 

Before they depart, Karl Oskar arranges for his family's sea journey and 
separates cleanly from his homeplace. He sells his farm and cattle for prices 
less than he originally paid and books his family's passage. He visits the 
church dean to break openly from the parish. By that time, 1850, any person 
of good character could leave Sweden without petitioning the Church or 
king, but Karl Oskar wishes to leave his place honestly and in good standing: 
"[He] did not wish to leave as if he had done wrong."23 The dean looks 
quizzically at the first parishioner to come on such an errand and proceeds 
to give a short sermon on the dangers and temptations of the New World. 
Karl Oskar is unswayed and the dean grudgingly gives his blessing: "I pray 
God to bless you and yours during your voyage to a faraway land. May you 
never regret your bold decision."24 

Jager suggests that the successful start of a journey requires a thoughtful 
remembrance of the world from which the journey arises: ''The traveller can 
leave behind only that which he has truly faced."25 In officially breaking 
with parish affairs and trusting their future to the tools and materials support
ing their old world of dwelling, Karl Oskar and Kristina seek to face the past 
honestly. They begin a journey which breaks them loose irrevokably from 
their former sphere of dwelling, from "the self-evident, the habitual, the 
familiar, the reoccuring."26 

3. Journey and arrival 

The third stage of the dwelling-journey process is a series of journeys and 
arrivals ending with a final destination at the new place. Jager points out that 
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the journey is a series of confrontations with the terrain and situations 
through which the traveller must passP The emigrants' first confrontation 
is the sea voyage: "The earth was known to them, intimate, reliable, but they 
mistrusted the sea; it was unknown and dangerous. "28 The unknown quali
ty of the voyage points to a first characteristic of the journey's confronta
tions: they are unpredictable, often happening in a manner that one could 
not imagine in his world of dwelling. "We are on the voyage," thinks Karl 
Oskar, "and very little is actually the way I had thought it would be."29 Sec
ond, the difficulties of the confrontations cause a certain degree of mis
giving. "I should never have given in," thinks Kristina. "I feel it can never 
go well. "30 Even the confident Karl Oskar harbors doubts. "Perhaps I have 
brought unhappiness upon us - we may have to suffer a great deal; and 
all is on my shoulders. I insisted on the emigration - if it turns out badly, 
I can blame only myself. "31 

After voyaging for ten weeks, the emigrants, now immigrants, arrive in 
New York and are "overtaken by surprise at their first meetings with the 
unknown country."32 They experience existential outsideness, a sense of 
separation and alienation from their environment.33 The confusions of 
place are many: the hot weather; the strange English language; the shorter 
length of daylight; some of their own kinsmen, now Americans, ready to 
cheat them. At the same time, however, a safe arrival offers energy and 
hope. The captain of the vessel observes that when the sick and dying 
aboard his ship see land "they returned to life."34 Kristina, now pregnant, 
realizes that "not only had she herself come to life, again, but the child 
within her seemed to have gained new life now that she had carried it into 
the New World.' '35 The journey offers many confrontations, but a suc
cessful completion of one segment provides fresh energy for continuation. 

An overland journey by train, canal boat and steamer is the next confron
tation. Much about this trip, like the sea voyage before, confuses and 
frightens the Swedes - the unfamiliar modes of transportation, the strange 
people, the changing environment, especially the prairie, which "stung their 
hearts with its might and emptiness."36 Among the group themselves, 
however, a sense of separation is replaced by togetherness. Several in
dividuals had felt mutual dislike at the start of the emigration, but confronted 
by the New World's strangeness and dangers, people forget old differences 
and accept each other: "they realized that in their situation they could be 
of help to each other. "37 

Near the end of their journey, as a river steamer delivers them to their 
destination in Minnesota, the immigrants come to feel their fragility and in
significance in relation to the larger world. As outsiders and onlookers 
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severed from their former taken-for-granted world of insideness, they can 
momentarily view their situation through the objectivity of distance. They 
profoundly realize that they can not turn back, that they must make of their 
new place what they can: 

They shuddered when they tried to comprehend the whole distance 
they had travelled across land and water. Trying to remember, they 
were unable to reach back - not even their imagination could under
take a return journey.'the distance was too overwhelming; the earth 
which God had created was too large and too wide to fathom. 

A realization which their minds had long resisted became fixed in their 
hearts and souls: this road they could never travel again; they could 
never return. They would never see their homeland again.38 

4. and 5. Settling and becoming at home 

An important new factor - the land for which the journey was made -
enters the dwelling-journey process after a successful arrival. A new home 
is no longer a remote image but a tangible possibility. The land triggers an 
important new input of motivation and energy to drive the settling process 
ahead: "The very sight of the fertile land," writes Moberg about Karl Oskar, 
"stimulated him and egged him on to work."39 

After arrival, settling and becoming at home are the next two stages in the 
dwelling-journey process, They are usefully discussed together, since the 
former reflects the physical actions and adjustments necessary to turn an 
unknown environment into a home, while the latter reflects the required in
ner, psychological changes. Moberg's account indicates that the two stages 
are intimately connected, and their separation here is more a heuristic con
venience than a clear division in the world of experience. 

The settling stage is best represented by Karl Oskar. Symbolizing the 
energy and drive of the journey, he takes it to its most successful conclu
sion, searching longer and farther than other members of his party for the 
land that will provide the best material possibilities for a new place: "Earlier 
in the day, he had seen the next best [land]; he had gone on a little further 
and now he had found the best. He had arrived. "40 Feeling comfortable in 
place for Karl Oskar is largely the completion of the settling process - i.e., 
satisfying material needs and gaining physical mastery over place. Building 
a house and moving his family in, Karl Oskar feels relatively at ease: "Begin
ning this very day, he felt settled and at home in North America."41 
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Kristina, in contrast, cannot so readily adjust to the new place. She sym
bolizes at-homeness - the stage of the dwelling-journey process in
dicating the inner psychological change and acceptance that people pass 
through in reestablishing dwelling. Unlike Karl Oskar, she can not easily 
forget the old world in Sweden. The tension between memories of that old 
world and presence in the new world leads to a homesickness and inner tur
moil that Kristina will not resolve for several years. This tension begins the 
day she opens the oaken chest, whose "every object was linked with some 
happening at home, some experience with people close to her .... 42 She 
pushes the memories aside, but as weeks and months pass, the recognition 
that she can never return to her homeplace presses more and more strong
ly. She realizes the profound difficulty of separating psychologically from an 
old world and growing fond of a new: 

Here was away for Kristina - Sweden was home. It ought to be just the 
opposite: the two places should change position. She had moved, but 
she could not make the two countries move, the countries lay where 
they had laid before - one had always to her been away, the other 
would always remain home. And she knew for sure now, she had to ad
mit it to herself: in her heart she felt she was still on a journey: she had 
gone away but hoped one day to return.43 

At first, Kristina keeps the sadness and depression to herself but in time 
reveals her inner turmoil to Karl Oskar. He, too, admits that sometimes he 
feels longing for their old home, "but he always drove it away at once. He 
was afraid it might burden his mind."44 Symbolizing the forces of the 
journey, he severs himself from the memories of the past and directs atten
tion toward confrontations with the future. Kristina, in contrast, is caught up 
in the memories of dwelling and longs for a present progressing smoothly 
from the past. Ten years pass before she overcomes old bonds and accepts 
her new place. Immersed in religious beliefs, she reestablishes a sense of 
at-homeness only when she comes to accept the changes in her life as be
ing part of a greater divine plan beyond the control of individuals. When Karl 
Oskar asks her several years after their arrival if she feels their emigration 
was a proper decision, Kristina answers, "We did neither right nor wrong. 
Our emigration was predestined .... It was our fate."45 
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6. and 7. Coming together and creating community 

Coming together and creating community mark the last two stages of the 
journey-dwelling process. An important new factor enters which was less 
significant in the stages of settling and becoming at home: additional peo
ple, in this case, Swedish immigrants. As with settling and becoming at 
home, these stages interrelate and are usefully discussed together. Coming 
together refers to the first, informal ties among settlers, arising because of 
proximity, coincidental meetings, and mutual assistance. Creating com
munity comes later and refers to the establishment of formal institutional 
bonds, which for the Swedes mean, especially, religious ties. Both stages 
are essential in reestablishing the interpersonal communal dimensions of 
dwelling. 

Three years pass before other immigrants settle within close proximity to 
the Nilsson's farm. The loneliness and lack of human contact beyond her 
immediate family is a great difficulty for Kristina: "However fine the earth 
was, it could never take the place of people. However great its yield, it did 
not help against the loneliness out here."46 Kristina, again reflecting dwell
ing and memory, misses the supportive, recurring interpersonal contacts 
that the presence of community normally provides. By 1853, the Nilssons 
have their first immediate neighbours and Kristina is much relieved. "I can't 
tell you how glad I am to get neighbours at last!" she exclaims as she meets 
the first Swedish settler to stake a claim next to their land.47 By the end of 
1853, several Swedish families have settled in the area and begin to come 
together each Sunday out of a common desire for religious services. These 
first informal interactions mark the coming-together stage of the dwelling
journey spiral. 

By 1854, formal community structures begin to appear, marking the start 
of the creating-community stage. Settlers know each other well enough to 
discuss plans for a school and church. They organize an official church con
gregation, an act which Moberg says "laid the foundations for a new 
community."48 Karl Oskar thinks of the coming years and imagines himself 
"constantly occupied with eternal carpentry, eternal sill-laying for new 
buildings."49 His and Kristina's responsibilities begin to extend beyond the 
immediate world of self and family. Place incorporates a growing interper
sonal and social dimension in which individuals must sacrifice a certain 
amount of personal freedom for the good of the wider human whole: "From 
the irresponsible, responsibility was demanded; from the selfish, a will to 
unified effort; from the arbitrary, willingness to listen to the opinions of 
others."so 
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In the immigrants' old world, the village, particularly the church, "had pro
vided an anchorage which they missed here. "51 Sunday services had not 
only satisfied spiritual needs but also served as a center for the distribution 
of community news. After services, people interacted informally on the 
church green and realized in unself-conscious fashion their membership in 
a human whole reaching beyond their immediate selves and family: they 
"were made aware that they belonged to a group greater than the 
family."52 In the New World, the immigrants attempt to reconstruct their 
former world of dwelling, and to the end of the four novels it is the church 
which provides the anchor point.53 

At the same time, expecially because of technological advances, the new 
world of dwelling becomes more and more different from their remembered 
old-world places, comprised almost entirely of local, firsthand experiences, 
events and information. By the mid 1850s, newspapers, railroad and 
telegraph appear, and the world beyond the St. Croix Valley becomes im
mediate. Dwelling is no longer only firsthand contact with place. The pro
found sense of existential insideness experienced in the old world is no 
longer possible, as the realm of vicariousness makes people's sense of the 
world more extensive. By 1860, the start of the fourth novel, Last Letter 
Home, the Swedish community is well established, though the American 
Civil War and Indian uprisings will be momentary disruptions. In ten years, 
one world of dwelling has been sacrificed, a journey carried out, and a new 
world of dwelling well on the way. Coming together and creating community 
mark the last two stages in the establishment of that new world. 

Reconciling old and new worlds 

All participants in a journey, suggests Jager, must eventually turn home
ward.54 This act "unifies past, present and future; it speaks of the height 
and depth, the distant and the proximate. The entire world comes together 
in the homeward journey."55 Kristina returns home by overcoming her 
homesickness spiritually. Through an understanding of providence, she 
discovers a relativity of place: "It doesn't matter where a person lives this 
life on earth. One corner of the world is as good as another. The only thing 
that counts for me is that longer life. "56 Through religious acceptance, in 
other words, Kristina disengages herself from the old world and becomes 
free to move ahead in the new. This disengagement leads to an at-home
ness and stability in the new world which is real for her. 

In contrast, Karl Oskar remains bound to the active, manipulative forces 
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of expectation and journey and never genuinely reconciles old and new 
worlds. His early life symbolized the power to master distances and situa
tions, but this manipulation largely precludes the possibility that the new 
world can become a real place for him. The center of his old and new worlds 
is Kristina, and when she dies of childbirth in 1862, the new world becomes 
an alien place, while his old world is gone. He resigns from church activities 
and turns the farm over to his sons. By 1875, he is in many ways a stranger 
to the place his hands had made. Unable in his activeness to accept with 
contrition the infliction that a change in worlds has imposed, he becomes 
severed from his new place, directing his intractability toward a God whom 
he believes to be unfair and inhumane: 

I want to tell you, God. I'll never praise you for what you did to Kristina, 
for what you've done to me. Never. For I do not accept the injustices 
you allow to happen. I won't budge. I won't submit. I'll always fight 
against it. Me you cannot coerce. Never ·will I ask forgiveness.57 

Alienated from his new place and infirm physically, Karl Oskar in his last 
years has only one choice: returning to his old world via memory.58 Memory 
for Kristina had been an obstacle to overcome before she could accept her 
new world of dwelling. For Karl Oskar, memory becomes an escape from the 
new world, a dubious retreat to a past which appears more secure than the 
present. Each afternoon, he brings out a map of the old Swedish parish and 
traces out remembered paths and places: 

Across this paper his finger found the markings, followed the roads he 
once had walked, stopped at places he knew well, familiar names of 
farms and cottages. Here was the crossroad where he had danced in 
his youth, the grove where they had celebrated sunrise picnics, wood
lands where he had hunted, lakes, rivers, and brooks where he had fish
ed. He followed lines and curves, he stopped at squares and triangles. 
There was so much to look for, so much to find. And at each place 
where his finger stopped his memories awakened: This was his 
childhood and youth.59 

Karl Oskar and Kristina represent two contrasting ways of dealing with the 
experience of changing places. Through acceptance, in itself a quality of 
dwelling, Kristina reconciles old and new worlds. She successfully 
transcends the break between past and present, memory and expectation. 
For her, the earlier stages of the dwelling-journey spiral are most difficult, 
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but once she accepts her situation, she feels a certainty and serenity: "A 
change had come over her these last years; nothing disturbed or frightened 
her."60 In contrast, Karl Oskar, symbolizing journey and expectation, readi
ly masters the stages difficult for Kristina. He quickly settles, makes himself 
at home, and plays an important role in founding the St. Croix Valley com
munity. After Kristina's death, however, Karl Oskar's life collapses and the 
seemingly successful reconciliation between old and new worlds is fissured. 
His initiative and strength can not replace a beloved human life. Memory 
becomes the only vehicle by which he can return home. Past and present 
experience is severed, and old and new worlds conflict in intractable turmoil. 

Implications 

The generation of men and women who leave one place to found another 
pass through a set of experiences that later generations born in that place 
can never know. These founders reconcile old and new worlds or suffer the 
anguish of a present severed from past. Reconciliation or desolation 
underlie the experiences of founders in all times and places, indicating a 
quality of settling later lost as the place gains a sense of permanence and 
history. 

Karl Oskar dies in 1890 and one individual cycle of dwelling ends. His
torically, Karl Oskar and Kristina's situation is unique, but phenomenol
ogically, their experience of changing places indicates a generalizable pat
tern describable by the seven stages above. This spiral pattern is fragile and 
should be taken as a starting point for future phenomenologies of dwelling 
and journey rather than as a definitive, finalized exper~ential structure ap
plicable to all similar situations. Another phenomenologist, for example, 
might arrive at a different but equally valid presentation, or the process of 
dwelling for settlers arriving later in the St. Croix Valley might be con
siderably different. 

Accepting, however, limitations and possibilities of error, one can ask the 
theoretical and practical value of the above spiral pattern. A first important 
conclusion is that the decision to change places is complex and varies from 
person to person. Some people move to escape the old world of dwelling, 
while others, like Karl Oskar, are motivated by the forces of journey. 
Moberg's account suggests that the latter impulse is stronger and more 
durable; it leads to a more thorough beginning of the dwelling-journey 
spiral. In other words, founding a new world is more often successful when 
a positive vision underlies that founding. "Going to" has greater qualitative 
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significance than "going from." This fact, however, does not necessarily 
mean a successful completion of the spiral. Eventually, the person must 
return homeward and gather through dwelling the advances and construc
tions that the activities of the journey have produced. Karl Oskar is never 
able to deal with this reversal and in time suffers because old and new 
worlds are not harmonized. 

Recognition of the land's importance in motivating the dwelling process 
forward is a second useful discovery indicated by the spiral. The suggestion 
is that an active involvement with one's physical environment is as an impor
tant element in reestablishing place as a sense of psychological security 
and interpersonal familiarity. The need to clean the new apartment into 
which one has just moved or to change actively in some way a house which 
one has just bought are obvious indications of this fact. Yet in how many en
vironments today are people without a role in building, repairing, improving 
or cleaning their environment and what part would an increase in such 
responsibilities have in strengthening a sense of place? Such questions 
could be usefully explored phenomenologically in specific concrete situa
tions, for example, a cooperative housing project where residents are cus
todians, or a neighbourhood that manages its own real-estate sales. The 
suggestion is that active human effort in relation to the physical environment 
is an integral step in a successful completion of the dwelling process. 

Third, the dwelling-journey spiral indicates that one's personal and 
familial situation must be stabilized and ordered before a sense of extended 
community can be reestablished. The stages of personal reorientation -
settling and becoming at home - are complementary, reflecting inner and 
outer individual adjustments necessary to harmonize with the newenviron
ment. Similarly, the stages of communal formation - coming together and 
creating community - are complements and indicate that a successful 
community involves both formal and informal dimensions. Meeting coin
cidently at the post office or on the church green after Sunday services in
dicate the informal pre reflective, more habitual and routine components of 
community, while the establishment of parish or school district introduces 
a formal, concensual component to the immigrants' sense of community. 

Ultimately, the stages of the dwelling-journey process, especially after 
arrival, are not separate in time but overlap. Settling, for example, continues 
into the stages of becoming at home and coming together, just as the latter 
may continue into the stage of creating community or happen even as the 
person begins to settle. In short, the dwelling-journey process is fluid and 
experientially does not show the precision that the spiral at first suggests. 
Yet the coming of personal order before interpersonal order and the com-
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plementarily of stages for both indicates that any planned attempt at com
munity should take these relationships into account, providing time for per
sonal orientation before community organization is officially attempted. 

In its most general form, the dwelling-journey spiral asks the essential 
nature of the experience of changing places. The argument is that underly
ing any mode of this experience - migrating, touring, traveling, and so on 
- are common characteristics. The seven-stage spiral suggested by Mo
berg's novels is a first attempt at delineating these general characteristics, 
and even in its preliminary form appears to have relation to other modes of 
changing places. Consider traveling versus tourism. The modern tourist's 
experience of place is considerably different from a traveler's situation, and 
the seven stages described in Table 1 give several clues as to why. The 
traveler has a serious need for going to a place, he undertakes extensive 
preparation, he attempts to penetrate beneath the surface of a place to 
discover deeper qualities and the human dimension. He seeks empathetic 
insideness in terms of place - i.e., through concern, interest and receptivi
ty, he works to enter into that place and understand its essential meanings 
and qualities.61 In contrast, the tourist's reasons for travel are usually less 
serious and motivated by advertising, peer pressure, or vacation time. 
Someone else often arranges the journey, which is usually relatively comfor
table. The resulting experience of place is typically shallow, grounded in 
stereotypes, attractive scenery, and pre-arranged events. Whereas a suc
cessful traveler moves through the spiral's seven stages, the tourist rarely 
passes step 4. Experientially, he has not journeyed, only moved over phys
ical distance. 

In relation to today's world situation. the dwelling-journey spiral is 
valuable because it presents a picture of human place-making occurring 
without a large degree of external mechanized assistance. Today, because 
of an advanced technological and societal infrastructure, people readily 
move about and change places; a trans-Atlantic journey, for example, 
seems inconsequential and easy. People forget that in past generations, 
dwelling and, especially, journeying were arduous; travel was not begun 
without long consideration and planning. Exploring Moberg's novels phe
nomenologically is valuable because he presents a picture of dwelling and 
journey which is existentially accurate. The immigrants lived in a world 
which compared to modern standards is in many ways primitive, yet be
cause they had responsibility for survival in their own hands without the 
assistance of technological or societal backup, their situation is in one sense 
more authentic experientially. One sees human place-making for people left 
to their own human devices. 
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Table 1. Traveling vs. tourism experientially 

Stage 

1) Wish to go 

2) Preparation 

3) Journey and 

arrival 

Place 

4) Learning 

physically 

5) Becoming at 

ease 

People 

6) Getting to 
know people 

7) Penetrating 
place 

Empathetic 

insideness 

Traveling 

arises from within the person; 

authentic, genuine need 

thorough, done out of interest 
and wish, organized, created 

by the person actively, per

haps learning language of new 

place 

often difficult and long, pos

sible dangers, sense of having 

covered distance 

chosen, not interchangeable, 

the only destination 

necessary to move about, done 

actively and requires time, 

enjoyed but sometimes difficult 
requires time but done to 

accomplish one's goal 

crucial to help with traveler's 
goal, may need language 

time required, sense of need 

may help 
difficult 

seeing in terms of the place, 

allowing place to "be" 

David Seamon 

Tourism 

often motivated by external fac

tors, e.g., peer pressure, cheap 

prices, luxurious accommodations, 

package arrangements, etc. 

less thorough, accepted passively, 
provided by outside sources, pre

defined itinerary 

relatively comfortable, short as 

poSSible, assistance from outside, 
often no sense of having covered 

distance 

one possible destination, not neces
sarily crucial for itself; often 

interchangeable 

often not needed; rather, transpor

tation and directions provided by 

buses, tour guides, etc. 
not usually happening 

not usually happening, little real 
contact with people; people seen 
often imitate stereotypes 
not usually happening 

not possible 

not possible 

Today, unless some major global disruption occurs, people have little 
chance to experience such a situation directly, but Moberg's novels, con
sidered phenomenologically, allow people to consider that situation 
vicariously_ In this sense, a phenomenology of changing places promotes 
self-sensitization: students can ponder the considerable difference in living 
between the Swedish immigrants' world and ours. The novels provide a 
sobering relevation. How intimately connected these earlier people were 
with space, time and environment! Normally, today, people do not recognize 
their human smallness and fragility. A phenomenological look at Moberg's 
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novels can awaken this realization and provoke the individual to explore 
self-consciously his existential relationship with the worlds of dwelling and 
journey in situations where he has only himself and immediate environmen
tal resources. 

Such sensitization places attention on the direction of humankind's pre
sent historical course. Our modern era cultivates journey, horizon and reach 
often at the expense of dwelling, centers and homes. One out of every three 
Americans changes place of residence every three years. Can we afford to 
continue this pattern? Do we want the interchangeable, artificial en
vironments that Relph has called placeless ness or should we consider the 
reestablishment of places, localities and communities grounded in land
scapes and natural environments?62 

Dwelling, according to Heidegger, involves a wish to care for and 
preserve the things, people and events which join to make the place where 
one chooses to Iive.63 This care and concern is obvious and often brutally 
necessary in the immigrants' world, where the loss of a tool, seed or animal 
can mean hardship or catastrophe. In the modern world, however, environ
ments are frequently interchangeable, and people less often take part in 
their place or care for it. Environmental responsibilities are often left to some 
outside caretaker such as custodian, administrator or public committee. 
People experience a tremendous freedom from time and physical environ
ment, but they often misuse this advantage, caught up in titillation, boredom 
or restlessness. A phenomenological consideration of Moberg's novels of
fers no certain answer to the modern Western world's dilemma. But through 
the themes of dwelling and journey, a phenomenological perspective does 
bring the dilemma to our attention, asking us to ponder where the future 
takes us and where we take the future. 
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15. The role of spiritual discipline in learning to dwell 
on earth 

MICHAEL E. ZIMMERMAN 

Western people, particularly North Americans, are action-oriented and 
voluntaristic. For two centuries at least, we have sought to alter our social 
and economic conditions to bring about a new and better world. Today, 
faced with an environmental crisis that results largely from the attempt to im
prove the world through industrialization, we hear much talk about the need 
to learn how to dwell in harmony with the earth. What is required, we are 
told, is a new way of thinking, a 'paradigm shift' that will lead to socio
economic behavior more compatible with both the biosphere and the 
spiritual needs of humanity.1 With increasing frequency, writers turn to the 
thought of Martin Heidegger as a source for such a new understanding of 
who we are. Heidegger speaks of our need to "dwell" on earth appropriately 
by "sparing and preserving" beings, by "letting beings be." 

The problem, however, is whether we understand what Heidegger 
means. Many of us like to think we do. Despite our talk about the need for 
a paradigm shift in thinking, we tend to think this shift merely involves a 
reorientation of certain concepts or an adoption of a new vocabulary that will 
lead to more efficacious action. We are not convinced that a real change in 
thinking requires a fundamental change in our very existence, a change that 
would not be comprehensible to the ways in which we currently think. 

Because of our strong commitment to action in the face of the present 
crisis, we assume that it was enough for Heidegger to have undergone this 
existential shift. We, however, do not need to do so. For us, it is enough to 
put into practice what this great thinker and others like him had to say. "Let
ting beings be" becomes a slogan to guide our planning and organizing in 
ways that decrease the impact of human activity on the biosphere. We even 
try to design houses in line with what Heidegger supposedly means by true 
"dwelling." Everywhere, people are attempting to put into practice the new 
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idea of harmonious living. Yet, who of us knows what is really meant by "let
ting beings be" and by "harmonious living?" 

In this essay, I examine some passages often unnoticed from "Building 
Dwelling Thinking," one of Heidegger's essays most frequently cited as pro
viding a guide for living in harmony with the earth.2 The argument is that in 
order for people to be heirs of a new way of thinking, more may be required 
than learning a new vocabulary. A paradigm shift does not occur by our 
reading books about it; nor does it happen when we set about to put into 
practice what we have heard preached. Action is not unimportant, but the 
problem is that it is very difficult to perceive clearly, let alone alter, the 
motives for our actions. I am taking a cue here from the philosopher Jacob 
Needleman, who argues that in our present condition, we cannot under
stand the message of either Eastern or Western religions. We are so caught 
up in egocentric ways of thinking, he says, that we can hardly be expected 
to hear the call of grace even if it is offered.3 Similarly, the philosopher of 
religion Houston Smith maintains that true understanding requires a kind of 
spiritual discipline or practice that is largely unknown in the modern Western 
world.4 Such discipline does not of itself produce the insight or transforma
tion, but instead prepares us to receive it or, as Castaneda's Don Juan says, 
makes us "accessible to power."5 

The point here is that if we go into action believing that we know what 
Heidegger means by dwelling and letting beings be, while in fact we do not, 
we risk an even greater confusion in the world. We have been raised in a 
tradition that emphasizes will and action, and we insist on finding immediate 
practical applications for the ideas that show an alternative to that tradition. 
If one approaches Heidegger's writings as a guide for action, one will find 
such a guide, but it will probably be the reader's own aims re-expressed in 
Heideggerean terminology. Most of us are caught up in a web of egoistic 
self-understanding that seeks to manipulate reality in ways that promote our 
ideals and goals. Given this state of mind, we ought not to be surprised if, 
after reading Heidegger, we come away full of ideas about how to replace 
the "bad" old scheme with a "good" new one. Our understanding of and 
impulse to action, however, need critical examination. In his "Letter on 
Humanism," Heidegger remarks: 

We are still far from pondering the essence of action decisively enough. 
We view action only as causing an effect. The actuality of the effect is 
valued according to its utility. But the essence of action is accomplish
ment. To accomplish means to unfold something into the fullness of its 
essence, to lead it forth into this fullness - producere. Therefore only 
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what already is can really be accomplished. But what "is" above all is 
Being. Thinking accomplishes the relation of Being to the essence of 
man. It does not make or cause the relation. Thinking brings this rela
tion to Being solely as something handed over to it from Being. Such 
offering consists in the fact that in thinking Being comes to language. 
Language is the house of Being. In its home man dwells. Those who 
think and those who create with words are the guardians of this home.6 

Before we can dwell harmoniously and appropriately with other beings on 
earth, we must learn to dwell within the "house of Being" and learn to hear 
and understand the language of Being. But what is this "house of Being," 
and how can learning to live in something so apparently abstract provide us 
with the insight needed to change the world? To answer this question 
suitably, we must be prepared to entertain the possibility that our most 
cherished goals and ideals may not be consistent with what Heidegger 
understands by dwelling in the house of Being. As Nietzsche once sug
gested, what is important is not so much the courage of one's convictions, 
but the courage for an attack on one's convictions. Let us now turn to 
"Building Dwelling Thinking" in order to examine what Heidegger says 
aoout dwelling that is appropriate to our present questions. 

This essay, first given as a lecture in 1951, addresses itself in part to the 
severe housing shortage in a post-war, defeated Germany. The housing 
shortage was, for Heidegger, a concrete expression of a far more fun
damental and serious problem - the homeless ness of modern humanity. 
World War II, the proximate cause of the destruction of so much German 
housing, was itself a symptom of modern humanity's disease of homeless
ness. We are not at home because we no longer understand who we are. 
One can live peacefully or dwell appropriately only if one knows, at some 
profound level, who one really is. 

We moderns define ourselves as humanists. Having rejected Biblical and 
classical forms of authority during the Enlightenment, we installed ourselves 
in the place of a dead God and practice human self-worShip. Nineteenth
century scientific naturalism allegedly did away with human pretentions to 
supernatural status and put us on the same level asother animals. In spite 
of all claims made about the "natural" status of the human animal, however, 
we think that' 'some animals are more equal than others." We see ourselves 
as the most clever animal of all, the one capable and deserving of becoming 
lord of the earth.? Beings have become commodities or raw materials for 
our purposes. Lacking any divine or transcendent conception of the purpose 
of human existence, we inevitably identify our goals egoistically: security, 
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power, wealth, and survival. Western technological rationality, when it is 
severed from a deeper wisdom, is egoism on a planetary scale.8 Just as the 
individual ego sees things and people primarily as instruments to further the 
ego's survival and desire for pleasure, so, too, modern humanity sees 
everything as an object to promote the security and power of the human sub
ject. Capitalists and communists alike seek to transform nature into a 
suitable home for godlike humanity.9 As Hegel allegedly said, it is either 
Nature or us. The high ideal of unfolding all human potential has the curious 
effect of making human beings into the most important raw material in that 
unfolding.1o In the quest for total self-realization, power, and security, we 
turn ourselves into things that serve these heralded goals. 

If we conceive ourselves and treat ourselves as things, we can hardly ex
pect to be "at home". Instead, we feel lost, even if the "house" turns out 
to be materially comfortable. Obsessive-compulsive people turn themselves 
into machines to organize everything so that safe living can finally occur -
at some point in the future. Western humanity is as obsessive and con
stricted as any neurotic individual. Even when faced with environmental 
disaster that clearly results from our compulsion to act, build, or change, our 
response to the crisis is to call for more action. This call is not what Heideg
ger recommends in "Building Dwelling Thinking." More important, rather, 
is listening and hearkening. We need to rediscover who we really are. Also, 
we must continue to act in ways that hold the world together as best we can 
in accordance with our present way of thinking. Such action, however, only 
addresses itself to the symptoms of the underlying disease that can be 
treated only by taking a step back from our current identity. 

Heidegger notes wryly that "Man acts as though he were the shaper and 
master of language, while in fact language remains the master of man. 
Perhaps it is before anything else man's subversion of this relation of 
dominance that drives his nature into alienation."11 By language, Heideg
ger does not mean mere words and propositions, for they are made possible 
only by language understood as primordial Logos, that gathering which 
opens up a world in which beings can manifest themselves. Logos, 
language in the highest sense, lets beings be revealed or disclosed as be
ings, as things that are. Logos appropriates human existence so that beings 
can be revealed, and also so that this event of revelation can itself be reveal
ed. A great thinker or poet is one who, revealing the awesome event of the 
sheer presencing or Being of beings, also calls to mind the marvelous 
qualities of the beings that are so presented. Hearing a great poem reminds 
us of our highest obligation: to bear witness to presencing (Being) and to 
think things that are present (beings). To bear witness requires that we dwell 
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as mortals on earth. In dwelling, we care for and preserve all beings. But 
here we move too quickly, I fear, to the acts - i.e., to the caring and pre
serving - that we think are needed to solve present problems. In thinking 
this way, however, have we really heard the Logos? Let us look more deeply 
into what is required for us to dwell rightly on earth. 

Heidegger claims that language, or Logos, has retracted the real meaning 
of the word "dwelling" so that we are left to ponder mere 'foreground' mean
ings. "Language withdraws from man its simple and high speech. But its 
primal call does not thereby become incapable of speech; it merely falls 
silent. Man, though, fails to heed this silence."12 We think we know what 
Heidegger means by dwelling, but we probably do not, any more than the 
Athenians questioned by Socrates really knew who they were, or what virtue 
meant. We cannot hear the Logos because it has withdrawn itself and 
because we are too caught up in the use of language as a device of the ego. 
Heidegger maintains that to hear the Logos, we must first heed silence. 
But who of us is capable of this? We are almost constantly carrying on an 
internal dialogue of jUdgments, evaluations, and concepts that are largely 
culturally acquired aids for survival. Far from heeding silence, we usually 
flee from it into the noisy distractions of everyday life, including scholarly 
work. 

To heed the silence means coming home to ourselves, for we humans are 
essentially the silent, open realm in which Being - revelation and dis
closure of beings - takes place. According to Heidegger, to be means to 
be present or manifest. Presencing, however, requires an "absencing" or 
a clearing or opening in which to occur. We are that opening. The voice in 
our heads, the birds in the sky, the chair in the house first reveal themselves 
and thus "are" within the silent absencing called human existence. Our 
bodies, egos, feelings, thoughts, perceptions, goals, memories, objects -
all beings, in fact - reveal themselves within the silent clearing we are 
called on to be. This opening that we are is a gift.13 Giving thanks for it 
simply means being open, receptive, prepared to hear what we are called 
on to hear. But here is the rub: being open includes being aware of our mor
tality. Yet the whole function of the ego, with which we mistakenly identify 
ourselves, is to escape from and deny death. To let our mortality reveal 
itself, as in the the mood of anxiety, requires that we somehow be released 
from the ego's resistance to any such revelation. Precisely because we are 
unwilling to accept our mortality, we cannot be fully alive, open, and human. 
Heidegger tells us that 

Mortals dwell in that they initiate their own nature - their being capable 
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of death as death - into the use and practice of this capacity, so that 
there may be a good death. To initiate mortals into the nature of death 
in no way means to make death, as empty Nothing, the goal. Nor does 
it mean to darken dwelling by blindly staring toward the end.14 

Already in Plato's Phaedo, Socrates tells us that philosophy is the practice 
of dying. For Heidegger, this practice consists in a willingness to let go into 
the silence and openness that constitute our very Being. We are so entren
ched in the contents of awareness that we fail to notice awareness or open
ness as such. Awareness itself, of course, is not a thing, but instead con
stitutes the open realm in which things can be revealed. Within the open 
realm of awareness, both ego-subject and objects can first reveal them
selves and thus "be". This awareness is not the property of my ego; instead, 
the ego "belongs" to the open awareness. But we must not be misled by 
the metaphor of ownership. Awareness is not a thing that possesses 
another thing, "me". The point here is that human existence involves some
thing more fundamental than the ego-subject. Heidegger suggests that a 
human being becomes "authentic" when released from the compulsive ac
tivity of the ego. When it is authentic, human existence functions to serve, 
not to dominate. In the moment of releasement, enlightenment, or authen
ticity, things do not dissolve into an undifferentiated mass. Instead, they 
stand out or reveal themselves in their own unique mode of Being. Aware 
of the Being of beings, authentic human existence is also profoundly aware 
of the beings as such.15 

Further insight into what Heidegger means by our silent openness can be 
gained by examining his discussion of space. Ordinarily, we think of 
ourselves as egos located in bodies, and these bodies in turn located in a 
container called space. My thoughts are supposedly representations of ob
jects or people "out there." This view of the self as encapsulated in a body 
is untenable, according to Heidegger. Subject-object dualism cannot ex
plain our experience. When, for example, we think of the old bridge in 
Heidelberg, our thinking is not merely a picturing or representing of the 
bridge in our so-called "minds": "From this spot right here, we are there at 
the bridge - we are by no means at some representational content in our 
consciousness."16 Human existence opens up the clearing in which 
spaces and space can first reveal themselves. "I" am not an enclosed ego
subject, nor am "I" a self-contained body. "I" am the clearing or opening 
in which my ego, object, and space can appear. I am not in my body; my 
body is "in" me as the clearing. Human existence is the non-thinglike realm, 
the nothingness, in which beings can be manifest: 
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To say that mortals are is to say that in dwelling they persist through 
spaces by virtue of their stay among things and locations. And only 
because mortals pervade, persist through, spaces by their very nature 
are they able to go through spaces. But in going through spaces we do 
not give up our standing in them. Rather, we always go through spaces 
in such a way that we already experience them by staying constantly 
with near and remote locations and things. When I go toward the door 
of the lecture hall, I am already there, and I could not go to it at all if I 
were not such that I am there. I am never here only, as this encap
sulated body; rather I am there, that is, I already pervade the room and 
only thus can I go through it.17 

To dwell, then, means to be the silent openness that we always already 
are - a curious feat! In learning to be this open realm, we become attuned 
to Logos. We learn to be in the service of the Being of beings. That is, we 
learn to let beings bring themselves to appearance by giving voice to 
themselves through us. Learning to be silent, open, and receptive, however, 
requires a discipline and practice foreign to our present ways. In another 
essay, I have examined in detail how Heidegger interpreted Heraclitus as 
a guide for spiritual practices, such as stilling the mind, patiently observing, 
and proper breathing - practices usually thought to belong only to Eastern 
thinkers.18 If we hope to understand what Heidegger means, we may need 
to be willing to practice the kinds of disciplines necessary for hearing the 
Logos if and when it speaks through us. Crucial to such disciplines is an ac
ceptance of the ego's mortality, for until such acceptance comes the ego will 
do all it can to continue thinking and acting in the mode of domination and 
survival. An acceptance of mortality, however, cannot be willed or grasped, 
but comes as a gift to those willing to prepare themselves to receive the gift. 
The meditative practices needed to prepare ourselves are neither easy nor 
painless, and those individuals capable of guiding us are few. Nor do such 
practices seem to constitute the kind of "action" we seem to think is im
perative today. Yet like Lao Tsu, Heidegger warns us against action that 
tends to make matters worse.19 Homelessness will not be cured even if we 
see to it that every family on earth has clean air and water and a six-room 
house with lawns. 

No action will cure homelessness because homelessness is despair, and 
despair is a sign that we still believe that our actions can somehow save us 
from death and the need to renew our understanding of who we really are. 
Heidegger says that 
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The real dwelling plight lies in this, that mortals ever search anew for 
the nature of dwelling, that they must ever learn to dwell. What if man's 
homelessness consisted in this, that man still does not even think of the 
real plight of dwelling as the plight? Yet as soon as man gives thought 
to his homelessness, it is a misery no longer. Rightly considered and 
kept well in mind, it.is the sole summons that calls mortals into their 
dwelling.2o 

Kierkegaard once noted that the essential feature of despair is not know
ing that you are desperate. Acknowledging our despair is the first step 
beyond it. For Buddhism, too, life involves suffering for as long as we 
understand ourselves as substantial egos who can somehow find a way to 
avoid suffering. As soon as we see that we are not separate substances but 
the openness in which phenomena appear, there is an end to the suffering 
that stems from clinging, grasping, and manipulating. For Heidegger, in 
becoming aware of our homelessness, we become aware of our constant 
tendency to flee into false homes and false identities, away from the true 
home of silent openness. Homelessness and alienation are symptoms of a 
lack of self-understanding. When we are able to recall who we really are, we 
are home again. And by coming home, we become capable of taking wise 
steps toward dwelling appropriately on earth. 

At the same time, we humans can never simply be at home as a bird is 
at home in its nest. We must constantly remind ourselves that we are not 
mere things, but instead we are the openness in which things can be reveal
ed. In becoming at home in the silent openness, we also become at home 
with the beings that reveal themselves therein. These beings include not on
ly animals, plants, mountains, stars, and other people - but also our own 
bodies, wishes, feelings, memories, hopes, and thoughts. When we are at 
home with our mortal openness, we no longer have to be enemies of the 
events - the pain, loss, and death - that occur within the clearing. If we 
no longer identify ourselves with the ego that craves security and gratifica
tion, we do not have to resist what things are, nor do we feel compelled to 
manipulate them solely to suit our desires. Because we are essentially mor
tal, learning to be at home means accepting mortality. Learning to be mortal 
is the essence of homecoming and dwelling. 

In preparing every day for coming home, we learn to be at home here and 
now on the earth. Preparing for death does not mean yearning for some new 
place after this life. We are always already where we are headed. We are 
already home here on earth, but we must be willing to be mortal in order to 
dwell appropriately here. We must be careful to avoid the dualistic tendency 
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to distinguish between "me" as silent openness and "me" as ego. The 
clearing is not a thing or entity at all; the clearing constitutes no-thingness 
in which things can be. When human existence is silently open, there are 
only beings. My ego becomes a problem only when I think my life is about 
dOing what it tells me. When silently attuned to the openness that is essen
tial to human existence, I am no longer identified with the ego, for the ego 
goes into action only to insure its survival. If I accept and acknowledge my 
mortality at the deepest level, the motive for egoism and its will to power is 
undermined. Becoming open means becoming the clearing in which the be
ings of the world can display or manifest themselves. Here ends the suffer
ing that stems from subject-object dualism. Out of such openness, and only 
out of it, emerges the possibility for genuine action. The action of attune~ 
ment to Logos, or of becoming open for the Being of beings, is the prere
quisite for practical action that is in harmony with what is. 

None of us knows whether modern technological culture can avoid the 
terrible suffering and dislocation that seem to loom ahead in the form of en
vironmental disasters, over-population, financial collapse, or nuclear war. 
What seems to be dawning on us is that actions taken to avert disaster tend 
to make the original situation worse in wholly unexpected ways, and the 
problems facing us are usually "solutions" to previous problems. What we 
need is a more profound understanding of who we are, so that we can 
behave more appropriately on earth. In the meantime, we must do our best 
to alleviate the symptoms of the disease of anthropocentric humanism. And 
perhaps even more importantly, we must be willing to do what is needed to 
prepare ourselves to hear the healing Logos that brings a new self
understanding. Who among us is prepared to make such preparations? 
Does the fate of the earth depend on our willingness to ready ourselves for 
a new disclosure of who we really are? 
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Part IV 

Discovering wholes 



16. Nature, water symbols, and the human quest for 
wholeness 

ANNE BUTTIMER 

Few words so commonplace in everday vocabulary are so elusive to grasp 
as "the whole."1 Like mirrors, notions of what constitutes a "whole pic
ture" may reflect quite as much of what is in the eye of the beholder as they 
do about reality. Herein lies a profound dilemma. Once a person, group, or 
culture articulates its own conception of the whole, immediately antennae 
on other possible wholes become fixed; receptors to foreign insights 
become restricted to those categories which are familiar and, therefore, 
limited. 

Martin Heidegger's reflections on thought and being prod imaginations 
toward horizons beyond those of the taken-for-granted. 2 They evoke a 
thirst for more holistic ways of understanding than can be achieved via 
reductionist or scientific ways.3 Favored among human scientists is his 
concept of dwelling as "gathering of the fourfold" - Earth, Heavens, Mor
tals and Divinities - as the essential feature of humanness.4 Inevitably, 
however, his whole idea is couched in the myth and symbolism of European 
civilization; it may be best exemplified in the agrarian landscapes of the 
Black Forest or Rhineland. His "mortals" are exclusively human, his 
"divinities' presenced in cathedral and shrine; a momentary glimpse may 
be snatched at the interplay of "earth" and "sky" via the march of seasons 
and such artifacts as bridges, buildings, and artisan crafts. Ocean and tide, 
island and beach, seem remote. 

Despite this focus on European experience, one of Heidegger's enduring 
gifts is the invitation to probe worlds beyond one's own - to reach beyond 
whatever whole may have sedimented itself in cultural consciousness and 
gaze attentively at others. It is in this spirit that this essay draws attention 
to water, an element which does not play an explicit role in Heidegger's four
fold, but is nevertheless one of the most fundamental elements in Creation 
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- a sine-qua-non for terrestrial life. Through reflections on water symbolism 
in various civilizations, this essay seeks broader horizons on nature, 
thought, and being than those which our anthropocentric and settled worlds 
of the West have deemed edifying, ideologically defensible, or rationally 
arguable. Indirectly, the aim is to elucidate neglected aspects of human 
dwelling, a central aim of this volume. 

If one is justified in construing Heidegger's notion of dwelling as metaphor 
for stability and settlement in space, then one can surely construe water 
symbols as metaphors for adventure and journey, for an element which 
lubricates, emancipates, renews and recreates human existence through 
time. In fact, if there can be a universal conception of dwelling on the earth 
relevant to all world civilizations, it must include this fluid, liberating ele
ment. If not, the conception must fall short of that wholeness toward which 
Heidegger himself pOinted when he wrote, "poetically, man dwells .... "5 

At the outset, then, let me define wholeness as horizon rather than 
destination: a horizon which recedes as the journey through life unfolds. I 
wish to share some reflections on water symbols in diverse milieux, regard
ing these as horizons which people have charted in their own quests for 
wholeness. Against the background of this cross-cultural and historical 
evidence, albeit filtered through the lenses of a Westerner, I propose some 
categories through which our own taken-for-granted "wholes" can be eval
uated. The challenge, as I see it, in these later years of the twentieth century, 
is not so much one of rationalizing or analyzing how particular "wholes" are 
constituted or held together; rather, it is one of discovering ways beyond 
them toward a broader vision of humanity and world. 

Symbols, experience, and the whole 

Most Western academics use symbols - texts, maps, equations, diagrams 
- to unravel and analyze parts; symbols to put the parts back together 
again. A distinction should, of course, be made between signs and symbols: 
the equations and acronyms which scholars use to facilitate unequivocal 
meanings in conversation should more appropriately be called signs, while 
insignia, shrines, art and architecture, myth and metaphor, should be 
regarded as symbols. The latter point beyond themselves, and appeal to im
agination, intuition, and memory, as well as to intellect; the former can func
tion with just the sensory-motor or mechanical capacities of humanness.6 

We share one of the most characteristic habits of anthropoids, viz., the 
transformation of direct experience into symbols, be they articulated via 
sound, taste, literature or algebra. Symbolic transformations are the stuff of 
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human creativity? To use one's own categories in interpreting the symbols 
of another is also a universal human trait. The interpretation of signs and 
symbols, however, so clear and efficient for the insider, may be a matter of 
shock, scandal, or puzzlement for the outsider. Consider the Dragon, 
sacred symbol of palace and temple in China, symbol of evil to European 
eyes.8 The painting of Saint George and the Dragon which for English eyes 
represented the triumph of virtue over vice, when once displayed in Beijing, 
was not surprisingly construed as a symbol of European imperialism. When 
Western eyes alight on a Japanese painting of water turbulence, how is it 
to be interpreted? As art to be evaluated in aesthetic terms, as an invitation 
to research on hydro-dynamics, or as a story about the cosmos? 

Symbols per se are obviously not adequate to facilitate mutual under
standing. In the case of water symbolism, the potential for confusion is 
especially so, for the symbol cannot be interpreted correctly until placed in 
the context of a civilization's physical milieu and cosmology. A higher level 
of symbolic transformation from experience to language is clearly needed: 
what one seeks is some horizon for discourse which could enable each of 
us to come to appreciate diverse images of wholeness.9 It is in this eman
cipatory, lubricating sense that water symbolism may yield its greatest gift, 
viz., a thirst for something beyond those circumscribed wholes in which we 
all now "dwell" in our worlds of experience and expertise. 

Let me offer an illustration from intellectual history. The progress of scien
tific knowledge is commonly documented via the record of major products, 
by author and date, as well as via the labelling of theories and models. 
Historians of thought, however, be they idealist or materialist in orientation, 
when describing or interpreting this story, resort to metaphors such as "cur
rents of thought," "watersheds," "convergence of streams," "cycles," or 
"phases" of knowledge production and diffusion. Literature on human 
creativity is permeated with water symbolism. When individual scholars are 
asked specifically about their own moments of insight they often speak in 
metaphors like "wellspring of inspiration," "flood of inSight" or "stream of 
consciousness."10 Isaac Newton, reflecting on his life's work, described 
his own experience as that of' 'a little boy playing on the seashore and divert
ing myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than 
ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me."ll 
Sabres clash in the verbal sportmanship over "internalist" versus "exter
nalist" interpretations of Western intellectual history, but few discussants 
acknowledge how culturally confined the whole theater is.12 None of the 
signs and symbols used by either contending party is really understandable 
until it is placed in the context of deeper myths, e.g., Promethean or Faus-
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tian myths of progress which hold the conviction that through time there has 
been a progressive refinement of thought and an inevitable trajectory 
toward "truth." Few seem aware that this very practice of entertaining 
discourse on intellectual developments per se, apart from their connections 
with other, material, political, or emotional developments in human ex
perience, may be quite incomprehensible to fellow humans in other civiliza
tions. In short, if one is to seek understanding of water symbols, one has to 
recognize that they probably make sense within a cultural and geographical 
context whose guiding myths are imbibed and mutually affirmed without ra
tional analysis or reflection. 

If it is human to make symbols, one can justifiably argue that it is quint
essentially human to create and live by myths. Even Western philosophers 
today claim that the mythopoetic mode of knowing is the necessary com
plement to the rational. 13 It would appear, for example, that one of the 
guiding myths of Euro-American university life is failing, viz., that a rational 
division of labor and functional specialization among knowledge experts will 
eventually yield understanding of "the whole." In the last few decades, the 
result has been a turn toward the humanities, with a hope that something 
could be learned from an exploration of aesthetic, intuitive, or volitional 
dimensions of our humanness. Perhaps the time has come for a rediscovery 
of the dialectic nature of wholeness: that no structure makes sense without 
process, that functional specialization can only lead to a Tower of Babel 
if provision is not made for communication among those who occupy its 
well-engineered rooms. Even from a rational vantage pOint, the West 
already senses a thirst for symbolism which connotes lubrication, flow, 
and dynamism of a circulatory system which could connect parts and 
wholes. 14 

In the late twentieth century, problems of water resources - their use, 
abuse, scarcity or abundance - evoke something more than metaphysical 
speculation. There is obviously a sense of problem felt among hydrologists 
and political scientists throughout the world. The United Nations announces 
a decade of research on water; a recent report from an eminent group of 
hydrologists assembled at Zurich warns that by the year 1990 only half the 
world's population will have access to unpolluted drinking water. 15 In Rio 
de Janeiro live more than two million fave/ados without access to running 
water or sewage disposal.16 The world of research busies itself in the quest 
for solutions, and the quest seems worthwhile for reasons beyond those of 
intellectual curiosity. 

A sensitivity about life as a whole and the motivation to explore problems 
and seek solutions belong to realms of humanness which transcend the 
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purely rational. They could be regarded as religious, for religio (literally, "to 
bind") refers to a felt bond among creatures, and its opposite is negligence 
(from negligio, "to unloosen"). Concern about water resources might be one 
of the best entrances to reality which other civilizations take for granted, viz., 
that nature, cosmos, and humanity form a whole, and that whole means 
holy. 

If water symbolism is to be catalyst for holistic understanding, or a poten
tial facilitator of improved communication between those who now find 
themselves in the roles of victim or oppressor in the international drama of 
water resources, one needs to reflect not only on the everyday experiences 
of humans in diverse milieux; not only on the scientific explanations of water 
dynamics and use; but also on the contexts of faith in which perceptions, 
uses, and abuses of water are formed and sanctioned. 

Water symbols in experience, expertise, and myth 

At the basic level of sensory experience, water appeals to the whole: it can 
be seen, felt, smelled, touched, and tasted. What would the day be like 
without the morning shower, the cool drink of water after a hike, the refresh
ment of a swim, or the beauty of falling snow? Socially speaking, the beach, 
oasis, river or stream has been the meeting place for humans and animals 
throughout history. Water functions as magnet and shrine, in whose 
presence all kinds of communication barriers seem to dissolve. The fixing 
of international boundaries - one of the most significant challenges for 
mankind's symbolic interaction - has nearly always used watersheds, 
rivers, straits and sounds. In 1982, the United Nations Law of the Sea Con
ference could still not reach agreement on offshore limits or provisions for 
deep-sea mining. The survival of humanity may depend upon whether 
agreements can be reached about access to and use of water. 

At the scientific level, one is today much better informed than ever about 
the nature and dynamics of water, a theme which in Judson's phrase, "has 
tempted the eye of the artist, the sinews of the engineer, the intelligence of 
the scientist, and its mysteries are not yet fathomed."17 A better theme on 
which interdisciplinary communication could be fostered could scarcely be 
found. There is the factual as well as the fictional, hard data and soft, which 
could be shared among our fields. Why the enormous fascination of the 
ocean in human history? On any globe one can see that ninety seven per
cent of all the world's water lies in the oceans and seas; only three percent 
on land. And of this three percent, seventy-seven percent is locked up in 
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icecaps and glaciers, twenty-two and a half percent is underground, and on
ly a tiny one and a half percent is available for plants, animals, and 
humans.18 The West has long sought explanation for the disposition of land 
and water. The theory of continental drift which speculated about Pangaea, 
Tethys Sea, Gondwanaland, and Laurasia - a theory readily dismissed as 
"myth" by hard-nosed scientists in this century - is now resurrected thanks 
to the discovery of tectonic plates. Intellectual historians are today less 
cavalier about dismissing the role of myth in scientific discovery. 

Thales, one of the earliest Western philosophers, once hypothesized that 
"all is water." In this brief statement, one finds perhaps the best symbolic 
prototype of that perennial quest for Simple propositions and unifying prin
ciples of the "whole" which has characterized our Western intellectual 
heritage. Spinoza later sought to explain the whole in terms of one Ultimate 
Cause and thus reduce multiplicity to unity. What a contrast this perspective 
is to the Oriental approach, where imagination and aesthetics played a far 
greater role than intellect, but where the Absolute was identified with nature, 
in all its multifarious forms, rather than in One Supreme Being existing out
side or above nature.19 

The West, of course, has no monopoly on monistic thinking. Varuna, the 
Vedic god, was monarch of the universe, upholder of both physical and 
moral orders (rta).20 A distinction can also be discerned between the 
philosophy of Tao, which advocated sensitivity to nature's own "nature," as 
it were, and a variety of Confucianism which justified the mastering of it. The 
Western world, however, albeit its impressive record of monasticism and 
mysticism, has stubbornly pursued the route of empirical and hypothetico
deductive reasoning in its investigations of nature, whereas other civiliza
tions have appealed to art, music and poetry in their journeys toward 
understanding the world. Parallels can be found, of course, between the 
lyrical expressions of Fraticelli and Romantic poets in Europe and the 
homilies of a Shinto priest, e.g., Takasumi Sanga: "There is no place in 
which a god does not reside, even in the wild waves' eight hundred folds or 
in the wild mountain's bosom."21 

Western architecture would celebrate One (albeit Triune) God, but 
Chinese landscape artists would seek to display "the principle of organiza
tion connecting all things."22 Already, superficial evidence seems to sug
gest that what sets the West apart from other civilizations in its journey 
toward wholeness is (a) emphasis on the intellectual and rational; (b) visual 
perception as somehow more reliable than the other senses; and (c) mythol
ogical grounds for a hierarchical conception of power in the design and 
dynamism of reality. In other civilizations, one finds a blending of the in-
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tellectual with aesthetic, emotional, and volitional faculties of understanding 
wholeness; indeed, it seems that water symbolism has served to generate 
this multi-sensory array of perceptions, as well as openness to a plurality of 
styles in which order could be found in various social settings. 

A more radical difference between the Western and other worlds is, of 
course, that of underlying myth. The lessons to be learned from nature for 
a Chinese scholar of the Han or Sung dynasties were not only to be gleaned 
via aesthetic rather than calculative methods - they were to be learned 
from natural events themselves. The human and cosmic orders were in
timately interconnected, so hurricanes, storms and floods were signs of 
divine displeasure with a particular regime: wise government was 
something which nature patrolled. The term for revolution, Ko-ming, literally 
meant a "cutting off" or "taking away" of that mandate from Heaven from 
some particular ruler.23 

It is far easier to speak of symbolism with respect to experience or exper
tise than it is to delve into the world of myth. Ever since Xenophanes chided 
Homer and Hesiod for their "mythological" expressions, the main thrust of 
Hellenistic thought has been to empty mythos of all possible religious or 
metaphysical value.24 Myth has come to connote all that is false. Proper 
knowledge - "truth" - required Logos, or at least historia. In our Western 
tradition, both Socratic and Christian, myth has become suspect, the very 
opposite of truth. One might well wonder whether those capacities to regain 
touch with a mytho-poetic level of understanding have atrophied beyond 
repair? Atrophy, one hopes, does not signify death; to reawaken tired 
muscles, one appeals to emotion as well as aesthetics in gazing at how 
other civilizations have construed their "wholes." 

Water plays a cardinal role in most Creation myths, frequently associated 
with the female element, in reciprocal relationship with the male elements 
of 'Sky and Earth. But the story is usually suited to the normal life experience 
of men and women within particular physical milieux. In the arid and semi
arid Navajo world, for example, the process of creation is seen to emerge 
through the conjunction of Mother Earth and Father Sky, the basic ingre
dients being cornmeal, pollen, and powdered plants or flowers.25 In 
Polynesia, where the Ocean is the ubiquitous horizon of life, one reads the 
following account of creation: 

In the beginning there were only the Waters and Darkness. 10, the 
Supreme God, separated the waters by the power of thought and of his 
words, and created the Sky and the Earth. He said: Let the waters be 
separated, let the heavens be formed, let the earth be.26 
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People still utter those powerful words when faced with serious problems 
in life; they are believed to be effective in shedding light into secret places, 
in providing inspiration for composing songs, and in times of despair or 
warP Buddhism, which has diffused throughout a great variety of physical 
milieux in Asia, recognizes a heterogeneity of deities (kam/) and levels of 
being.28 In Japan, the sacred lotus, floating on the ocean, holds a key sym
bolic role in creation.29 In the Judaeo-Christian account of creation, it is the 
Spirit which breathes over the.y.'aters. When people disobeyed, a great flood 
came to cleanse the world. The symbolism of universal flood, of course, is 
as old as Gilgamesh, oldest perhaps of human records.3o 

A provocative contrast can be discerned between the Western account of 
Noah who, after the flood, gathered specimens of all living creatures into the 
Ark, and the Hindu account of Vishnu, incarnated as a Fish-God, who 
salvaged specimens of all vegetables and their seeds as well as all animal 
species.31 "Since the Fish-God was incarnated in water," a contemporary 
Hindu scholar writes, "people believe that water is sacred. "32 Might one 
not speculate that for the Western mind sacredness is symbolized in fixed 
property (the Ark) whereas for the Hindu the sacred flows like water? For the 
West, wholeness (holiness) may consist of reaching a clearly defined 
destination, whereas for the Hindu it emerges from pilgrimage? On the level 
of myth, then, two contrasting images of wholeness emerge: one implying 
home, enclosure, and protection in time and place; the other implying move
ment, flow, and immersion within the stream of life.33 For the nomadic 
forebears of Judaeo-Christian symbolism, The Ark of the Convenant was a 
sealed box, eventually to be enshrined, enthroned, within temple or 
cathedral, whereas for the Hindu, holiness flowed within the waters, par
ticularly in the sacred waters of the Ganges. 

Stereotypes, of course, are hazardous. In the Christian liturgy, water sym
bolizes the Holy Spirit who comes to dwell within the believer upon Baptism. 
To the Samaritan woman at the well, Christ said: "Whoever drinks the water 
that I will give him will never be thirsty again. The water that I will give him 
will become in him a spring which will provide him with living water, and give 
him eternal life."34 

Cosmology and metaphor in Western conceptions of nature 

Within the Western world, it would seem relatively easy to discern connec
tions among myth, symbol, and attitudes toward the whole. The taken-for
granted is more complex, however, than might appear at first glance. Even 
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a cursory look at Western history shows how myths have been used to 
justify, baptize, and steer our ways of life. Nor is it possible to separate out 
the cosmologies of the West from the peculiar kinds of environmental ex
periences which Europeans have known over the past two-thousand years. 
Permeating Western symbols and myths are certain key images of nature, 
varying over time, which have provided a kind of canvas, or framework, for 
the creative work of artists and scientists during successive periods. 

More specifically, one could claim that symbols, arising from experience 
or myth, have been harvested via metaphor in the pursuit of cognitive cer
tainty. From Greece the Western tradition has inherited the conviction that 
intellect was queen among human faculties, and that human reason (logos) 
should provide the ultimate criteria for assessing truthfulness. From 
Greece, as well as from the Hellenic stream of the Judaeo-Christian tradi
tion, has come a legacy of suspicion about the emotional, sensory, and in
tuitive features of our humanness. The distinction, and eventual separation, 
of intellectual and moral virtues in education is one which split Western ap
proaches to thought and being, truth and goodness. 

Yet one suspects that in those key metaphors for the whole which were 
built on symbols of nature - particularly those of water - one could find 
lurking assumptions about the nature of being itself. The intellectual history 
of the West has been variously interpreted. I draw here mainly on the works 
of Glacken, Yi-Fu Tuan, and Mills35 and add a further consideration, viz., 
that of "root metaphor" as expounded by Pepper.36 Pepper describes four 
world hypotheses in Western intellectual history which claim to give the 
"whole picture" about reality, and it seems worthwhile to examine how the 
nature of water was construed in each. The fit is scarcely comfortable, but 
as a heuristic exercise, this interpretation may help to unmask connections 
.between cosmology, science, and wholeness in our Western traditions. A 
rendering of Pepper's four root metaphors in terms relevant to understand
ing water is: (1) nature as appropriate form, designed by Divine Providence 
as fit abode for mankind - a fitness evidenced, for example, in the balanc
ing of moistures; (2) nature as organism, demonstrated primarily in the 
analogy to the human body; (3) nature as machine, evidenced through 
scientific experiments in alchemy and hydrology; and (4) nature as theatre 
of events, which staged spontaneous and unpredictable happenings, such 
as floods, droughts, and storms. In each of these "whole pictures" lurks im
plications about truth and rightness; each bears implicit or explicit 
guidelines for how humans should deal with nature. These examples make 
no claims to exhaustiveness, nor shall I confine them to the West. Wherever 
possible, some parallels with non-Western thought will be drawn. 
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1. Nature as appropriate form 

Babylonians considered the stars as the "writing of the sky." Arabs 
calculate time according to the stars. For the first millenium of European 
history, one could say that nature was "read" in terms of how well it 
displayed God's ultimate plan for humanity on earth.37 In Romans, Paul 
claims that because God's truths are so plainly written in his Creation, 
pagans could not plead ignorance of Him. "Some peoples, in order to 
discover God, read books," Augustine wrote, "but there is a great book: the 
very appearance of created things. Look about you. Look below you. Note 
it, read it."38 Viewing Nature as a book implies that there is an author, 
therefore natural forms were legible, and reflective of that author's inten
tions. This theocentric view contrasts, for example, with Hindu and Buddhist 
traditions where each natural form was, as it were, its own author. The 
Dogen (Japan) says: "There are many thousands of worlds comparable to 
the sutras within a single speck of dust. Within a single dust there are in
numerable Buddhas. A single stalk of grass and a single tree are both the 
mind and body of us and Buddhas."39 Zen gardens and miniaturized 
natural forms are "not merely symbols but ways of pOinting immediately at 
what is called in Chinese the Tao."40 The Meghaduta of Kalidasa ascribes 
conscious individuality, a real personal life, to all forms of nature; in fact, the 
poet describes aspects of nature that correspond to various human 
emotions.41 What seems to be common to all these diverse approaches to 
nature is the attempt to explain visible forms in terms of some underlying 
set of rules or norms. The root metaphor of form implies a world of diversity, 
a mosaic of variegated pattern and fitness. 

In Medieval times, European geographers were considered the "anato
mists of the great world."42 They described the visible patterns of land and 
water, human landscapes and social forms, all in terms of "fit," viz., how 
human civilizations adapted themselves to the natural environment. The 
Greeks had already paved the way by claSSifying the earth into zones 
(klimata) of varying appropriateness for human life. The role of water sym
bolism in this formistic conception appealed directly to life experience. 
Health of mind and body, as well as that of society, demanded a careful 
balance of the humors (moistures), and this, in turn, demanded a sensitive 
attunement to milieu, especially to climate. 

Largely because of its role in balanCing the humors, climate was linked 
with all forms of deformity, insanity, greed and warlike habits. Health meant 
the wholeness of the organism. So, too, a healthy society operated like an 
organism. A vast literature developed around the question of the optimal 
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climate for human life.43 It was first considered to be Greece and, later, 
northwestern Europe; all other societies were stereotyped in terms of their 
tempers and their ability to lead a healthy life. What is intriguing is the con
sistent curiosity about appropriate social forms, appropriate government, 
for people with different temperaments, viz., inhabitants of different climatic 
milieux. Bodin usually wound up his essays with a plea for strong central 
monarchy as the only means of dealing with the schisms and strife of the 
sixteenth century French world about which he wrote.44 

2. Nature as organism 

In the sixteenth century a vast new world opened up for the West as the 
ocean was gradually mastered. Political imaginations flew to the prospect 
of world empires: Portugal, Spain, Belgium, Holland, France and England 
sent out their antennae for conquest. Throughout European history, of 
course, the sea had always offered horizons of opportunity for Greek, Vik
ing, Hansa and Goth - counterpoint symbol to that settled, land-based 
agrarian civilization which ruled "at home." Skills for overcoming physical 
constraints of mountain and moor could be passed on orally from generation 
to generation, but to build cumulative knowledge of the sea demanded a 
scientific attitude.45 The sixteenth century also witnessed enormous 
upheavals in religious, military, and economic life. The Renaissance was 
dawning and the Reformation moved full steam ahead; with both came a 
radically altered image of nature. Before the sixteenth century, people may 
have looked to nature for signs of what lay beyond; now they studied it for 
its own sake.46 The world was viewed from an anthropocentric rather than 
a theocentric vantage point. The human body became the symbol of perfec
tion: men and women were themselves the image of the cosmos.47 

In the Renaissance version of water symbols and the whole, nature's work 
of art could be understood from one's body. The human body provided an 
excellent model: composed of many parts, it is still one. Analogy to the life 
cycle could enable one to conceptualize change over time; the same prin
ciples of order could be postulated for both natural and human life. "In every 
man ... a world, a universe, regards itself," said Bruno.48 Adherents to 
this view include such eniment figures as Leonardo, Gilbert, Kepler, Bruno, 
Harvey and, possibly, Newton. In many ways this view echoes elements of 
Arab thought, imported possibly via Aquinas and developed by Albert.49 
The cosmos now possesses life, intelligence and soul; it goes through the 
stages of infancy, youth, maturity and old age; it has skin, hair, a heart, 
stomach, veins, and arteries.5o 
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Two aspects of this Renaissance image seem particularly relevant to 
water symbolism and metaphor. First, the extraction of precious stones was 
considered somewhat like abortion: alchemists believed that all minerals, 
left to themselves, eventually "ripened" into gold.51 Secondly, an enor
mous curiosity arose about the hydrologic cycle and the role of water in the 
workings of the earth as a whole.52 Leonardo wrote: "The body of the 
earth, like the bodies of animals, is intersected with ramifications of veins 
which are all in connection and are constituted to give nutriment and life to 
the earth and its creatures. These come from the depths of the sea and, after 
many revolutions, have to return by the rivers created by the bursting of 
these veins high up. "53 

The "scientific" puzzle was to figure out how water moved from the 
oceans to the tops of mountains: 

The waters circulated with constant motion from the utmost depths of 
the sea to the highest summits of the mountans, not obeying the nature 
of heavy matter; and in this case they act as does the blood of animals 
which is always moving from the sea of the heart and flows to the top 
of their heads; and he who bursts veins - as one may see when a vein 
bursts in the nose, that all the blood from below rises to the level of the 
burst vein. When the water rushes out of a burst vein in the earth it 
obeys the nature of other things heavier than air, whence it always 
seeks the lowest places.54 

It was this parallelism between body and earth which evidently inspired 
Harvey's discovery of the blood circulation system - a discovery ap
preciated more by geologists than it was by medical authorities at the 
time.55 Geologists sought some central fire in the earth that performed a 
role analogous to that of the heart in man. 

3. Nature as machine 

To introduce the post-Galilean view of the world as a giant machine, water 
symbolism also helps. In contrast to Leonardo's "organic" explanation of 
water circulation, the "machine" metaphor suggested the alembic, or 
alchemist's alternative. In his distillation flask, water is heated to boiling 
pOint and the steam so generated is then cooled to produce condensation 
in the head of the flask.56 The earth is seen to operate in similar fashion: in
side there is a central fire that heats the incoming water flowing downward 
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through subterranean passages from the oceans. Water then rises as steam 
to the earth's surface, where it condenses - for example, in mountains and 
hills. The alembic model could explain clouds, rain, thunder, and lightning 
- even earthquakes. The geologist Hutton (familiar with James Watt, inven
tor of the steam engine) saw the world in mechanist terms - the earth as 
a perfectly constructed machine, bearing the marks of its Creator's power 
and wisdom.57 Whatever in it is subject to decay must, through its own in
ternal mechanisms, also be restored. Its mechanisms are, however, to be 
distinguished from those of its creation, which remain beyond speculation. 
The most favored metaphor which ushered in this new image was, of 
course, the clock.58 

The use of water and water symbols in the "clocking" of time is perhaps 
one of the most famous examples of metaphor in science and technology. 
One commentator claims that Galileo and his generation inaugurated "a 
new attitude for man before nature: he ceased to regard her as a child 
watches his mother, modelling himself after her; he wishes to conquer her, 
to make himself 'lord and possessor'. "59 There is a certain Oedipal aspect 
to this interpretation of the sudden adoption of the "machine" metaphor in 
various parts of Europe by scholars of widely different background. The 
violation of nature which ensued was accompanied by feelings of guilt and 
anxiety to which we are still heir. 

Mechanism is, of course, traceable to early sources in Greek and Roman 
philosophy, and Cicero eulogized the power of mechanist thought and 
techne already in the first century B.C.5o Mechanism probably arose, like 
other metaphors, from the attempt to explain the unfamiliar in terms of the 
familiar. Instead of the human body, however, the analog arose from ex
periences with objects - carpentry, architecture, clocks, levers and pulleys; 
and later with steam engines and computers.51 Throughout the seven
teenth century mechanism actually supported a teleological and a religious 
conception of the universe: there was still a maker, and objects were made 
for a purpose. An added nuance, however, came through the Enlightenment 
faith in human ingenuity: the well-constructed object - for example, the 
clock in the Strasbourg Cathedral - did not need constant maintenance. In 
fact, the better the construction, the more it could be left to its own devices. 
If there was a God, then, His Omnipotence would be best shown by his 
absenting himself. God became a "retired engineer," and the environment 
could become secularized.52 People believed they could tinker with and 
ultimately control nature; what had been put together could easily be taken 
apart. Attitudes of analysis and dissection joined those of curiosity about 
how mechanisms might be controlled. Nature became a reservoir of poten-
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tially exploitable resources, and each major technological innovation -
dams, pumps, irrigation, and so forth - brought with them a changed image 
of the environment. 

4. Nature as theater of events 

In marked contrast to the integrated pictures of the whole offered by the 
metaphors of organism and machine, a fourth view returns to the plurality 
of events and phenomena on the earth.63 A contextual view sees the world 
as stage for spontaneous and possibly unique events. Each flood, hur
ricane, earthquake or storm is seen as a unique occurrence, each to be 
analyzed and described holistically in its own terms. 

In many non-Western civilization, natural events are construed as signs 
of something else, or as "personalities" in their own right. During the early 
Han period in China, it was believed that natural events and human institu
tions were mutually interrelated, and if the king governed well, weather, 
wind and rain would be favorable, whereas if the king's reign was bad, 
natural calamities would arise.54 Greek myth also personified storm and 
drought, and these signified not only part of nature's drama but were also 
indicators of how appropriate the earth's klimata were for human dwelling. 

The contextual approach to particular events in the modern West bears 
little relationship to the Chinese and Greek versions. It may be more typical 
of the trans-Atlantic corner of the West - from the land where Pilgrims 
sought to finally make the Reformation work and rid human consciousness 
of old dogmatisms and intellectual effetism.65 The emerging natural 
philosophy would be pragmatic: the truth of yesterday would no longer suf
fice for today and would most probably be false tomorrow. The ultimate test 
of credibility was whether something would work.66 To understand an event 
meant to look at it contextually, and build a whole picture from the strands 
and textures of references surrounding that particular event.67 

Here, then, is a fourth version of the cognitive whole which does not de
mand an integrated picture of the cosmos, but promises a synthetic 
understanding of particular problems and situations. Tensions, of course, 
arise when this holistic mode of reaching understanding of an event is 
stretched toward normative ends, viz., as base for solving problems. 
Researchers with applied aims in mind often move from the event itself to 
the "systems" in which that event appears to be implicated; they then draft 
plans for its management or monitoring, which may eventually become in
sensitive to context. On the North American continent, for example, the 
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United States Corps of Engineers had already spent millions trying to 
harness the Mississippi River before they discovered that Flood Plain In
dians had in many cases already understood how to adapt their ways of life 
to the giant stream and its floods.68 A contextual view of the world could on
ly work if all were to agree on the principle of cultural pluralism and 
geographic autonomy - i.e. that in each valley people had responsibility to 
and for its own niche. 

Identity, order and niche 

What lessons may be derived from these four world views and the patterns 
of water symbolism they suggest? How do Western conceptions of water 
relate to those of other civilizations? What guidelines for a journey toward 
a wider horizon on wholeness can be gleaned from this comparative sketch? 

A central theme in this essay is that the key metaphors for "wholeness" 
in any civilization may be best elucidated in terms of mythological founda
tions and physical milieux. At the same time, their endurance could scarcely 
be explained without reference to those institutional structures and power 
arrangements which prevail between political regimes and scholars in a 
society. In the modern West, for example, there can be little doubt that 
academic fields of expertise must somehow demonstrate their value in 
terms of society's ongoing public interests. Let me conclude with some sug
gestions about how water symbolism enters explicitly or implicitly in the 
discourse between expertise and experience on three distinct levels of 
public interest, viz., identity, order, and niche. 

Water as symbol of identity 

Naming is one of the ubiquitous techniques used by mankind to establish 
and maintain a sense of personal and social identity. Scandinavia offers am
ple illustration: consider how many place and family names include water 
symbols (e.g., -sjo, -strom,-~, -bro). Lakes, rivers, oceans and seas have 
served the interests of human identity in most human cultures, and the 
earth's toponymy yields deeper insight into the history of civilizations than 
does its topography. Even tOday, Merseyside, Clydeside, Ostersj6n can pro
vide symbols of home for emigrant or native, more effectively than Liverpool, 
Glasgow, or towns around the Baltic Sea. Mediterranean and Levant -
despite all the vicissitudes of political history - still resonate the music of 
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a particular region. Similarly, the Rhineland, Danubian Plain and Po Valley 
offer symbols of cultural identity which transcend the many discrete 
"wholes" which inhabit those regions. Hydrological projects from Tigris
Euphrates through Tennessee Valley to Mekong all bear out the practical 
as well as ideological implications of "river valley identity": to be effective, 
the whole valley has to be involved, whatever the realignments of political 
or administrative structures which this might necessitate. A shining example 
in Europe is, of course, the Dutch wattenschaffen dating from the twelfth 
century.69 Today, as pollution and other problems mount in the North Sea 
and invasions of the Baltic steel strains international nerves, it becomes 
clear that the definitions of political "whole" and regional identity might well 
align themselves with those of water. 

All humans presumably develop an identity which involves elements of 
"home" and "reach." River valleys and seas can provide horizons for dif
ferent homes. Today's challenge seems to demand global horizons of con
cern as well a~ knowledge, but the legacy of symbolism in this respect is 
marred with the record of imperial conquest (political or economic) and its 
scientific support, which Heidegger called Herrschaftswissen.7o A chal
lenge outlined not only by him but by many others is to conceive an identity 
(home and reach) which could emerge from Besinnliches Nachdenken: how 
water works and how it is symbolized in various civilizations could be the 
wellspring for such an approach to our fields of knowledge. 

Water as symbol of order 

A sense of identity is intimately associated with implicit conceptions of op
timal order in society as well as in spatial and temporal affairs. Wittfogel's 
hydraulic civilizations exercised autocratic control over highly diverse 
pockets of local order; the Nile valley, by contrast, had a loose federation 
of village communities. The Swedish tradition of lag burgeoned around 
marine operations; the Admiralty in Britain provided symbols for team work 
on municipal as well as military operations. Even in everyday language, we 
often speak of "launching" or "piloting" a project, "pooling resources," a 
"wave of success," work "flowing smoothly," leadership "running a tight 
ship," workers "inundated" or "swamped" with agenda. The everyday 
language of teamwork, social management and policy is permeated with 
terms drawn from human experience with water and sea during precisely 
that period when Europeans sought to conquer ocean and ports. 

At an earlier time and in other civilizations, water symbolism pointed to 
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alternative models of order: models of community life adapted to different 
cultural, natural, and historical milieux. In the West, the vast literature on 
connections between health, climate, and human behavior was readily dis
missed as "environmental determinism," but it contained many provocative 
ideas about the appropriateness of political form to particular milieux. If 
there is one realm of contemporary life that really thirsts for creative im
agination, it is surely politics, in the radical meaning of the term; public life 
needs the irrigation and free flow of political energies throughout all parts 
of society. A body politic modelled on hydrological symbolism could make 
an interesting alternative to those grotesque charades of mechanism which 
reduce the citizen to an automation to be policed rather than a potential co
creator of political life. 

Water as symbol of niche 

To substantiate and maintain one's sense of identity and order - personally 
and socially - humans require a niche. In this ecological term, one could 
embrace not only livelihood and resource base, but all the proxemic and 
sensory elements of the everyday milieu. Throughout the record of farming 
and fishing societies, of artisan and industrial economies, of empires 
desirous to expand their Lebensraum, water symbolism has been used to 
connote both "home" and "horizon." It is scarcely possible to understand 
the history of Viking, Hansa, Phoenician, Portuguese or English without 
understanding how their language symbolized water as horizon for adven
ture. All over the world one finds in art and poetry, in science as well as fic
tion, water as symbol for home and reach, security and adventure. For so 
many writers and artists, the very presence of water - lake or ocean - was 
an indispensable condition for creative work. Vilhelm Moberg, it is claimed, 
always sought a view over lake or sea for his working milieu. Dan Anders
son, writing in Varmland, spoke of "nSgot bakom bergen ... " [something 
beyond the mountain], but the cargo cults of his Polynesian or Caribbean 
counterpart would have sung of something beyond the horizon.71 It could 
be that creative insight is peculiarly sensitive to the milieu in which it dawns. 
Could one not compare the record of maritime civilizations with that of con
tinental ones, in terms of water symbolism? For example, could not one 
compare the gentle Shinto symbols with those of the Hydraulic civilizations, 
those of the mounted nomad or those of the peasant, and find how wise or 
vain were the dreams of niche which have shaped the surface of the earth? 

Niche implies both ecological and economic resources whose quality and 
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scale reflect different societies' images of identity and order. The great irony 
in today's discussions about water resources in the West revolves around 
an ethno- and egocentrism. As long as one portion of humanity frames for 
itself an identity which surpasses its own geographical horizons and 
employs experts to chart its strategies of order without acknowledging the 
rights of all humanity to its own niche, all the rhetoric of peace and justice 
remains hollow. 

An enduring challenge 

Any experientially grounded probe using symbols to identify the "whole" is 
understandable in the context of particular cosmologies, and needs to be in
terpreted with rational as well as mythopoetic lenses. This enormous 
hermeneutical challenge is confounded by the ever present shadow of Nar
cissus. During the era when nature was regarded as the handiwork of God, 
I presume theology was without question the interpreter. When the secrets 
of civilization and climate were to be studied in terms of the human body, 
geographers could be regarded as "the anatomists of the great world." In 
the machine era, I presume the technologist has felt at home. But the rejec
tion and succession of basic metaphors was never a function of 
epistemology alone; such changes were born and steered from aesthetic, 
moral, and emotional judgements; in short, they w!"re due to changing 
mythological horizons - horizons which receded as knowledge and ex
perience unfolded. Can water symbolism, in cross-cultural perspective, help 
us to interpret these shifting horizons and reach toward higher levels of sym
bolic transformation which I claimed at the outset were needed? If we can 
not manage to transcend our own institutionally-defined pools of expertise, 
how can we imagine that we have anything useful to offer in the resolution 
of problems relating to world water resources? 

The most brilliant analyses and rational plans in the world do not motivate 
people to change their actual behavior with respect to water use and abuse. 
Ways of life are built upon taken-for-granted habits and practices, most of 
which are not consciously considered. European farmers are not asked to 
question or change their daily practices every time a new machine arrives 
or when efficiency in agribusiness unleashes massive doses of fertilizer and 
mechanized systems on a formerly subsistence-base economy. Nor does 
the housewife who always counted on chickens, dogs, or pigs to consume 
leftovers change her habits when plastics and canned foods replace the 
home-grown kind. Habits "cling;" they are not moralized about but are 
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simply taken-far-granted. A great deal of venom and rhetoric has been aired 
at huge capitalistic enterprises which are so apparently insensitive to 
ecology; legal mechanisms are gradually being implemented to muzzle the 
giants. Yet I suspect that on a global scale, it is the farmers and nomads of 
the world now suddenly finding themselves in a radically changed 
economic ~d technological world, who are the worst offenders and victims 
of water pollution. One could say that their technosphere has been radically 
altered with damaging effects on their biosphere, and yet their images and 
values have not changed concomitantly. 

It is much easier, however, to blame others than to look at ourselves and 
our academic genres de vie. It may well be that fragmentation and 
specialization of our expertise reflects itself in the landscapes and life forms 
within which we pursue our everyday agenda. A look at water symbolism 
and its cardinal role in world cosmologies helps here: ceteris are never 
paribus. Water symbolism beckons us beyond our academic niches, offer
ing a cleansing of encrustated routines, and suggests some alternative 
ways of perceiving ourselves and our world. Like a river flowing past a rich 
diversity of landscapes and regions, the contemporary world sweeps past 
our traditional "boxes" of expertise which seem in many ways like oxbow 
lakes and levees of forgotten relevance. Water permeates the whole of life, 
inviting all to ongoing creation. 

So might one dare to dream of a theology where Eros rejoins Logos, 
where spirituality, emotion, and worship rejoin intellect as equally valuable 
sources of insight into truth and goodness? Might one dream of a technol
ogy where Prometheus is reconciled with Epimetheus, and the drama of 
Faust and Gretchen rewritable? Can we envision environmental and human 
sciences ready to be tamed of their managerial hybris and listening to a 
reading of the earth's surface in terms of the accumulated wisdom of 
civilizations - and thereby led to a sense of Creation as a whole? Teilhard 
de Chardin's poetic vision of the universe has something to offer us all: a 
vision of humanity finally become conscious of itself and aware of a Unity, 
founded on Infinite Love, which supports diversity and the integrity of all 
thingsJ2 Few metaphors could be more helpful in the journey toward 
understanding the whole. 
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17. Cou nterfeit and authentic wholes: 
Finding a means for dwelling in nature 

HENRI BORTOFT 

What is wholeness? To answer this question, it is helpful to present a 
specific setting. Imagine someone not yet recognizing it asking, "what is 
roundness?" We might try to answer him by giving a number of instances, 
such as "the moon is round," "the plate is round," "the coin is round," and 
so on. Of course "round" is none of these things, but by adducing a number 
of such instances we may hope to provoke in him the recognition of round
ness. This happens when his perception of the specific instances is 
reorganised, so that they now become like mirrors in which roundness is 
seen reflected. In spite of what many people might think, this process does 
not involve empirical generalization - i.e., abstracting what is common 
from a number of cases. The belief that concepts are derived directly from 
sensory experiences is like believing that conjurors really do produce rab
bits out of hats. Just as the conjuror puts the rabbit into the hat beforehand, 
so the attempt to deduce the concept by abstraction in the empiricist man
ner presupposes the very concept it pretends to produce. 

I attempt the same procedure in this essay with the aim of understanding 
wholeness. I adduce a number of examples of wholeness, with the aim of 
learning more about wholeness itself by seeing its reflection in these par
ticular cases. I distinguish authentic wholeness from counterfeit forms in 
terms of the relationship between whole and part. The result leads to an 
understanding of how the whole can be encountered through the parts. 
Finally, I argue that the way of science developed by the poet and student 
of nature, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832), exemplifies the prin
ciple of authentic wholeness. Goethe's mode of understanding sees the part 
in light of the whole, fostering a way of science which dwells in nature. 
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Two examples of wholeness: Holograms and the universe of light and 
matter 

The advent of the laser has made possible the practical development of a 
radically different kind of photography. Hologram is the name given to the 
special kind of photographic plate produced with the highly coherent light 
of a laser - i.e., light which holds together and does not disperse, similar 
to a pure tone compared to noi~e. Whereas the ordinary photographic plate 
records and reproduces a flat image of an illuminated object, the hologram 
does not record an image of the object photographed but provides an optical 
reconstruction of the original object. When the hologram plate itself is il
luminated with the coherent light from the laser with which it was produced, 
the optical effect is exactly as if the original object were being observed. 
What is seen is to all optical appearances the object itself in full three
dimensional form, being displaced in apparent position when seen from dif
ferent perspectives (the parallax effect) in the same way as the original 
object. 

A hologram has several remarkable properties, in addition to those 
related to the three-dimensional nature of the optical reconstruction which 
it permits. The particular property which is of direct concern in understan
ding wholeness is the pervasiveness of the whole optical object throughout 
the plate.1 If the hologram plate is broken into fragments and one fragment 
is illuminated, it is found that the same three-dimensional optical reconstruc
tion of the original object is produced. There is nothing missing; the only dif
ference is that the reconstruction is less well defined. The entire original ob
ject can be optically reconstructed from any fragment of the original 
hologram, but as the fragments get smaller and smaller the resolution 
deteriorates until the reconstruction becomes so blotchy and ill-defined as 
to become unrecognizable. This property of the hologram is in striking con
trast to the ordinary image-recording photographic plate. If this type of plate 
is broken and a fragment illuminated, the image reproduced will be that 
recorded on the particular fragment and no more. With orthodox photogra
phy the image fragments with the plate; with holography the image is un
divided with the fragments. 

What can be seen straightaway about wholeness in this example of the 
hologram is the way in which the whole is present in the parts. The entire 
picture is wholly present in each part of the plate, so that it would not be true 
in this case to say that the whole is made up of parts. This point will be ex
plored in detail shortly, but the advantage of beginning with the hologram 
is that it is such an immediately concrete instance of wholeness. 
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A second example of wholeness involves the ordinary experience of look
ing up at the sky at night and seeing the vast number of stars. We see this 
nightimeworld by means of the light "carrying" the stars to us, which means 
that this vast expanse of sky must all be present in the light which passes 
through the small hole of the pupil into the eye. Furthermore, other 
observers in different locations can see the same expanse of night sky. 
Hence we can say that the stars seen in the heavens are all present in the 
light which is at any eye-point. The totality is contained in each small region 
of space, and when we use optical instruments like a telescope, we simply 
reclaim more of that light.2 If we set off in imagination to find what it would 
be like to be light, we come to a condition in which here is everywhere and 
everywhere is here. The nighttime sky is a "space" which is one whole, with 
the quality of a point and yet including all within itself. 

Matter also turns out to behave in an unexpectedly holistic way at both the 
macroscopic and the microscopic level. We tend to think of the large-scale 
universe of matter as being made up of separate and independent masses 
interacting with one another through the force of gravity. The viewpoint 
which emerges from modern physics is very different to this traditional con
ception. It is now believed that mass is not an intrinsic property of a body, 
but it is in fact a reflection of the whole of the rest of the universe in that body. 
Einstein imagined, following Ernst Mach, that a single particle of matter 
would have no mass if it were not for all the rest of the matter in the 
universe.3 Instead of trying to understand the universe by extrapolating 
from the local environment here and now to the universive as a whole, it may 
be useful to reverse the relationship and understand the local environment 
as being the result of the rest of the universe.4 

Similarly, at the microscopic level, we tend to think of the world as being 
made up of separate, independent sub-atomic particles interacting with one 
another through fields of force. But the view which emerges from physics 
today is very different. Particle physicists, as they are called, have found that 
sub-atomic particles cannot be considered to be made up of ultimate, simple 
building blocks which are separate and outside of each other. Increasingly, 
it becomes clear that analysis in this traditional way is inappropriate at the 
microscopic level. Thus, in the "bootstrap" philosophy of Geoffrey Chew, 
the properties of anyone particle are determined by all the other particles, 
so that every particle is a reflection of all the others. This structure whereby 
a particle contains all other particles, and is also contained in each of them, 
is expressed succinctly by the phrase, "every particle consists of all other 
particles.' '5 

Just as there are no independently separate masses on the large-scale, 
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then, there are also no independent elementary particles on the small-scale. 
At both levels, the whole is reflected in the parts, which in turn contribute 
to the whole. The whole, therefore, cannot simply be the sum of the parts 
- i.e. the totality - because there are no parts which are independent of 
the whole. For the same reason, we cannot perceive the whole by "standing 
back to get an overview." On the contrary, because the whole is in some 
way reflected in the parts, it is to be encountered by going further into the 
parts instead of by standing back from them. '. 
The hermeneutic circle 

A third instance of wholeness is externally somewhat different from the 
previous two. It is concerned with what happens when we read a written text. 
If reading is to be meaningful, it is not just a matter of repeating the words 
verbally as they come up in sequence on the page. Successful reading is 
not just a matter of saying the words. It is an act of interpretation, but not 
interpretation in the subjective sense. True interpretation is actively recep
tive, not assertive in the sense of dominating what is read. True interpreta
tion does not force the text into the mould of the reader's personality, or into 
the requirements of his previous knowledge. It conveys the meaning of the 
text - "conveys" in the sense of "passes through" or "goes between." 
This is why a reader sometimes can convey to others more of the meaning 
of a text than he may understand himself. 

Authentic interpretation, and hence successful reading, imparts real 
meaning, but the question becomes, what or where is this meaning? We 
often say, "I see," when we wish to indicate that we have grasped 
something. If we try to look at what we imagine is in our grasp, however, we 
find ourselves empty-handed. It does not take much experimentation here 
to realize that meaning cannot be grasped like an object. 

The meaning of a text, therefore, must have something to do with the 
whole text. What we come to here is the fundamental distinction between 
whole and totality. The meaning is the whole of the text, but this whole is 
not the same as the totality of the text. That there is a difference between 
the whole and the totality is clearly demonstrated by the evident fact that we 
do not need the totality of the text in order to understand its meaning. We 
do not have the totality of the text when we read it, but only one bit after 
another. But we do not have to store up what is read until it is all collected 
together, whereupon we suddenly see the meaning all at once in an instant 
On the contrary, the meaning of the text is discerned and disclosed with pro
gressive immanence throughout the reading of the text. 
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We can begin to see how remarkably similar the meaning structure of a 
text is to the optical form of the hologram. The totality of the text can be com
pared to the pattern of marks on the hologram plate. But the meaning of the 
text must be compared to the whole picture which can be reconstructed 
from the hologram plate. This is the sense in which the meaning of the text 
is the whole. The whole is not the totality, but the whole emerges most fully 
and completely through the totality. Thus, we can say that meaning is 
hologrammatical. The whole is present throughout all of the text, so that it 
is present in any region of the text. It is the presence of the whole in any 
region of the text which constitutes the meaning of that region of the text. 
Indeed, we can sometimes find that it is just the understanding of a single 
passage which suddenly illuminates for us the whole meaning of the text. 

What we come to here is the idea of the hermeneutical circle, which was 
first recognized by Friedrich Ast in the eighteenth century and subsequently 
developed by Schleiermacher in his program for general hermeneutics as 
the art of understanding.6 At the level of discourse, this circle says that to 
read an author we have to understand him first, and yet we have to read him 
first to understand him. It appears we have to understand the whole mean
ing of the text" in advance" to read the parts which are our pathway towards 
the meaning of the text as a whole. Clearly, this is a contradiction to logic 
and the form of reasoning which is based thereon. Yet it is the experience 
we go through to understand the meaning of the text, as it is also the ex
perience we go through in writing a text. The same paradox for logic can be 
found at the level of the single sentence. The meaning of a sentence has 
the unity of a whole. We reach the meaning of the sentence through reading 
the words, yet the meaning of the words in that sentence is determined by 
the meaning of the sentence as a whole. 

The reciprocal relationship of part and whole which is revealed here 
shows us clearly that the act of understanding is not a logical act of reason
ing because such an act depends on the choice of either/or. The paradox 
arises from the tacit assumption of linearity - implicit in the logic of reason 
- which supposes that we must go either from part to whole or from whole 
to part. Logic is analytical, whereas meaning is evidently holistic and hence 
understanding cannot be reduced to logic. We understand meaning in the 
moment of coalescence when the whole is reflected in the parts so that 
together they disclose the whole. It is because meaning is encountered in 
this "circle" of the reciprocal relationship of the whole and the parts that we 
call it the hermeneutical circle. 
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The whole and the parts 

The hologram helps us to see that the essence of the whole is that it is whole. 
If we had begun our discussion of the whole with the statement that the 
whole is whole, it would have seemed to be vacuous or trivially pedantic. But 
the optical instance of the hologram enables us to see that, far from being 
a trivial tautology, this statement expresses the primacy of the whole. No 
matter how often we break the hologram plate, the picture is undivided. It 
remains whole even while becoming many. 

This essential irreducibility of the whole is so strong that it seems in
conceivable that there is any way in which the whole could have parts. This 
is very much opposite to the view we usually have of the relation between 
parts and whole, which is a view that effectively denies the primacy of the 
whole. We are accustomed to thinking of going from parts to whole in some 
sort of summative manner. We think at developing the whole, even of 
making the whole, on the practical basis of putting parts together and 
making them fit. In this conventional way of working, we see the whole as 
developing by "integration of parts." This way of thinking, however, places 
the whole secondary to the parts, though usually we do not notice this error. 
Such a way of seeing places the whole in secondary relationship because 
it necessarily implies that the whole comes after the parts. It implies a linear 
sequence: first the parts, then the whole. The implication is that the whole 
always comes later than its parts. 

Faced with the primacy of the whole, as seen in the hologram, we may 
want to reverse the direction of this way of thinking of the whole. This we 
would do if we thought of the parts as being determined by the whole, de
fined by it, and so subservient to the whole. But this approach is not the true 
primacy of the whole, either. It puts the whole in the position of a false 
transcendental which would come earlier than the parts, and so would leave 
them no place. This approach effectively considers the whole as if it were 
a part, but a "superpart" which controls and dominates the other, lesser 
parts. It is not the true whole, and neither can the parts be true parts when 
they are dominated by this counterfeit whole. Instead, there is only the side
by-sideness of would-be parts and the counterfeit whole. This is a false 
dualism. 

In as much as the whole is whole it is neither earlier nor later. To say that 
the whole is not later than the parts is not to say that we do not put parts 
together. Of course we do - consider the action of writing, for example. But 
the fact that we often put parts together does not mean that in so doing we 
put the whole together. Similarly, to say that the whole is not earlier than the 
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parts is not to deny the primacy of the whole. But, at the same time, to assert 
the primacy of the whole is not to maintain that it is dominant, in the sense 
of having an external superiority over the parts. 

We can see the limitation of these two extreme approaches to the whole 
if we look at the act of writing. We put marks for words together on a page 
by the movement of the pen to try to say something. What is said is not the 
resultant sum of the marks, nor of the words which they indicate. What is 
said is not produced automatically by the words adding together as they 
come. But equally, we do not have what is said fixed and finished in front 
of us before it is written. We do not simply copy what is already said. We all 
know the familiar experience of having the sense that we understand 
something and then finding that it has slipped away when we try to say it. 
We seem to understand already before saying, but in the moment of expres
sion we are empty. What appears is not ready-made outside the expression. 
But neither is expression an invention from a vacuum. 

The art of saying is in finding the "right parts." The success or failure of 
saying, and hence of writing, turns upon the ability to recognize what is a 
part and what is not. But a part is a part only inasmuch as it serves to let 
the whole come forth, which is.to let meaning emerge. A part is only a part 
according to the emergence of the whole which it serves; otherwise it is 
mere noise. At the same time, the whole does not dominate, for the whole 
cannot emerge without the parts. The hazard of emergence is such that the 
whole depends on the parts to be able to come forth, and the parts depend 
on the coming forth of the whole to be significant instead of superficial. The 
recognition of a part is possible only through the "coming to presence" of 
the whole. This fact is particularly evident in authentic writing and reading, 
where something is either to come to expression or come to be understood. 

We cannot separate part and whole into disjointed positions, for they are 
not two as in common arithmetic. The arithmetic of the whole is not numeri
cal? We do not have part and whole, though the number category of or
dinary language will always make it seem SO.8 If we do separate part and 
whole into two, we appear to have an alternative of moving in a single direc
tion, either from part to whole or from whole to part. If we start from this posi
tion, we must at least insist on moving in both directions at once, so that we 
have neither the resultant whole as a sum nor the transcendental whole as 
a dominant authority, but the emergent whole which comes forth into its 
parts. The character of this emergence is the "unfolding of enfolding," so 
that the parts are the place of the whole where it bodies forth into pres
ence.9 The whole imparts itself; it is accomplished through the parts it 
fulfills. 
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We can perhaps do something more to bring out the relationship between 
whole and part by considering the hologram again. If we break the hologram 
plate into fractions, we do not break the whole. The whole is present in each 
fraction, but its presence diminishes as the fractioning proceeds. Starting 
from the other end, with many fractions, we could put the fractions together 
to build up the totality. As we did so, the whole would emerge; it would come 
forth more fully as we approached the totality. But we would not be building 
up the whole. The whole is already present, present in the fractions, coming 
fully into presence in the totality. The superficial ordering of the fractional 
parts may be a linear series - this next to that, and so on. But the ordering 
of the parts with respect to the emergent whole, the essential ordering, is 
nested and not linear. Thus the emergence of the whole is orthogonal to the 
accumulation of parts because it is the coming into presence of the whole 
which is whole, the whole which is immanent. 

This process tells us something fundamental about the whole in a way 
which shows us the significance of the parts. If the whole presences within 
its parts, then a part is a place for the presencing of the whole.1o If a part 
is to be an arena in which the whole can be present, if cannot be "any old 
thing." Rather, a part is special and not accidental, since it must be such 
as to let the whole come into presence. This speciality of the part is par
ticularly important because it shows us the way to the whole. It clearly in
dicates that the way to the whole is into and through the parts. The whole 
is nowhere to be encountered except in the midst of the parts. It is not to 
be encountered by stepping back to take an overview, for it is not over and 
above the parts, as if it were some superior, all-encompassing entity. The 
whole is to be encountered by stepping right into the parts. This is how we 
enter into the nesting of the whole, and thus move into the whole as we pass 
through the parts. 

This dual movement, into the whole through the parts, is demonstrated 
clearly in the experience of speaking and reading, listening and writing. We 
can see that in each case there is a dual movement: we move through the 
parts to enter into the whole which presences within the parts. When we 
understand, both movements come together. When we do not understand, 
we merely pass along the parts. Consider, for example, the interpretation 
of a difficult text, say, Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. At first encounter, we 
just pass along the parts, reading the sentences without understanding. To 
come to understand the text, we have to enter into it, and we do this in the 
first place by experiencing the meaning of the sentences. We enter into the 
text as the medium of meaning through the sentences themselves, putting 
ourselves into the text in a way which makes us available to meaning. We 
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do not stand back to get an overview of all the sentences, in the hope that 
this will give us the meaning of the text. We do not refer the text to some 
other, external text which will give us the meaning. There is no superior text 
which can be an authority in interpretation because there is no access to the 
meaning of Kant's book other than through the text itself. Even for Kant, 
there was no pure "meaning in itself," present as an object in his con
sciousness, which he then represented in language. The original text is 
already an interpretation, and every text written about Kant's book is itself 
an expression of the meaning which that book was written to make evident. 
The hermeneutic approach must recognize, as Heidegger said, that" ... 
what is essential in all philosophical discourse is not found in the specific 
propositions of which it is composed but in that which, although unstated as 
such, is made evident through these propositions."11 Authentic interpreta
tion recognizes the way in which the whole, which is the meaning of the text, 
comes to presence in the parts which are the sentences. 

Encountering the whole: The active absence 

Everything we encounter in the world can be said to be either one thing or 
another, either this or that, either before or after, and so on. Wherever we 
look, there are different things to be distinguished from one another: this 
book here, that pen there, the table underneath, and so on. Each thing is 
outside the other, and all things are separate from one another. But in 
recognizing the things about us in this way we, too, are separate from and 
outside of each of the things we see. We find ourselves laid out side by side, 
together with and separate from, the things we recognize. This is the familiar 
spectator awareness. In the moment of recognizing a thing we stand outside 
of that thing, and in the moment of so standing outside of that thing we turn 
into an "I" which knows that thing, for there cannot be an "outside" without 
the distinction of something being outside of some other thing. Thus, the "I" 
of "I know" arises in the knowing of something in the moment of recognition 
of the thing known. By virtue of its origin, the "I" which knows is outside of 
what it knows. 

We cannot know the whole in the way in which we know things because 
we cannot recognize the whole as a thing. If the whole were available to be 
recognized in the same way as we recognize the things which surround us, 
then the whole would be counted among those things as one of them. We 
could point and say "here is this" and "there is that," and "that's the whole 
over there." If we had the power of such recognition, we would know the 
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whole in the same way that we know its parts, for the whole itself would sim
ply be numbered among its parts. The whole would be outside its parts in 
the same way that each part is outside all the other parts. But the whole 
comes into presence within its parts, and we cannot encounter the whole in 
the same way that we encounter the parts. We should not think of the whole 
as if it were a thing. 

Awareness is occupied with things. The whole is absent to awareness 
because it is not a thing among things. To awareness, the whole is no-thing, 
and since awareness is awareness of something, no-thing is nothing. The 
whole which is no-thing is taken as mere nothing, in which case it vanishes. 
When this loss happens, we are left with a world of things, and the apparent 
task of putting them together to make a whole. Such an effort disregards the 
authentic whole. 

The other choice is to take the whole to be no-thing but not nothing. This 
possibility is difficult for awareness, which cannot distinguish the two. Yet 
we have an illustration immediately on hand with the experience of reading. 
We do not take the meaning of a sentence to be a word. The meaning of a 
sentence is no-word. But evidently this is not the same as nothing, for if it 
were we could never read! The whole presences within parts, but from the 
standpoint of the awareness which grasps the external parts, the whole is 
an absence. This absence, however, is not the same as nothing. Rather, it 
is an active absence in as much as we do not try to be aware of the whole, 
as if we could grasp it like a part, but instead let ourselves be open to be 
moved by the whole. 

A particularly graphic illustration of the development of a sensitivity to the 
whole as an active absence is to be found in the experience of writing, where 
we saw earlier that we do not have the meaning before us like an object. 
Another illustration of the active absence is provided by the enacting of a 
play. An actor does not stand away from his part as if it were an object to 
be captured by awareness. He enters into his part in such a way that he 
enters into the play. If the play is constructed well, the whole play comes into 
presence within the parts so that the actor encounters the play through his 
part. But he does not encounter the playas an object of knowledge over 
which he can stand like the lines he learns. He encounters the play in the 
part as an active absence which can begin to move him. When this happens 
the actor starts to be acted by the play, instead of trying to act the play. The 
origin of the acting becomes the play itself, instead of the actor's subjective 
"I." The actor no longer imposes himself on the play, as if it were an object 
to be mastered, but he listens to the play and allows himself to be moved 
by it. In this way he enters into the part in such a way that the play speaks 
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through him. This is how, his awareness occupied with the lines to be 
spoken, he encounters the whole which is the play - not as an object but 
as an active absence. 

Developmental psychology now offers considerable support for this no
tion that the whole is "nothing" to our ordinary awareness, as well as for the 
notion that we can develop a sensitivity to the whole as an "active 
absence." Psychologists have discovered that there are two major modes 
of organization for a human being: the action mode and the receptive 
mode.12 In the early infant state, we are in the receptive mode, but this is 
gradually dominated by the development of the action mode of organization 
which is formed in us by our interaction with the physical environment. 
Through the manipulation of physical bodies, and especially solid bodies, 
we develop the ability to focus the attention and perceive boundaries - i.e. 
to discriminate, analyze and divide the world up into objects. The inter
nalization of this experience of manipulating physical bodies gives us the 
object-based logic which Henri Bergson called "the logic of solids."13 This 
process has been described in detail by psychologists from Helmholtz down 
to Piaget. The result is an analytical mode of consciousness attuned to our 
experience with solid bodies. This kind of consciousness is institutionalized 
by the structure of our language, which favors the active mode of organiza
tion. As a result, we are well prepared to perceive selectively only some of 
the possible features of experience. 

The alternative mode of organization, the receptive mode, is one which 
allows events to happen - for example, the play above. Instead of being 
verbal, analytical, sequential and logical, this mode of consciousness is 
non-verbal, holistic, non-linear and 1ntuitive. It emphasizes the sensory and 
perceptual instead of the rational categories of the action mode. It is based 
on taking in, rather than manipulating, the environment. 

For reasons of biological survival, the analytic mode has become domi
nant in human experience. This mode of consciousness corresponds to the 
object world, and since we are not aware of our own mode of consciousness 
directly, we inevitably identify this world as the only reality. It is because of 
this mode of consciousness that the whole is "nothing" to our awareness, 
and also that when we encounter it we do so as an "active absence." If we 
were re-educated in the receptive mode of consciousness, our encounter 
with wholeness would be considerably different, and we would see many 
new things about our world. 
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Wholeness in science 

There are many hermeneutic illustrations of the active absence - speaking, 
reading, playing a game, and so on - which are similar to the actor playing 
his part in the play. These examples can each demonstrate the reversal 
which comes in turning from awareness of an object into the encounter with 
the whole. This turning around, from grasping to being receptive, from 
awareness of an object to letting an absence be active, is a reversal which 
is the practical consequence of choosing the path which assents to the 
whole as no-thing and not mere nothing. 

It is because of this reversal that the authentic whole must be invisible to 
the scientific approach, as currently conceived. The paradigm for modern 
scientific method is Kant's "appointed judge who compels the witnesses to 
answer questions which he has himself formulated."14 Science believes 
itself to be objective, but is in essence subjective because the witness is 
compelled to an!:!wer questions which the scientist himself has formulated. 
He never notices the circularity in this because he believes he hears the 
voice of "nature" speaking, not realizing that it is the transposed echo of 
his own voice. Modern positivist science can only approach the whole as if 
it were a thing among things. Thus the scientist tries to grasp the whole as 
an object for interrogation. So it is that science today, by virtue of the method 
which is its hallmark, is left with a fragmented world of things which it must 
then try to reassemble. 

The introduction of a quantitative, mathematical method in science led to 
the distinction between primary and secondary qualities.15 The so-called 
primary qualities - like number, magnitude, position and so on - can be 
expressed mathematically. But such secondary qualities as color, taste, and 
sound cannot be expressed mathematically in any direct way. This distinc
tion has been made into the basis for a dualism in which only the primary 
qualities are considered to be real. Any secondary quality is supposed to be 
the result of the effect on the senses of the primary qualities, being no more 
than a subjective experience and not itself a part of "objective" nature. 

The result of this dualistic approach is that the features of nature which 
we encounter most immediately in our experience are judged to be unreal 
- just illusions of the senses. In contrast, what is real is not evident to the 
senses and has to be attained through the use of intellectual reasoning. 
Thus, one group of qualities is imagined to be behind or beneath the other 
group, hidden by the appearances, so that a secondary quality is under
stood when it is seen how it could have arisen from the primary qualities. 
The reality of nature is not identical to the appearances which our senses 
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give, and a major aim of positivist science is to replace the phenomenon with 
a mathematical model which can incorporate only the primary qualities. This 
quantitative result is then supposed to be more real than the phenomenon 
observed by the senses, and the task of science becomes a kind of "meta
physical archaeology" which strives to reveal an underlying mathematical 
reality. 

The way this approach is done in practice can be illustrated by Newton's 
treatment of the colors produced by a prism. His method was to correlate 
all observations of secondary qualities with measurements of primary 
qualities, so as to eliminate the secondary qualities from the scientific 
description of the world.16 Newton eliminated color by correlating it with the 
"degree of refrangibility" (what we would now call "angle of refraction") of 
the different colors when the sun's light passes through a prism. Further
more, refraction can be represented numerically, thus the ultimate aim of 
substituting a series of numbers for the sensory experience of different col
ors is achieved (later the wavelength of light would replace refrangibility). 
Hence, something which can be measured replaced the phenomenon of 
color, and in this way color as color was eliminated from the scientific ac
count of the world. 

Goethe's way of science 

Newton's approach to light and color illustrates the extraordinary degree to 
which modern science stands outside of the phenomenon, the ideal of 
understanding being reached when the scientist is as far removed as pos
sible from the experience.17 The physics of color could now be understood 
just as well by a person who is color-blind. There is little wonder that the suc
cessful development of physics has led to an ever-increasing alienation of 
the universe of physics from the world of our everyday experience. 18 

Goethe's approach to color was very different from Newton's analytic ap
proach. Goethe attempted to develop a physics of color which was based 
on everday experience. He worked to achieve an authentic wholeness by 
dwelling in the phenomenon instead of replacing it with a mathematical 
representation. 

Goethe's objection to Newton's procedure was that he had taken a com
plicated phenomenon as his basis, and tried to explain what was simple by 
means of something more complex. 19 To Goethe, Newton's procedure was 
upside down. Newton had arranged for the light from a tiny hole in a window 
shutter to pass through a glass prism onto the opposite wall. The spectrum 
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of colors formed in this way was a well-known phenomenon at the time, but 
Newton's contribution was to explain it in a new way. He believed that the 
colors were already present in the light from the sun coming through the 
hole, and the effect of the prism was to separate them. It would be quite 
wrong to say, as is said so often in physics textbooks, that the experiment 
showed Newton this, or that he was led to believe this by the experiment. 
Rather, it was Newton's way of seeing which constituted the experiment's 
being seen in this way. He saw the idea (that white light is a mixture of colors 
which are sorted out by the prism) "reflected" in the experiment, as if it were 
a mirror to his thinking; he did not derive it from the experiment in the way 
that is often believed. 

In contrast to Newton, Goethe set out to find the simplest possible color 
phenomenon, and make this his basis for understanding color in more com
plex situations. He believed Newton erred in thinking colorless light was 
compounded of colored lights because colored light is darker than colorless 
light, and this would mean that several darker lights were added together 
to make a brighter light. Goethe looked first at the colors which are formed 
when the prism in used with light in the natural environment, instead of the 
restricted and artificial environment which he felt Newton had selected as 
the experimental basis for his approach. By doing this, Goethe recognized 
that the phenomenon of prismatic colors depended on a boundary between 
light and dark regions. Far from the colors somehow being already contain
ed in light, for Goethe they came into being out of a relationship between 
light and darkness. 

To Goethe, the prism was a complicating factor, and so to understand the 
arising of colors, he looked for the more simple cases, which meant looking 
for situations where there are no secondary factors, only light and darkness. 
Such a case is what Goethe first called das reine Phiinomen (the "pure 
phenomenon"), and for which he later use the term Urphiinomen ("primal 
or archetypal phenomenon").2o He found the primal phenomenon of color 
in the color phenomena which are associated with opaque or semitrans
parent media. When light is seen through such a medium, it darkens first 
to yellow, and then orange and red as the medium thickens. Alternatively, 
when darkness is seen through an illuminated medium, it lightens to violet 
and then blue. Such a phenomenon is particularly evident with atmospheric 
colors, such as the colors of the sun and the sky and the way that these 
change with atmospheric conditions. Thus, it was in the natural environment 
that Goethe first recognized the primal phenomenon of color to be the 
lightening of dark to give violet and blue, and the darkening of light to give 
yellow and red. He expressed this process poetically as "the deeds and suf
ferings of light. "21 
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Once Goethe had found this primal phenomenon he was in a position to 
see how the colors change from one to another as conditions change. He 
could see how these shifts were at the root of more complex phenomena 
such as the prismatic colors. One result is that a dynamic wholeness is 
perceived in the prismatic colors - a wholeness totally lacking in Newton's 
account. In other words, Goethe's presentation describes the origin of col
ors whereas Newton's does not. The colors of the spectrum are simply not 
intelligible in Newton's account because there is no inherent reason why 
there should be red, or blue, or green, as there is no reason why they should 
appear in the order that they do in the spectrum. But with Goethe's account, 
one can understand both the quality of the colors and the relationship bet
ween them, so that we can perceive the wholeness of the phenomenon 
without going beyond what can be experienced. Goethe's method was to ex
tend and deepen his experience of the phenomenon until he reached that 
element of the phenomenon which is not given externally to sense ex
perience. This is the connection, or relationship in the phenomenon which 
he called the law (Gesetz), and which he found by going more deeply into 
the phenomenon instead of standing back from it or trying to go beyond it 
intellectually to something which could not be experienced.22 In other 
words, Goethe believed that the organization or unity of the phenomenon 
is real and can be experienced, but that it is not evident to sensory ex
perience. It is perceived by an intuitive experience - what Goethe called 
Anschauung, which "may be held to signify the intuitive knowledge gained 
through contemplation of the visible aspect. "23 

In following Goethe's approach to scientific knowledge, one finds that the 
wholeness of the phenomenon is intensive. The experience is one of enter
ing into a dimension which is in the phenomenon, not behind or beyond it, 
but which is not visible at first. It is perceived through the mind, when the 
mind functions as an organ of perception instead of the medium of logical 
thought. Whereas mathematical science begins by transforming the con
tents of sensory perception into quantitative values and establishing a rela
tionship between them, Goethe looked for a relationship between the per
ceptible elements which left the contents of perception unchanged. He tried 
to see these elements themselves holistically instead of replacing them by 
a relationship analytically. As Cassirer said, "the mathematical formula 
strives to make the phenomena calculable, that of Goethe to make them 
visible. "24 

It seems clear from his way of working that Goethe could be described 
correctly as a phenomenologist of nature, since his approach to knowledge 
was to let the phenomenon become fully visible without imposing subjective 
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mental constructs. He was especially scathing towards the kind of theory 
which attempted to explain the phenomenon by some kind of hidden 
mechanism. He saw this style of analysis as an attempt to introduce fanciful 
sensory-like elements behind the appearances, to which the human mind 
then had to be denied direct access. He thought Descartes' attempt to im
agine such mechanical models behind the appearances was debasing to 
the mind, and no doubt he would have felt the same way about Einstein's 
picture of the impregnable watch as an analogy for the situation facing the 
scientific investigator.25 Goethe did not examine the phenomenon intellec
tually but, rather, tried to visualize the phenomenon in his mind in a sensory 
way - by the process which he called "exact sensorial fantasy" (exakte sin
nliche Phantasie).26 Goethe's thinking is concrete, not abstract, and can be 
described as one of dwelling in the phenomenon.27 

The Ur-Phenomenon 

The notion of the Urphiinomen is an invaluable illustration of the concrete 
nature of Goethe's way of thinking which dwells in the phenomenon. The 
primal phenomenon is not to be thought of as a generalization from observa
tions, produced by abstracting from different instances something that is 
common to them. If this result were the case, one would arrive at an 
abstracted unity with the dead quality of a lowest common factor. For 
Goethe, the primal phenomenon was a concrete instance - what he called 
"an instance worth a thousand, bearing all within itself."2B In a moment of 
intuitive perception, the particular instance is seen as a living manifestation 
of the universal. What is merely particular in one perspective is simultane
ously universal in another way of seeing. In other words, the particular 
becomes symbolic of the universal.29 

In terms of the category of wholeness, the primal phenomenon is an ex
ample of the whole which is present in the part. Goethe himself said as much 
when he called it "an instance worth a thousand," and described it as 
"bearing all within itself." It is the authentic whole which is reached by going 
into the parts, whereas a generalization is the counterfeit whole that is ob
tained by standing back from the parts to get an overview. Looking for the 
Urphiinomen is an example of looking for the right part - i.e. the part which 
contains the whole. This way of seeing illustrates the simultaneous, 
reciprocal relationship between part and whole, whereby the whole cannot 
appear until the part is recognized, but the part cannot be recognized as 
such without the whole. 
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For example, Goethe was able to "read" how colors arise in the way that 
the colors of the sun and the sky change with the atmospheric conditions 
throughout the day. Because there were no secondary, complicating fac
tors, this was for him an instance of the primal phenomenon of the arising 
of colors. This phenomenon was perceived as a part which contained the 
whole, and it was, in fact, through the observation of this particular 
phenomenon that Goethe first learned to see intuitively the law of the origin 
of color. Yet, the way that the colors of the sun and sky change together does 
not stand out as a phenomenon until it is seen as an instance of how colors 
arise. The search for the primal phenomenon is like creative writing, where 
the need is to find the right expression to let the meaning come forth. By 
analogy, we can say that Goethe's way of science is "hermeneutical." Once 
the primal phenomenon has been discovered in a single case, it can be 
recognized elsewhere in nature and in artificial situations where superficial
ly it may appear to be very different. These varying instances can be com
pared to the fragments of a hologram. 

Newton, in contrast, tried to divide light into parts: the colors of the spec
trum from red through to blue. But these are not true parts because each 
does not contain the whole, and hence they do not serve to let the whole 
come forth. Colorless light, or white light, is imagined to be a summative 
totality of these colors; whole and parts are treated as separate and outside 
of each other. Newton tried to go analytically from whole to parts (white light 
separated into colors), and from parts to whole (colors combined to make 
white light). In contrast, Goethe encountered the wholeness of the phenom
enon through the intuitive mode of consciousness, which is receptive to the 
phenomenon instead of dividing it according to external categories.30 

Conclusion 

The experience of authentic wholeness requires a new style of learning 
largely ignored in our schools and universities today. Typically, modern 
education is grounded in the intellectual faculty, whose analytical capacity 
alone is developed, mostly through verbal reasoning. One notes, for exam
ple, that science students are often not interested in observing phenomena 
of nature; if asked to do so, they become easily bored. Their observations 
often bear little resemblance to the phenomenon itself.31 These students 
are much happier with textbook descriptions and explanations, a fact readily 
understandable once one recognizes that most educational experience un
folds in terms of one mode of consciousness - the verbal, rational mode. 
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The experience of authentic wholeness is impossible in this mode of con
sciousness, and a complementary style of understanding could usefully be 
developed. This can be done, first by learning to work with mental images 
in a way emulating Goethe - i.e. forming images from sensory experiences. 
In turn, this process requires careful observation of the phenomenon. 
Authentic wholeness means that the whole is in the part, hence careful at
tention must be given to the parts instead of to general principles. In con
trast, an intellectual approach to scientific education begins by seeing the 
phenomenon as an instance'·of general principles. 

Working with mental images activates a different mode of consciousness 
which is holistic and intuitive. One area where this style of learning is now 
used practically is in transpersonal education.32 Experiments with guided 
fantasy indicate that a frequent result is the extension of feelings, whereby 
the student experiences a deeper, more direct contact with the phenom
enon imagined.33 In this way, a more comprehensive and complete en
counter with the phenomenon results, and aspects of the phenomenon 
otherwise unnoticed often come to light. In addition, students feel them
selves to be more in harmony with the phenomenon, as if they themselves 
were participating in it. This leads to an attitude toward nature more ground
ed in concern, respect and responsibility.34 

Goethe's way of science is not the only direction for a way of learning 
grounded in authentic wholeness. In most general terms, such a style of 
education and science is phenomenological, lettingthings become manifest 
as they show themselves without forcing our own categories on them. This 
kind of learning and science goes beyond the surface of the phenomenon, 
but not behind it to contrive some causal mechanism described by a model 
borrowed from somewhere else. A contemporary illustration of such an ap
proach is the work of biologist Wolfgang Schad in his zoological study, Man 
and Mamma/s.35 Schad shows how all mammals can be understood in 
terms of the way in which the whole is present in the parts. In addition, he 
demonstrates how each mammal can be understood in terms of its own 
overall organization. 

Schad begins with the direct observation of the immediate phenomena, 
working to rediscover the uniqueness of individual animals. According to 
Schad's approach, every detail of an animal is a reflection of its basic 
organization. Thus, he does not begin by replacing the phenomenon with 
a stereotype, but rather searches for the animal's unique qualities. This ap
proach does not lead to fragmentation and multiplicity. Instead, it leads to 
the perception of diversity within unity, whereby the unique quality of each 
mammal is seen hOlistically within the context of other mammals. With a 
wealth of drawings and photographs, Schad demonstrates how going into 
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the part to encounter the whole leads to the perception of multiplicity within 
a holistic perspective. He shows that multiplicity in unity means seeing 
uniqueness without fragmentation. 

The counterfeit approach to wholeness - i.e. going away from the part 
to get an overview - leads only to the abstraction of the general case, which 
has the quality of uniformity rather than uniqueness. Schad indicates how 
a biology grounded in authentic wholeness can recognize the inner organic 
order in an animal in such a way that its individual features can be explained 
by the basic organization of the animal itself. In short, the mammal "ex
plains" itself. For example, the formation of the hedgehog's horny quills is 
explained in terms of the basic organization of the hedgehog itself. Other 
questions for which Schad provides answers are why cattle have horns, and 
deer, antlers; why leopards are spotted, and zebras, striped; why otter, 
beavers, seals, and hippopotamuses live in water; why giraffes' necks are 
long; why rhinoceroses are horned. Schad convincingly demonstrates that 
features such as these can be explained through careful observation of an 
animal's organization in relation to the organization of other mammals. 

Like Goethe's, Schad's way of science is phenomenological and 
hermeneutical. It is phenomenological because the animal is capable of 
disclosing itself in terms of itself. Phenomenology, said Heidegger, is the ef
fort "to let that which shows itself be seen from itself in the very way in which 
it shows itself from itself."36 Phenomenology brings to light what is there 
but at first may be hidden. Schad discovers in the animal the qualities which 
make that animal what it is rather than some other creature. In addition, 
Schad's work is hermeneutical, since when the point is reached where the 
animal discloses itself, the animal becomes its own language. In this mo
ment, the animal is language. As an authentic discovery, this moment can 
only be experienced directly; it cannot be "translated" adequately into the 
verbal language of secondhand description. In this sense, Schad's way of 
seeing echoes the universal sense of Gadamer's hermeneutics, in which 
"being that can be understood is language. "37 

As Schad's work suggests, Goethe's way of science did not end with 
him. His style of learning and understanding belongs not to the past but 
to the future. It is widely acknowledged today that, through the growth of 
the science of matter, the Western mind has become more and more re
moved from contact with nature. Contemporary problems, many arising 
from modern scientific method, confront people with the fact that they 
have become divorced from a realistic appreciation of their place in the 
larger world. At the same time, there is a growing demand for a renewal of 
contact with nature. It is not enough to dwell in nature sentimentally and 
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aesthetically, grafting such awareness to a scientific infrastructure which 
largely denies nature. The need is a new science of nature, different from 
the science of matter, and based on other human faculties besides the 
analytic mind. A basis for this science is the discovery of authentic whole
ness.38 
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